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OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

Introduction
The eight papers presented here represent the results of
research extending over a lengthy period of time.

While these papers

are not presented in exact chronological order, there is a prominent
sequential element to the work.

In particular, several of the themes

and issues introduced in my earlier and more wide-ranging papers,
notably Papers 1 and 3, are developed and refined further in
subsequent papers.
The major objective of my research is to investigate various
economic aspects of the relationship between government regulation
and the performance of the Australian domestic air transport
industry, particularly with respect to the provision of passenger
services.
The various constitutional and legislative powers and policies
which determined the patterns of regulation studied in my research
are outlined in Appendix 1 of Paper 3, while Papers 1 and 2 also
contain briefer summaries with slightly more historical perspective.
From the early 1950s Australia's domestic air transport industry has
been heavily regulated, the dominant feature of which being the socalled Two-Airline Policy.

Since the Commonwealth Government was

considered to lack the constitutional authority for direct economic
regulation of civil aViation, it has chosen to control entry into the
industry and to regulate the behaviour of its selected operators by
means of a series of contractual agreements, the various Airlines
Agreements Acts, together with other supporting legislation.
features of the Two-Airline Policy include:

Major

domination of the

industry by two major operators by means of restrictions on market
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entry through prohibition of aircraft importation; control of
aircraft capacity; consultation between operators regarding air
services; fare setting; and the existence of a government-owned
airline, Trans-Australia Airlines (TAA).
The strictly economic framework, which has been adopted in my
study of Australia's domestic air transport industry, is outlined in
Paper 2 and the Introduction of Paper 3.

In particular, two

necessary conditions are identified for an economic efficiency
justification of market intervention on the part of government.

The

first is to demonstrate the existence of market failure, where the
market outcome differs from the socially optimal outcome, and hence
where there exists the possibility of increased efficiency through
government regulatory actions.

Secondly, the benefits from any

proposed market correction policy must exceed its costs.
Paper 2, which discusses some issues raised in de Neufville and
Mira (1974), notes the irony of devoting much attention to the first
requirement, while neglecting the second of the necessary
conditions.

It is the frequent failure to satisfy this second

condition that can lead to a premature (at best), and often
unjustified, call for government intervention.
Thus a comparative institution approach is needed, requiring an
assessment of which real world arrangement (market or regulation,
which are both, to some extent, imperfect) is better suited to the
particular economic problem under consideration.

To this end, some

of the broad, inherent tendencies of the regulatory and competitive
processes are mentioned in Chapter 7 of Paper 3.
Three broad directions can be identified in my research.
are:

(a)

These

an investigation of the existence of market failure in the

airline industry;

(b)

an economic analysis of the impact and
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performance of the Australian domestic airline industry-s regulatory
framework;

and (c)

an examination of several policy options.

Market Failure in the Airline Industry
The question of market failure in the airline industry is
addressed in Paper 3, especially Chapters 1 to 5.

These chapters

investigate the many alleged public interest arguments as to why the
market mechanism is an unsuitable method of satisfying the
community-s demands for air services.

Such arguments include claims

that competition among airlines will be destructive or wasteful, will
result in many areas without services, or will lead to monopoly
exploitation of consumers.

Various externality arguments have also

been suggested.
The validity of these arguments is seriously questioned.

In

fact, many of the major perceived problem areas in airline markets
can be traced to the regulatory systems within which the industry
must operate.

Well-known examples include the past United States

(US) experience with respect to excess capacity and airline reequipment.

A further case of so-called wasteful competition

encouraged by the pattern of regulation adopted by air transport
authorities is Australia-s controversial parallel scheduling.

The

tendency towards parallel schedules appears to be the natural result
of a system in which there are two operators and no threat of entry,
all the major attributes of operators- products are identical (e.g.
fares, capacity, aircraft and in-flight services), and timetabling is
the most significant means of non-price competition available.
Several external benefits alleged to be associated with civil
aviation are also considered, including defence, national development
and fuel conservation.

While there is scope for disagreement about

the significance of these supposed benefits, it appears that extern-
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ality problems with respect to these issues, to the extent they
exist, are best dealt with directly through subsidies or other fiscal
measures rather than indirectly through restrictive market control.
Similarly, the potentially emotive issue of air safety is largely
irrelevant to considerations of the economic regulation of
airlines.

Air safety objectives are not dependent upon market

regulation and can be more effectively pursued through direct
attention to operating standards and procedures.
As alluded to above, monopoly exploitation of consumers has been
one of the most popular themes of the debate on Australian airline
regulation.

In Chapter 2 of Paper 3 it is argued that, not only is

there a lack of empirical evidence in the literature of economies of
scale in the provision of airline services, but also the nature of
airline costs is such that, even if airline markets were heavily
concentrated, existing operators would have little monopoly power.
The underlying theory of contestable markets has been developed
greatly over the last several years (see Brock (1983»

and recently

applied to Australian regional airline markets by Starkie and Starrs
(1984).
Paper 6 provides some further clarification of the issue of
economies of scale in the airline industry by developing a concept of
"scale" which more effectively utilises all the available information
on the multiproduct nature of airline activities.

In doing so, it is

able to reconcile some of the previously conflicting opinions regarding the existence of scale economies in airlines.

The estimated cost

model in Paper 6 reveals substantial economies of operation with
respect to load factors, aircraft size and stage length, but
diseconomies associated with serving more ports and increased
departures from a given port.
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In analysing the question of airline market failure, the
empirical experience of the airline industry, mainly in the United
State of America (USA) and Australia, is used wherever possible as
evidence when assessing various points of view.

In particular, the

US airline deregulation experience provides an important source of
empirical information about airline economics and policy.

However,

in a book review Brogden (1981) criticises Paper 3 for ignoring the
impacts of US airline deregulation and presents a view of this
experience not fully in accord with my own.

From this criticism and

other observations it seemed clear that in many Australian circles
knowledge of the US deregulation experience is often only sketchy and
anecdotal in nature.
Paper 4 corrects this deficiency by surveying the extensive
literature on US airline deregulation, presenting a brief summary of
recent events and developments in the US industry, and commenting
upon the relevance of this experience to the Australian situation.
The overall conclusion from this Paper is that, while it is possible
to identify both groups of winners and losers, deregulation has led
to fundamental improvements in the efficiency of the US domestic
airline industry through increasingly cost-based fares, network
restructuring, and greater attention to production costs.
In addition, one of the important contributions of Paper 4 is to
present econometric evidence on the extent of any cost reduction
achieved in the US industry after deregulation.

The cost model

estimated in Paper 6 suggests that the costs of existing trunk and
local service carriers in the USA were on average around 5 per cent
lower in 1977 and 1978 than they would have been without
deregulation.

This result probably understates the impact on costs

since it takes factor prices as given.

A feature of the deregulated
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US industry has been the emergence of new operators with much lower
cost structures, especially with respect to labour costs.
The overall conclusion from the examination of market failure
issues is that many of the public interest arguments used in the
Australian debate for rejecting market forces and for supporting
detailed economic regulation of airlines, as under the Two-Airline
Policy, do not stand close scrutiny.
Economic Assessment of the Two-Airline Policy
A broad economic critique of the Two-Airline Policy is presented
in Papers 1 and 2 and Chapter 6 of Paper 3.

A pervasive feature of

this regulatory system is the lack of substantial competition within
the industry.

Not only does the Two-Airline Policy provide the major

operators with both the opportunity and encouragement to collude via
its consultation facilities, but elements of the policy form
obstacles to competitive behaviour.

For example, rigidities in

pricing policy (the use of standard fare formulae) hinder innovative
attempts to penetrate new markets.

In addition, the capacity deter-

mination procedures limit the ability of an operator to gain an
increased market share from innovation.
This lack of competition has serious implications for allocative
efficiency within the industry, which is, in particular, reflected in
the small variety of price/quality options available to air
travellers.

These impacts are examined in further depth in Forsyth

and Hocking (1980).

In addition, theoretical analyses of airline

markets with particular emphasis on optimal air fares and service
quality are contained in Forsyth and Hocking (1978) and Findlay
(1983).

Some empirical information relevant to the cost/quality

trade-offs in air transport is provided by the econometric results of
Paper 6.

In particular, the provision of frequent, scheduled passen-
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ger services in smaller aircraft with low load factors is estimated
to be relatively costly.
An area of further concern is the impact of the regulatory
system on airline costs.

Paper 1 presents a model in which average

cost pricing creates an incentive for a firm to inflate or "pad" its
costs of production as a means of capturing the potential monopoly
profits arising from entry restriction into an industry.

Using the

findings of Mackay (1979) that, in the absence of regulation, average
costs of the two major Australia operators might fall as much as 35
per cent, the resultant welfare loss to society is estimated to be
around 50 per cent of gross industry revenue.

However, this estimate

is based upon fairly restrictive assumptions (in particular, the
competitive rent-seeking hypothesis of Posner (1975», with the
result that it is probably better interpreted, as in Chapter 6 of
Paper 3, as an upper bound of the welfare loss.
The model of cost-padding behaviour is developed more fully and
generally in Paper 5.

1

In particular, the regulated level of profits

is generalised (in contrast to being zero as in Paper 1), the nature
and welfare implications of cost-padding are explored in greater
depth, and the application of the model to the Australian domestic
airline industry is discussed further.

The conclusion from the

theoretical model is that under profit regulation of a firm operating
in an entry-restricted industry the community will face the usual
monopoly price/quantity outcome but, almost certainly, with increased
deadweight losses arising from inflated costs of production.
Further empirical evidence to support the hypothesis that the
control of profits through air fare pricing under the Two-Airline
Policy has led to cost inefficiency in the Australian industry is
provided in Paper 6, which reveals a very substantial cost difference
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between US and Australian air carriers.

These econometric results

suggest that costs in Australia for a particular airline operation
are over 50 per cent higher than the equivalent operation in the USA.
One of the peculiar features of the Two-Airline Policy is the
existence of a government-owned firm in competition with a private
firm.

The debate regarding the effect of government ownership is

examined in Chapter 3 of Paper 3, where the rationale for government
ownership is questioned.
two directions.

In addition, Paper 7 expands the debate in

Firstly, it extends the cost-padding model of Paper

5 to model explicitly the Two-Airline Policy situation.

The analysis

suggests that a divergence of cost incentives between public and
private firms, combined with the requirement that they both charge
the same fares, results in a tendency for the government-owned firm
to be less cost efficient than its private counterpart.
econometric approach is used to test this hypothesis.

Secondly, an
This approach

enables explicit allowance to be made for differences in operating
conditions and provides statistical assessments of results.

These

features are not available with the use of productivity ratios which
previously have been the dominant empirical technique.

The airline

cost model estimated in Paper 6 is utilised to indicate that TAA's
operating costs are around 5 per cent higher than those of the
private operator, Ansett.

However, while statistically significant,

this result should be kept in perspective; the difference is small
compared with the cost inefficiencies of both operators caused by the
policies of economic regulation.
The conclusion of the examination of the economic performance of
Australia's domestic aviation industry is that, in contrast to the
apparent absence of market failure, significant areas of government
failure can be identified.

The industry is marked by a substantial
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degree of economic inefficiency.
Policy Options for Australia's Domestic Airline Industry
The third major part of my research involves a consideration of
a range of policy options available to improve the economic performance of the industry.

These policy alternatives are addressed in

Paper 3, especially Chapter 6, while some empirical simulation of
their cost implications is reported in Paper 6.

The simulation

results indicate the existence of substantial potential cost savings
from policy reform.

For example, in addition to the results already

discussed above, the potential cost savings to be gained from an
elimination of parallel scheduling appear to be considerable (towards
20 per cent of total operating costs).
While my policy analysis tends to emphasise the desirability of
significant deregulation, several observers of Australia's domestic
airline industry recommend an ·'enlightened" Two-Airline Policy
approach which, while recognising current shortcomings, claims that
better administration of the industry within the basic Two-Airline
Policy framework (most importantly, continued restricted entry) can
achieve increased economic efficiency.

Department of Transport

(1979) is the most notable and influential example of this
approach.

The detailed examination in Paper 8 is highly critical of

this Report, particularly its selective and inconsistent use of
economic principles and its apparent bias towards increased government involvement in resource allocation within the community.

It is

a cause of some concern that the regulatory changes introduced in
1981 reflect the broad thrust of this Report.
Conclusion
In summary, the overall conclusion from my research is that the
combination of a lack of convincing theoretical and empirical
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arguments to support restrictive airline regulation, the unsatisfactory economic performance of the major airline operators under the
current regulatory system, and the apparent feasibility of open
market competition among airlines indicates the need for substantial
policy reform in the direction of market deregulation.
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FOOTNOTE

1.

Papers 5 and 7 were co-authored with Dr. Robert P. Albon of
the Australian National University.

These two papers

represent the output of a genuinely joint research effort.
The final product was reached by the co-authors together
agreeing on the exact form of wording of each of the entire
papers.
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TWO AIRLINE POLICY

The domestic air transport industry has been shaped since the early 1950s by the
Government's regul a t ory framework.
Over the years there have been several
examinations of the industry's performance under this framework:
for example,
Goodrich (1960), Hocking (1972), Bureau of Transport Economics (1978) and Forsyth
and Hocking (1978).
Recently, there has been the Domestic Air Transport Policy
Review [Departmen t of Transport (1979) 1, and the industry has at t rac ted much
attention in the popular press.
This paper presents an economic analysis of the industry, stressing the role and
effect of government intervention. Section 1 provides a brief description of the
industry structure and the regulatory framework.
An analysis of the effects of
this re gu lation on industry performance is contained in Section 2, while Section
3 estimates the welfare cost on the comm unity due to the inefficiencies caused by
the regulatory framework. A summary of conclusions is contained in Section 4.
1.

DOMESTIC AIR INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND ITS REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

The dominant feature of the provision of air services in Australia is the Two
Airline Policy.
Under this policy, scheduled services on the major air routes
(called competitive 1 or trunk routes) are divided, virtually equally, between
two operators.
These operators are Trans-Australia Airlines (TAA), which is
owned by the Commonwealth Governmen t and is operated as a statutory authority
(the Australian National Airlines Commission), and Ansett Airlines of Australia
(AAA), which is privately owned and ope rated by Ansett Transport Industries
(ATI).
ATI also owns and operates Ansett Airlines of New South Wales, Ansett
Airlines of South Australia and MacRobertson Miller Airline Services.
The Bureau of Transport Economics (BTE) (1978, p.23) reported that, in 1975/76,
approximately 95 percent of the total scheduled tonne-kilometres flown were
completed by TAA and AAA2 ; almost 87 percent were on competitive routes operated
by the two maj or ca rriers, whi le just over 8 percent 3 were on non-compet i ti ve
routes.
The r e ma~n~ng 5 percent of scheduled services were performed by
commuters 4 (1 percent) and other scheduled o perators 5 (4 percent).
Without doubt the most important factor influencing the market structure of the
domesti c air industry has been the regulatory framework which has developed over
the years as an expression of government policy.6
The 1920 Air Navigation Act was the first action by the Commonwealth to control
air transport in Australia.
This Act authorised the making of regulations to
give effect to the International Paris Convention signed in 1919 for the
regulation of aviation, as well as providing for control of air navigation in the
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1This air industry terminology should not be confused with the economic notion of
competition.
Further, the industry defines a non-competitive route as one
serviced by only one of the two major operators.
2Thus 95 percent of
(described below) •

scheduled

traffic

was

subject
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capacity

determination

3Includes all ATI services.
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4Charter operators exempted from the need to have a
licence before operating scheduled services.

Regular

Public Transport

5East-West Airlines and Connair.
6S ummar ies of the legislation relating to domestic air transport policy can be
found in Hocking (1972) and Bureau of Transport Economics (1978).
Goodrich
(1960) describes the development of the industry and policy from its earliest
days through to 1958.
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Commonwealth and Territories. The powers vested by this Ac t, its ame n dments and
th e more th an three hundred Regulations made under the Ac t, form t h e basis for
regulation of air transport in Australia.
The Two Airline Policy emerged after the el e ction of the Me nz ies Government in
1949.
Expressing a wish no t
to encourage the developmen t of a monopoly
(government o r private), but desiring c ompetition in the industr y , t he Government
thought in t erms of two maj or operators as a c o mpromis e. 7 To e s t a b lish a system
of two airline compe titi on on the maj o r i nterstate ["Qute s , th e first Civil
Aviation Agreement Act was passed in 1952.
The aims o f t he pol icy were
summaris ed in the Act
to avoid unnecessar y overlapping of s e rvic e s a nd wasteful competition,
to provide the most effective a nd e c onomical s e rvic es wit h due r egard to
the interests of the public and t o bring earning s int o a proper relation
to overall costs.
The Civil Aviation Agreement Ac t 1957 established a Rati o nali zat i on Committee
consis ti ng of a member from eac h airline plus a Co- o rdinat o r n omin ated by the
Minister.
If the airlines cannot agre e on matters s u c h as r o ut es, far es and
ti metab l es , the issue can be taken to the Committee wh ere the Co- ordinat or can
decide the matter.
The Co- ordinat o r's ruling is subjec t t o appeal to an
independent Arbitrator, whose de c ision is final . Ho c king (19 72 , p. 5) identifie s
th e Rationalization Committee as one of the key institutions und e rpinn ing the Two
Airline Policy : " it exists to make sure the operatio ns of eithe r ai r line are not
allowed to interfere with the economic stability of the other, t h u s ensuring the
continued viability of the policy" .
The Government saw b e nefit i n r equiring the
Commi ttee t o conside r public interest criteria; but the fr e qu ency of such
considerations is restricted to those occasions when the two o p erator s c annot
rea ch a prior mutually acceptable agreement .
Thus the r e gul a t o r y system gives
the ai rlin es not only an opportunity to collude, but als o a n e n co ur agement t o do
so (to avoid public interest crite ri a) .
! ",
e:

Another major piece of legislation was the Airlines Equipme nt Ac t 1958 , whi ch was
de signed to con tr ol t he size and composition of the fl e et s . The g r ea t est impact
of this Act on the industry was via its quantitative capac ity r e str ictions, which
enabled the Government t o restrict th e fleets of each op e rator t o cate r for 50
percent of the traffi c on competi t ive routes.
The ultimat e e f fect of these
provisions is t o limit an ope r ator 's market share of competitive r oute t r affic.
Freeland (1977, p.7 ) claims that each ope r a t or 's market share thus i s const rained
to the range 48-52 percent. 8
In July 1977 the Minister for Transport announced that there was t o be a review
of Australia's dome s ti c air policy.
The timing of this review r e l a t ed to the
expiry of the 1973 Airlines Agreement Act in June 1978.
The terms of r eference
were
To review th e princ i ples and administration of Australia's domesti c air
transport policy .
Having
re g ard
to
the public interest, exis tin g
Government policy
,(and) o ther appropriate factors r eport on
desirabl e changes to policy , legislation and/or administration designed to
improve air transport within Australia ••••

7Under wartime conditions of excess demand for air services, th e indus tr y made
substantial supernormal profits. Goodrich (1960) suggests that it was t h e memory
of these buoyant times that misled the Government into believing that th e market
could support two major operators.
8Freeland also states that 1 percent of the market is worth approximat ely $S m per
annum.
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:c . ,,#.The conclusions and recommendations of this review were made public in July 1978
[Departmen t of Transport (1978) 1.
The general thrus t of the recommendations was
to retain the principle of two major airlines operating over the trunk route
network and to propose changes aimed at fostering increased competition between
these operators.
The most important recommendations were the continued use of import controls to
maintain the Two Airline Policy and the retention of the principle of capacity
control. In addition, fares and scheduling were recommended to be removed from
the Rationalization provisions and the airlines were to be "encouraged" to show
greater innovation in fare structures, scheduling and variety of service.
However, given that the recommendations fail to alter the basic non-competitive
nature of the regulatory framework, it is unlikely that this essentially
"jawboning" approach will result in any significant changes in market structure
or performance.
Under the current regulatory framework within which the air transport industry
operates, the Commonwealth has control over the main areas affecting the
provision of air services:
safety, licensing, fares, timetables and capacity.
This paper attempts to show that, despite the often mentioned "public interest"
considerations, the purpose-in-fact 9 of the regulation has been to maintain the
financial stability and viability of the operators in the industry with little
attention given to consumers or the public at large.
It is argued below that
this regulation has imposed serious real costs on society.

2.

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF REGULATION

2.1

Assessme nt Cr iterion
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The chosen criterion for assessing the effect of regulation on the air transport
industry is that of economic efficiency.
The concept of economic efficiency
describes a situation in which society's real resources are utilised such that
wealth and welfare are maximised for the given income distribution.
Economic efficiency in airline markets requires technical efficiency (for a given
quality and quantity of service, the cost of production is minimised) and
allocati ve eff iciency (optimal quanti ties and qualities of air services are
produced and consumed).
An efficient market usually will provide the consumer
with a price/quality package choice.
If the conditions for economic efficiency are satisfied, then there is no
alternative combination of resources that will make actual and potential
consumers and producers better off.
For this reason, economic efficiency is a
valid obj ective of industry regulation.
Any outcome different from economic
efficiency imposes deadweight costs on society. Other policy objectives, such as
defence, regional development and promotion of the airline industry, have been
pursued and probably will continue to be pursued.
Considerations of economic
efficiency, at the very least, will give governments some idea of the costs
involved in seeking non-economic objectives.

2.2

~\'H;;,J:

.a:;::.1 e

Technical Effici en c y

One usually would expect profit motives to ensure technical efficiency. However
the regulatory environment can have a significant influence on its level.
Clearly, the less competitive the industry the greater the chance that firms with
motives other than profit maximisation can survive; hence, one would expect, the
greater the probability of technical inefficiency.

9Posner (1971) coins this phrase to distinguish a consistent explanation of the
consequences of regulation from the stated reasons for regulation.
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In addition, political considerations can have a s trong influence.
The
Government could suffer political embarrassment if TAA or AM was see n to make
large sup e rnormal profits (which would be expected to be availabl e, given their
protec ted positions in the market). Similarly, i f th e c ompanies wish to maintain
their position without inviting further Government interfe renc e , t hey have an
incentive to disguise or dissipate these available rent s .
Th e regulatory
framework ensures that supernormal profits are not earned, by imp o sing an average
cost pricing rule on the industry.
Within this frame work the air lines can
capture the available monopoly rents only by raising their co st s .
Thus it is
likely that companies would be technically inefficient; c osts e ffect ively are
raised so that supernormal profits are not visible, yet some of the available
rents are absorbed by the firms. 10
All factors of production of air services should gain a share of the r ents; for
while managers might not have any direct personal motive in r a i sing the costs
associated with other factors, they also have a reduc ed inc entive to re sist the
demands of these other factors, and hence the ,resulting c o st inc r eases.
There is a growing body of evidence that the Two Airline Polic y h as resulte d in
technical inefficiency. The BTE describes the finan c ial perf o rmances of both TAA
and ATI as "subdued" (in a market with demand growing rapid l y a t 9.3 percent per
annum since 1960-61).11 Forsyth and Ho cking (1978) consid e r seve r a l measure s of
technical efficiency (in particular, measures of fact o r p r o ductivity) and
conclude that the industry's performance has been "ver y poo r".
They draw
attention to the extremely high manning levels whi c h c har acte ri se Australian
airline operations.
Mackay (1979) uses a regression mo de l t o estimate the
underlying cost function facing TAA and AM.
This a pp ro a ch ta kes explicit
account of the special operating conditions in the Austr a lia n mar ket.
Mackay
estimates that appropriate changes in the organisation of the domestic air
industry might reduce un i t costs by as mu c h as 35 perc en t .
Both Forsyth and
Hocking and Mackay attribute the poor technical per fo r man ce t o the n oncompetitive regulatory environment.

2.3

Pri c i ng Pol ic y

Under the present regulatory framework of the industry, th e r e is no price
competition between TAA and AM.
The current system of price fi x i ng inv olves a
fare formula consisting of a c onstant flagfall and a rate per kil omet re; that is ,
For example, in July 1978, th e cost of flying
f ares are 1 inear in distance.
economy class in a 727 was $13 plus 6.093c per kilometre.
This pr icing system
was established in 1974 and succeeded arrangements whereby all hist o r icall y-based
route fares were increased on a proportional basis.
An airline's route network c onsists of many separate market s f o r air services.
Economic efficiency requires that the marginal costs of providing a flight are
covered in each market. However, the fare formula, which is common t o all routes
using the same type of aircraft, is based on the average cost of s e r vicing the
entire route network, assuming an average load factor of 65 pe r cent.
This
results in a tendency towards cross-subsidisation among routes.
In p ar t icular,

1000 ug l as and Miller (1974a) also describe a process by which costs a re ch a n ged
through non-pr-ice competition to eliminate excess profits.
However t his is
different to my argument. The essential point is that with non-price c ompet i t ion
the firm effectively is offering a different product:
for examp le, h igher
quality through more frequent flights.
I have assumed implicitly th a t technical
inefficiency has not resulted in any discernible increase in quality.
11Bureau of Transport Economics (1978,
financial position are not available.
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l ow f r e quen cy routes with low load facto r s tend to be subsidised at the expense
of high fr equency routes with high load facto rs .1 2 This cross-subsidisation is
part of Government ai r policy.
It would ap pear t o be based o n equity
considerations in which it is thought desirable that all persons are c harged the
same price for a given flight distance.
Rowever, it seems a perverse view of
equity that makes a subset of air t ransport users bear t h e burden of providing
cheap ( relati ve to opportuni t y cost) tran spor t to o ther users.
The fundamental problem is that prices are not permitted to represent the
oppo rt unity cost of the service provided .
If they did, prices per kilometre
would va r y between routes, reflecting the costs involved in servicing different
r o ut es .
In addition , greater use of peak load pricing wo uld be expected.
In
peak times the opportunit y cost of air services is higher; an eff i c ient pric ing
s ys t em would reflect this.
Perhaps t he lower standby fares introduced in
September 1978 could be interpreted as a form of peak load pricing , since in
effect they would attract custome rs to off-peak fligh t times. 13 •
The current fare setting system, and
th e
profit maintenance and c rosssubs idisation objectives which underlie it , are a rigidit y in the market and
hinder innovation in the industry.
Since ai rlines charge equal fares for equal
di stance , the system effectively prevents innovations designed to penetrate new
markets by offering different prices in different markets. Also, since an across
t he board fare cut would be matched b y the competitor (if allowed in the first
place), the existing regulations discourage an y fare cutting.
It is t o be expected that a regulatory framework which ignores the r o le of the
profit motive will result in i n effic i encies .
The firm has little need to
consider th e effect of its actions on profitability since profits effectively are
und erwri tten by the regulations.
The previous section noted that technical
inefficiency was likely since the regulations automatically covered all costs,
including normal p r ofit.
Similarly , on the revenue side, the firm has less
incentive to penetrate new markets, since the opera t ors are discouraged from
undertakin g market activi t ies which involve a greater degree of risk than that
implic itl y contained in th e allo wed rate of return; though, as outlined above,
part of these rents might be captured through techni cal inefficiency .
In
addition the ability of firms to develo p new markets is hindered by the rigid
pricing system.
The net result is a reduced industry capability of adjusting
rapidly to changed market co nditions.

2.4

Quality of Service

In addition t o e liminating competitive price behaviour, the regulatory framework
also has restricted the extent of non-price forms of compe tition. Thus non-price
means of competition, such as ground se rvices, in-flight food and drinks,
interior colour schemes and advertising, have not resulted in any significant
differences in the nature of air services provided by the two operators. 14 To a

12Douglas and Miller (l974a, p.97) claim that in the U.S.
carriers adjust
service quality in such a manner as to realise normal returns in each market.
This might be achieved by higher load factors. However, this is not the case in
Australia, wher e unprofitable routes tend to have low load factors (and hence
higher quality service).
Gannon (1979, p.147) also noted an apparent crosssubsidy from the long distance routes to the short distance routes.
13The standby fares also provide consumers with some possibility of trading off
price and quality (i.e., the certainty of obtaining a seat).
The following
section discusses various aspects of service quality.
14Hartley (1974) notes that the separate restaurants of TAA
Tullamarine Airport have the same numbers of tables and chairs.
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large extent the consumer is offered an all-or-none choice by the operators in
which he is forced to purchase the t o tal package provided by th e airlines and, of
course, to pay the costs of all extras involved.
There is little opport unity t o
trade off price and quality in order to purchase that combination most in keeping
with his tastes and budget.
The general service characteristics mentioned above a re on ly one dimension of the
quality of air services; the other major dimension is flight frequency.1S Douglas
and Miller (1974a), in their analysis of U.S. domes tic air transport, emphasise
the role played by frequency compe tition.
Given a fixed o r co ntroll ed fare,
airlines actively compete with each other by increasing the frequency of f lights ,
and hence the quality of service, until rents disap pear an d normal profit is
earned.
Quality of service is an endogenous variable wh ich is determined by
competition between airlines after the regulated price parameter is fixed.
Thus
for the given price, consumers enjoy the highest possible stan d ard of service. 16
In Australia, competition through flight frequency (often considered to be
"wasteful
competition")
is
eliminated
through the
capacity determination
procedures established by regul a tion .17 Under these procedures, demand for air
services is estimated and then, on the basis of a chosen target load factor, the
required total capacity is determined.
Each airline is allowed to operate SO
percent of determined capac ity on competitive routes.
This procedure in effec t
determines the quality of service to be offered to the consumer . Then, given the
normal profit regulatory framework, price is determined. 18
The procedures adopted in capacity determination have been c riti cised severely
[Bureau of Transport Economics (1978, p.19») on two major grounds.
First, th ey
encourage a high degree of co-o peration between TAA and AAA. As noted above , th e
Rationalization provisions of
the Civil Aviation Agreement Act enco ura ge
collusion between the airlines .
The importance of collusion in shaping th e
performance of the industry must be emphasised .
Hocking (1972, p . 10) neatly
summarises the situation: "Thus by a process of formal and informal discussion
and mutual exchange of information, including operational data, the airlines have
the opportunity to collude in all decisions, an opportunity specifically
sanctioned by Act of Parliament '" ".

- • t1

In view of the stated dislike of monopoly when the Two Airline Policy wa s
formulated, it seems ironic that the Government has c re ated an effectiv e monopoly
with its regulations. Douglas and Miller (1974a, p.47) identify an extreme case
in which market equilibrium leads t o a similar monopoly ou tc ome . Assume that the
market is shared equally and both airlines have the same capacity . Th en , if each
perceives that any changes in its capac ity will be matched by its rival, each
will offer exactly half the capacity offered by a monopolist.
This is exactly
the situation created by the regulatory framework.
Thus whether one emphasises
• the collusion theory or more independent decision making, a monopoly outcome is
the result.
_ _ The second criticism of capacity determination procedures is

ISForsyth

and Hocking (1978, p.1S) identify
the risk of not obtaining a seat.

another

that

closely

they provide

related

quality

l&rhis does not necessarily mean that the price/quality mix available is optimal.
nother relevant point is that, in this regulatory environment, the firm does
1ave incentive to minimise costs and thus achieve technical efficiency.
i.l

0'

L7A detailed description of capacity determination procedures
ureau of Transport Economics (1978, Appendix 1).

' ~ote that this is the reverse of the U.S. case.
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scope for s tr a tegic behaviour when the airlines do not agree on capacity.
An
operator might gain from spillover of his competitor's potential customers if
c apacity is restricted.
Thus the operator might seek to limit capacity below
that desired by his compe titor.
In this manner, consumer preferences can be
overlooked as the operators manoeuvre to prevent their competitor gaining any
market advant age.
.)

Capaci ty det ermination severely restricts competition in the industry .
Even if
the two a i rl ines were willing to compete with each other, this is frustrated by
capacity d etermination which limits the level of available aircraft capacity that
each airline can operate.
In effect, since each operator has 50 percent of
industry capacity, neither is in a position to gain significant additional
traffic through competitive efforts . While stabilising the industry by ensuring
the viability of both opera t o rs, this imposes social costs on the community
through the lack of innovation in the services provided. Firms have less ability
t o seek new markets and to cater for chang ing consumer tastes and preferences.
The main forces for change in the indus try ar e political pressures, but this
process is slow in adj usting t o r evealed demand preferences; and only the most
conservative response would be expected.
One of th e major effects of the reg ul ato ry framework is the virtual absence of
any choice of price/quality on the part of the consumer . A well developed market
would be expected to provide a range of such choices catering for the differing
needs , t astes and budgets of consumers .
The absence of such choice is a social
cost imposed on the community by the regulation of the industry.19
An aspect of quality which has a long history of complaint by both politicians
and the public has been the parallel scheduling o ffered by the two operators. 20
Hocking (1972), using the familiar Hotelling idea s on the spatial location of
firms, describes this as the result of timetable competition between the
air lines.
It seems likely that this outcome would result i f TM and AM we re
competing in this r espect .
However, given that the airlines are co lluding
ac tivel y in most other aspects of air services, it is not very plausible that
independent, competitive scheduling has r esu lted in a Hotelling-type market
equilib rium. An alternative explanation would recognise that timetable collusion
cannot wo rk perfectly .
Since there is no me chanism for pooling and sharing
revenue and since the time pattern of demand is not known with certainty, deparalleling of schedules would increase the risk of one operator gaining a market
advantage over the other.
The histo rical maintenance of parallel schedules
indicates that the airlines are not prepared to bear this risk. Thus, scheduling
in parallel is the optimal collusive ar rang ement between the airlines with
re sp ec t to timetables.
Whatever the ex pl anation, the system imposes considerable cos ts on the public .
It
would seem that a monopolist offering the same total number o f flights on a
route would serve the public better by having a greater spread of flight times.
In addi t ion, there are the extra demands placed on airport facilities by having
parallel flights.
Ho wever , the explanation of parallel scheduling does have
ef ficien cy implications. Com petition through timetables provides a mechanism by
which the market can respond to changes in the timetable aspect of demand. The
equi librium parallel schedule will be that parallel schedule most accurately '
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These forces to satisfy consumer
serving consumer timetable preferences.
Thus one
interests are reduced if the timetable is the result of collusion.
would expect the industry to be slower to adjust to changes in timetabl e
preferences.
2.5

··te: ~.I
·"l h:

Entry Control

The survival of the Two Airline Policy is achieved by strict Government co ntrol
of entry into the industry. Ultimately the ability to prevent another airline
competing with TAA and AAA comes from
the Customs
(prohibited
Imports)
Regulations which give the Department of Transport the power to issue or withhold
a permit to import aircraft .21 As long as this power is used to insulate TAA and
AAA from competitive pressures, it is unlikely that industry performance will
improve noticeably.
At present the consumer has little choice; there is almost no price and service
quality competition, and there is no mechanism for consumers to express their
preferences.
If entry restrictions were removed the circumstances would change
considerably.
The airlines would be under pressure to offer a range of services
desired by travellers at prices more accurately reflecting their economic cost .

1itic:aJ
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Much has been made in the past about the economies of scale that exist in the
airline industry and the view that these might not be enjoyed if entry
restrictions were relaxed. It is debatable if such economies do in fact exist in
today's market size. Douglas and Miller (1974a) claim that in the U.S. the cost
of providing additional services of a given quality is constant.
The estimated
cost function of Mackay (1979) implies that unit costs might fall by about 4
percent if AAA and TAA were merged.
However, even if the industry is a natural
monopoly, the potential threat of competition would be effective in ensuring that
the single firm did not pursue monopoly behaviour. 22
Recently, deregulation of the US air industry [Bailey (1978)] has promoted
greater entry as well as pricing flexibility and increased managerial discretion.
The US experience illustrates the importance of potential competition as an
effective market policing device, in addition to the benefits of increased
numbers of carriers. Bailey claims that US deregulation has r esulted in Pareto
improvements: travellers have benefitted from a wider cho ice of price/quality
options, while the industry has shown improved financial result s .
The latter is
to be expected since, among other things, a more competitive environment would
require airlines to accept greater commercial risk (in terms of service and price
innovations) than they do currently.
3.

WELFARE COST OF REGULATION

In this section a simple economic model of the airline industry's behaviour is
used to provide an estimate of the order of magnitude of the welfare loss due to
regulation. This cost is measured USing consumer surplus concepts.

21It is ironic that AAA owes its current position in the domestic airline
industry to the failure of the Government to use these powers in the early years
of the Two Airline Policy. During these years AAA was permitted to import modern
aircraft and thus was able to gain a foothold in the market by providing a
different price/quality option to the services then provided by the major
operators.
This competition helped to bring about the demise of Australian
National Airways, the original private airline in the Two Airline Policy, thus
opening the way for AAA's participation.
22This argument regarding the effect of potential market entry is presented in
Demsetz (1968).
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It is well known that in a duopoly where both firms face the same cost conditions
and have guaranteed market shares, the firms maximise their individual profits by
maximising industry profits; and the price/output result is the same as the
monopoly outcome.
This industry structure c losely approximates conditions under
the Two Airlin e Policy.
The workings of the market are represented in Figure 1.
The exposition is
simplified if constant costs are assumed (perhaps not unrealistically). Thus the
monopolist, with costs AC1 and facing demand conditions given by D and MR,
max~m~ses
profits
by
producing
and
selling Qm at
price Pm and
earns
supernormal profits represented by PcEBPm • The resulting welfare loss is given
by area PcGBPm; under the competitive rent-seeking hypothesis [Posner (1975)),
monopoly rents or profits are real social costs, not merely transfers.
However, as noted above, the situation is different in the r egula t o ry environment
since visibility of supernormal profits must be avoided.
This r equires an
average cost pricing rule. The only way in which the monopolist can approach his
desired position is to raise the cost curve.
This results from technical
inefficiency.
For example,
there might
be over-employment o f
hostesses,
sweetheart deals with unions, or extravagant manage rial offices. In this manner
monopoly rents are distributed to the factors employed by the airlines.
In
Figure 1 costs rise 23 to AC2 and the ou tcome under regulation is represented
by the combination Pr
and Qr.
A measure of the welfare loss (assuming
captured rents are social costs) is given by the area PcGCP r •
Posner (1975) derives a simple working formula for calculating the welfare loss
assuming a linear demand curve
1,'1:(a"
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The elasticity of air passenger demand has been estimated at -1.9 [Bureau of
Transport Economics (1978 , p.58)). As noted above, Mackay (1979) estimated that,
in the absence of regulation, unit costs might fall by as much as 35 percent.
Thus k = 0.65. From footnote 8, Rr = $500m.
Using these data the welfare loss amounts to approximately 47 percent of gross
industry revenu e , or about $233m in 1976-77. 24 This figure contains a deadweight
consumer surplus loss of $58m (12 percent of revenue) and captured rents of $175m
(35 percent of revenue).
Swan (1977) uses a formula for the co rresponding welfare loss when the price
elasticity is equal at the points on the demand curve corresponding to both the
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23There might be constraints on the extent to which costs can be raised.
degree to which P r approaches Pm is then an empirical question.

The

24This figure can be interpreted also as the compensating variation (the amount
consumers are willing to pay to achieve a policy change favourable to them) since
the ordinary demand and the compensated demand curves are insignificantly
different from each other.
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regulated and competitive prices.

This is given by

1
R (1 - k + )/(1 + e)
e

r

where

e

(2 )

is now the actual (not absolute) value of the price elasticity.

In this case the estimate of welfare loss is 53 percent of gross revenue, or
$265m in 1976-77.
The deadweight consumer surplus loss is $90m (18 percent of
revenue) .25
The above estimates of welfare l oss reflect only the industry's technical
inefficiency.
In a free market situation th e price might fall below Pc' since
the market then might provide a lower quality service than that implied in the
above analysis.
A free market price below Pc implies an additional welfare
loss due to the regulatory environment.
Of course, this extra loss must be
offset by the value to the consumers of the current higher quality of service.
If the estimate of the corresponding loss offset in the international air travel
world [Findlay (1978)) is any indication, then the loss offset in the domesti c
industry would be minimal.
4.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents an economic assessment of Australia's domestic air transport
indus try.
To this end, many po in ts of detail have been avo ided.
For example,
there has been little or no attention given to markets on a geographical basis,
t o services other than those on competitive routes, to freight versus passenger
markets, to types of aircraft used and to other technical matters.
This
avoidance has been deliberate; the analysis is simplified, and the underlying
forces influencing the industry and the basic economic issues at stake are
clarified.

.',

,~~

The dominant factor influencing the industry has been government regulation .
This regulation almost exclusively has been directed towards the financial
viability of the two operators, with little attention given to consumer
interests.
The regulatory framework has remained largely unchanged over the
years.
There are doubts as to whether the Two Airline Policy was appropriate
when first int roduced ; the appropriateness of this policy is even more doubtful
today.
The regulatory framework has resulted in an industry cha r acterised by technical,
as well as allocative, inefficiency; an industry in which there is insufficient
incentive to adequately cater for consumer interests.
Consumers suffer from
absence of price competition and a lack of choice of price/quality options .
Producers suffer from the stifling of entrepreneurial skills.
Regulation of the domestic air industry imposes a welfare cost on the community,
estimated to be in the order of 50 percent of the industry's gross revenue, or
$250m in 1976-77.
The cornerpost of the Two Airline Policy is the Government's use of import
controls to restrict entry into the industry.
Removal of entry restriction s

....

25Following on from footnote 23, it is of interest to calculate the pure monopoly
price.
If -1.9 is used as an estimate of the price elasticity at (Pm' Qm), then
the profit maximising monopolist with costs MCl will charge price Pm = 2.11P c '
We already have Pr = 1.54P c '
Thus the data indicate that technical inefficiency
has enabled the firms to absorb at least 49 percent of the potential monopoly
rents (the technical inefficiency given by area
[(P r - Pc) (Qr - Qm))
1s not
measurable, given the data presented in this paper) •
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appears t o be a prerequisi te f o r an increase in economic eff iciency in the
airline industry.
In view o f this, the recommendations of the recent Domestic
Air Transport Policy Review offer little prospect of any significant increase in
industry efficiency .
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Abstract-This paper discusses some issues raised in de Neufville and Mira (1974). The approach they use to
justify government regulation of airline markets is criticised. In addition the paper presents an alternative accoun t
of the Australian system of air industry regulation; a system which utilises the cont rols recommended by de
Neufville and Mira.

INTRODUCTION

[n an article in this journal de Neufville and Mira (1974)
investigate some economic aspects of the air transport
ind ustry. There they develop various theoretical models
)f airline markets and derive the corresponding neces;ary optimality conditions and resultant pricing strategies
.vhich would ensure the maximisation of social welfare.
fheir results conform with the usual marginal cost pricng requirements. Further, they conclude that "active
:overnment intervention is necessary to achieve social
>ptimum". To achieve this social optimum the governnent "should frequently intervene by applying taxes or
Jroviding subsidies depending on the circumstances",
vhile also "it appears necessary for the government to
'egulate capacity in addition to price". In addition to the
heoretical analysis, the authors cite the Australian
,Iomestic air industry as evidence to support their
egulatory recommendations,
This paper argues that the authors' conclusions in
'avour of government intervention into airline markets
.re not justified on the evidence presented. In addition,
he paper examines the Australian situation in slightly
treater depth to illustrate more clearly the effects of its
:ir industry regulation.
A REVIEW OF THE DE NEUFVILLE AND MIRA MODELS

airline space during periods when the load factor, p, is
high ; and (ii) the cost of airside delay, c( n ), which is the
cost due to the delay in aircraft waiting to use airport
facilities .
In the first model considered the authors assume that
there are no congestion costs. Thus C(p) and c(n) are
equal to zero. Then the objective is to maximise
S= V(N,n)-nc

(I)

subject to an aircraft capacity constraint

N/n :0; A

(2)

where A is the capacity of the aircraft.
Maximising with respect to Nand n gives the necessary optimality condition
(3)

where Vn and VN are the partial derivatives of V with
respect to n and N respectively. Since VN is the demand
function it is also equivalent to the equilibrium market
price, p. Thus
(4)

De Neufville and Mira (1974) are concerned with the
Iconomic efficiency of various theoretical airline market
odels. This involves the maximisation of net social
velfare , S, which equals the difference between the
alue of air transport, V, and the cost of providing that
C. The value of air services is taken to
nd on the number of passengers flown, N, and the
of flights , n ,which is a proxy for service quality.
general the more frequent the service the less the
between preferred departure time and schedeparture time, and hence the more valued the
The cost of each flight is assumed to be a
c. In addition to this direct production cost the
consider: (i) the cost of lands ide delay, C(p),
ich is the cost to passengers of waiting for available

Under conditions of perfect competition firms will just
cover costs, so
(5)

Thus to satisfy the optimality condition (3) a subsidy
per flight, H, must be paid to the airline where
(6)

Without this subsidy fares under perfect competition,
Pc, are higher than the level of optimal fares, Po. Hence

there would be fewer passengers and flights than socially
desirable.
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The authors also consider the outcome when a regulatory authority attempts to set prices at a level greater
than Pc. They show that the airlines respond by increasing the number of flights and once more earning only a
normal rate of return. Since in this case

influenced by the number of passengers and flightt<
However, airs ide costs are again assumed to be zen
The objective is to maximise

(7)

subject to the capacity constraint (2). The authors als;c
specify an explicit form of the congestion costs function
C(N, n) where

(8)

C(p) = K/(I- pl.

c=(N/n)p,
regulation of prices implies a load factor of
p = (N/n)/A = c/p,A

which for p, > pc is less than that occurring under perfect competition.t A combination of a tax on airlines and
a subsidy to the passengers can be used to move from
this regulated outcome to the social optimum.
In their second model the authors consider the existence of airside congestion but maintain the assumption
of zero lands ide costs. If both the airside delay and the
constant production cost are imputed to the function
c(n), then optimality in this case requires a tax per flight
(9)

since a perfectly competitive market will have prices too
low, Pc < Po, and too many flights provided.:j:
Again a regulatory system that sets only prices merely
results in a decrease of the passenger load factor such
that
p = c(n)/p,A

(10)

The authors show that a tax on aircraft flights will be
capable of achieving optimality when this regulatory
outcome is the starting point. §
Landside congestion costs are introduced into the third
model considered by de Neufville and Mira. These costs
are a function of the load factor, and hence are
tin this model the optimal load factor is 100%, which follows
directly from the assumption C(p) = O. A 100% load factor is also
achieved under perfect competition in this model.
me Neufville and Mira (1974, p. 187) make the assumption
that in this model Vn < 0 due to the airside congestion externalities. Hence T is unambiguously positive. However, is this
assumption justified since the congestion costs to the passengers
are already contained explicitly in c( n)?
§The results of this model are a little imprecise since. by the
authors' definition, c(n) is not able to discriminate between the
congestion costs borne by the airlines (e.g. extra fuel consumed
due to airport delays in landing a plane) and those borne by the
passengers (e.g. the time value of this delay). It is only the former
portion of c( n) which affects the competitive price and the load
factor implicit in Pr
~he authors assume that Vn '" 0 and then conclude, inter alia,
that load factors should be higher for routes with lower traffic
and fewer flights (for which K is higher). However, examination
of (13) shows that the optimal load factor decreases as K
increases. Also it is on these routes that the assumption Vn '" 0 is
most likely to be inappropriate. As Vn increases the optimal load
factor again decreases.
li To some extent the authors attempt to provide empirical
evidence of the effectiveness of their regulatory recommendations; however, as shown in the following section, their
use of the Australian example is not persuasive.

s= V(N,n)-nc-NC(N,n)

(II

It is (hen possible to derive optimal load factor and pricd!
Thu;~
po = 1/[1

+V(KA/(c - Vn ))]

Po = K/(I- pf.

As there can be no presumption that perfect
petition will lead to an optimal outcome, the
recommend that the regulatory process should fix
fares and frequency competition.
SOME ASPECTS OF ECONOMIC REGULATION

There are two necessary conditions for an p('(m{)m ll,,1
efficiency justification of market intervention. The first
to identify a case of market failure, where the
outcome differs from the socially optimal outcome,
hence the existence of potential benefits from
reallocation. The second requirement is to conduct
cost/benefit analysis of the regulatory action under con-sideration. Only if the benefits of market interventiom
exceed the costs of that action will there be a net gain tOI
society. It is the frequent failure to satisfy this secondI
requirement that can lead to a premature (at best), and l
often unjustified, call for government intervention.
In their paper de Neufville and Mira pursue the following strategy. They develop some theoretical models
of airline markets, show that the existence of congestion
externalities causes market failure, note the resultant
potential for social gain, and conclude by recommending
the need for government regulation of the air industry.
However the last step in their argument is a non sequitur.
Demsetz (1969) labels this strategy the "Nirvana" approach to policy making. While the imperfect nature of
the market mechanism may be demonstrated, little
attempt is made to assess the likely regulatory outcome
which may be even worse than the market result."
In particular the costs of regulation have been disregarded: the "free lunch" fallacy. The implicit assumption contained in their analysis is that the market failure
can be costlessly overcome through government intervention. In addition to the obvious costs of the required
bureaucracy, the new regulatory environment may
significantly alter the incentives facing individuals in the
industry; and their rational economic response to these
changes may greatly increase the costs of regulation (this
point is illustrated in the following section). When the
costs of regulation are realised to exist, it becomes
crucial to measure the extent of market failure and hence

i~n'l RI
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the potential welfare gains. Therefore it is necessary to
empirically estimate the externalities involved: the marginal valuation of an extra flight (Vn ), the airside congestion costs of an extra flight (c,,), and the marginal
costs of groundside delays to the passengers (eN and
C).
In consideration of government intervention a comparative institution approach is preferable to the "Nirvana" approach. This requires an assessment of which
real world arrangement (market or regulation, and both
imperfect) is better suited to the particular economic
problem at hand.
In addition, the authors' conclusions are based on the
assumption that "the planners work for the public" and
that "their goal is to maximise social welfare". This
conventional public interest view of regulation contrasts
with the more recent private interest theory of regulation
(Posner, 1974). This latter theory explains regulation as
the outcome of bargaining via the political process
among self-interest groups of varying lobbying strength.
An implication of this private interest theory is that, even
if a public interest argument for government intervention
does exist, one should not necessarily expect the observed regulatory outcome to actually be in the public

REGULATION OF AUSTRALIA·S DOMESTIC CIVIL AVIATIONt

Since the early 1950s Australia's domestic air industry
has been heavily regulated, the dominant feature of
which is the so-called Two Airline Policy. Under this
policy scheduled services on the major air routes are
reserved for two operators. These operators are TransAustralia Airlines (T AA), which is owned by the Commonwealth Government and operated as a statutory
authority, and the privately owned Ansett Airlines of
Australia (AAA). About 87%:1: of the total scheduled
tonne-kilometres flown in Australia in 1975/76 were on
these major trunk routes.
The Two Airline Policy is maintained by strict
Government control of entry into the industry. The
Government is able to prevent another airline competing
with TAA and AAA through its Customs (Prohibited
Imports) Regulations, which give the Australian
tThe issues outlined in this section are discussed in more detail
in Kirby (1979). Bureau of Transport Economics (1978) provides
a more thorough account of the legislative background as well as
a broad overview of the industry. The findings of a recent ·official
Government review are reported in Department of Transport
(1979).
~Bureau of Transport Economics (1978, p. 23).
§The Commonwealth Government lacks direct constitutional
power in relation to civil aviation. In particular, Section 92 of the
Constitution guarantees free trade between the States of Australia, so that an interstate air licence can be refused only on the
grounds of safety. See Department of Transport (1979, Chap. 4)
for a discussion of the various Commonwealth and State
Government legislative powers.
ffhe now classic example of this point is contained in Hartley
1974) who claims that TAA and AAA both have the same
of tables and chairs in their respective restaurants at
Airport, Melbourne. The Editor-in-Chief has also
me that the planes of TAA are referred to as "it", while
of AAA are called "he".
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Department of Transport the power to refuse permission
to import aircraft. Due to constitutional difficulties,§ the
regulatory details are specified in a series of agreements
between the operators and the Government. The aims of
the Policy were first expressed in the Civil Aviation
Agreement Act 1952:
"to avoid unnecessary overlapping of services and
wasteful competition, to provide the most effective and
economical services with due regard to the interests of the
public and to bring earnings into a proper relation to
overall costs".
A Rationalization Committee was established in 1957.
It consists of a member from each airline, plus an
independent Co-ordinator. When the airlines cannot
agree on matters such as routes, fares and timetables the
issue can be taken to this Committee for a decision. The
regulatory system thus gives the airlines both opportunity and encouragement to collude. This system has
effectively restricted the extent of both price and nonprice competition, with the result that there are no
significant differences in the nature of air services provided by the two operators.~
Through the Airlines Equipment Act 1958 the
Government is able to control the size and composition
of the two fleets. The greatest impact of this Act on the
industry is via its quantitative capacity restrictions. Under the capacity determination procedures demand for
air travel is estimated, and then, on the basis of a chosen
load factor (65%), the required total capacity is determined. Each airline is then allowed to operate 50% of
this determined capacity.
Apart from the collusive implications and opportunities for strategic behaviour (e.g. an operator may gain
spillover of his competitor's potential customers if
capacity is restricted) that may occur under capacity
determination, these procedures inhibit competition in
the industry. The requirement that each airline operates
50% of capacity places a limit on the attainable market
share of major route traffic, so that neither is in a
position to gain significant additional traffic through
competitive efforts.
However, probably the most serious impact of this
regulatory system which controls the load factor and sets
prices is its effect on costs. After determining the load
factor, and hence the capacity offered, prices are set to
cover costs. The approved fare formula, which is linear
in distance and applied to all routes using the same type
of aircraft, is based on the average cost (including an
appropriate profit margin) of servicing the entire route
network at the given load factor. Under this average cost
pricing rule the operators have reduced incentive to
control costs since profits are effectively underwritten by
the regulatory framework. Mackay (1979) examined the
technical efficiency of the airlines and found that average
costs were as much as 35% greater than they might be in
an unregulated environment. Based on this empirical
finding the resultant welfare loss to society has been
estimated at around 50% of industry revenue, or $250m
in 1976/77 (Kirby, 1979). Clearly the airline operators'
responses to the new incentives created by the regulatory environment have severely limited any social wel-
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fare aims of regulation, and have resulted in prices
substantially higher than those that might be envisaged
by de Neufville and Mira.
In their theoretical models de Neufville and Mira
thoroughly analyse the regulatory outcome when the
authorities control only prices, and note that the airlines'
response is to dissipate profits through quality competition, with a resultant unfavourable impact on social
welfare. However, they fail to recognise the significant
implications of a rational response to the newly created
incentives inherent in a scheme of regulating both quality
and price.
In Australia domestic aviation is regulated in the
manner suggested by de Neufville and Mira: both load
factors and prices are controlled by government intervention. However, it is unlikely that this intervention has
improved social welfare. The nation is not served by
"two fiercely competitive airlines" as they suggest. There
is no price competition, the airlines offer identical
capacity, identical aircraft and identical standards of
general service characteristics; and each of these is
determined only after consultation between the two airlines. The public has not benefited from low prices since
the changed incentive structure has encouraged technical
inefficiency. Rigidities in pricing policy and capacity have
limited the ability of the industry to seek new markets
and respond to changing consumer preferences. The
above seems a high price to pay in order to guarantee
"reasonable profits" and financial viability of the two
airline operators involved.
CONCLUSION

While de Neufville and Mira have extended our know-

ledge of the economic theory of airline markets, in
particular the efficiency characteristics of these markets,
their recommendations for regulatory actions are premature. To assess the desirability of such actions empirical
research is first needed on the extent of the market
failure involved and the costs of regulation , so that a
valid comparison is possible between market and regulatory outcomes. The authors' brief reference to the Australian situation should not be regarded as convincing
evidence in support of their regulatory conclusions.
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Preface

.i1":n,

Government regulation of an increasing level of economic
activity has become a feature of modern life.
The
traditional justification for economic regulation is that intervention is needed to correct so-called 'market failure' and is
thus intended to serve the publi c interest. There is, though,
some degree of argument as to the extent of market failure.
This argument has become more current given the
evidence of the failure of government to deal in any
satisfactory way with some of the problems it has set out to
cure through intervention.
Perhaps markets do fail, but it
may be that the costs of 'government failure' are far greater.
Some argue that the failure of the regulatory process to
achieve its ends in correcting the performance of the market
is sound enough reason on grounds of efficiency for abandoning regulation altogether. Others argue, with increasing
force that any interference with the voluntary market
process inevitably leads to unwanted side-effects.
There are aspects to governm ent regulation which can
never be fully appreciated - often because the effects are
unseen.
These include the burden of costs of compliance
with the regulations upon individuals and companies (and their
customers).
More fundamentally, regulation leads to a serious
disruption of the market process itself, resulting in a myriad
of foregone innovations and lost opportunities due to the
stifling nature of many regulations.
This disruption of the
market process has another aspect.
An unregulated market
generates a discovery process under competition which regulation hinders. The competitive market process is a way of
discovering who can do a job best in given circumstances.
The person (or company) who does best is not the same in all
circumstances, but will change as conditions change. Regulation acts as if to decide the winner in the competition
stakes in advance and to prevent those who may wish to join
the race from competing on anything like equal terms. The
costs to efficiency and consumer welfare may then be very
high.
In recent times, the pendulum that was sw inging
towards greater interference in the economy has slowed.
vii
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Serious attempts have been made to determine if there are
other reasons why regulation exists.
If regulation is
instituted in the name of the 'public interest' and it can be
shown that the public interest is not being served, then
perhaps other explanations are called for.
If in fact
regulation does operate entirely to correct market failure
(bearing in mind that there are strong views about whether
regulation could ever do this satisfactorily), then there may
be little argument about the need for regulation. However,
on observing just some incidences of economic regulation, a
number of points which go counter to the market failure/
public interest rationale, seem to arise.
For instance, regulation frequently acts not to improve
the efficiency of markets, but to affect a redistribution of
income towards those groups subject to regulation, and away
from, and at the expense of, the larger body of consumers.
As well, regulators can fall captive to the groups which they
are charged with regulating and so end up serving a small and
privileged group of the regulated at the expense of new
entrants to the industry.
There are further undesirable features of regulation too many to be dealt with in a short preface. The Centre for
Independent Studies has long been concerned with the effects
of government economic regulation, and indeed of regulation
of all individual activity.
In establishing this new series of
Research Studies in Government Regulation, the Centre will
employ some of Australia's ablest social scientists to
undertake specific studies.
By examining regulation in the
context of particular cases, general principles with which to
deal with broader issues of regulation will be established.
This first study by Michael G. Kirby, an economist from
the Australian National University, is a substantial piece of
research into the regulation of an industry which exhibits
some of the more notorious side-effects of regulation.
To Australians, the existence of the Two-Airline Policy,
and regulation of the airways in general, have come to signify
the problems of regulation of industry in a highly visible
way.
The presence of a government-owned airline has not
helped matters.
The continual public squabbling over some
aspect or other of government policy as it affects the domestic air line industry has not only diverted the government
away from its more legitimate functions, but has made sure
that the machinations of airline regulation are continually
dragged into the daily press.
Is the fact that an airline
serves sandwiches or chicken really worthy of front-page
headlines?
In short, the whole issue has become one of
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unnecessary prominence, reflecting the inordinate social cost
of making such decisions in a political process.
The debate over the regulation of Australia'S airlines
has been loaded with contradiction, political expediency and
unsupportable economic argument.
Mr Kirby has helped to
clarify the issue with his thorough sifting of a broad crosssection of opinion.
He carefully analyses the many
propositions put forward in the defence of regulation and
skilfully shows how so often its champions fail to survive even
the most basic economic test.
On surveying this study it is
hoped that the reader may gain some insights into the complex issue of economic regulation in the general sense, as well
as a better understanding of the development of what has become in a short space of time a policy which seems to bestow
no credit on those whose aim is to serve the 'public interest'.
In the end, the reasons for instituting regulation may be
at odds with the 'public interest' rhetoric with which it is
clothed. Rigorous empirical analysis allied with the insights
of theory may bring more to bear on the issue than is now obvious.
Out of it all, and this is the purpose for the
establishment of this series of studies on regulation, the
viability of a competitive market may be maintained and the
opportunities of service to the consumer enhanced.
Adam Smith long ago saw the virtues of competition.
He delivered many warnings, but perhaps none was more perceptive than:
People of the same trade seldom meet together, even
for merriment and diversion, but the conversation
ends in a conspiracy against the public; or in some
contrivance to raise prices.
It is impossible indeed
to prevent such meetings, by any law which either
could be executed, or would be consistent with
liberty or justice. But though the law cannot hinder
people of the same trade from sometimes assembling
together, it ought to do nothing to facilitate such
assemblies, much less to render them necessary.
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The Centre for Independent Studies is pleased to publish
this book, which it feels makes a significant contribution to
the debate on airline policy and regulation generally.
However, the conclusions of its author remain his alone and
cannot be considered to be those of the Centre's Directors,
Trustees, Advisers or officers.

Greg Lindsay
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Introduction

. . . a world of half-measures, complicated compromises, and political 'realities' created by fervent
repetition of untruths .. . [Levine 0975, p. 703)] *

The debate on the regulation and possible deregulation of the
Aust ralian civil aviation industry consists of many complex,
interrelated and sometimes conflicting arguments, which are
often presented in the context of subjective value judgements.
This study critically and comprehensively reviews
the many arguments presented throughout the development of
Australian aviation policies, and is intended to serve as a
guide to interested participants in, and observers of, this
airline regulation debate. While the above quotation refers
explicitly to the U. S. experience, it will soon become
apparent that it is also applicable to Australia.
The study is directed mainly towards the regulation of
the Australia's domestic air transport industry.l
There is
also a tendency to concentrate on the provision of trunk route
services, although the analysis is not limited in its application
to these particular services. This concentration reflects the
overwhelming importance of the Two-Airline Policy for domestic civil aviation.
However, while there is a definite
domestic setting, much of the discussion also has direct

*

Due to the research emphasis of this study and its extensive use of quotations and other supporting references,
a combination of the Harvard system (author, date) and
standard footnoting has been used.
For those unfamiliar with the Harvard system, an example such as:
Levine 0975, p. 703) refers to a 1975 study of Levine's
as listed in the references at the end of the book.
The principal features of this regulatory system are
detailed in Appendix 1.

/

relevance to the regulation of Australia's international
aviation;
though, of course, the latter has many unique
features which are not considered here.
This book is intended to be an examination of a genuine
and continuing debate, not merely a list of straw-man
arguments.
To achieve this purpose and to present with
clarity the many different points of view, the study makes
extensive reference to the many previous contributors to discussions of civil aviation policy.
In addition, the empirical
experience of the airline industry, mainly in Australia and the
U.S., is used wherever possible as evidence when assessing
these various points of view.
The study also seeks to analyse the Australian airline
regulation debate within a sound economic framework. The
discipline of economics offers criteria for the choice of
industry policy likely to increase the community's welfare.
In particular, it provides two necessary conditions for an
economic efficiency justification of government intervention
with market forces.
Firstly, one must demonstrate the
existence of market failure where the market outcome differs from the socially optimal one, and hence where there
exists the potential to increase efficiency through government regulatory actions.
Secondly, the benefits from any
proposed market correction policy must exceed its costs.
Hence a thorough analysis of the airline regulation issue must
involve a consideration of the likely extent of both market
failure and regulatory failure. A constantly occurring theme
throughout such an analysis is the effect on the economic
performance of an industry of the incentives facing its
participants, i.e. firms, consumers and regulators.
Chapters I to 5 scrutinise the various arguments regarding alleged market failure in the provision of airline
services.
Chapters I and 2 examine the industry structure
and patterns of behaviour which are likely if open market
competition among airlines were permitted. These chapters
consider the likelihood that airline competition would be
destructive and/or wasteful, and the alternative possibility
that the industry would tend towards monopoly and a lack of
competitive behaviour.
One of the special features of the
Australian air transport industry is the existence of a government-owned firm.
Its rationale and impact are discussed in
Chapter 3.
The important question of air safety and its
relevance to the economic regulation of airlines are considered in Chapter 4, while Chapter 5 examines some social
objectives which are frequently mentioned in the civil
aviation context.
2
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The following two chapters e xamine some issues relating to government failure in Australian air transport.
The
debate on the Two-Airline Policy is surveyed in Chapter 6.
This chapter discusses the need for policy reform and broadly
considers some of the available regulatory options. Chapter
7 reminds the reader of some of the inherent tendenc ies of
the regulatory and competitive processes and suggests that a
more useful explanation of current aviation polic ies may be
found in the private interest theory of regulation rather than
in the public interest theory which underlies a concern with
market failure.
The study's Conclusion briefly summarises the implications of this analysis of the airline regulation debate for polic y
reform and speculates on its likelihood.

3
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Competition Among Airlines:
Too Much?
I. DESTRUCTIVE COMPETITION

Chaos and instability
The claim has often been made that permitting open market
competition would lead the airline industry into a permanent
state of chaos and instability. Thus:
Competition can exist to such a degree as to destroy
all the several airlines, ... 2
The poor financial returns earned by some airlines during the
post-war decade were frequently attributed to the effects of
competition. Certainly Government policy of the time was
dominated by a fear that a competitive airline industry would
be inherently unstable. Senator Paltridge (Minister for Civil
Aviation, 1956 - 1964-) remarks:
It is not very rewarding in these circumstances to
find a financial cr isis developing in the industry every
few years . . . it is essential that we get a stable
pattern for future development which holds some
prospect of the industry finally emerging as a selfsufficient arm of our transport services. 3

The Government's response to achieve stability consisted of tighter restrictions on competitive forces in the
industry.
Import controls were used to prevent the entry of
other operators, rationalisation procedures for airline
services were strengthened, and measures to control capacity
were introduced. A further example of the anti-competitive
nature of the Government's policy is provided by Brogden
2

Bland, Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary
Debates (hereafter Hansard), House of Representatives
(hereafter H R), 29 October 1952, p. 3885.
Hansard, Senate (hereafter S), 3 September 1957, p. 82.
5

.-

(1968, p. 151) who reports that under the Cross Charter
Agreement 1960 the airlines agreed not to introduce or
propose any reduced fare services. The Two-Airline Policy
(hereafter TAP) allegedly grew out of post-war chaos, It and,
as a result of this policy,
. . . the industry has been spared for many years the
periodic economic crises that bedevilled it for so
much of its history. [Ansett (1976, p. 54)]

/

The argument that competition must be restricted in
order to prevent a collapse of the airline industry is still an
important influence on regulatory policy. Robinson asserts:
..• whilst there is a competitive situation in certain
respects obviously there must be basic things that
have some common ~round or the whole industry
would be in chaos ••.
'I:I

Similarly, Hocking (1979a, p. 72) warns that if the possibility
of greater price differentiation is allowed in the industry:
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Some degree of co-operation between airlines will
probably be essential, as widely differing prices
between airlines, even if only temporary, could be
destabilising.
While most authors agree that the TAP has maintained
stability in the airline industry [e.g. Forsyth 0979, p. 66)], it
is not clear that the industry would have been subject to
destructive competition and instability in the absence of such
a policy. It is also not clear that the competition-and-chaos
scenario is the most accurate interpretation of events in the
post-war period.
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Destructive pricing and airlines
Kahn (1971, p.
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173) identifies two prerequisites for des-
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Ansett (1972, p. 39). Sir Reginald Ansett was founder,
Chairman and Managing Director of Ansett Transport
Industri es (A TI).
Robinson, Commonwealth of Australia, House of

J

Representatives,
Select
Committee
on
Tourism
(hereaf ter Hansard, SCT), 8 February 1977, p. 799.
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Robinson was subsequently Minister for Finance.
6
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tructive pricing to occur in an industry. Firstly, fixed costs
must be a large proportion of total costs; and secondly, the
industry must be character ised by sustained and recurrent
pe riods of excess capacity.
When these two conditions are
satisfied the firm is operating on the downward-sloping
portion of its short run average cost curve and its scale of
operations is too large for its level of demand.
Since
marginal costs are less than average costs in such circumstances, competition tends to depress prices towards the
former and firms incur losses. When this argument is applied
to the aviation industry we have the 'sacred truth' referred to
by Levine (1965, p. 1423): without restrictions on competition, airlines would indulge in a frenzy of below-cost selling
which would ul timately ruin them all.
Does the airline industry possess these prerequisites for
destructive pricing? Supporters of regulation argue that the
industry is characterised by a substantial degree of fixed
costs. 6 However, there is a strong consensus among economists that the ratio of fixed to variable costs is low for
airline operations. 7
Attention should also be directed
towards the second necessary condition for destructive
pricing which requires that the firm is unable to readily
adjust its scale of operations to its most efficient level.
However, it appears that airlines are capable of adjusting
their scale fairly rapidly:
.•. the airline industry is very flexible and will gear
up swiftly to meet public demand when growth
returns to the industry. [Ansett (1976, p. 53)1

"::,

Many fixed costs can be quick\r al tered since an airline's
capital assets seem quite mobile.
For example, aircraft can
be bought and sold or leased without great difficulty and
readily shifted from one market to another.
Computer
systems, and perhaps even maintenance and engineering faci6

7

E.g. Goodrich (1960, p. 229), Chippindall (1965) and
Brenner (1975, p. 798).
Sir Giles Chippindall was
Chairman of Trans-Australia Airlines (T AA), 1959-1966.
E.g. Smith (1978, p. 58), Grenning and Coat (1979, p. 12)
and Keplinger (1976, p. 195). The validity of this conclusion is likely to have been enhanced by the rapidly
r ising fuel prices of recent years.
The nature and mobility of the fixed cost assets of
airline operators are also important considerations for
barriers to entry into the industry [see Chapter 21.
7
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lities, can be transferred with relative ease to other firms for
These
use in the same, or often a different, industry.
considerations of the nature of airline costs indicate that
destructive pricing and chaos would be unlikely to result from
open market competition in the air transport industry.
This assessment is supported by the U.S. experience
with competitive airline markets. Lloyd-Jones (1975, p. 815)
claims that when the Civil Aeronautics Act was introduced in
1938 the industry was in chaos with most carriers experiencing serious financial problems.
However, according to
Keplinger (1976, p. 194-), this alleged chaos was 'more a
fiction ..• than a reality.,9 The below-cost bidding for mail
contracts which occurred at the time reflected a desire to
maintain a route monopoly on passenger traffic, as well as
the knowledge that any losses would be covered by government subsidy and that further protective legislation was
likely to be forthcoming.
Thus any cutthroat competition
which then existed could be more accurately attributed to
government regulation under the Mail Act, rather than an
inherent tendency towards destructive pricing. An examination of the Californian intrastate airline industry, which was
virtually free of economic regulation prior to 1966, also
reveals that airline competition need not be ruinous or
chaotic [see Levine (1965, p. 14-30)].
Forsyth and Hocking
0978, p. 22) summarise this experience by noting that free
entry did not lead to instability, either in terms of the routes
served by the different carriers or in terms of increased
variability of profits.
It is important not to confuse the phenomenon of destructive competition with the normal competitive process.
When excess capacity occurs (through, say, a decline in
demand or the entry of a new firm into the industry) and a
firm is operating on a scale greater than its most efficient
level, short run losses and reduced investment in or exit from
the industry represent the usual competitive adjustment
process towards a new long run equilibrium position.
This
process encourages firms to operate at the appropriate scale
and enables the most efficient firms to continue production.
However, existing firms are likely to define instability
in terms of the possibility of themselves suff ering a declining
market share or going out of business.
Similarly, as Kahn
(1971, p. 173) notes, all competition is potentially destructive
to the equity of firms subjected to it since they may be
replaced by more efficient operators.
Consequently, it is
9

Levine (1965) and Miller (1975) also support this view.
8
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typical for these firms to refer to any price competition in
their industry as destructive, excessive or cutthroat.
Thus, while open competition among airlines may
increase instability in the sense that the relative market
fortunes of particular operators may vary over time, it does
not necessarily follow that services to the consumer are
unstable or disrupted.
But is it possible for these competitive forces to have an adverse impact on consumer
welfare?

Declining quality standards
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One argument suggests that competitive forces will lead to a
lower quality service since prices, schedules and other
product characteristics would be widely fluctuating.
Furthermore, in such circumstances consumers would be
unable to evaluate this range of service qualities since they
lack the necessary technical expertise.
However, this
'bewildered consumer' outcome is unlikely.
Firms have an
incentive to minimise needless changes in prices and schedules since this strategy lessens transactions costs to the
consumer and hence increases demand [see Miller (1975, p.
696)].
The competitive U.S. intrastate markets have
provided no evidence of deteriorating quality standards
through wildly fluctuating product characteristics in an open
market setting. While some proliferation of different fares
and services available might be expected immediately following the deregulation of airlines, this process is likely to be
relatively short-lived; this has been the recent experience in
the U.S. [see Kahn (1979, p. 11)]. A wider range of price/
quality options which may be offered in the longer term in a
competitive airline market would reflect closer satisfaction
of consumer demands, and expert advisers (e.g. travel agents)
could ease any difficulties posed by increased complications
facing consumers.
Finally, the argument at best indicates
the possible need for policies designed to directly attack the
supposed quality problem (e.g. certification of standards or
fair advertising laws) rather than comprehensive market
entry restr ictions.
Collapse of airline investment
Competition is also alleged to have a harmful effect on the
air transport industry through its impact on investment.
Brenner (1975, p. 812) considers that it would be impossible to
finance the large capital investments of airlines if free entry
9

were permitted.
Lloyd-Jones (1975, p. 825) claims that this: ~;"
impact will also hinder technological progress in the
industry. The resultant need for route security and stability
as a prerequisite to finance airline investments has also been
a popular argument in Australia.
Senator Cotton (Minister
for Civil Aviation, 1969-1972) argues this case,10 while
Ansett (1965, p. 13) notes:
Stabili ty is essential in an industry spending millions
on future equipment needs .•.

/

T AA holds a similar view:
The stable economic environment has provided a
sound base for the large commitments necessary for
fleet purchases. 11
However, the argument is misleading. While every firm
would undoubtedly enjoy guaranteed profits, simple observation indicates that risk capital is forthcoming in many fields,
including aviation, in the absence of such guarantees or
security.
Thus one would not expect investment in the
airline industry to collapse in the presence of open competition.
Furthermore, the claim that competition would
result in destructive pricing and falling investment appears to
be internally inconsistent.
The losses from excess capacity
which allegedly lead to a fall in investment have resulted
from too much previous investment. This process cannot be
sustained indefinitely. At best, the argument is a description
of the period of adjustment to the optimal scale of
operations; at worst, the argument is illogical. Finally, it is
more probable that competitition would encourage technological progress, since those firms using the current besttechnology techniques would be the ones most likely to
prosper.

Irrational behaviour
Many of the claims made in support of airline regulation and
examined in this study are likely to be valid only if airline
firms behaved in an irrational manner.
While it may be
sensible and efficient to operate existing capital assets at
short run marginal costs when faced with competitive
10
11

Hansard, S, 29 August 1972, p. 476.
Hansard, SeT, 8 February 1977, p. 706.
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there is an allure to running an airline that seems
to drive otherwise sensible people toward economic
self - destruction ... ,

•••

~c on omists would tend to reject this notion of irrationality.
It also appears that Australian airline operators have not been
IS quick to claim self -irrationali ty!
Several comments are relevant. Firstly, the economic
heory of competitive markets does not predict that failed
nvestments will not occur. Competition involves rewarding
:ood managerial decisions and penalising bad.
Thus one
hould not confuse mistakes with irrationality.
It follows
hat since one must allow for mistakes, which need not imply
rrationality, any analysis of the performance of the industry
hould be primarily concerned with average behaviour over
im e and not with the financial fortunes of particular airline
·ompanies.
However, more mistaken investments might be expected
'1 the period immediately following the removal of resrictive industry regulation.
This could be due to a relative
3.ck of knowledge regarding demand and supply conditions
ostered by conservative regulation limiting the industry's
perations to particular segments of the market.
Even
xisting operators may not be certain of these conditions,
xcept for those segments of the market for which they
urrently cater.
It is likely that this situation would be
uickly stabilised by the natural learning process and related
larket adjustments.
This point is illustrated by the experence of the U.S. airline industry following its recent
eregulation. The U.S. policy liberalised market entry, gave
'1creased freedom to reorganise airline networks and offered
Irospects for a rise in competitive behaviour. 12
Several of
he major operators, especially Braniff, reacted to this less
onstrained environment with overly ambitious expansion
fforts.
Subsequent losses have led to various merger
egotiations, e.g. between Braniff and Eastern Air Lines. 13
Finally, the often noted low profitability and marginal
,ature of the airline industry may merely reflect the level of
{Iormal profits required by owners of airline assets.

See Institut du Transport Aerien [ITA] (1979).
See Time, 4- August 1980, p. 4-9.
11

Alternatively, low profits and perhaps a relatively high
variability of returns may to a certain extent have been
compensated for by a truncation of the range of possible
rates of return, i.e. the virtual guarantee of protection from
bankruptcy.
II. WASTEFUL COMPETITION

The problem of wasteful competition

/

Proponents of airline regulation pursue a slightly different
direction when the concept of wasteful competition is introduced.
It is often feared that a freely competitive airline
market will be characterised by wasteful competition through
increased service quality resulting in higher prices.
Regulatory policies are thus supposed necessary to restrict
this competition and to protect the consumer.
However, it
seems clear that fallacious reasoning underlies much of this
fear.
One line of argument suggests that since we observe
cost-increasing competition within the regulated environment,l" the situation would be even worse if the market were
fully competitive.
Hence more, not less, regulation is
needed.
However, this conclusion does not necessarily
follow.
It is the inability to compete with respect to prices
that encourages firms to engage in non-price competition.
Hence a viable alternative approach to reduce any observed
wasteful competition is to remove price and entry restrictions. Kahn (1971, p. 209) summarises the economic principle
involved:
..• when limitations are placed on price competition,
but market conditions are such as to make continued
interfirm rivalry likely, the consequence will be
accentuation of service competition ..• Specifically,
they will be inclined to improve service in one way or
another, until their marginal costs, inflated by the
service improvements, are equated to price.
Thus wasteful quality competition can often be traced
directly to price regulation.
In fact, since there is a direct
1 ..

For example, the 'free' drinks and meals which Ansett
Airlines of Australia (AAA) initiated in the early months
of 1980 are estimated to cost the operator at least $5m
per annum [The Canberra Times, 7 May 1980] .
12
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posltlve relationship between price and quality when rivalry
among firms reduces profits to normal levels, the observation
of 'excessive' non-price competition indicates that the regulated price is set 'too high'. There are three policy choices:
further restrictions in an attempt to remove all possibility of
competitive behaviour and to enable firms to enjoy supernormal profits at the current regulated price; set a lower
regulated price, implying less quality competition; or remove
price and entry restrictions and permit market forces to
determine the price/quality outcome.
The choice among these approaches depends upon an
assessment of whether the regulatory authority or the market
mechanism is better able to achieve the price/quality option
preferred by consumers. Many economists would favour the
objective assessment of price and quality offered by a fair
market test. If the market indicates that consumers prefer a
higher price/higher quality combination than is presently
provided, this can hardly be interpreted as wasteful
competition. The likelihood of regulators being better able
to provide maximum consumer satisfaction diminishes rapidly
with the knowledge that the observed inefficiences are due to
current regulatory policies and with the recognition that the
demand for air services is not homogeneous, yielding the
possibility that many price/quality options may be in demand.
Some advocates for regulation claim that price competition is not feasible in airline markets. Brenner 0975, p.
803) erroneously suggests that competitive pricing behaviour
implies different prices among airlines. In fact, the process
leading to uniform prices, which he describes, is price
competition.
He also argues that a typical operator, when
faced with a competitor offering a lower price/lower quality
product, would match the price cut but maintain the higher
quality and thus capture the entire market.
However, in a
competitive market this strategy involves short run losses.
Such predatory pricing can be successful only if the firm is
able to earn supernormal profits in later periods to offset the
current losses.
In turn this possibility depends on the
existence of entry barriers. The question of entry barriers is
discussed in greater depth in the following chapter; it is
sufficient here to suggest that predatory pricing is unlikely to
be prominent in competitive airline markets.
The remainder of this section examines three areas of
concern which are closely associated with the notion of
wasteful competition in the air transport industry:
the
provision of excess capacity, the airline equipment race and
the occurrence of parallel schedules.
Each of these cases
13

illustrates the general principles discussed above.

Excess capacity
il

A persistent fear expressed in the airline regulation debate is
that open competition will force the industry into a state of
chronic overcapacity.
It is alleged that the normal market
forces of supply and demand do not apply in the airline
industry, resulting in the absence of any self-adjusting
e quilibrium and a buil t-in tendency towards overcapacity [e.g.
Brenner (1975)]. In particular:
the product of an airline can easily become excessive
in supply as an operator's competitive position is
positively related so directly to the quantity of
product. 15
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Hence, it is argued:
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.•. careful capacity regulation is a prerequIsIte for
the survival of economically viable air transport
opera tions. 16
The capacity determination procedures of Australia's TAP
ensure control of the aircraft capacity available to be offered
by the two major operators. Chippindall (1965) foresees the
'creation of waste in unused capacity' if this policy were to be
abandoned.
Similarly, when recommending retention of the
principle of capacity control, DOT (1979a, p. 59) concludes:
.•. abolition or major relaxation of capacity cont rols
could produce undesirable effects sim ilar to those
exper ienced overseas.
The overseas experience referred to is probably that of the
U.S. where, under Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) regulation,
the achieved load factor was consistently less than the target
load factor.
Consumers are alleged to suffer from the
15

16

Department of Transport (DOT), Annual Report, 1975/
76, p. 29.
Civil aviation became the responsibility of
DOT in November 1973 when the Department of Civil
Aviation (DCA) was amalgamated with the previous
DOT.
Since its formation in 1938 DCA had been
responsible for civil aviation.
DOT, Annual Report, 1971+/75, p. 19.
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competitive overcapacity situation through the resultant
upward pressures on costs and hence prices. Thus:
It was . . . the consideration of the public interest
that we should not allow a free-for-all situation
which in our view would force prices up rather than
down. 17
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A major problem with the excess capacity scenario presented above is that it pays insufficient attention to the
ceteris paribus assumptions implicit in the argument. While
it seems clear that, if all other factors remain unchanged, a
more frequent schedule would offer an operator an advantage
over his rivals, in a competitive market this strategy must be
accompanied in the long run by a higher price. In this more
realistic setting a higher price/higher quality product will not
necessarily be preferred by consumers.
The tendency
towards overuse of frequency competition can be attributed
to a lack of price competition, i.e. to the control of fares. In
the U.S. case the regulated prices, which were set by the
CAB on the basis of a specified rate of return at a target load
factor, implied supernormal profits and, not unexpectedly, led
to non-price competition, mainly in the form of increased
scheduling. is
If the capacity offered is judged to be
'excessive', the blame lies with the authorities who set the
price 'too high'. Hence, while Brenner (1975, p. 8tl2) claims:
. . . simple logic would suggest that, if the existing
level of competition has created too many seats,
totally unrestrained competition would create still
more empty seats ... ,

...'

., ....

the above discussion indicates that this logic, while simple, is
also incorrect.
The observed experience of competitive airline markets
also indicates little need to fear chronic overcapacity. IT A
(1979) reports on the impact of the recent U.S. deregulation
17

18

Freeland, Hansard, SCT, 17 August 1978, p. 559l.
Freeland was then Deputy Secretary (Policy and
Planning), DOT and previously First Assistant Secretary,
Air Transport Policy Division, DOT.
Thus Freeland, Hansard, SCT, 17 August 1978, p. 5591
incorrectly claims that overcapacity forced up costs and
hence prices in the U.S.; the direction of causation was
the reverse.
15

of civil aviation. It notes an increase in average load factors
which was generally greatest on the most competitive
routes. Similarly, there is little evidence of overcapacity in
the post-war decade of supposed chaos in the Australian
industry.
Goodrich (1960, p. 138) notes that during the
period 1945-1952 the provision of excess capacity could not
be listed as a reason for either instability or poor profitability. For the period 1952-1957 he also remarks:
It has already been noted that there was virtually no
control over aircraft importations . . . From time to
time, concern had been expressed about excessive
competition in re-equipment and consequent procurement of excess capacity ..• it is quite clear that the
fears about the procurement of excess capacity were
not justified by the facts. 19

Airline re-equipment

I~ res

Competition among airline operators is often alleged to hold
harmful implications regarding the related issue of the
acquisition of new equipment. Paltridge states:
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It is fundamental to the Two-Airline System that the
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airlines should not embark upon an equipment race as
this would constitute a most damaging form of
wasteful competition and would be contrary to the
public interest. 2 0
Goodrich (1960, p. 219) notes that aircraft equipment
decisions had a major impact on the performance of the
Australian airlines during the post-war decade.
For five
years Australian National Airways (ANA) made little effort
to provide an adequate alternative to TAA's Convair 240
which became Australia's first pressurised aircraft when
introduced in 1948.
T AA again made a superior aircraft
choice when in 1954 it introduced Australia's first prop-jet,
the Vickers Viscount;
ANA had decided to operate the
piston-engined DC6Bs in the previous year. The consistent
inability of ANA to provide aircraft which matched the
19

20

Goodrich (1960, p. 175).
Goodrich qualifies his
statement by suggesting that delays on aircraft imports
due to dollar shortages may also have exerted a
restraining influence on capacity.
Quoted in Brogden (1968, p. 158).
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passenger appeal of its competitor was a significant determinant of its financial plight [see Brogden (1968, p. 78 and p.
103)] .
Observing this Australian and some overseas
experience, many concluded:
Unfettered competition could result in an equipment
'rat race' beyond the capacity of the industry to
handle economically.
In a small nation such as ours
the whole industry could be jeopardised. [Hillyar 21
(1969, p. 19)]
In 1958 the Government felt:

.,

. . . it was clear that the stage would be set for a
struggle by each airline to out-equip the other,
regardless of the capital cost involved. 2 2
Its response was to reject the airlines' requests for new
aircraft (Electras for the Ansett organisation and Caravelles
for TAA), and to exert a greater influence on equipment
choice through the Airlines Equipment Act.
Since
comparable equipment was regarded as a prerequisite for
stabili ty, the airlines were obliged
•.. not to introduce aircraft of a type which, having
regard to the types already in operation, would be
deterimental to the stability of the air transport
industry. This ..• obligation is, of course, designed
to stop a wasteful re-equipment race leading to a
multiplicity of new and expensive aircraft types. 23
While Australia has not yet experienced any significant
disruption through equipment choice under the TAP, it is not
clear that an open airline market would lead to such 'rat
races' or that the public has benefitted greatly from this
feature of the policy.
The Australian post-war experience
21
22

23

Then Secretary of Ansett Airlines of New South Wales.
Pal tridge, Hansard,S, 1 October 1958, p. 757.
Paltridge, Hansard,S, 1 October 1958, p. 757.
Paltridge also remarks that the two major operators
willingly accepted this diminution of their managerial
responsibilities.
Note that this equipment race
scenario seems to conflict with the argument, discussed
in the previous section, that competition will hinder
technological progress in aviation.
17

cannot be considered a rat race; rather it was the market
penalising an operator, ANA, for making inappropriate
choices of equipment. Thus any instability was confined to
the relative market positions of the operators involved. In
this regard the recent decisions of the two major operators to
re-equip with wide-bodied aircraft of different capacities,
the Airbus A300 and Boeing 767 for T AA and AAA respectively, is a potentially significant development for the
industry. The use of different aircraft offers the possibility
of increased competition between the operators through a
greater differentiation of airline services, e.g. different
schedules and frequencies, and perhaps even different fares if
there are differences in operating costs and if the regulators
permit such cost differences to be reflected in fares. If the
use of different aircraft does have a significant impact on
consum er choice it will be interesting to observe the Government's reaction this time to the self-induced market
'instability'.
The U.S. experience relating to re-equipment can be
directly attributed to the poor system of CAB regulation [see
Kahn (J 971, p. 213)].
As noted above, the policy of
controlling mainly prices stimulated non-price competition
and hence placed greater emphasis on the type of aircraft in
service. The problem was compounded by the failure of the
U. S. regulatory authorities to allow quality differences in
aircraft to be reflected in price differences;
the CAB
insisted that all operators charge a common fare for a given
route service.
Hence it became imperative to fly the most
popular type of aircraft since there was no possibility of
competing with a different price/aircraft type product mix.
It follows that the responsibility for any wasteful underutilisation of older or less popular equipment lay with the
regulators rather than open market forces.
Another theme of the re-equipment issue is the effect
of depreciation on prices and hence consumer welfare. It is
frequently argued that aircraft must be used for a reasonable
time to allow adequate obsolescence and to reduce the
frequency with which heavy capital outlays are needed. 21t
For example, Goodrich (J 960, p. 219) argues:
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. . . airlines' operating costs would be inflated
because of the high obsolescence and depreciation
"0\
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This view is expressed by Hillyar (J 969, p. 19), Poulton
0959, p. 32), Richardson and Poulton 0968, p. 79) and
Paltridge, Hansard, S, 1 October 1958, p. 757.
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rates necessary when frequent re-equipment is forced
upon them.
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However, this argument has several shortcomings.
Many industries are subject to the risk of technical
obsolescence of their capital equipment. This is a naturally
occurring risk which must be planned for in their investment
decisions.
The depreciation rates which are allowed for
taxation or accounting purposes represent an expectation of
the rate of decline in the economic value of an industry's
capital assets.
In an open market unanticipated technical
obsolescence is reflected in a faster decline in the capital
value of a firm's assets (assuming that there is no offsetting
compensation in the taxation system).
Consumers do not
bear this burden but rather enjoy the benefits from the
introduction of the new teChnology.
In this environment
managers have a clear incentive to make good investment
decisions with respect to the teChnology of their
operations. Managers who consistently make poor equipment
decisions are likely to be replaced through takeover or
bankruptcy, e.g. ANA's experience in 1957.
Consumers
suffer from technical obsolescence only in a regulated
environment where policy aims to maintain the financial
position of the existing firm. They are then forced either to
continue to be served by inferior equipment 25 or to pay
higher prices which cover the additional capital losses which
have occurred because of an inappropriate choice of
equipment.
The argument regarding depre ciation and technical
obsolescence thus reduces largely to one of shifting the risks
and costs of such events from shareholders of current firms
to consumers.
Paltridge confirms that Australia's aviation
policy was so designed:
Unless the airlines are permitted to sustain disastrous
capital losses by replacement of existing equipment
before it is adequately obsolesced, we must plan on
the present front-line equipment remaining in
operation for at least several more years. 26
25

26

Brogden 0968, p. 137) reports that in March 1957 the
Government rejected an application from T AA to introduce Caravelle jet aircraft into service in 1959. The
first pure-jet service was subsequently operated in
November 1964 with Boeing 727s.
Hansard, S, 28 September 1961, p. 722.
19

Parallel scheduling

/

Another example of wasteful competition caused by the
pattern of regulation adopted by air transport authorities is
Australia's controversial parallel scheduling. The practice is
well documented and pervasive [see Gannon (l979a)j.
Its
waste lies in the restriction of choice of flight times and the
extra demands placed upon airport infrastructure.
Most
observers agree with the proposition that parallel schedules
are the natural result of competition in a system in which all
the major attributes of the operators' products are identical,
e.g. fares, aircraft type, total capacity and in-flight
services.
In these circumstances timetabling is the most
significant means of non-price competition available. With
this background, two operators and no threat of entry, simple
economic theory suggests a tendency towards parallel
schedules. 2 7
However, the theory also suggests that this
tendency would weaken if market entry were possible, if
there were not only two operators, or if alternative means of
competition, especially with prices, were possible.
In this
regard the recent choice by T AA and A TI of new wide-bodied
aircraft with different capacities can also be expected to
lessen the incidence of parallel schedules.
However, the
important point is that once again the fundamental cause of
the observed wasteful competition is the existing regulatory
policy.

Summary
This section indicates that the major forms of wasteful
competltlOn observed in airline markets are directly
attributable to government intervention in the operation of
open market forces rather than to these forces themselves
and are unlikely to persist in a free market environment.
There are two basic strategies available with which to
respond to such wasteful competition: attempt to cast the
regulatory net still further, or move to open competition and
rely on market forces to satisfy consumer demands.

27

See Gannon (1979a) and Hocking (1972, Ch. 3). These
results are based on the principles of spatial competition, of which Hotelling (1929) is the seminal work.
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ill. NETWORK CONSIDERA nONS
Allegations of abandoned services
An increased likelihood of deterioration or destruction of
airline networks is another undesirable consequence frequently alleged to follow the introduction of open
competition in airline markets.
Teague (then Manager,
Planning and Development, East-West Airlines [EWA]) states:
If in fact there is total deregulation I would be very
very apprehensive about the possible results •.. But
in total I could see large areas of the country or large
numbers of our communities receiving very very
much worse services than is the case today. 28
J :",;
~
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Similarly, AAA (J 979, p. 15) argues:
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••• a predator third operator operating only on the
main trunk routes would affect the existing airlines
in their important role in providing high quality
services to lesser developed areas.
In analysing these claims it is useful to consider two
possible regulatory situations.
Firstly, there is the case
where costs are covered on each route but profitability varies
among routes. Secondly, there may exist cross-subsidisation
where the losses on some routes are offset by the profits on
others.
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Routes of varying profitability
In the first case it is alleged that if the industry is
deregulated existing and new firms will concentrate their
activities in the most profitable markets to the neglect of
those routes which are less profitable.
The possibility of
curtailment of such services underlies the unwillingness of
the Australian Federation of Consumer Organisations [AFCO]
(J 978) to advocate complete removal of entry restrictions
into airline markets.
Ansett 0965, p. 13) appears to hold a
similar view:

Additional operators interested only in the few routes
with high density end-to-end traffic could impair the
28

Hansard, SeT, 16 May 1978, p. 4-910.
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overall competitive
networks.
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In this case any shift in capacity towards the most
profitable routes would be due to the current restrictive
regulation which is preventing operators from pursuing
profitable investment opportunities.
Wholesale market
abandonments are unlikely since these services are profitable; although additional investments of existing and new
operators will naturally be attracted in the first instance to
the more lucrative routes. In these circumstances it is most
likely that any difficulties will reflect short run adjustment
to the enlarged set of investment opportunities, and in the
longer term one could expect the maintenance and possible
increase in services on all the profitable routes.
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Cross-subsidisation of airline networks
Competition might be considered potentially more disruptive
when cross-subsidisation exists within airline networks. The
cross-subsidisation objective was warmly embraced in the
past and at times appears to have significantly influenced
policy. Brogden 0968, p. 42) and Goodrich (1960, p. 62) both
report that the Corbett Committee 29 considered that a large
airline should be compelled to operate services on developmental routes, offsetting any losses from the profits earned
on denser routes. One perceived advantage was the resultant
reduction in the le vel of required government subsidies. The
notion of cross-subsidisation was apparently well received at
that time and used by the Australian Labor Party (ALP) as an
argument in support of its attempted nationalisation of the
airline industry in 1945.
The attractiveness of cross-subsidisation was not
confined to only one political party; Menzies (then Leader of
the Opposition and subsequently Prime Minister, 1949-1966)
also saw the need for profitable routes to balance the losses
on developmental routes. 3 a
In later years it became an
accepted part of the TAP.
Consideration of this objective
was an important factor in the selection of ATI as the new
29

3

a

This was an Interdepartmental Committee on Civil
Aviation with A.B. Corbett (first Director-General of
Civil Aviation, 1939-1944) as Chairman. Its report was
submitted in December 1943; the major findings, while
not made public, were apparently well known.
Hansard, HR, 25 July 1945, p. 4555.
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private partner in the policy in 1957:
. . . only Ansett Transport Industries Limited was
prepared to proceed on the basis of the Government's
declared policy of subsidising unprofitable feeder
.
serVIces
.•. 31
Cross-subsidisation continues to have support; Smith (1978,
p. 6) reports a statement by Nixon (Minister for Transport,
1975-1979) indicating that he considered the Sydney/
Melbourne route to be a legitimate source of finance for the
less profi table routes.
Cross-subsidisation could be expected to substantiallr
disappear if free entry into the industry were allowed. 3
Thus the maintenance of internal subsidies requires a system
of economic regulation which prevents entry into the profitable markets.
Not surprisingly, the existence of crosssubsidisation is often used to support a continuation of the
current restricted entry under the TAP.
For example, as a
consequence of breaking down this policy, Chippindall (1965)
foresees:
~.ce~

A tendency for the new operators to confine their
activities to the more profitable routes, leaving the
two main operators to bear the burden of the mass of
unprofitable routes whose servicing is part of the
overall responsibility for providing airline services
which they have undertaken.
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When assessing the desirability of cross-subsidisation
the various arguments under consideration can be grouped
into two broad classes: efficiency and equity.
Economists
are generally quick to reject cross-subsidisation on efficiency
grounds. Since prices are not permitted to reflect marginal
costs, resources are misallocated (there is a relative undersupply of air services in profitable markets) and an efficiency
loss is imposed on the community.
3I

32
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Paltridge, Hansard, S, 13 November 1957, p. 1211. AT!
accepted this cross-subsidisation obligation in return for
a strengthening of the Rationalisation procedures and
the provision of loan guarantees.
As will be argued shortly, the disappearance of crosssubsidisation is not necessarily equivalent to the disappearance of air services on the currently unprofitable
routes.
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It may be argued that government intervention is
desirable; competition may be imperfect or externalities
may exist.
Some issues of relevance to this argument are
discussed in greater depth in Chapter 5.
Yet even if such
claims are valid, economists seem virtually unanimous in
advocating the use of direct subsidies to deal with such
problems. 33
The fact that government expenditures would
be higher under such an approach is a misleading consideration since society incurs the real opportunity costs of the
relevant services no matter how they are financed. It might
also be argued that greater electoral opposition may arise to
government initiatives involving direct subsidies; hence a
system of cross-subsidisation may be the most politically
effective means of attaining the desired objective.
This
argument suggests that it is the policy instrument itself
rather than the policy goal per se which the community finds
objectionable.
However, the observed difference in
community reaction is most probably due to a relative lack of
information on the costs and benefits of cross-subsidisation
rather than any intrinsic preference for this policy technique.
One might hold doubts on the appropriateness in a
democratic society of any policy which is incapable of being
adopted when subjected to the public scrutiny of the
government budgetary processes.
Even the equity arguments for cross-subsidisation are
unconvincing. The equity justification seems to be based on
the notion that air services should be available to all
members of the community and that all consumers should pay
an equal fare for what appears at face value to be the same
product, i.e. equal distance travelled. Kahn (1971, p. 24-4-)
summarises an alternative viewpoint:
. . . advocates of entry restrictions in the trunk
airline
business
have
justified
the
internal
subsidisation that they protect on the ground that
small towns 'deserve air service' as much as large. It
is not clear who, exactly, the people are in those
towns who 'deserve' such service: presumably, they
are the relatively well-to-do who can afford travel by
air; nor is it immediately obvious by what morality
33

E.g. Levine (1965, p. 14-28), Keplinger (1976, p. 198) and
Smith (1978, p. 6). Payment of direct subsidies was the
most important instrument of government influence in
the early years of Australian civil aviation [see
Goodrich (1960)].
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they deserve to be subsidised in reCelVIng such
service, either by general taxpayers or by regular
travellers over the routes . . . that can generate
enough traffic to pay their way.
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Cross-subsidisation clearly has important distributional
implications.
However, it seems preferable to base any
redistribution policies on income or wealth rather than area
of travel or residence. Perhaps it might be argued that the
operation of certain unprofitable air services is to the net
benefit of the nation. If this is so, why should only travellers
on more profitable routes bear the cost of providing these
services?
These factors suggest to many that the crosssubsidisation of airline services can often be inequitable. 34
The previous quote by Chippindall may be taken to
imply that it is unfair that existing operators bear the burden
of unprofitable routes when entry is unrestricted. However,
this interpretation is of Ii ttle value since any call for freedom
of entry also, most sensibly, involves freedom of exit.
Another strange perception of equity is presented by Confederation of Australian Industry (1980) which argues that crosssubsidisation in the airline system is acceptable and in the
national interest since it would be 'unreasonable' to expect
the major opera tors to set fares which ensure that all routes
cover their costs!
The policy of cross-subsidisation appears to have fallen
from favour in recent years and is increasingly rejected.
Transport regulators often express concern about the
existence of cross-subsidisa tion 3 5 and argue that pricing
must reflect 'true costs'. 3 6
The fare recommendations of
DOT (1979a, p. 80) involve a closer alignment between prices
34

35

36

E.g. Levine (1965, p. 1428), Kirby (1979, p. 110) and
Rushton (Western Australian Minister for Transport),
Australian Financial Review, 7 February 1980.
Rowland, Hansard, SeT, 10 May 1978, p. 4713.
Rowland
was
then
First
Assistant
Secretary,
International Policy Division, DOT.
DOT, Annual Report, 1976/77, p. 18. While this statement most probably refers to networks as a whole, it is
but a short logical step to argue that route prices should
reflect route costs. However, DOT 0980b, p. 24) is not
prepared to go this far.
It recommends the continuation of fare setting using a 'nationally consistent
approach' on the grounds of public acceptability and
administrative convenience.
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and costs.
This aim was further reflected in subsequent
adjustments to the airlines' fare formula which made more
accura te allowance for economies of flight length and which
changed the ratio of first class to economy class fares.
Nixon also found it difficult to tolerate unlimited crosssubsidisation.
He supported TAA's unsuccessful attempt to
sub-contract two unprofitable Queensland routes, Brisbane/
Mt. Isa (via ports) and Townsville/Mt. Isa (via ports), to Bush
Pilot Airways (BPA) and suggested, not too subtly, that he
would consider directing the maintenance of the existing T AA
F27 services if 'the State is prepared to subsidise the losses
incurred on these services' [DOT (1979c)].
Finally, the
airlines themselves express some opposition to crosssubsidisation:
The industry cannot accept the proposition that air
travellers on major trunk routes . . . should subsidise
travellers on rural or outback services from which
the Government has no chance of recouping its
expenditures. [Ansett (1976, p. 54-)]
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However, in spite of this statement, it was noted above by
Paltridge [see footnote 3lJ that Ansett found crosssubsidisation to be acceptable when combined with other
more favourable policy features.
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Effects of competition on airline networks
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While the above discussion examines the general issue of
cross-subsidisation, an assessment is still required of the
claim that many services would be lost if the present policy
were abandoned.
The potential for disruption might be
expected to depend on the extent of cross-subsidisation now
present in the airline system.
Although no detailed cost
information is currently available,37 the evidence suggests its
existence. Hocking (1972, p. 38) concluded that the industry
was c haracterised at that time by cross-subsidisation. The
fare formula which was subsequently introduced in August
1974-, and which was based on the average costs of servicing
an entire network and consisted of a flagfall (reflecting the
cost of terminal facilities) and a rate per kilometre (covering
37

One of the main tasks of the recent Independent Public
Inquiry into Domestic Air Fares is to report on the
degree of cross-subsidisation in the networks of the two
major operators.
26
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operating costs), was a recipe for cross-subsidisation since it
failed to recognise that passenger costs can vary across
routes. In particular, the fixed cost component varies with
traffic density and operating costs per kilometre decline as
stage length increases. If regulation has been successful in
limiting total airline profits to normal levels, the fare
formula would seem to imply cross-subsidisation, not merely
price discrimination. The investigation by Gannon (1979b, p.
147) confirmed that the air fare formula then resulted in an
apparent cross-subsidisation of short distance routes by long
distance routes.
Gannon also concluded that the F27 network as a whole was cross-subsidised f rom other services.
Further evidence on the existence of cross-subsidisation is
provided by the airlines themselves who claim to operate
some unprofitable services.
Forsyth (1979, p. 69) notes
reports indicating that in 1976/77, when its profit was about
$7m, T AA lost S1.5m on the two Queensland routes mentioned above.
Nixon confirmed that T AA was unable to
cover its operating costs on these routes [DOT (1979c) ].
Even though substantial cross-subsidisation may exist, it
does not necessarily follow that open market competition and
the resultant tendency to eliminate such internal subsidies
will cause a massive loss of services throughout the
country. While an existing airline may be unable to achieve
profitable operations on a certain route, it is not valid to
conclude that some other carrier (with different schedules,
equipment, etc.) could not do so.
In an open market other
operators would most likely be quick to service any route
vacated by the two major airlines.
This contention is
supported by the U.S. deregulation experience where few
routes have been abandoned and not taken over by others [see
ITA (1979)].
In addition, Australian commuter operators
have generally taken over unprofitable feeder services which
the major carriers have ceased to operate.
It is quite
possible that many previous loss routes will enjoy increased
services f rom their new operators. 38
Some may claim that the crucial issue relating to airline
network considerations is not the argument regarding service
versus no service, but rather airline services versus commuter
operator services.
Thus, even though the replaceme nt
commuter operator may provide a more frequent service,
38

See Bureau of Transport Economics [B TE] (1978, p.
58).
BP A (1977, p. 7 and Appendix 2) gives numerous
examples of routes which it has taken over f rom the
major opera tors.
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travellers may still view this as inferior to the previous
operations of a major ai r line.
An example of this was the
community hostility towards TAA's proposal to sub-contract
some Queensland F27 services to BPA.
It is doubtful that
this preference would be so strong if the local community
involved were obliged to pay the full cost of the al t ernative
services.

(

Summary

/

The discussion in this section indicates that little effort has
been made to provide a valid justification for the crosssubsidisation apparently now present in the airline system.
Apart f rom the aim to reduce government expenditures, it
appears that any public welfare and income redistribution
goals which are supposed to underlie current policy can be
more effectively achieved by direct subsidies.
If this
proposition is accepted, it follows that the true impact of the
policy of economic regulation of airline markets is not to
protect air service networks, but rather to achieve income
transfers between various consumer groups in a politically
effective manner and to provide a rationale for shielding
existing operators from the effects of competition.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

When discussing civil aviation deregulation in the U.S.,
Hewitt (Chairman of Qantas, 1975-1980) states:
This is not an industry in which
competition is good for the consumer. 39

cut-throat

However, this chapter suggests that there is little evidence to
support the assertion. Apparent examples of the undesirable
effects of competition usually can be more accurately traced
to poor regulation rather than open market forces per se. It
appears that the inefficient operator, not the consumer, has
most to fear from competitive airline markets.

39

Quoted in Traveltrade, 21 January 1980.
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Competition Among Airlines:
Too Little?
Fears of monopoly
i,iie'
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Fears that the Australian domestic air transport industry
would develop into a monopoly and that this would be inimical
to the community's welfare have always loomed large in the
airline regulation debate. Drakeford (ALP Minister for Civil
Aviation, 1941-1949) claimed

:':'.;

· .. abundant evidence that a monopoly is inevitable
in the near future. ~ 0

':J'"

:. "

,

Dedman, then ALP Minister for Post War Reconstruction,
viewed the threat as more immediate:
· . . the Government is entirely opposed to private
monopolies . • . in my opinion, the present airline
operators in Australia have a monopoly of that
industry . • . the conduct of a monopoly by private
enterprise is, in eft ect, immoral. ~ 1

~

Responding to this perceived threat of monopoly:
The Chif1ey Government decided that something
should be done to prevent that monopoly [Australian
National Airways Proprietary Limited] from fleecing
the Australian people. ~ 2
Antipathy towards an air monopoly was not limited to the one
political party. Menzies stated that it was
· .. no part of the policy of the Government to foster
~o
~

1

~2

Hansard, HR, 18 July 1945, p. 4179.
Hansard, H R, 25 July 1945, p. 4559.

A crucial word in
this statement is 'private'.
Drakeford, Hansard, HR, 30 October 1952, p. 3967.
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either a government monopoly or a private monopoly
on the major air routes. 4 3
Even in more recent times the fear of monopoly continues to
influence air transport policy considerations.
At a recent
Federal Council of the Liberal Party, a Western Australian
resolution recommended the sale of T AA,
. . • with appropriate legislative provisions designed
to prevent a single monopoly taking control of the
major national airline system. 44

/

The natural monopoly argument
The theoretical economic basis underlying this attitude
towards a monopoly market structure and calls for government intervention is the so-called 'natural monopoly'
argument. If the technological conditions of production are
such that the firm's long run average costs decline over the
entire market size (i.e. there are economies of scale), then a
single firm will always be able to supply any given quantity of
output at less cost than if there were more than one firm.
Hence there is a natural tendency for the industry to become
dominated by a single firm. The argument asserts that, once
this situation is established, the single profit maximising firm
will be able to exert its monopoly power and earn supernormal profits.
This simple account of monopoly pricing associated with
economies of scale can be represented in the following
diagram.
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Hansard, HR, 21 November 1951, p. 2399.
Reported in Daily Telegraph, 9 April 1980.
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A firm with monopoly power maXImIses its profit by producing where marginal revenue equals marginal cost; then
(P ,Q ) is the monopoly price/quantity outcome. Advocates
Ofl th~ natural monopoly argument prescribe regulation to
prevent entry (so that a single firm can take advantage of the
economies of scale) and the control of price. Price may be
regulated to the zero profit level P 2' or ideally (to achieve
Pareto optimality) to P , where some arrangement can be
made regarding the resultant losses of the firm.
Note that
already there is an apparent inconsistency in the policy
prescription: the desire for regulation is motivated on the
one hand to capture the benefits of economies of scale (which
are allegedly endangered if firms are free to enter the
industry) and, on the other hand, to prevent monopoly pricing
(which supposedly occurs if there is only one firm).
This simple theoretical argument has frequently been
presented and discussed in the airli ne industry context. '+ 5
Two questions must be investigated. Firstly, is the natural
monopoly argument applicable to the Australian air transport
industry, i.e. are there economies of scale in the provision of
airline services in this country? Secondly, is the argument
valid f rom a theoretical viewpoint?
Economies of scale
In the course of the Australian airline regulation debate many
of the participants have claimed the existence of significant
scale economies and hence a natural tendency towards monopoly. Brogden (1968, p. 60) reports that during the post-war
decade all except Ansett believed that there was room for
only one major airline on domestic routes.
Drakeford
considered ANA an 'inherent monopoly'. '+ 6
The Corbett
Committee concluded that it was desirable to have only one
airline company operating all Australian air services, since it
would be able to do so more efficiently and economically than
a larger number [see Goodrich (1960, p. 61)]. This conclusion
was also supported by the Nixon review of 1951. '+ 7
ItS

'+6
'+7

E.g. Levine (1965, p. 1424), Keplinger (1976, p. 195),
BTE (1978, p. 29), Smith (1978, p. 10) and Grenning and
Coat (1979, p. 10).
Hansard, HR, 30 October 1952, p. 3975.
E. V. Nixon and Partners, a firm of chartered accountants, was appointed by the Menzies Government to
investigate the economic and financial basis of the
airline industry [see Brogden (1968, p. 94)] .
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Economies of scale appear to have played a major role
in the decision of the Menzies Government to introduce its
TAP.
In a letter to the Chairman of ANA dated 28 March
1952, Menzies wrote:

e(J~

. . . we have discussed the future of the airlines in
terms of two operators because ••. in our present
state of development there is no room for more than
two major national operators if the necessary standards of efficiency are to be maintained. 1t8

/

Again, at the time of the strengthening of the TAP in 1957:
:,J~n6

.•. [the Government] could not escape the definite
conclusion that even the trunk route system could not
support more than two major airlines. It 9
Some academic contributions have also given support to
the claim that scale economies exist in the airline industry.
Goodrich (1960, p. 149) argues that if the industry consisted
of only private firms then a monopoly would probably develop
as a result of economies of scale. so
Similarly, Hocking
(1972, p. 50) concludes that there were still considerable
economies of scale to be reaped in the Australian market; if
firm size were doubled, unit costs might fall by 10-20 per
cent.
More recently DOT (l979a, p. 74) found:
the size of the Australian market would not support a
third carrier on the trunk network as a whole and
theref ore the Government should continue to control
entry •.. to maintain the Two Airline Policy ... ,
while Dignam (1979, p.l 0), then Assistant General manager of
T AA, argued:
Our small domestic market means that optimum
1t8
1t9

50

Quoted in Goodrich (1960, p. 142).
Paltridge, Hansard, S, 3 September 1957, p. 82.
Goodrich's final position on this question is unclear: he
also recognises that a private monopoly is not inevitable
(p. 149), argues that a TAA monopoly would not likely
have developed if ANA had left the industry (p. 140),
and concludes that the conditions for the natural
monopoly argument do not apply to air services (p. 84).
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Another popular viewpoint is that a private enterprise
monopoly is inevitable if the government-owned T AA should
cease to operate. 5 1
However, a careful consideration of the nature of
airline costs raises doubts as to the applicability of the
natural monopoly argument to this industry.
The
prerequisite for economies of scale is declining long run
average costs.
On the demand side economies of scale may
arise from the number and diversity of markets served.
Variations in demand may tend to compensate each other
causing economies of operation. However, as Kahn (1971, p.
123) notes, diversity of demand is not necessarily an
argument for monopoly; it is more likely to indicate the
desirability of integration of operations across markets.
Economies of scale more typically are associated with
the presence of substantial fixed costs in an industry. It is
not however the mere existence of fixed costs which indicates economies of scale; this point is obvious when it is
remembered that in the long run all costs, by definition, are
variable.
The relevant issue is whether or not there are
increasing returns f rom the provision and utilisation of larger
amounts of these fixed cost facilities.
Thus statements
pointing out the degree of fixed costs associated with airline
operations do not, by themselves, provide conclusive evidence
regarding economies of scale.
Such statements are more
likely to provide information on short run average costs and
hence are of more direct relevance to the question of
destructive pricing which is examined in Chapter 1.
While the presence of significant fixed costs does not
necessarily prove the existence of economies of scale,
statements regarding the absence of such costs can often be
more informative on the issue.
Since the main potential
source of economies of scale lies in the provision of fixed
cost capital assets, a low ratio of fixed to variable costs
probably lessens the chance of such scale effects. Hence the
strong consensus, noted in the previous chapter, among
economists that the airline industry is characterised by a low
ratio of fixed costs to variable costs supports the contention
that substantial economies of scale are unlikely.
The presence of economies of scale in the airline
51

See Brogden (1980, p. 117), Morr is (1980b) and T AA
(980).
Morris is the ALP Shadow Minister for
Transport.
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industry has also been examined in a wide range of empirical
studies. This research indicates that, while network characteristics such as average stage length and traffic density are
important determinants of airline costs, firm size per se has
little independent influence on average costs. The common
conclusion is that economies of scale are not significant
beyond a certain minimum efficient scale of operations of
around five aircraft. 5 2
Mackay (J 979) estimated a regression model of airline costs and found that if TAA and the
Ansett airlines were merged then average costs would decline
by 4 per cent.
Alternatively, if a third airline were
introduced and each airline had equal market shares, then
average costs would rise by 2.5 per cent. 5 3
In summary,
there is a lack of statistical evidence supporting the
existence of substantial economies of scale in Australian
airline operations.
Theoretical validity of the natural monopoly argument
While most researchers have rejected the applicability of the
natural monopoly argument to the airline industry, there has
been no serious questioning of the argument's theoretical
validity.
For example, Levine (J 965, p. 1424) claims that
there is 'general agreement upon the economic necessity of
regulating natural monopoly industries' and Smith (J 978, p.12)
considers it apparently 'unimpeachable'. However, Demsetz
(J 968) drew attention to a non sequitur in the natural
monopoly argument. Although economies of scale may result
in a single firm in an industry, it does not necessarily follow
that this firm has the ability to monopoly price. That ability
comes from establishing barriers to entry into the industry
and these two phenomena, scale economies and entry
52

53

See Grenning and Coat (J 979) and Smith (J 978) for a
review of these issues. In June 1979 the fleets of TAA
and AAA each included 10 B727 -200s and 12 DC9s
[DOT, Annual Report, 1978/79, p. 162]. In his public
evidence to the Independent Public Inquiry into
Domestic Air Fares on 25 November 1980, Teague
supported the view that scale economies were negligible
beyond the minimum fleet size.
These results implicitly assume that changing the
number of operators will not signficantly affect other
determinants of airline costs, e.g. average stage length
and route density.
34
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barriers, are quite distinct.
The above diagram illustrates the argument.
The
natural monopoly outcome (P ,Q 1) is not a stable equilibrium.
The supernormal profits earned by the firm at that
point attract other firms who, given no entry barriers, can
enter the industry, undercut the monopolist and capture his
entire market. Thus there are pressures for the price to fall
below P.
In the simple exposition of the natural monopoly
argumen\ which is usually presented the only stable equilibrium appears to be the zero profit outcome at (P ,Q ).
McKenzie and Tullock (1978, p. 217) even show the possiliilih
of the natural monopolist producing the Pareto efficient output, by selling Q 2 units at price P 2' then expanding output to
Q through price discrimination.
3
This analysis implicitly assumes that firms can costlessly enter and leave the industry.
In this simple world of
zero adjustment costs there can be no deterrent to entry into
the industry since if entry is unsuccessful the firm is able to
shift its capital resources into other activities without
penalty. In this setting the duplication of capital assets also
imposes no social cost on the community.
In reality adjustment costs do occur.
A major determinant of these adjustment costs is the extent to which the
unsuccessful firm can recover its capital investment, i.e. the
value of its assets in al ternative uses.
Costs of entry and
exit will be relatively high when a firm's production process is
characterised by significant sunk costs resulting in its capital
assets having little value in alternative uses. This situation
most often occurs when capital assets are long lasting and
highly specific. The presence of these adjustment costs opens
the possibility of deterring entry since the existing firm is
able to ignore its sunk costs in any potential competitive
pricing battle.
Likely outcomes in this situation depend on
the assumptions made about firms' reactions to the initiatives
of competitors; these cases can only be investigated with
more complex analysis.
However, the point remains that it
is the nature of capital assets, i.e. the importance of sunk
costs, which influences a firm's adjustment costs and hence
ease of entry, and this consideration is independent of the
question of economies of scale.
This discussion can be illustrated with some simple
examples. A rail way track between two country centres probably has little value in alternative uses, e.g. digging up and
laying elsewhere or using as scrap. Hence a significant part
,of the value of the track will represent sunk costs.
This
feature is likely to deter entry, give railway firms some
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power to price above average costs, and impose social costs
on the community if the track facilities are duplicated by
competitors.
However, such is not the case for airline
operators.
The previous chapter noted that their fixed cost
assets seem quite mobile and possess a relatively high value
in alternative uses. Unsuccessful airline firms are thus able
to recoup a significant proportion of their capital investment. In these circumstances it is likely that entry will
be easier, airlines will have less pricing power and social
costs from duplication will be minim al.

/

etC

The threat of competition
A common error in discussions of market structure is the
failure to distinguish between the concepts of competition
and market concentration.
Thus attempts to increase the
competitive nature of an industry by fixing the number of
firms operating in the industry (e.g. a Two or Three-Airline
Policy) have no guarantee of success. Similarly, when entry
and exit costs are small a high degree of market concentration holds little threat to consumer welfare.
The
influence of the above ideas is reflected in the importance
given by some recent writers to the market policing roles of
'potential competition' and the threat of entry,5'+
A TI (1980, p. 19) claims that it is impractical to suggest
that the threat of competition would have a beneficial
effect. Its argument is based on the long lead time which it
alleges is necessary to put new aircraft equipment into
operation. Yet it seems clear that there are many potential
sourc es of competition for the major domestic operators, e.g.
international and regional airlines and commuter and freight
opera tors.
Market access and the availability of aircraft
through import controls appear to be more significant
barr iers than lead times. For example, Qantas (1980) claims
that it could immediately operate long-haul domestic services
with economy fares of about 70 per cent of those currently
charged.
Cabotage, the use of the spare capacity of international carr iers on domestic routes, also offers prospects of
immediate different choices of air services.
Kahn (1971, p. 12) summarises this discussion:
The possibility of competitive entry is the principal
5~

E.g. BTE (1978, p. 60), Forsyth and Hocking (1978, p. 4)
and Kirby (1979, p. 113).
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Also in this regard Walsh 0951, p. 44), then Acting General
Manager of ANA, clearly recognised, and later felt, the real
limits to his firm's supposed monopoly power:
ANA would have no monopoly except the monopoly
that arose from doing the job better than the others
could.
For private enterprise can compete with us
any time it likes.
If we fell down it would.
Such
competition would be fair competltlOn.
We both
would not survive - that would be an economic
impossibility.
The most efficient would survive.
And that is one of the major virtues of freedom of
enterpr ise.

".

Barriers to entry
'.

..

'

The above discussion leads to the conclusion that the
existence of economies of scale is not a sufficient condition
for the monopoly pricing outcome to result and hence for a
justification of government intervention. We must consider
whether or not there are significant barriers to entry into the
airline industry.
Callison 0975, p. 776) considers the possibility of new
entry into air transport 'naive'. Effective entry barriers are
frequently alleged to come from the high capital costs of the
industry, product differentiation and absolute cost advantages
of existing operators.
Hocking (1972, p. 49) suggests that
these provide 'significant economic obstacles' to potential
entrants.
While the current operations of the major airlines
undoubtedly represent a large business undertaking and
modern aircraft equipment is not inexpensive in absolute
terms, this does not necessarily exclude entry.
Apart from
the sunk costs issue examined above, this argument must rely
on capital market imperfections which bias the availability of
fund s for large scale investments.
However, while the size
of the necessary investment has increased over the years, the
capital market in Australia has also become more developed,
55

Kahn also notes:
No barrier to entry is more absolute than one
imposed and enforced by the sovereign power of
the state.
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making it difficult to draw firm conclusions as to whether it
would be harder to finance a new airline operation now than
in the past. It is also often assumed that new entrants would
be of a similar size to the current major operators.
DOT
(l979a, p. 74) adopted this view when it rejected competition
on the trunk routes.
However, this presumption is not
necessarily the case.
A new operator could start small by
concentrating on only part of the entire network and, if
successful, grow over time.
It is unlikely that product differentiation forms a major
entry barrier.
The nature of the product is such that any
firm offering a price/service combination more in tune with
consumer preferences will probably find ready market
acceptance.
Similarly, since airline technology on both the
marketing and equipment sides is available to all, it is
considered unlikely that there are significant absolute cost
advantages in favour of the existing operators.
Additional evidence on the question of whether there
will be too little competition in an open market for air
services comes from the empirical observation of such
markets.
The Californian intrastate market revealed no
tendency for a monopoly to develop and the success of the
intrastate Pacific Southwest Airlines demonstrates the ability
of an efficient, specialist operator to survive [see Levine
(1965, p. 1439)].
The Australian experience also provides
some evidence on the relative ease of entry into airline
markets and the improbability of monopoly pricing
behaviour.
Goodrich (1960, p. 89) notes that, despite the
highly concentrated nature of the industry (ANA held 80-90
per cent of the market), there was, after allowing for
wartime conditions, no evidence that ANA either achieved
monopoly profits or adopted restrictive practices in
establishing and maintaining its market position in the period
to the end of the Second World War.
During the post-war
decade, a relatively competitive period for Australian
aviation, Ansett was able to increase its market share by
specialising in the tourist market and offering a lower
price/lower quality choice. Similarly, T AA offered a service
that was so readily accepted that it captured over 40 per cent
of the market on inter-capital routes within a year of
commencing operations in 1946 [Goodrich (1960, p. 97)].
T AA's spectacular success demonstrates the ease of entry
into airline markets when a new firm has a superior or
innovative product to offer consumers, although it must be
acknowledged that in this case the attractiveness of the new
service was enhanced by the preferential treatment which
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TAA received from the ALP Government of that time [see
Chapter 3].
More recently, the widespread granting of
commuter authorisations over the network of Ansett Airlines
of South Australia and the resultant adverse effect on that
regional airline again illustrates the ability of new operators
to enter a market and to succeed in attracting consumer
patronage away from existing firms. 5 6

Summary

:e

.L

c,

," .

Monopoly exploitation of consumers has been one of the most
popular themes of the Australian airline regulation debate.
Yet the validity of this argument is most doubtful. There is
virtually no empirical evidence to support the view that there
are significant economies of scale in the provision of airline
services. An examination of the nature of airline operations
also suggests that, apart from government actions, there are
few substantial barriers to entry into markets for air
transport.
Thus existing operators can be expected to have
relatively
little
pricing power
under open
market
conditions. Finally, the limited experience with competitive
airline markets in the U.S. and Australia does not support the
view that consumers will face monopoly exploitation in an
airline industry which is free of restrictive economic
regulation.

56

See A TI, Annual Report, 1978/79.
A TI questioned
whether the policy of permitting such market entry by
commuters was 'in accord with the best interests of the
travelling public'.
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A Question of Ownership

One of the special characteristics of the Australian domestic
air industry is the presence of a government-owned firm
operating in the same market as a privately-owned one.
Hence it is necessary to examine the rationale for, and
implications of, government ownership in the civil aviation
field. 5 7
The rationale for government ownership

The rationale for the introduction of a government-owned
firm into an industry generally lies in the perception of an
inadequate performance by private enterprise.
Because
private firms are influenced by the profit motive, it is
sometimes believed they would not serve the national interest
and might exploit the community.
Thus, it is alleged, a
government airline would offer superior service and safety to
passengers 58 and prevent exploitation of the community by
57

58

In addition to the state versus private enterprise debate,
considerations of foreign ownership have also played a
role in domestic civil aviation policy. Corbett (1965, p.
49) and Brogden (1968, p. 48) both suggest that a traditional and instinctive fear of British shipping interests
was an influential factor in the ALP's aviation policy of
the 1940s.
It seems that Britain was not the only
external threat; Cal well (Leader of ALP Opposition,
1960-1965) suspected that Ansett had 'a lot of American
money behind him'
[Hansard, HR, 30 September 1958,
p. 1965].
Apparently there was no justification for
discriminating among nations; the Liberal Party subsequently adopted the policy that there would be no
foreign takeover or control of ATI [Cotton, Hansard, 5,
13 April 1972, p. 10651E.g. McKenna, Hansard, 5, 1 October 1958, p. 765.
McKenna was Opposition Leader in the Senate, 19511966.
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private companies. 5 9 Often the desirability of a government1
firm is linked with the likelihood of the development of anindustry monopoly. For example, Dedman asserts:
. . . when an industry develops to the stage at which
naturally a monopoly can give a more efficient
service than can be given by a number of independent
companies it should pass from private ownership to
control by the Government.
That is when it should
be nationalised. 6 0

/

In addition to the benefits of a government firm in its
own right, it is sometimes argued that even greater
advantages flow from a system in which government and
private firms actively compete in the same market. 61 This
argument is presented by Kahn (1971, p. 104), while Corbett
(1965) is the leading proponent with respect to the Australian
airlines.
Corbett (1965, p. Ill) introduces the concept of
'metaphism' ('the system of regulated competition between
public and private enterprises, each having a substantial share
of the industry's market') and claims that 'metaphytic
competition' produces substantial political, administrative
and economic benefits. Firstly, rivalry between the airlines
provides the stimulus to draw out the best qualities of each
system (the initiative of private firms and the public interest
considerations of state-owned companies) and to suppress
their respective undesirable qualities (exploitation and
bureaucratic smugness).
Secondly, each firm provides a
ready yardstick with which to gauge the performance of the
other. Closely related to this is the claim that the existence
of a government firm is an aid in the economic regulation of
the industry. 62
Finally, this system is alleged to provide
political peace by satisfying the champions of both private
and government enterprise.

59
60

61

62

E.g. McManus, Hansard, 5, 20 November 1957, p. 1316.
Hansard, HR, 25 July 1945, p. 4563.
This view is also
supported in The Age, Editorial, 31 October 1961.
Hurford, Hansard, HR, 28 March 1972, p. 1257 offers a
novel proposal to capture the benefits of both
competition and state ownership:
he suggests
competition between two government-owned airlines!
DOT 0979a, p. 61) supports the retention of T AA on
these grounds.
42
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The experience from Australian aviation
Other observers of the performance of the airline industry
under the TAP have concluded that the benefits of metaphism
are, at least in this case, largely illusory.
Instead of
stimulating each other to greater heights, the two operators,
free from any outside threat to their markets, may in fact
settle for the 'quiet life'. So, while they may be observed to
be performing equally, it may be equally poorly. 63
Wilson
(J 962, p. 41) notes that the yardstick benefit is limited in any
practical sense; this is especially so for members of the
publi c who do not have access to the data necessary to
directly compare the performance of T AA and AAA.
Finall y, it is unlikely that the policy would placate the
passions of those actively concerned with the state and
pr ivate owne rship dispute.
The bitterness of past
parliamentary debates concerning civil aviation provides
testimony to this point.
One sideline to the ownership question is the controversy as to whether or not the state firm is less efficient than
the private firm.
Ownership per se has become regarded as
increasingly irrelevant in determining a firm's performance;
it is the aims, quality and techniques of management that are
often considered to be more important. 64
Certainly the ALP considered T AA to be significantly
diff erent from a private firm:
... the primary aim of the Commission is not to seek
profit, but to administer the airline with safety,
efficiency and economy. 65
However, one of the consistent thrusts of the TAP over the
years has been to minimise the differences between T AA and
its private competitor [see Appendix 1]. As well as the most
obvious areas such as fleet comparability, capacity determination and the Rationalisation procedures, amendments to
the Australian National Airlines Act have attempted to put
TAA on a similar commercial basis to ATl. For example, t he
1961 amendments set dividend targets for TAA and preve nted
63

' 64
165

The economic performance of the major airlines is
discussed in Chapter 6.
In the airline context see Wettenhall 0966, p. 72),
Corbett (1965, p. 39) and Smith (1978, p. 105).
Evatt, Hansard, HR, 29 October 1952, p. 3874.
H. V.
Evatt was Leader of the ALP Opposition, 1951-1960.
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the airline from utilising its self-insurance funds, while in
1973 T AA was given the power to broaden its activities into
areas incidental to its airline operations.
The most recent
revisions, which were put before the Parliament in 1980 [DOT
(J 980a)] , continue the effort to ensure that
.•. the two airlines . . . as far as practicable, enjoy
comparable cost structures. 6 6

/

Hence one outcome of the TAP is that the T AA management
perceives its goals to be similar to those of a private
company. For instance, the then General Manager of T AA,
Ryland (1967, p. 25) notes:
. . • TAA in its day-to-day activity operates on the
most vigorous of commercial enterprise lines.
Such si milar management objecti ves, as well as the need
to operate within the same regulatory environment, have
important implications for the ownership question.
Firstly,
these factors tend to invalidate the metaphism hypothesis.
In particular, the need for a government-owned firm to aid
economic regulation becomes doubtful.
Edwards (1969, p.
118) argues that state ownership is essential for influencing
airline behaviour when sharp divisions exist between government objectives and normal commercial goals.
Since
Australian policy seeks to ensure that T AA behaves in a
similar fashion to its private competitor, state ownership
appears to offer little advantage for purposes of economic
regulation.
Even the ability to modify the behaviour of
private companies through the threat of preferential
treatment of the state firm is not a conclusive advantage of
state ownership, since the existence of state ownership is
clearly not a necessary condition for such preferential
treatment (e. g. the position of A TI vis-a-vis other private
Australian air operators).
Secondly, the possibility of the two operators
perf orming to diff erent standards of efficiency is reduced.
In this regard it seems strange that Dedman was able to
support the establishment of TAA on this very issue:
It has been pointed out by many students of industrial

organisation that there is very little difference
between a large modern industrial company and a
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Paltridge, Hansard, S, 28 September 1961, p. 721.
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public enterprise itself. 67
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However, Davies (1971, 1977) argues that a state corporation is likely to be less efficient than a private firm due to
an inability to transfer ownership.68
Under private
ownership some individuals have relatively large shareholdings (compared with the infinitesimally small share each
person 'owns' of the government firm), and hence have
increased incentive to maintain a check on the firm's
performance.
Individuals are also able to specialise by
owning shares in firms for which they have a comparative
advantage in knowledge and monitoring ability.
Davies
supports his argument by considering various labour
productivity measures.
The impact of Davies' hypothesis might be expected to
be weak in the airlines' case since, as noted above, Australia's
stringent regulatory policies hav~ been directed towards
making the airlines as similar as possible. However, for this
very reason, any observed differences can perhaps be considered more significant.
Davies' empirical approach is also
open to the criticism that the productivity differences which
he observes may be due to factors other than ownership, e.g.
scale eff ects, route structure and airline equipment. 69
However, some further evidence to support Davies' thesis
comes from Mackay (1979) whose regression analysis takes
into account many of the factors likely to influence airline
costs and performance. His study indicates that, while both
airlines have costs which are higher than might be predicted,
T AA performs relatively less efficiently than the private
company. For example, in 1975 TAA's costs were estimated
to be 16.8 per cent higher than might be expected, while
those of the Ansett airlines were 12.8 per cent higher.
An
overview of this ownership issue suggests that, while there
appears to be some theoretical and empirical evidence that
the state firm is less efficient than the private one, this
difference is likely to be small compared with the inefficiences of both operators which are due to the current
policies of economic regulation .

.f ~

:e

67
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69

Hansard, HR, 25 July 1945, p. 4560.

Davies also recognises that a regulated private firm is
likely to be less efficient than an unregulated one.
These issues are also discussed in Forsyth and Hocking
(1980) and Davies (1980).
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Problems induced by government ownership
The introduction of a state-owned company into an industry
also presents some distinct problems.
There are important
difficul ties in achieving equilibrium in an industry with both
state and private operators. In the words of Menzies:
••. everybody in Australia knows, that if a government is in a business such as air navigation, and a
private concern is in the same business in the same
field, then the government can, subject to control or
statute, destroy its competitor at its own sweet
will. 70

/

In the past the private airline operators had no reason to
doubt this to be a realistic possibility under an ALP
government. Evatt informed the Parliament:
A future Labour government will frankly tell the
people that the new parliament will not be bound by
its predecessor. 71
In addition, the private operators had already observed the
preferential treatment given to T AA in the immediate postwar period.
A TI (1980, p. 4A) lists some of the advantages
which it claims TAA enjoyed; these include favourable loans,
all Government business, no dividend requirements and
favoured treatment regarding airport facilities and aircraft
permits.
DOT (1979a, p. 36) acknowledges that T AA then
received major competitive advantages over its rivals. Even
to the present, A TI's attitude towards airline regulation
continues to be dominated by a perceived need to ensure
protection from the actions of a hostile government [see ATI
(1980)].
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Hansard, HR, 30 October 1952, p. 3987.
Hansard, H R, 29 October 1952, p. 3883.

Evatt's
backbenchers were somewhat more blunt:
As soon as the Labour Party regains power, and
that will not be long delayed now, we shall run
Australian
National
Airways
Proprietary
Limited out of the air and make Trans-Australia
Airlines a Government monopoly. [D.J. Curtin,
Hansard, HR, 22 May 1952, p. 789J
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While the ALP's policy has since changed to one of:
an evenhanded 2-airline agreement under which the
two airlines will be operating on identical terms 72
a fear remains that, for a given situation and no matter how
unbiased are government actions, the private firm faces a
greater risk of exit from the market than does the state
firm.
This fear is reaP 3 and seems reasonable.
In these
circumstances competition between state and private firms
can never be truly 'fair'.
This then is the 'Australian
problem' for which Brogden (1968, p. 202) considers the TAP
to be the valid and only long term answer.
lif

tl
, \P

Relevance of the ownership question

"e

Many authors have recognised that the sale of T AA to private
interests within the framework of the TAP would result in
little change in the overall performance of the industry.
Hence the ownership question is often seen as a 'red
herring'.?" However, Ansett (1979) notes:

:,

There would not be the same necessity for these
provisions and facilities if the competing airlines
were both privately owned and shared identical
responsibilities to those of other public companies in
this country.7 5
It seems then that, rather than being an irrelevant issue, the
;\C'
Jalt01

state ownership of T AA is a crucial political obstacle to open
market competition in Australia's civil aviation industry.

~
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Jones, Hansard, HR, 24- May 1973, p. 2365. Jones was
Minister for Transport, 1972-1975.
'•.. should that airline [TAA] fail to achieve any profit
its survival capability is unaffected.'
[Ansett (1979)]
Of course there may exist other private operators who
are prepared to accept this additional risk.
Australian Financial Review, Editorial, 17 May 1979.
Note that this statement also implicitly dismisses the
many other arguments raised in support of economic
regulation of the airlines.
4-7

4

The Safety Issue
The concern for air safety

The issue of air safety has undoubtedly been an important
consideration in both the debate on airline regulation and the
civil aviation policy formulation of all Australian governments.
The provision of safe air services has been a major
objective of such policies. Drakeford considered:
'Safety must
transport,76

be

the

first

consideration

in

air

while Nixon (1978, p. 13) urges that air accidents are to be
avoided 'at all costs' as
it is the Government's policy to maintain aviation
safety at the highest possible level. 77
A domination of aviation matters by safety considerations is
supported by Hewitt (1979a, p. 4) who argues:
no issue
air lines

•• is more important than operating safe

and by AFCO (1978, p. 12) which holds the view that the
primary role of government is to ensure safety.
Safety and economic regulation
Throughout the airline regulation debate many writers have
attempted to link the safety performance of air transport
firms with their financial positions and hence with economic
regulation of the industry. In particular, a constant theme is
76
77

Hansard, HR, 6 November 1951, p. 1545.
Hansard, HR, 16 August 1978, p. 355.
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the incompatibility of safet y 78 with the profit motive and the
com peti ti ve process.
Brogden (1968, p. 200) considers that 'the profit motive
is not the vital factor' in maintaining high safety standards,
while another contributor asserts:

c.alme

lim I
olfe

me
crt I

..• most aircraft accidents resulted from the anxiety
of private enterprise to make more dollars regardless
of the sanctity of human life. 7 9

/'

The relative lack of concern for profits by a state-owned firm
was thus often thought to have favourable implications for
the safety standards offered by that firm.
This point is
clearly made by Cal well:
Ansett-ANA is run for profit.
T AA is run for the
benefit of the people. Both airlines conform to the
requirements of the Department of Civil Aviation,
but T AA does spend more on maintenance and is
more careful.
It goes further than ANA can afford
to go as a private enterprise, profit-making
organisation. 8 a
Since the existence of profit-motivated private firms is likely
to have a harmful impact on safety, then it allegedly follows
that open market competition among such firms can only
exacerbate the problem. Thus there is
no question that 'rat race' competition can and does
lower safety standards' [Brogden (1968, p. 200)],
and hence:
the development of fierce competition between the
two major air lines would lead to disaster in the
future. 81

78

79
80
81

The discussion is naively simplified by a tendency to
categorise air services as either 'safe' or 'unsafe'. This
approach is retained at this stage, but criticised below.
Haylen, Hansard, HR, 29 October 1952, p. 3892.
Hansard, HR, 30 September 1958, p. 1761.
Cole, Hansard, S, I October 1958, p. 778. Senator Cole
was Leader of the DLP, 1955-1965.
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The economic posltlOn of an airline operator has been
claimed to affect air safety in several ways.82
Firstly,
firms may be undercapitalised or of weak financial strength
due to insufficient profitability, with the result that they are
unable to provide the level of facilities (e.g. workshops and
crew training) which is necessary to maintain the accepted
standards of safety.
However, the discussion in Chapter 1
indicates stability of market structure in a competitive
environment rather than the con tinual emergence of financially unsound firms.
In addition, under the Air Navigation
Regulations (ANRs) the inability of an operator to satisfy
safety requirements is sufficient grounds for refusing to issue
or for suspending an air service licence.
Hence financially
weak airlines, if considered a threat to air safety, could be
readily eliminated through licensing procedures.
Secondly, a firm which finds itself in a situation of
falling profits may be tempted to skimp on safety measures
by, say, reducing maintenance expenditure or operating in
marginal weather conditions.
This argument can easily be
overstated.
Aircraft crew, despite the financial plight of
their company, would still be likely to give heavy weight to
their own personal safety (though differences in risk aversion
between travellers and airline employees are theoretically
possible).
There may also be relatively little difference in
the costs of flying an aircraft safely and flying it at all.
Ramsden 0976, p. 37) mentions examples such as meetings of
maintenance heads and voluntary incident reporting, and
notes that these procedures serve both operating efficiency
and safety so that it is difficult to distinguish between the
two.
Similarly, Edwards 0969, p. 49) recognises that the
main safety effort on the part of air operators is 'inseparable
from the day-to-day work'.
Hen ce the absolute gain from
skimping may be much smaller than is usually presumed.
In addition, the skimping argument ignores some counteracting competitive forces.
Adequate safety is in the
firm's own self-interest since, in this simple safe/unsafe
scenario, safe operations appear to be a necessary condition
for profitability.
This implicitly assumes that there are
insufficient consumers who would prefer the 'unsafe' service
to the 'safe' service in order to make the former operations
profitable. Poulton 0965, p. 15) thus claims:
82

Hewitt (e.g. 1979a, 1979b) has recently been the most
vocal proponent of the view that airline competition is
incompatible with maintaining safety standards and
discusses some of the mechanisms considered below.
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A safe industry is a prerequisite for a stable and
profitable industry. S3
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The adverse effect of a lack of safety on an airline's profits
may also derive from market responses more indirect than
declining consumer patronage. For example, Ramsden (1976,
p. 173) notes that the relative safety of airlines is reflected
in insurance premiums for aircraft which may thus vary from
1-3 per cent of their replacement value.
Hence in a competitive environment one might expect profitable firms to be
a subset of those offering safe services.
The profitable
airlines will presumably be the ones best able to satisfy
consum ers' pref erences f or other service character istics.
However, while this analysis implies that profitable
firms will provide safe services and that unsafe firms will not
exist under this simple regime of market competition, it does
not necessarily follow that safety will be ensured by providing
firms with guaranteed profits through economic regulation of
the industry.
Although some observers recognise that a
viable system composed of financially sound operators can
afford to devote resources to air safety,S" there is no guarantee that greater attention to safety matters will actually be
forthcoming in the absence of direct regulation of safety
standards. AAA (1979, p. 7) implicitly agrees with this point
when it notes:
a financially stable airline is a potentially safe one
• . . it can readily afford the highest standards of
equipment, engineering and training.
Thus, under a system of only economic regulation, safe airlines are a subset of those made profitable by such regulation.
Ramsden (1976, p. 185) also rejects the argument that
air safety is likely to be directly impaired by financial
weakness through the methods discussed above. However, he
suggests that financial weakness might have an indirect
effect through 'subtle corporate incapacitation'. Under this
hypothesis a deteriorating commercial performance may lead
to a creeping management shambles which degrades the disciS3

S"

Ramsden (1976, p. 167) agrees with this view:
A safe airline is not necessarily financially
sound, but an unsafe airline cannot be.
E.g. Anderson (1973, p. 18) and Chippindall (1965). Sir
D.G. Anderson was Director-General of Civil Aviation,
1956-1973.
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pline and morale essential for safety and thus makes the
operator vulnerable to accidents.
However, Ramsden also
notes a lack of statistical evidence to support the hypothesis and the observation of many counter examples where
airlines have gone bankrupt without any sacrifice in safety.
Furthermore, it would be unlikely that safety would be the
only area affected by the alleged management shambles.
One might also expect other quality aspects of the declining
operator's air service to deteriorate, hence speeding its exit
from the industry and minimising any consumer exposure to
the supposed fall in safety standards.
Finally, the
administration of licensing procedures and other direct
controls on operating standards can be expected to ensure
that 'subtle corporate incapacitation', like the previous two
methods, imposes little threat to consumer safety in a
competitive airline market.
While many assessments of Australia's TAP regard our
achievements of high safety standards as a benefit of the
policy,85 the existence of such a causal relationship between
economic regulation and safety is tenuous. 8 6 Both Edwards
(1969, p. 21 J) and Ramsden (1976, p. 185), two of the main
proponents of a link between economic strength and safety,
note that there is little empirical support for this relationship.
Observation of the high safety levels achieved in the
competitive Californian intrastate market and the explanation of the different safety records of the U.S. domestic
airlines in terms of chance fluctuations [Barnett et al (1 979}J
provide further evidence on this issue. Similarly, Australia's
impressive safety record can be more accurately traced to
causes other than economic regulation; for instance, the
ideal fl~ing conditions due to favourable climate and geographl and the strict system of safety and operational
controls [Brogden (1968, p. 200) J.
Ramsden (1976, p. 20)
agrees with this assessment. He attributes Australia's safety
record to good weather, the general airmindedness of the
85

86
87

E.g. Nixon (1976, p. 39), Pal tridge, Hansard, H R, 3
September 1957, p. 84 and The Age, Editorial, 28
December 1979.
This view is supported by Levine (1965, p. 1429), Miller
(1975, p. 693) and Keplinger (1976, p. 191).
See Corbett (1965, p. 17), Wilson 0962, p. 46) and
Hocking and Haddon-Cave (1951, p. 4).
Interestingly,
Butler (1971, p. 17) disputes this opinion. It might be
expected that technological advances would tend to lessen the impact of natural conditions on aviation safety.
53

country and tough safety standards.
He refers to Australia
as a 'police state' in its air safety regulation and
enforcement.
If the community decides that certain minimum stan dards of safety are necessary, then direct regulation of
operating standards appears a more efficient means of
pursuinA that objective than a system of economic regulation.
However, the argument is sometimes put forward
that direct safety regulation is more easily implemented
when the industry is also subject to economic regulation [e.g.
Chippindall (1965)] • The process through which this occurs is
usually not explained.
Even if the claim is true, it is not
necessar ily the case that the extra benefit is greater than the
possible costs of economic regulation.
It follows from the above discussion that economic
regulation of the airlines and considerations of air safety are
two distinct issues.
Hence the economic deregulation of
airline markets would not necessarily prejudice air safety.
Indeed, while many writers have called for the removal of
market restrictions from the industry, they typically support
the retention of direct safety controls and the maintenance
of current standards.
There has been little questioning of
the need for these safety regulations. 89 DOT (1979a, p. 57)
notes:
There was no suggestion in any submissions that
safety regulatory control in relation to trunk services
should be varied and the Committee sees no need to
make any changes in this area.
But why is government intervention necessary to ensure
adequate safety standards?
Why does the market fail to
provide the desired standards?
A brief discussion might
clarify some of the essential issues in this highly emotive
area.
88

89

A system of direct regulation of safety standards is
itself not costless; hence these costs must be weighed
against the benefits. The economic nature of air safety
is discussed further below.
A rare exception is BTE (197&, p. 59):
Certainly, there is scope for conjecture as to
whether existing safety standards may be too
rigid in an economic sense (and it could be that
they may be counter-productive in some
instances).
54-
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Towards an economic analysis of air safety

The re is no reason why air safety cannot be considered an
economic good:
while consumers positively value higher
levels of safety, it also costs extra resources to produce.
Hence, as with all economic goods, there will be an optimal
level of safety, a level beyond which consumers judge the
extra safety to be gained not to be worth the cost in terms of
the value of alternatives foregone. If this were not so and if
the ultimate objective were safety 'at all costs' or 'at the
highest possible level', the obvious policy solution would be to
ban civil aviation.
The apparent absurdity of this policy
prescription merely reflects the inappropriateness of
attempting to pursue such narrow goals.
The economic nature of air safety is illustrated by many
examples in which safety is compromised by other economic
considerations. The system of permissible unserviceabilities
enables operators to correct some defects at a more convenient time and place.
Ramsden (J 976, p. 75) notes that
passenger survivability of airline crashes could be expected to
increase with the introduction of upper-body seat belt
restraints or rearward-facing seats.
However, consumer
acceptability is a major influence preventing the introduction
of such safety measures (especially for the latter innovation
which appears to have minimal cost implications).
In
Australia most commuter operations are conducted under an
exemption from the need to satisfy the usual technical
standards relating to scheduled air services.
The reduced
safety standards implicit in these exemptions effectively
lowers the costs of operation and increases the economic
viability of such services.
Another example is the F27
service of EW A to Norfolk Island from Sydney.
Since
February 1977 this service has been operated under a concession from the accepted safety standard for overwater
operation by a twin-engined aircraft, namely, that in the
event of engine failu re, it must not be more than 90 minutes
normal cruising from a suitable aerodrome.
The EWA
service exceeds this maximum by about 15 minutes.
Recognition of the economic nature of safety illustrates
the misleading approach of categorising air services as 'safe'
or 'unsafe'.
There exists a broad spectrum of safety
standards, ranging from high to low in terms of the probability of suffering injury or damage. In addition, different
consumers with different budgets, tastes and attitudes to risk
would be expected to prefer to purchase different amounts of
55
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air safety.9 0
Hence without safety regulation one would
expect to observe different operators offering different
safety standards to satisfy the different groups of
consumers.
It follows that a system of direct safety
regulation which truncates the distribution of available safety
choices by setting minimum standards does not necessarily
have any a priori merit.
Nixon (1978, p. 13) leaves little doubt that considerations of the public interest are not the main concern when
determining safety requirements:
••. the general aviation industry must realise that
while aircraft accidents continue to occur, there will
be public demand for more and more regulation,
irrespective of the merit of such regulations.
Further doubts on the desirability of safety control come
from the suspicion that such legislation is a possible means of
extracting economic rent from the market. Safety standards
are not created in a vacuum but rather derive from the interaction between the bureaucracy, airlines, airline employees
and consumers,
each group with a different degree of
influence.
Higher standards may in fact be a convenient
means of increasing job opportunies and rewards for airline
employees or of giving bureaucrats greater power and pres-.
tige. An example is the relatively high standards relating to
aircraft evacuation which sometimes require Australian
airlines to carry more cabin crew than overseas operators
[see A TI (1980, p. 13)].
Many Australian standards are
recognised as amongst the strictest in the world. Similarly,
Hewitt (1979a, p. 4) warns of the threat to air safety which
would occur if airline management were subjected to the
same financial pressures as the 'harried' garment industry.
However, it should be noted that a central feature of his
strategy to ensure air safety involves the lessening of market
pressures and disciplines facing airline executives.
In addition to these doubts on the standards which have
been adopted in the past, one should also be aware of the
various economic responses to the introduction of compulsory
minimum standards.
These responses may limit the capability of policy to achieve public interest goals.
For
90

This should come as no surprise; not everyone chooses
to buy the 'dynamic safety' of a Volvo, or to use a car
instead of a motor bike, or not to play body contact
sports, etc.
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example, stricter air safety standards may, by increasing the
cost of air travel, induce consumers to switch to other modes
of transport (e.g. private cars) which may have higher safety
risks.
Thus the value of the reduced risk to continuing air
travellers must be offset by the exposure of previous air
passengers to the lower safety of the chosen alternative mode
of transport.
A priori, it is not clear that the community
will necessarily enjoy net gains f rom the increased air safety
standards.
Any economic justification for government involvement
in the determination of safety standards lies in the existence
of externalities or market failure.
The most likely source
lies in the provision of information on the safety standards of
individual opera tors.
Other possible sources of market
failure include safety spillover effects (a poor safety performance of one operator may generate a lack of confidence in
the air system as a whole [e.g. Edwards (1969, p. IO)]} and the
danger from air accidents to residents (though this danger
could be reflected in housing prices and hence be implicitly
accepted by consumer decisions on residential location).
Both of these potential sources of market failure also seem
closely related to the provision of consumer information.
The above discussion implicitly assumes that the consumer
possesses the necessary information regarding safety to make
his rational decision.
Thus, when the debate turns to the
question of skimping on safety, the real worry is not the
skimping per se but rather the likelihood that the consumer
will be ignorant of such actions and hence might be purchasing a product which is not what he thought it to be.
However, the most appropriate role for government in these
circumstances appears to be to directly correct the informational deficiencies, by perhaps instituting a system of
voluntary certification of services and allowing fair advertising of these product characteristics as an alternative
approach to the setting of compulsory minimum standards or
economic market control.
Relevant to the question of advertising air services is
the observation that safety has traditionally been 'that most
taboo of airline subjects' [Hewitt (1979a, p.4)].
This
situation is unsatisfactory when the issue is frequently used
by advocates of economic regulation of airline markets. One
hypothesis of the reluctance to discuss the safety performances of different airlines might be that, after allowing for
various special factors (e.g. climate, terrain, average stage
length and aircraft type), differences in air accident statistics may be chiefly determined by chance.
A reticence to
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discuss the special factors influencing an airline's safety
performance can be contrasted with the numerous reasons
which are advanced to explain differences in economic
performance [see Chapter 6].

Summary
This chapter's discussion on safety and economic regulation of
airlines can be neatly summarised by the following:
Arguments about safety standards and safety records
are not relevant in this regard. Safety standards can
and do coincide with lower fares and more competition between airlines.
After all, the maintenance
of safety standards is one of the most effective ways
of competing.
The safety issue is simply a bogy
which is trotted out to frighten the naive whenever
the air line monopolies are under threat. 91
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Australian Financial Review, Editorial, 11 January 1979.
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Some Social Objectives
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Defence

-5:

It is not surpnsIng that the air transport indust ry is closely
associated with nat ional defence considerations.
The first
majo r application of aircraft was for military purposes and
subseq uent conflic t s provided further stimulus to civil aviation t hrough tec hnological advances, the availability of trained
personnel and by boost ing the demand for air services. From
it s earliest years, not only did many operators and bureaucrats have military f lying backgrounds [see Goodrich (1960,
Ch. I)] , but also , as Butler (1971, p. 31) reports, no person
could be employed as a pilot, ground engineer, navigator or
wi reless ope rato r unless he agreed to serve in the RAAF
reserve.
Ch ippindall (1965) warns not to overlook the
importance of the airline industry for a future war emergency. Thus, when discussing aviation policy:
Defence considerations must also be taken into
account here, bringing with them the need for
continuin~ large Government role for aviation in
Australia. 2
While the defence role of military aircraft is obvious,
t he corresponding role for civil air operators is less so.
Although the planes of these operators can be and have been
pressed into military services, it is generally agreed that the
chief value of airline operators in a defence emergency lies in
t he effective performance of civil aviation tasks. Goodrich
(1 960, p. 71) recognises this point:
It may be agreed that it is important for national
defence for Australia to have a large and efficient
domestic and international air transport system . . .
Civil aviation undoubted ly has an emergency trans92

The Age, 21 July 1966, p. 13.
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portation role for troop movement, civil evacuation
and the like, but it should not be regarded as a cutrate method of obtaining and maintaining transport
aircraft and personnel for the Air Force to take over
when hostilities commence. Civil air transport has
its own vital contribution to make by providing
efficient speedy transport for a nation at war.
Chippindall (1965) also stresses the extra demands placed on
the air transport sector to perform civilian air services during
an emergency situation.
Civil aviation, like many other industries, undoubtedly
becomes more important in times of war since the demand
for air services increases greatly. But, increases in demand
also occur during peacetime, though perhaps less dramatically.
It seems then, that the most appropriate policy, in
order to satisfy the actual and potential demands placed on
the industry, is to provide the necessary infrastructure and to
encourage the growth of the most efficient operators. One
would expect an economically efficient industry to be more
capable of showing the flexibility and innovation necessary to
cope with a rapidly changing wartime economy.
One of the stated aims of the Civil Aviation Agreement
Act 1952 is 'to assist the defence of the Commonwealth'.
However, it is unlikely that the TAP is the most effective
means of achieving civil aviation defence goals.
McMahon
argues that an adequate defence potential can be maintained
'by the continued existence of the 2 main airline operators,.93
Others stress the dangers of competition to
Australia's defence:
Air transport is too vital to Australia's economic
progress and defence security for it to be open to the
risk of having its scope and efficiency impaired by a
wasteful rat-race between uncontrolled private
competitors. 94
However, the discussion in Chapter 1 indicates that competition will not destroy the air line industry's ability to satisfy
consumer demand and hence its defence capability.
McManus emphasises the duplication of facilities under the
93
94

Hansard, HR, 30 October 1952, p. 3979. McMahon was
then Minister for the Navy and Minister for Air and
subsequently Prime Minister, 1971-72.
The Age, Editorial, 23 July 1966.
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Although the costs of the civil transport structure
should be obtained from outside the defence vote,
there is a need for all transport developments to be
examined by defence with a view to providing extra
fitments, . . . etc. in order to make the unit of
transport, or the infrastructure, more readily
convertible to defence needs. Such additions should
be funded through the Defence Department.
In reality there is little such co-ordination under the T APj
The Canberra Times, 1 August 1979 reports the Secretary of

Defence and the Chief of Defence Force Staff to claim that
the domestic airlines do not consult with defence authorities
when purchasing new equipment. Finally, to the extent that
the current operators are not efficient [see Chapter 6] , then
the TAP seems to be detrimental to Australia's defence.

National development
Many observers stress the role which air transport plays in
the national development of the country. Chippindall claims:
Aviation ••. is in my view of such enormous importance to the development of our country that the
Government must always have a direct role in the
control and developm ent of the industry.9 7

95
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TAP and the availability of additional trained staff. 95 Given
the discussion on economies of scale in Chapter 2 this effect
is likely to be insignificant.
A further defence advantage
often attributed to government involvement in air transport
is the co-ordination of civil and military aviation policies.
This was one of the reasons offered by Drakeford to support
the
ALP's attempted nationalisation of the airline
industry.96
Such co-ordination is supported by Australian
Transport 0977, p. 17):

a",-

."

Hansard, S, 20 November 1957, p. 1397.

Cole, Hansard,
S, 1 October 1958, p. 778 takes this argument to its
limit by claiming that 'the more airlines we have the
safer we may feel'!
Hansard, HR, 18 July 1945, p. 4184.
The Age, 21 July 1966, p. 13.
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TAA argues that the ability of domestic airlines to direct
traffic to certain areas often provides a stable influence
which attracts investment. Hence it claims:
The domestic airlines have made and are continuing
to make a substantial contribution to regional
development and decentralisation. 9 8
However, it is unlikely that the direction of causation is so
simple; i.e. do airline services enable the development of
new regions or vice versa?
Edwards (1969, p. 183) admits
that there is almost no empirical evidence to support the
former proposition.
On this point one might also note the
expansion, especially in Western Australia, of demand for and
thence supply of air services which has been associated with
the recent development of resource projects.
Holt (Prime Minister, 1966-1967) attributes the benefits
more directly to the TAP, through which
We have fostered the development of outback
services, and in this wal' assisted national
development in remote areas. 9
However, once more it appears that the attainment of any
chosen national development objectives is quite inde pendent
of the existence of the TAP.
Such goals, if desired, can
readily be subsidised through the cost recovery pro~ram 10 0
(as the airlines and others demand it should be) Oland
98
99
100

10 1

Hansard, SCT, 8 February 1977, p. 687.
Hansard, HR, 9 April 1957, p. 628.
The Cummonwealth Government is largely responsible
for the provision of airports and airways facilities.
Part of the costs of these services are recovered from
the aviation industry through its system of Air Navigation Charges (ANCs).
E.g. Ansett (1972, p. 39) and Australian Federation of
Travel Agents (AFTA), Hansard, SCT, 29 June 1977, p.
2241. However, DOT (197ge, p. 162) is unconvinced of
the desirability of subsidising civil aviation on either
defence or national development grounds.
It argues
that many industries and individuals play important
roles in these fields and that there do not appear to be
any cogent reasons why aviation should be given special
treatment.
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through direct subsidy payments for specific air routes,
without the need for restricted market entry.102
A
preferable approach to national development goals is to adopt
a policy producing the most efficient operators and encouraging the growth of developmental routes by direct subsidies
through, say, a system of competitive tendering. A tendering
system for allocating Government air subsidies was used
during the 1920s and 1930s, although the choice of operator
was not always based on the lowest tender [Goodrich (1960,
Part I)].
DOT (1979a, p. 192) recommends granting air
transport assistance to communities through the provision of
explicit subsidies in the form of contracts to supply specified
services. Such contracts would be awarded for a relatively
short term with the operator selected by a process of competitive bidding.
FueJ conservation

\l\'

Even the popular issue of fuel conservation has recently
entered the air debate.
It has been argued that with
increasing costs of fuel a monopoly airline would be more
efficient than the present Two-Air line system, 103 while
Hewitt 0979b, p. 11) predicts that deregulation will not be
tolerated in an energy-conscious world.
Elementary economic principles again suggest that it is
unwise to pursue such a narrow goal as fuel conservation.
Empty seats are not necessarily a waste but reflect a higher
quality of service through more frequent flights, and the
consumer may be willing to pay for this level of quality.
Furthermore, the discussion in Chapter 1 suggests that
competitive market forces will act to satisfy consumer
preferences and to successfully adjust output and product
characteristics to any changing market parameters, e.g. fuel
prices. If fuel conservation is considered a problem, the first
policy requirement is an economically sensible strategy for
pricing fuel, not detailed regulation of industries using fuel as
an input.
102
103

The practice of encouraging a greater geographic spread
of services through cross-subsidisation methods is
criticised in Chapter 1.
The Canberra Times,
11 October 1979.
Similarly,
Thayer (1977, p. 684) considers fuel conservation to be
the new rationale for 'some kind of global public utility
system'.
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Free enterprise values

,~~I

Mention should also be made of another set of social
objectives: those associated with free market or private
enterprise values.
The value of individual decision making
and freedom of choice and action as well as

,va

the values of not having businessmen dependent on
grants of privilege . . • with its attendant risks of
mutual corruption of both the political and economic
processes [Kahn (1971, p. 21+6)]
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are highly regarded by some.

(ll,

For example, AFT A remarks:

It is believed that this policy has created a cartel and
is contrary to the public interest as well as being out

of place in a free enterprise society. 1 0 ..
To the extent that such values exist, economic regulation of
the airline industry imposes additional costs on the
community.l 05
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A special industry
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A notable feature of the Australian airline regulation debate
is the regard by many of aviation as such a special industry
that government involvement is mandatory. Hewitt (1979a,
p. 5) considers the proposal that the airline industry is no
different, and hence should be treated no differently, to other
industries to be 'a fallacious and dangerous point of view'.
Drakeford argues:

'"f ~l1.
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. • . aviation is intensely vital today as a national
instrument, and that inevitably it is a part of the
very core of the economic, social, diplomatic and
defence policy of the nation. 106

10 ..

Hansard, SCT, 29 June 1977, p. 2237.

1 05

This must be weighed against the benefits to those
people who genuinely value regulatory processes as an
allocative mechanism.
Hansard, HR, 18 July 191+5, p. 1+179.
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In a similar vein it is argued that civil aviation has
a value away and beyond what it costs to operate in
dollars and cents 1 0 7
and that
the so-called vested interest in air transport, far
from being confined to the travelling public, belongs
to the entire community. 1 08
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While airlines undoubtedly perform a valuable task, so,
by definition, does any firm which sells a product in the
market place.
Unless there is a marginal benefit or cost
which is not reflected in the price of the service (as the
previous two quotations assert), there seems little need for
government involvement.
A common theme throughout this
chapter is that the social objectives most frequently raised in
the context of civil aviation can be addressed independently
of restrictive economic regulation of the industry. Furthermore, to the extent that the current regula tory policy leads
to economic inefficiency in the airline industry, the pursuit of
such goals is likely to be hindered. Finally, one suspects that
the significance of these external effects can often be
exaggerated and that hence the operation of airline services
is largely a private good in nature:
The argument has been advanced that aviation provides a social service and therefore should be
subsidised.
This view is not acceptable. There are
better ways of providing social services than through
heavily subsidising aviation . . . Air transport is
clearly an economic service and, as such, there
should be the requirement that the user or beneficiary meet the cost of the services provided.
[Jones (1975, p. 18)]

1 07
108

Captain R. Holt (President of the Australian Federation
of Air Pilots), Aircraft, May 1977, p. 10.
Drakeford, Hansard, HR, 18 July 1945, p. 4181.
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The Two-Airline Policy:
Past and Future
Any judgement of the success or otherwise of the current
regulatory framework, the need for policy reform and the
choice among the various policy prescriptions must be based
on a sound assessment of the industry's economic performance.
While there may be disagreement about this
performance, there can be little doubt that it is largely due
to the system of regulation adopted for the industry [see
This chapter surveys the airline industry's
Appendix lJ.
performance under the TAP and examines some of the proposed options for future aviation policy.
I. THE NEED FOR POLICY REFORM
A favourable viewpoint

Many observers consider the TAP to be successful, producing
a number of desirable results for the community. This is not
only the of inion of the two major operators; 109 several politicians,ll
bu reaucrats 1 11 and others 112 offer the same
view. Perhaps Cotton presents the most glowing account of
Australian airline regulation:
I think it has been acknowledged by all people that
the 2-airline policy has played a major role in
Australia's development and has maintained stability
. . • the airlines have achieved a high standard of
service ... The 2-airline system is the envy of many
109
110

111
112

E.g. Ansett (1965, 1972) and TAA, Hansard, SCT, 8
February 1977, p. 706.
E.g. Swartz (1967, 1969). Swartz was Minister for Civil
Aviation, 1966-1969.
E.g. DOT, Hansard, SCT, 21 March 1977, p. 1125.
E.g. Brogden (1968, p. 207), Wettenhall (1966, p. 72),
Hocking (1972, p. 55) and the Editorials of Aircraft,
August 1961 and August 1965.
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countries ..• I think it is one of the most admirable
regula tory air transport systems in the world . . • I
think the system has demonstrated that it stands
alone in its ability to provide the Australian public
with what is undoubtedly one of the safest and most
efficient air services in the world, and whose fares
are as low as any in the world when one considers all
the factors involved. 113
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The discussion contained in previous chapters indicates
that many of the desirable features currently available in the
industry (e.g. safety, reliability, stability and modern
equipment) would not necessarily disappear in the absence of
the TAP. A further worrying aspect of the favourable viewpoint is the frequent use of excessively narrow assessment
criteria. For instance, Chippindall (1965) draws attention to
the growth in passenger traffic over time as evidence of the
success of the TAP and of public satisfaction with the
policy. A more relevant consideration is the growth likely to
have occurred over that same time period if a different regulatory system had been adopted.
Similarly, Watkins (1963)
judges that the TAP is effective as the major operators share
such a large proportion of the domestic market. A common
shortcoming is to assess the TAP solely with respect to its
impact on the air line opera tors (e.g. their stability and
viability) with little consideration given to its effect on
consumers.
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The recent economic critique
While the TAP has attracted criticism throughout its history,
the late 1970s saw a renewal and consolidation of dissatisf ac tion with the policy, particularly in the form of more
rigorous economic analyses of the system. 11.. This research
wa s undoubtedly stimulated by advances, occuring mainly in
the U.S., in the theoretical and empirical knowledge of
economic regulation in general and of airline economics in
particul a r.
It is generally acknowledged that the Australian
dom e stic airline industry has been charac terised by a lack of
substantial c ompetition. When the TAP was first introduced
113
1 1 ..

Hansard, S, 26 October 1972, p. 230 l.
E.g. Forsyth and Hocking (1978), BTE (1978), Kirby
(1979), Forsyth (1979) and DOT (1979b), particularly the
appendixes of Mackay, Hocking and Gannon.
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This proposed rationalisation scheme is the very
antithesis of active and competitive air services . . .
In fact, for all practical purposes, the agreement will
put an end to real competition ... 115
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The regulatory system gives the airlines not only the
opportunity but also the encouragement to reach mutually
acceptable agreements, i.e. to collude.
When outbreaks of
competitive behaviour have occurred, they have largely been
confined to peripheral areas such as food and drinks, staff
appearance and uniforms and exaggerated advertising
claims. The recent self-dubbing of AAA as 'the competitive
one' might fall into this last category, although some
observers could consider the slogan to be more a case of
misleading advertising! Some of the most active competitive
battles have been fought in the courts and in the
Rationalisation procedures of the TAP.
For an example of this last point consider the saga of
TAA's DC9 service on the Perth/ Port Hedland /Darwin
route. 116 TAA was granted a licence to operate this service
in February 1974-. A TI undoubtedly expected such a service
to have an adverse effect on its regional airline,
MacRobertson Miller Airline Services, which already operated
over the same route with F28 aircraft. Unable to reach an
acceptable agreement with T AA on this matter, ATI referred
the dispute to the Rationalisation Committee in March
1974-. Since the two airlines were still unable to agree, the
Co-ordinator decided in April that T AA should be given
access to a weekly service on the route. Dissatisfied with
this decision ATI appealed to the Arbitrator who in June
reaffirmed the Co-ordinator's decision. Having for the time
being exhausted the Rationalisation process, ATI resorted to
the legal system, arguing before the High Court in June 1974that it was not valid under the Australian Constitution for
TAA to offer intrastate services on the Perth/Port Hedland
segment of the route.
Apparently growing tired of these
delays T AA indicated in August its intention to introduce the
service while awaiting the High Court ruling; injunctions
issued by the Victorian Supreme Court prevented this
action. In December 1976 the High Court ruled in favour of
the proposed T AA service.
Following further procedural
115

116

Hansard, HR, 29 October 1952, p. 3877.
Outlined in DOT, Annual Report, 1977/78, p. 173.
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manoeuvres the Arbitrator resolved some outstanding matters
regarding timetables and fares in October 1977.
TAA was
able to commence operations 'at long last'll 7 in November
1977.
Aircraft (November 1977, p. 12) estimates that the
delay to TAA was worth $lm annually to ATI.
A counter-argument has been presented which claims
that the industry has, in fact, enjoyed vigorous competition
which has resulted in a satisfactory economic performance by
the airlines and which explains the similar prices and services
observed in the industry.
Airline operators and regulators
both place heavy emphasis on the extra revenue which results
from a favourable one per cent market swing and claim that
this provides a competitive spur. 118
However, since the
regulatory framework effectively limits the scope for gaining
increased market shares and is directed towards ensuring that
both opera tors remain viable and perf orm comparably, this
spur is not likely to be particularly sharp.
The capacity determination procedures of the TAP,
which control the total aircraft capacity available and which
provide for each operator to offer half of this total, have a
strong influence on the market shares of the two operators.
However, it is not clear exactly to what extent these controls
limit the attainable market share of competitive route
traffic.
Freeland (1977, p. 7) claims the range is 48-52 per
cent of the market; AFCO (1978) suggests the airlines can
compete for only 10 per cent of the market.
If the load
factor were 65 per cent on all flights on all routes and total
demand remained unchanged, the market share which is
physically possible ranges from 23 to 77 per cent. However,
the economically possible market share will reflect the
decreased attractiveness of an airline when it has higher load
factors, and hence will generally be substantially less (especially when all the other important service characteristics
are identical). Six-monthly data for the five years to the end
of 1978 reveal that T AA's share of compe titive route
passenger traffic has varied within the range of 48.8-51.1 per
cent. 119
In a regulatory environment which is directed towards
ensuring the stability and viability of the existing operators
and which effectively limits the ability of each to make
significant market gains at the expense of its competitor, the
117
118
119

T AA, Annual Report, 1977/78, p. 7.
See Chippindall (1965), Ansett (1965) and Freeland,
Hansard, SeT, 17 August 1978, p. 5592.
Data from DOT, Annual Report, various years.
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airlines may prefer to accept the 'quiet life'.
Within the
current regulatory framework such a reaction need not even
be confined to only tacit collusion.
A lack of real competition in the airline industry is alleged to have resulted in
both allocative and technical inefficiencies.
Allocative efficiency

,

:~

The TAP provides little incentive or opportunity to innovate.
Rationalisation procedures form an obstacle to
innovative attempts to expand the market size and to
increase an operator's market share. Kahn (1979, p. 8) likens
this sort of regulatory process to 'a patent system in
reverse':
unlike the patent system which rewards an
innovator for the public disclosure of his new idea,
Rationalisation either forces the innovator to share the
benefits with the other airline or enables its competitor to
block the opportunity to test it in the market.
By
effectively reducing the expected return from the
development of innovative air services, the current
regulatory system is likely to lessen the amount of resources
that the airlines devote to such activities.
Similarly, an
average cost pricing rule discourages the airlines from
offering services which involve a greater degree of risk than
that implicitly contained in the allowed rate of return. In
addition, rigid application of a 65 per cent load factor when
determining capacity means that any innovative attempts
such as discounting to attract more travellers are selfdefeating;
average load factors are
held constant and
revenue is diluted [<;ee Hocking (1979b, p. 95)].
However,
this last problem has recently eased to some extent: standby
passengers are not counted for capacity determination
purposes thus enabling average load factors to rise.
Allocative inefficiency is reflected in the absence of
discounting and the small variety of price/quality choices
available to the public.
DOT (1979a) concludes that the
overall level of fare discounting in Australia exceeded only
that of the Third World domestic airlines, that this indicated
a failure to adequately satisfy consumer preferences, and
that significant efficiency gains would result from a wider
range of combinations of prices and qualities of service.
Forsyth (1979, p. 68) regards the lack of price/quality variety
as 'arguably the single most important objection to the Two
Airlines Policy'.
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Technical efficiency
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Possibly even more damning to the TAP is the claim that the
airlines are technically inefficient.
This hypothesis is
ultimately based on the elementary proposition that an
industry is likely to be less productive if it is organised as a
closed market rather than as an open market. One imagines
that the longer the market closure and the less the inter-firm
ri valry within the closed group, the greater will be the likelihood of technical inefficiency. This technical inefficiency
is effected through the system of cost-plus pricing of airline
services.
The empirical evidence offered to support this
hypothesis consists of fare comparisons among world airlines,
partial productivity analyses [e.g. Forsyth and Hocking
(1978)] and regression cost models [Mackay (1979)] .
This evidence is not accepted unanimously.
For
instance, figures are often quoted to show that Australian air
fares have fallen in real terms, that changes in air fares
compare favourably with changes in other consumer prices,
and that air travel is now less expensive in terms of wage
earnings [e.g. AAA (1979a) and TAA (1978)] .
Such observations, while perhaps interesting, are of little value for
assessing airline performance. They are more appropriate as
indicators of movements in relative prices or living standards. The crucial test is to compare actual fares and costs
today with their potential today under a different regulatory
framework.
However, direct fare comparisons and partial productivity analyses are open to the valid criticism that they fail to
consider the different operating environments of the various
air lines which are being compared (e.g. input prices, scale
effects, route density and average stage length).12 0
These
special factors need to be considered carefully.
For
instance, the domestic airline operators frequently cite the
relatively high fuel tax they pay compared to overseas
opera tors.
But, since these payments are attributable
revenue for cost recovery purposes, it is the Government's
cost recovery program rather than the fuel tax itself which
influences airline costs. If the airlines did not pay fuel tax
they would pay higher Air Navigation Charges. Thus, within
the context of an unchanged cost recovery objective (the
most sensible ceteris paribus assumption), the fuel tax issue is
largely irrelevant to airline costs. Similarly, the impact on
costs of higher input prices and technical flying standards
120

See AAA (l979a, 1979b), A TI (1980) and T AA (1978).
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should not necessarily be accepted at face value. These are
determined within the regulatory environment and so may be
partly influenced by that regulation.
For example, unions
may be able to secure higher wages in a regulatory framework which involves cost-pIus pricing.
This issue of 'regulation exploitation' is discussed by
Forsyth and Hocking (J 978, p. 13) and mentioned in Chapter 4
in the context of safety standards. However, A TI 0980, p.
29) denies the possibility of such exploitation, arguing that
the profit motive mitigates against it and that the demands
of Australian industrial unions would not be particularly
affected by the industry's viability or its price setting
methods.
It has already been noted that in the current
regulatory environment the role of the profit motive is
significantly muted and hence offers less protection from
technical inefficiency than it does in a competitive market
setting.
Kirby (! 979, p. 108) argues that, because of
pressures to avoid the visibility of supernormal profits,
raising the cost structure is one of the few means within the
TAP framework by which the major operators are able to
capture some of the monopoly rents which are potentially
available from the entry restrictions. In addition, it seems
implausible to suggest that the tenacity with which union
demands are pursued is not affected by the reduced incentives of management to resist such claims.
To further support its case A TI 0980, p. 49) cites the
refusal of the operators to allow three-man crews of DC9
aircraft in the mid I 960s. 121
However, since most other
world airlines, the U.S. authorities and DCA firmly supported
two-man crews, the major Australian operators could hardly
have been in a stronger bargaining position, nor would their
submission on this issue have been more obviously out of step
with overseas practice and costs. A counter example to the
DC9 case is provided by The Canberra Times, Editorial, 24
March 1980 which notes that, following industrial unrest due
to amendments to Victorian workers' compensation legislation
which limited the liability of employers, Ansett was one of
the first companies to announce an agreement with the
Victorian Trades Hall Council which provided that its workers
would receive the same benefits as provided under the old
legislation. The Editorial remarks:
It would be harder

demonstration
121

of

to imagine a more dramatic
the costs that protected ar,d

See DOT, Annual Report, 1967/68 for further details.
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uncompetitive industries can impose on the rest of
the economy.
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The regression model approach of Mackay (1979)
attempts to allow for the effects of various exogenous
influences on airline costs.
He estimates that appropriate
changes in the organisation of domestic air services might
reduce average costs of production by as much as 35 per
cent. Using this estimate Kirby (1979, p. 114) determines an
upper bound for the welfare loss imposed on the community
through technical inefficiency to be of the order of $250m in
1976/77, or approximately 50 per cent of gross industry
revenue.
This re ression technique must be acknowledged to be
imperfect,12 2 just as any attempted price justification
procedure within the regulatory framework must also be.
This stems from the difficult nature of the problem: the need
to compare the actual performance of the industry with its
potential.
The most accurate test of the airlines' current
performance is likely to be achieved only with open market
conditions where other operators have the chance to demonstrate superior efficiency.
Edwards (1969, p. 120) admits
that regula tory devices such as efficiency audits and direct
interference can never be as effective a spur to efficiency as
the prospect of losing business to competitors.
Summary
It is clear that recent theoretical and empirical economic
research has thrown an unfavourable light on Australia's
TAP. The prevailing judgement of independent observers can
be represented by the following:
There is little doubt the two-airline policy as it
opera tes now is strongly inimical to competition,
c heaper airfares) and cost efficiency in both the
major air lines. 12

122

123

DOT (1979a) is critical of the regression technique and
is reluctant to accept its findings.
See Kirby (1980b)
for a rejection of its criticisms and further discussion.
Australian Financial Review, Editorial, 11 January 1979.
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II. SOME POLICY OPTIONS
No change

Several arguments can be advanced to suggest that there is
no need to al ter Australia's air transport policies. Firstly, it
.\': might be claimed that the TAP has worked well, producing
i;~ f avourable results and revealing few shortcomings.
It is in
eli'
t his vein that Chippindall (1965) concludes:
:r:Ji

(ale

. . . any change at this juncture, even if it were
practicable, would not be in the interests of the
Australian people.
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The discussion of the prev ious section indicates that this
rationale for maintaining the current system is suspect.
A related argument stresses the allegedly 'theoretical'
nature of much of the criticism of the TAP.
Thus AAA
(1 979, p. 2) complains of 'nebulous suggestions of lower fares,
improved services and superior timetables' and the lack of
'conc rete methods by which these aims could be achieved'.
Similarly, McKenzie (then General Manager of T AA) is unimpressed with 'classroom research' which is critical of the
domestic airline system. l24
If such objections are to have
any substance one needs to demonstrate the failure of
economic theory in general [e.g. the attempt of Thayer
(1 977)] or its incorrect application to the airline industry.
Yet the evidence indicates that economic analysis of civil
aviation has successfully offered many insights into the
a irline industry and the effects of its regulation.
Furthermore, the arguments for changing the current patterns of
economic regulation are not confined to the world of
In particular, the U. S. deregulation ex per ience
t heory.
provides important new empirical evidence to support the
case for an increased reliance on competitive market
f orces.
For example, Australian Financial Review, 20
February 1980 reports Meyer (president of Trans World
Air lines) to note that U.S. deregulation has done for the
a irlines exactly what some economists predicted: forced the
industry to become more innovative and efficient through
competition .

1 24

The Age, 16 January 1979.
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An 'enlightened'approach
Several observers 0::: Australia's domestic airline industry
have proposed recommendations for policy reform which are
based on perceived inefficiences in the TAP and seek to
overcome these deficiencies. One broad class of such reform
is the notion of an 'enlightened' TAP.
This approach, while
recognising current shortcomings, assumes that better administration of the industry within the basic TAP framework
(most importantly, continued restricted entry) can achieve
increased economic efficiency. 125
The modified policy
typically seeks to encourage more competition within the
TAP (e.g. by eliminating the more blatant collusive features
such as the Rationalisation Committee), to introduce more
effective regulatory scrutiny of the airlines (e.g. public fare
inquiries and tighter cost examination), and to offer increased
attention to consumer interests (e.g. by establishing an airline
users committee or conducting passenger surveys).
Unfortunately one cannot be very optimistic about the
likely success of this approach in achieving significant gains
in economic efficiency. Since an 'enlightened' TAP does not
appear to significantly change either the incentives facing
the main groups of participants in the regulatory process or
their relative powers of influence, it is doubtful that this
policy response will yield the substantial efficiency gains
which are potentially available.
The moves to encourage competition, while increasing
the costs of collusion and enhancing the ability of the airlines
to compete, appear to have only a marginal impact on their
incentives to do so. Thus, with little threat of outside entry,
a probable scenario is lengthy periods of tacit collusion
interrupted by brief flurries of more visible rivalry, e.g. food
and drink wars.
Even when such competi tive activities
125

125

DOT (l979a) is the most notable example of this
approach. For a critical examination of this document
see Kirby (l980b). An 'enlightened' TAP also appears to
be the basis of ALP domestic civil aviation policy [see
Morris (l980a)] and of the Government's recently
announced policy initiatives [see DOT (l980a)j.
DOT (l979a) is the most notable example of this
approach. For a critical examination of this document
see Kirby (l980b). An 'enlightened' TAP also appears to
be the basis of ALP domestic civil aviation policy [see
Morris (l980a)j and of the Government's recently
announced policy initiatives [see DOT (l980a)].
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occur, consumers will still be denied access to potentially
lower cost firms (as will be the case if the airlines are
:, •• ;i' currently operating from a technically inefficient base), as
I JiJe well as being limited to the innovative ideas of only the
e,: existing operators. The fundamental problem is to stimulate
',:Y" innovation and to ensure real competition; tinkering with the
,.T'Le present system does not appear to be the solution.
As
'lCl:r· Brogden (j 968, p. 200) notes:

,C',;,,,

A modicum of competition might be achieved by
some adjustment of the controls to permit some
greater degree of decision by the individual airline
within the two-airline policy.

. ))1~

) w,

The idea that the policy modifications will enable
regulators to be more effective presupposes that something is
_,J:? presently
hindering their attainment of public interest
goals.
Tighter controls of costs and fares, while easy to
).\i:.e recommend,
are inherently difficult to achieve.
For
. ;iJ"~ example, Forysth and Hocking (j 978, p. 31) outline the
:tiDO: informational requirements necessary for an idealised system
I ;,:if; of adjusting air fares.
These requirements are so demanding
?~~ that the prospects of achieving such an efficient regulatory
;! ;',;
pricing system are negligible.
However, calls for public
. l.~ scrutiny of the regulatory process implicitly suggest that the
major difficulty is a lack of incentive on the part of the regu"::~If1 lators rather than any significant lack of ability.
Morris
. ,.r1' (j 980a,
p. 5) complains that regulatory decisions are
,,'11' determined by a 'private club of industry operators and
",1'1, departmental bureaucrats'. He asserts:
'ec~

. . . the only effective way to ensure the public
interest is protected . . . is by way of a public
inquiry.126

'r,

Finally, most consumers are likely to gain little from
surveys and institutional systems of consumer represenf. tation.
What matters most is not what consumers say but
rat her how they vote with their purchases of airline tickets.
A major danger with an institutional approach is that it may
merely create another effective minority lobby group which
is capable of further exploiting the general community
through any rev ised patterns of regulation.
In this regard
consider the large number of special interest groups who have

,("

126

Morris, Hansard, HR, 28 February 1978, p. 252.
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recently been pleading their cases for air transport subsidies
to the Independent Public Inquiry into Domestic Air Fares.
An X-Airline Policy

/

A third policy option which is frequently suggested involves
replacing the TAP with an X-Airline Policy, where X is
usually specified to equal one or three.
Monopoly airline
advoca tes 127 stress the economies of scale, economies of
aircraft size and scheduling advantages which a single
operator could achieve. However, these advantages could be
more than offset by the even further reduction in competition
and incentive to innovate that this system would entail. In
contrast a Three-Airline Policy aims to increase competition
in the industry, thus reaping efficiency benefits [e.g. see
AFTA (1977, p. 7)].
However, with no threat of further
entry the outcome, apart from a possible decline in the
incidence of parallel scheduling, may be little different to the
present situation.
The three operators will face similar
incentives to those of the original two, and so there may be
little increase in competitive activities.
An X-Airline
Policy, by interpreting competition in terms of market
concentration, offers no guarantee of determining the extent
of competitive forces in the industry and hence exerts only a
weak influence on economic efficiency.
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Deregulation
Several of the policy responses discussed above seem to be
based on the prem ise that an increase in competition in the
airline industry would have a favourable impact on economic
efficiency.
Yet these modifications of existing policy fall
well short of achieving the potential efficiency gains.
It is
increasingly clear that freedom of entry into the industry is
the crucial issue of policy reform.
Levine (1975, p. 648)
notes that ease of entry is more important as a factor in fare
competition than even pricing freedom and observes that
most examples of price competition and marketing innovations have occurred when entirely new airline firms enter
the market.
The discussion in previous chapters indicates
that open market competition is feasible in the airline
127
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As noted in Chapter 2 this proposal has a long history of
support, starting with the Corbett Committee and most
recently advocated by Richardson [see The Canberra
Times, 11 October 1979] and Brogden (1980).
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industry;
empirical observation supports this assessment.
Relaxation of the only significant entry barrier, the
Government's
regulatory
policy,
offers the greatest
possibility of a significant improvement in the industry's
economic performance.
The open market solution provides
both the necessary incentive to stimulate management and
the most decisive test of their entrepreneurial abilities.
Consumers need fear little in a deregulated airline environment; it is the inefficient airline operator who stands most
to lose.

";e:.-'

The adjustment process

ro:t;,

.~~.:~ I

One aspect of the deregulation option which needs further
comment is the so-called 'adjustment process'. Some authors
are concerned with the possible costs of adjustment which
might follow an abrupt deregulation of the industry.
BTE
(I978, p. 53) thus urges:
Whatever the regulatory changes need to be, they
should be instituted on a gradual basis.
Limited
experimentation with reformed legislation should be
given serious consideration before final decisions are
made ...
Similarly, Forsyth and Hocking (I978, p. 26) recommend:
. . . judicious shifts away from the present system,
not ... a sudden complete change.
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Adjustment costs may be borne by both consumers (e.g. disrupted services) and producers (e.g. adapting the firm to
changing market conditions). It is hoped that a phasing-in of
policy reform would enable existing operators to increase
efficiency and reorient their managerial goals so that they
can cope more adequately with the new competitive environment.
At the same time the potential for disruptions to
services may be lessened.
However, these adjustment costs should not be exaggerated.
'Improved', rather than 'disrupted', may be a more
accurate description of the changes in air services which are
offered to the majority of consumers. Similarly, the alleged
costs to the firm due to the traumatic competitive experience may merely be wealth losses suffered from declining
consumer patronage. Demory (I975) argues that the adjustment costs are likely to be small because of the competitive
79
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nature of the industry.
It was noted in Chapter 1 that the
nature of the fixed capital assets of airline operators implied
that there were few substantial barriers to entry and exit.
Hence the adjustment costs of changing a firm's scale of
operations were relatively small. In these circumstances the
adjustment costs rationale for a gradual introduction of
policy reform may largely reduce to considerations of equity
rather than efficiency, i.e. that the beneficiaries of existing
policies should not bear most of the burden of changing to a
new regulatory framework which is designed to increase
economic efficiency.
There may be offsetting dangers in lengthening the
period of policy change. A sudden break may be necessary to
ensure that the policy reform actually occurs; gradualism
may merely represent an attempt to stall the initiatives or to
entrench the positions of existing operators. A phasing-in of
new policy also presents the authorities with a further regulatory task.
Since the policy reform is desired to overcome
the inefficiencies produced under the current system, one
must be sceptical of the ability of these same regulators to
maximise economic efficiency through their discretionary
introduction of the new policies.
Observation of U. S.
deregulation indicates that the inflexibilities, which are
inevitably present with a tight system of removal of
economic controls (regulated deregulation!), can also have an
adverse effect on the industry.
Many U.S. airlines have
urged more rapid deregulation of the industry.
Recent
financial difficulties of some airlines have been blamed on
their inability, due to regulatory procedures, to adjust rapidly
to higher oil prices. 128 Finally, a process of gradual deregulation appears to offer the greatest prospect of predatory
pricing in the airline industry. An existing carrier might be
able to offset its losses in a deregulated market segment with
the profits earned in those still subject to entry restrictions.
This possibility needs to be considered in connection
with the 'Bizjets incident' and the deregulation of air freight
which was recommended by DOT (l979a, p. 118) and which is
part of the Government's announced policy initiatives.
From May 1979 to May 1980 Bizjets operated a Metroliner service between Essendon and Devonport in competition
with F27 air line services over the Melbourne/Devonport/
Wynyard route.
The response of the major carriers was to
upgrade their operations by providing first and economy class
128

See Australian Financial Review, 20 and 26 February
1980.
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services and to discount their fares to approximate the new
concessional fares being offered by the commuter operator.
From 1976 until the introduction of this commuter operation
the fare charged for the F27 services was set equal to the
economy class jet fare for the Me'bourne/Launceston
service.
Following their discounting the F27 fare represented about 90 per cent of this jet fare.
In approving the
fare discounts Nixon remarked:
As Bizjets are now operating over an airline route, it
would not be appropriate to constrain the two major
operators from competing with the new Bizjet
serviceJ DOT (1979d)]

t

;11'

'"

A few weeks later, on 14 June 1979, the Minister approved
increases averaging 10 per cent in the air fares of the major
operators. There was no increase in the airlines' fares on the
Melbourne/Devonport/Wynyard route, so that this fare now
represented only about 80 per cent of the jet fare with which
it was previously common-rated.
The fare relativity has
been restored to some extent since Bizjets ceased operations; in December 1980 this fare was again approximately
90 per cent of the economy jet fare of the Melbourne/
Launceston service.
A clear suspicion exists that the demise of the Bizjets
operation was significantly affected by predatory pricing
perpetrated by the major airlines and condoned by DOT. 129
Two comments can be made. Firstly, this episode is likely to
have offended many people's elementary notions of fairness
and equity.
Secondly, while such predatory pricing in
competitive market segments offers little scope for
additional profits in a static sense (although it can hardly
encourage further market entry), the existence of a history of
such company failures would undoubtedly prove useful in the
longer run as supposed evidence to support the continuation
of existing economic regulation of more significant market
segments, i.e. trunk route passenger services.
The above discussion indicates that not only can the
alleged costs of adjustment be exaggerated but a protracted
period of change can also introduce its own severe problems
into the industry.
Drawing on his experience with U.S.
129

See Government of Tasmania (1980, p. 30) and DOT
(1980b, p. 42) for further discussion. The DOT account
of this incident does not deny that predatory pricing
occurred.
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deregulation, Kahn 0979, p. 12) concludes:

· . . I have as a result been converted to the conclusion that the only way to move is fast. The way
to minimise the distortions of the transition, I am
now thoroughly convinced, is to make the transition
as short as possible.
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The Choice Between
Al ternative Institutions:
Regulation versus Competition
Conflict in industry policy formulation arises from the
incompatibility of regulatory and competitive market
forces. Kahn (1971, p. J) notes:
the decision to regulate is, typically, a decision also
to restrict competition, not just to supplement it in
one way or another, but to supplant it.
Hence the decision regarding government involvement in an
industry's activities largely amounts to a choice between the
institutional frameworks of regulation and competition, and
the extent to which each of these forces is permitted to
influence the industry. Kahn (1971, p. 46) warns that society
should be aware of and take into account the inherent tendencies of these two institutions when choosing among
various systems of industrial organisation.
This chapter
briefly looks at some basic characteristics of regulation and
competition 1 3 0 and makes a few observations on the choice
between the two.

I. SOME TENDENCIES OF THE REGULATORY PROCESS

Conservatism
Many of the recognised virtues of competition, such as the
stimulus to innovation and the link between the performance
of particular firms and their market fortunes, are often
regarded as defects from the regulatory viewpoint.
Regulators give emphasis to stability and predictability, qualities
which ease their tasks of planning and administration.
Consequently regulation tends towards conservatism.
A bureaucratic concern for 'orderly administration' is
130

Kahn (197 J) discusses many of these issues in greater
depth.
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evident in the regulation of Australia's airlines. DOT (l979a,
p. 31) concludes that the supposed vagueness of definition of
its public interest goals does not impede the orderly
administration of airline licensing. Further evidence is seen
in this Review Committee's preference for organising the
industry into a structure containing distinct categories of
operators with a sharp definition of roles and strict control of
inter-category competition [DOT (l979a, p. 69)].
The
bureaucracy has always been able to see a clear distinction
between the services offered by the two major airlines and
those by other operators.
For instance, services of
commuter operators are 'not airline services'.131 While this
statement is strictly true within the legalistic setting of
Australia 's Air Navigation Regulations <Commuter operators
do not hold 'airline licences'), it is unfortunate if such a rigid
approach continues to be applied to the economic analysis and
regulation of civil aviation.
Similarly, the questionable
distinction which was perceived by the Review Committee
between trunk and regional operators (based on vague notions
of 'community of interest' and responsiveness to needs) should
continue to provide sufficient bureaucratic flexibility so as
not to hinder orderly administration.
This approach to air services and their operators
contrasts with the typical competitive framework advocated
by many economists who see little need to attempt to segregate the activities of the various firms willing to offer
different services in the market.
The advantages claimed
for a tightly controlled pattern of industry organisation (e.g.
economies of scale, economies of market integration and
specialisation, and attention to consumer demands) would also
be enjoyed under open market conditions.
In addition, one
would expect a competitive system to show greater flexibility
in adapting to changing market circumstances as well as to
provide increased incentives towards efficiency for existing
operators from the threat of inter-category competition.

1~,1

n)~, 11

Protectionism
Increased government involvement in an industry through the
regulatory processes also increases the government's responsibility for the economic well-being of the industry.
Thus
regulators may easily see their objectives, and hence selfinterest, in terms of the viability of existing firms in the
industry.
Regulation can then tend towards protectionism,
131

DCA, Annual Report, 1966/67.
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with the authorities becoming increasingly concerned with
t he problems of the industry, e.g. its marginal profitability,
its heavy capital requirements, etc. l 32
To some extent
t hen, the -regulators can usurp the role of management.
Sa insbu ry notes:

~:r.e~

The way in which you [Mr Weeden] have answered
that [ question regarding proposed air services] indicates t hat you see the main problem as the cost to
the carriers.
You discussed it f rom the businessmen's point of view, not from the point of view of
whether or not you would approve that type of
arrangement.
It should not interest you terribly
much initially whether people are making money or
not. 1 33
....£:
-mi!i:;

.e'llu(!,·

DOT (I979a, p. 69) reveals its paternalistic l34 attitude
when it rejects options leading to increased competition
among the various categories of operators:
This carries the danger of operators attempting roles
for which they are not ideally equipped •

•:aT

, ..
~

: ... p'

The possibility of mistaken investments in a competitive
market is discussed in Chapter I.
However, the qualif ications needed and supposedly possessed by the bureaucracy
in order for it to efficiently allocate air transport resources
a re neither clearly specified nor apparent. Mistakes are also
li kely on the part of the bureaucracy whose incentive
structure may bias its decision-making away from more risky
or innovative initiatives.
Thus a regulatory environment
which denies opera tors the opportunity to undertake certain
activities carries the danger of preventing them from perf orming roles for which they are ideally equipped.
132

1 33

1 34

E.g. DCA, Annual Report, 1968/69.
Hansard, SeT, 10 May 1978, p. 4716.

Weeden is First
Assistant Secretary, Air Transport Policy Division,
DOT. Many others share a similar dislike for such close
concern for the profitability of particular firms; e.g.
The Age, Editorial, 19 May 1979 considers 'this is none
of the Government's business'.
Perhaps even more: Anderson (1973, p. 16) apparently
considered himself to be a 'benevolent old grandfather'
of Australian civil aviation.
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Distortion of managerial effort
Management may willingly subject itself to increased bureaucratic guidance and less responsibility in return for a more
secure operating environment. For instance, EWA urges:
Government should take a more active role in
defining the job to be done;
in establishing the
optimal solution;
in limiting the number of air
services to those which can be justified economically; in providing operators with reasonable security
of tenure over their routes. l 35

/

While the basic self-interest motivation of the firm can
be expected to remain unchanged, the regulatory framework,
by altering the incentives facing managers, may result in a
re-orientation of management goals.
With reduced importance given to market mechanisms for assessing a firm's
economic performance and deciding its financial fate,
management may be able to direct less attention towards
cost minimisation and the provision of innovative services and
to concentrate on compliance with the regulations and risk
minimisation.
Menzies was aware of the fundamental
requirements for the most efficient development of
Australian aviation:
Of all the means of transport, flying is the one which
requires in the highest degree enterpr ise, a willingness to adventure capital, flexibility of mind, and
constant contact with scientific development and
commercial practice. l3 6
However, Brogden (1968) recognises that throughout its
histor y the real factors determining corporate success 1n
Australian civil aviation have been a 'keen political sense' (p.
11) and 'strong fri e nds in government' (p. 14).

1 35

1 36

Hansard, SeT, 16 May 1978, p. 4884. This statement is
hardly the voice of free enterprise nor does it augur
we ll for those relying on existing regional operators to
provide a competitive check and stimulus to the major
air lines.
Hansard, HR, 25 July 1945, p. 4555.
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IN THE PU BLIC INTEREST?

Airline policy and the public interest
Regulators and others clearly perceive the 'public interest' to
be a desired objective; it is often the justification for and
stated aim of policy initiatives. Evatt claims:
.. . government intervention is sought by the Labour
movement only in so far as it is intended to prevent
expl oitation or oppression of the people, or soc ial
injustices. 13 7

,:~ c<

Similarly, Chippindall (1965) has
••. no doubt of the single-minded and high motives
which have inspired the administrators of that policy
over the years .

Ola~(

This interpretation of air transport regulation is supported by
Anderson (1973, p. 18):
Whenever I faced any problem in Civil Aviation, any
development, I was always more c oncerned with the
impact of any decision I made on the travelling
public, and the good of the public in general.
That
was my primary motivation . . . We always pressed
for things that were, to use a ha ckneyed phrase, in
the public interest.
The Introduction outlined the conditions which are
requi red to ensure that government intervention in an
industry improves the economic welfare of the c ommunity.
Yet this study has revealed little evide nce of market failure
and has also suggested that the prese nt regulatory system
invol ves a substantial degree of e c onomic inefficiency.
Thus, while public interest rhetoric is pe rvasive in discussions
of Australian aviation, sufficient doubt exists regarding the
pub lic interest merit of the current policies that an alternative explanation of the choice of these policies should be
sought.
One such explanation would emphasise the inability of
t he authorities to achieve their public interest goals.
Regulators may mistakenly interpret the public interest and
137

Hansard, HR , 29 October 1952, p. 3881.
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hence pursue policies which are inimical to that objective.
On the other hand they may not have the powers or knowledge to successfully pursue public interest aims. Whatever
is the reason, the public interest may not be served. Thus
Anderson follows his previous quotation with the comments:
Also we were motivated by a desire to maintain a
viable, efficient air transport industry, because we
thought that that was in the public interest, too . . .
you had to make a judgement here between what was
good for the air lines at any particular time, knowing
that you wanted to support them and keep them
financially healthy, and what other factors were in
the public interest. We fought for years . .. We were
only moderately successful. But we tried .. .

/

The private interest theory of airline policy
Another possible explanation of observed industry policies is
provided by the 'private interest' theory of regulation. 138
This theory postulates that regulation is the result of various
groups in society (e.g. bureaucrats, airlines and consumers)
competing among themselves through the political system to
maximise their own welfare.
As the effective political
lobbying strength varies among such groups, it is possible for
some special interest groups to increase their well-being at
the expense of the public interest.
What reasons are there to believe that the private
interest theory of regulation offers a useful explanation of
domestic airline policy?
Firstly, it is generally accepted
that the economic regulation of Australian aviation has been
to the substantial benefit of the two major operators.
Ansett's co-partnership in the Two-Air line system is thought
a 'prize offering'139 and 'the major assets dealt in are
Government licences and prohibitions upon competition'. 14 0
Similarly, the bureaucracy enjoys substantial benefits in
terms of employment, power and prestige under the existing
regulatory arrangements, while Kirby (l980b) notes that a
large proportion of the recommendations of DOT (1979a)
coincide with increased work opportunities for the admini1 38

139
140

See Posner (1974-) for an overview of the public interest
and private interest theories of regulation.
Australian Finane ial Review (1961).
Australian Financial Review, Editorial, 14- December

1979.
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strators of Australia's air transport industry.
There is also little doubt that considerable weight is
given to the airlines' viewpoint at the pollcy formulation
stage.
For instance, Freeland, when questioned on the
li kelihood of certain innovative pricing arrangements being
adopted, answers:
I do not know what the airlines' reaction would be to
that.
We were looking particularly at the public
interest and it seemed to us that the public interest
would be fostered by that.
I think I would need to
hear the airlines' reaction before I could answer. 141
In addition, many of the changes in policy which have
occurred in recent years may be attributable to shifts in the
relative lobbying strengths of particular groups.
The
Secretary of DOT, Halton (1979) comments:

:'t

.. . certain developments, such as the recent transport policy reviews . . . arose from changes in consumer and community attitudes (p. 1)
and
Consumer and community attitudes also appear to
have changed in recent years possibly due to, on the
one hand, a better information flow from governments to consumers and industry and, on the other
hand, to various interest groups being bette r
organised and vocal in putting forward their point of
view. (p. 4)
..
,:

'..".-

While the observation of increased activity from the nonairline groups appears correct, the driving forces are more
li kely to be better knowledge of the impact of regulation in
general, the economic performance of the Australian airlines
and the performances of airlines under al ternative regulatory
frameworks, rather than any government-initiated information flows.
The calls for public participation in the
regulatory process, which are discussed in the previous
chapter, also indicate a belief in the private interest theory
of regulation.
Public representation gives greater weight
t han previously given to the interests of groups other than the
bureauc racy and the airlines and thus, under the private
14 1

Hansard, SeT, 17 August 1978, p. 5593.
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interest hypothesis, possibly results in a different regulatory
outcome.
Finally it was noted in the Nixon quotation in
Chapter 4 (p. 56) that, at least with respect to safety
matters, aviation policies are often determined on the basis
of effective political demand rather than any concept of need
or the public interest.
These observations, together with the spurious nature of
many of the public interest arguments used to justify airline
regulation and the existing degree of economic inefficiency,
suggest that the private interest theory of regulation may
provide a superior explanation of current airline industry
policies and more accurate predictions of future policy
changes.

/
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Conclusion

".c.

• •. accuracy always will be a casualty of propaganda
but the m isapp rehensions to which it leads do not
make any easier the task of considering logically
[air line regulation] . . . or of encouraging informed
public debate on it. [Hewitt (l979b, p. 9)]

It has been the aim of this study to expose some of the
inaccuracies and misapprehensions which have been present in
the debate on the economic regulation of Australian civil
aviation.
There have been two major areas of discussion.
Firstly, the study has examined the issue of market failure in
the airline industry.
It has investigated the many public
interest arguments as to why the market mechanism is an
unsuitable method of satisfying the community's demands for
air services.
These arguments include claims that competition among airlines will be destructive or wasteful, will
result in many areas without services, or will lead to monopoly exploitation of consumers.
The validity of these
arguments is seriously questioned.
Several external benefits alleged to be associated with
civil aviation have also been considered.
While there is
scope for disagreement about the significance of these
supposed benefits, it appears that these problems, to the
extent they exist, are best dealt with directly through
subsidies or other fiscal measures rather than indirectly
through restrictive market control.
Similarly, it was found
that the emotive issue of air safety is largely irrelevant to
considerations of the economic regulation of airlines.
Air
safety objectives are not dependent upon market regulation
but are more effectively pursued through direct attention to
operating standards and procedures.
Thus it seems clear that the many public interest arguments used in the Australian debate for rejecting market
forces and for supporting detailed economic regulation of
airlines do not stand close scrutiny.
91
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Secondly, this study examined the economic performance of the industry under the current regulatory
framework.
In contrast to the the apparent absence of
market failure, significant areas of government failure were
identified.
The Australian air transport industry is marked
by a substantial degree of economic inefficiency.
A
discussion of the policy options available to improve the
economic performance of the industry indicated that deregulation, in particular, permitting freedom of entry into the
industry, offers the greatest prospects for increased efficiency. In this regard the continued state ownership of TAA
not only has little independent impact on the performance of
the industry but is, if anything, an obstacle to policy reform.
A theme which is present throughout this study, but
especially prominent in the sections analysing the industry's
performance and considering various policy options, is the importance of the incentives facing a firm as a determinant of
its economic performance.
The principal deficiency of the
TAP is its failure to provide the major airlines with incentives encouraging them to operate efficiently. Future policy
reform should concentra te on correcting this deficiency.
In summ ary, this study concludes that the combination
of a lack of convincing theoretical and empirical arguments
to support restrictive airline regulation, the unsatisfactory
economic performance of the major airline operators under
the current regula tory system and the apparent feasibility of
open market competition among airlines indicates the need
for substantial regulatory reform.
What is the likelihood of such reform?
The private
interest theory of regulation suggests that the forces for
policy change lie in shifting relative lobbying strengths of the
various parties affected by airline regulation.
The study
noted the increasing influence which consumer-oriented
groups have exerted in recent years.
In addition, State
Governments, especially those of Western Australia and the
Northern Territory, have lately taken a higher profile in the
industry. It has also been suggested that unless the apparent
discrepancy between overseas and domestic air fares is
reduced the community will force open competition upon the
local opera tors. 14 2
However, it is doubtful that these
influences are yet strong enough to quickly achieve the
142

Chanticleer, Australian Financial Review, lj. June
1979. The differences between domestic and overseas
air fares have been clouded recently by frequently
changing factor prices, especially oil prices.
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degree of reform which this study judges necessary.
For
example, many dissatisfied consumers, especially those not
currently travelling by air, have little opportunity to express
their dissatisfaction since there are few close substitutes.
Forsyth 0979, p. 63) notes:
The policy was devised very skilfully such that it
would be very difficult to bring any pressure upon it.
In recent years the U. S. domestic airline system has
been substantially reformed with policies designed to place
increased reliance upon competitive market forces. Many of
the elements then stimulating these policy changes are
similar to those currently present in Australia, e.g. frequent
air fare rises, the embarrassing comparison of the economic
performances of the CAB regulated carriers and the less
regulated intrastate operators, and advances in economic
research of the airline industry. One influential factor not
prominent in the Australian situation is the exposure of
regulatory malpractices. In the U. S. this issue went further
than the general disillusion with government in the postWatergate period. Kennedy 0975, p. 608)143 concludes:

"

...

~
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Several of the procedures that the Board follows in
setting major Board policies - in particular route and
enforcement policies - have lacked the openness,
intelligibility,
and
impartiality
required
by
elementary notions of procedural fairness.
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These procedures are also described as 'highly improper and
probably illegal'.
It is not certain that the Australian industry has been
free of similar bureaucratic abuse.
For example, Brogden
0980, p. 119) reports the granting of an air route licence to
EW A which, he suggests, was designed to act as a 'big stick'
towards the major operators.
Government of Western
Australia 0980, p. 71) also alleges that DOT has abused its
financial and safety powers and the widespread industry
acceptance of it as the dominant aviation authority by
usurping certain licensing and pricing powers in relation to
purely intrastate services. However, the relatively secretive
nature of Australian air transport regulation compared with
143

This article is the Summary of Report of the Senate
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure.
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the more open, public hearing style of the U.S. system
increases the difficulty of detecting undesirable regulatory
practices in Australia.
The inability of the public to
carefully scrutinise Australian regulatory procedures probably
lessens the chance of imminent policy reform to the extent
that has occurred in the U.S. industry.
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Appendix 1
A DESCRIPTION OF AIR TRANSPORT
REGULATION IN AUSTRALIA
Several other publications present detailed descriptions of the
histor ical development of Australian aviation policies [e.g.
Richardson and Poulton (1968)].
This appendix briefly outlines those powers and policies which determine the present
patterns of air line regulation as well as the recently
announced proposals for policy amendments.

The impact of the Australian Constitution
Since there is no explicit mention of civil aviation in the
Constitution it remains a matter of responsibility for the
States. Hence the ability of the Commonwealth to regulate
the air transport industry rests with other heads of power, the
major ones being its powers to legislate with respect to
international and interstate trade and commerce, external
affairs, the Territories and Commonwealth places. However,
section 92 of the Constitution, which guarantees that trade
among the States 'shall be absolutely free', restricts the
powers of the Commonwealth to regulate interstate
aviation.
Thus the authority of the Commonwealth for
direct economic regulation of civil aviation is quite limited.

Air Navigation Regulations (ANRs)
The Air Navigation Act 1920-1973 ratifies on behalf of
Australia various international agreements on civil aviation
and authorises the making of regulations implementing the
Act and these agreements and regulations in relation to
Territorial, interstate and international air navigation.
There are over 300 such ANRs applying to all air navigation
within Australia. They mainly deal with technical matters of
air operations (e.g. aircraft registration, airworthiness
requirements, crew licences, air facilities and flight rules).
However, several are important for the economic regulation
of domestic air transport.
Licences issued by the Secretary of DOT are required to
operate charter and regular public transport air service
operations [ANR 197(1) and 198 respectively] .
However,
there are legal constraints on the assessment of licence
95
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applications [ANR 199]. In particular, the only legal grounds
for refusing both interstate or intrastate licences relate to
safety conside rations.
There is also an important variation
to these licencing requirements.
The Secretary may, if he
considers it warranted, exempt the holder of a charter
licence f rom the necessity to obtain an air line licence in
order to operate scheduled services [ANR 203].
The practical effect of this procedure is to lessen the cost of
providing scheduled air services by lowering the technical
standards required for these operations. Widespread growth
in commuter services has occurred since the introduction of
these exemptions in 1967.
Air fares are controlled through ANR 106 which
requires the operator of charter or scheduled air services
using Common wealth air faciJi ties to provide the Minister for
Transport with information on the fares charged for these
services.
The Minister can approve the submitted charges,
possibly with variations, or can reject them and direct the
adoption of fares that he considers 'fair and reasonable'. An
airline must also have its timetable approved by the Secretary of DOT [ANR 106C]. However, these timetables can be
disapproved only on safety grounds.

The Two-Airline Policy
The so-called Two-Airline Policy (TAP) is the dominant
feature of the regulation of Australia's domestic air
transport.
Since the Government lacks the constitutional
authority for direct economic regulation of civil aviation, it
has chosen to control entry into the industry and to regulate
the behaviour of its selected operators by means of a series
of contractual agreements, the various Airlines Agreements
Acts.
These provide for termination with five years notice
by AT! or the Commonwealth. Other features of the policy
are embodied in the Air lines Equipment Act 1958, the
Australian National Airlines Act 1945 and the Customs
(Prohibited Imports) Regulations.
The fundamental policy objective is to maintain only
two opera tors, one being T AA, of trunk route airline
services. The Government is able to ensure that trunk route
operations are limited to only AAA and T AA through its
powers to prohibit the importation of aircraft. It has been
Government policy to refuse import permits for all aircraft
types over a specified gross weight unless the aircraft is
purchased by a present airline operator or unless other
restr icti ve conditions are satisfied.
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The total amount of aircraft capacity which is offered
by the two major operators is controlled through the Airlines
Equipment Act.
The capacity determination provisions of
this Act require the Minister to estimate future traffic on
competitive and non-competitive routes and then, on the
basis of a chosen revenue load factor (e.g. 65 per cent for
mixed configuration aircraft on trunk routes), to determine
the maximum aircraft capacity needed by each airline to
cater for its non-competitive route traffic as well as for half
of the competitive trunk route traffic. These determinations
are made on a six-monthly basis. The airlines are obliged not
to provide capacity on trunk routes in excess of their
determination.
There is no obligation for the airlines to
operate the same aircraft type, as witnessed by their recent
choices of different wide-bodied jets.
However, there is a
requirement that new aircraft purchases will not be 'detrimental to the stability of the domestic air transport industry'.
The TAP also allows for the rationalisation of the air
services offered by the major operators.
The so-called
Rationalisation procedures enable T AA and AAA to consult
and resolve differences on a wide range of matters, e.g.
f ares, tim etables, aircraft types, capacity and load factors.
Thus the airlines have considerable scope for discussion and
joint implementation of a wide range of features affecting
domestic air services.
The policy also specifies procedures to be followed when
the airlines are in dispute.
A Rationalisation Committee is
established consisting of a representative of each of the
airlines and a Co-ordinator nominated by the Minister (the
Secretary of DOT). If the airlines are unable to agree on any
of the matters which they keep under review, the matter in
dispute can be referred to this Committee by either of the
airlines.
If, after consideration of the issue by the
Committee, the airline representatives are still unable to
reach agreement the Co-ordinator shall make a final
decision.
If one of the airlines is dissatisfied with the
decision of the Co-ordinator it can appeal to the Arbitrator
who is usually a Justice of a federal court.
The airline
representatives will confer on the matter under the chairmanship of the Arbitrator who, if they are unable to agree,
shall decide the issue.
The operators are obliged to comply
with all their Rationalisation agreements and with any
decisions of the Co-ordinator or the Arbitrator.
In response to the problems caused by the preferential
treatment of T AA during the immediate post-war years a
consistent element of the TAP has been the desire to ensure
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that competition between the government and private
operators is fair and equal.
Hence the Commonwealth
undertakes not to unfairly discriminate between the two
airlines, especially with respect to the granting of import
licences and the allocation of airport facilities. Government
business is freely available to both operators and each is
given a substantially equal share of air mail.
The
Commonwealth also provides financial assistance in the form
of loan guarantees to the private airline to ensure that it can
obtain the aircraft necessary to match the services of its
competitor. In addition, the Australian National Airlines Act
has been amended in an effort to make the cost structures of
the two operators as similar as possible. Thus TAA must pay
all government taxes and rates, it must keep self-insurance
funds in a prescribed account in the form of Commonwealth
securities, it must aim to make sufficient profits to meet a
dividend target set by the Commonwealth, and it is able to
diversify into non-airline activities.
Finally, the airlines face certain obligations under the
TAP.
These include: not to dispose of aircraft without
Commonwealth consent; to maintain existing rural services
so long as revenue exceeds direct operating costs and not to
cease operating a service without attempting to replace it
with an ANR 203 (i.e. commuter) operation; to investigate
the introduction of promotional fares and other measures
designed to stimulate traffic and air freight; to comply with
airport curfews; and to acknowledge that the Commonwealth
can permit other operators to develop air services on nontrunk routes and specialist freight and passenger services of a
nature not adequately provided for by the major operators.
Proposed amendments of the Two-Airline Policy
In late 1980 the Government announced amendments which it
proposed to make to the TAP [see DOT (l980a)].
The
Minister for Transport, Mr Hunt, stated that changes to the
TAP were necessary 'to foster increased competition within
the aviation industry in a rational and orderly manner'. The
basic features of the policy amendments include:
(a) removal of air freight from the TAP - Thus freight
will be excluded from the capacity determinations of the
major operators. Existing and new operators will be able to
provide freight services in unrestricted competition.
(b) removal of air mail from the TAP - Australia Post
will be able to negotiate without constraint with any
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domestic carrier in order to fulfil its responsibilities.
(c) precise definition of the roles of air operators - The
new Agreement provides extensive definitions of the roles of
the trunk air lines and of other operators.
The trunk route
network is defined.
T AA and Ansett will be the only two
operators of scheduled domestic passenger services over
trunk routes. Other domestic operators can provide services
over 'prescribed' routes which are mainly intrastate or
current regional routes.
There is only limited scope for
overlap between the major operators and others. In addition,
the respective roles of Qantas and the domestic airlines are
defined.
The domestic airlines can independently provide
only domestic services; Qantas is similarly restricted to
international operations.
(d) orderly development of the aviation industry Import policy will be relaxed to allow the acquisition of large
jet aircraft by regional and cargo operators.
However,
freight operators must assure the Secretary of DOT that new
aircraft will be used exclusively for freight operations.
Similarly, regional operators wishing to import a large jet
aircraft must undertake to comply with the capacity
determination procedures of the Air lines Equipment Act. In
addition, operators competing with the major airlines over
trunk routes will not have approved fares which are lower
than those of the major airlines.
(e)
revised consultative arrangements - The major
airlines 'must consult' only on aircraft utilisation, load factors
and core fares. A review system exists for resolving disputes
concerning these matters.
The airlines 'may consult' on
other issues.
The 'may consult' provision allows increased
scope for unilateral action by an airline.
(f) new procedures for fare approval - The airlines will
be required to justify their charges every six months. The re
will also be a simplified review system for limited cost
increases in certain specified areas (e.g. wages, fuel and
ANCs).
(g) increased reporting obligations on the major airlines
(h) time horizon of new Agreement -The new Agreement will last for five years after which there will be five
years' notice of termination.
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Appendix 2
d!
LIST OF ABBREVIA nONS

/

AAA
AFCO
AFTA
ALP
ANA
ANC
ANR
ATI

BPA
BTE
CAB
DCA
DLP
DOT
EWA
ITA
TAA
TAP

Ansett Air lines of Australia
Australian Federation of Consumer Organisations
Australian Federation of Travel Agents
Australian Labor Party
Australian National Airways
Air Navigation Charge
Air Navigation Regulation
Ansett Transport Industries
Bush Pilot Airways
Bureau of Transport Economics
Civil Aeronautics Board
Department of Civil Aviation
Democratic Labour Party
Department of Transport
East- West Air lines
Institut du Transport Aerien
Trans-Australia Airlines
Two-Airline Policy
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Foreword
The US Airlines Deregulation Act of 1978 and the prior de facto deregulation accomplished by the Civil Aeronautics Board constitute one of the
few contemporary examples of rapid and substantial deregulation of an
industry . Its political significance is obvious. To the appl ied economist it
is also significant in that, while falling short of being a controlled
experiment, this episode nevertheless provides unusually good opportunities for empirical tests of theories about the effects of regulation . A
number of such studies have already appeared, and doubtless many more
will be made . In this volume Michael Kirby summarises the major
apparent effects on the United States industry 's structure and performance. In the same vein, a detailed study by Starkie and Starrs of the
effects of some relaxation of regulation on regional aircraft operators in
South Australia is also included in the volume.
It is also significant that at the same time as the intellectual impetus
toward airline deregulation occurred, a new theory of the relationship
between market structure and performance was developed, and that, in
part, the same people were involved in both endeavours. The development of the theory of market contestability, it seems clear, was stimulated
by the practical concerns of the airline deregulators and by their empirical
knowledge of the industry.
As Christopher Findlay points out, the major rationale for airline
regulation has been the belief that air transport is a natural monopoly .
Contestability theory - summarised here both by Findlay and by Starkie
and Starrs - casts considerable doubt on this belief. This is because even
though many Australian markets are 'thin', permitting only one profitable operator, they are contestable , i.e ., vulnerable to entry by outsiders,
who can enter without incurring substantial sunk costs. The single
operator may, in a sense, be a monopolist, but his monopoly power is
sharply limited by the threat of entry.
I think the papers constituting this volume are of high quality. They are
evidence of the big advances that have been made in recent years in our
understanding of economic aspects of air transport and of the issues
involved in its regulation - advances in the making of which the authors
represented here have figured prominently. The Centre for Independent
Studies is proud to have sponsored the Conference on which this volume
is based, and to bring the participants' contributions to a wider audience.
Ross Parish
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Is Ai r Transport a Contestable
Market?
Christopher C. Findlay

I. AVIA TION POLICY ISSUES
The recent attempt by East-West Airlines to compete on domestic trunk
routes has renewed interest in the question of the number of airlines
permitted to operate on various routes in Australia. There is a fear that
only one airline would survive competition on trunk routes. Some commentators argue it would be efficient to limit the number to one, while the
current regulations protect two, and some people - like East-West would prefer three .
The size of the Australian market and the view that scale economies are
significant in civil aviation have led to the conclusion that air trar.sport is
a natural monopoly . The surviving firm could be expected to use its
power to exploit consumers . The response to this analysis of the characteristics of air transport has been extensive regulation (for a thorough
review see Kirby, 1981) . Two airlines were designated to operate on the
trunk routes . Regulation attempted to strike a balance between the cost
advantages of a single carrier and the opportunity for competition. The
designated carriers were protected from entry, so they could plan in a
stable market and exploit any economies . [n return for this privilege they
had obligations . They were expected to provide services to relatively
small and isolated communities and to cater for a wide range of tastes all at 'reasonable' prices .
The theme of this perspective was smallness. The Australian market
was small, so it was in danger of exploitation by a monopolist. Some
routes were small, so they may not have been served . Some groups of
passengers were small, so they may not have been offered special
service. The question in this paper is whether 'small ' is bad or beautiful?

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRLINE COSTS
Although commentary on the Two-Airline Policy usually stresses the
relatively small size of the market in Australia, it is not size alone that is
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important. The same Australian market supports a number of producers
of other commodities and services where markets are highly competitive.
The assumption being made about air transport technology is that there .rc~i~
~~DM
are significant scale economies in the production ofthe service. To assess
the merit of regulation, we must start by examining the characteristics of . J10cJ
air transport costs.
muse I
X~~ tli!
(!I from

Aircraft size

/

[ell Ba
,~use

There are substantial scale economies with respect to aircraft size. Costs
per seat fall as aircraft size increases. This is illustrated in Table I, which
is taken from a paper by Bailey and Panzar. Average cost on the larger
aircraft is lower for each stage length .
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TABLE 1: Economies of Aircraft Size, 1980
Stage
Length

Aircraft

Seats

!illn

l~ ~al

Average Cost
per passenger*

~rde~

$US

800km

CV 580
B 737-200

56
130

61
42

1600km

B 737-200
B 727-200

130
162

58

B 727-200
DC 10-10

162
380

81
69

2400 km

.Iot d~~r
"ll:le~

64

* 75 per cent load factor

hC'OOQJ
.UDtlia

~Nlce, a

lme~f~
I

Source: E.E. Bailey and J.c. Panzar, 'The Contcstability of Airline Markets
During the Transition to Deregulation' , Law and Contemporary Problems, 44,
Winter, 1981 , pp. 125-146.
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This economy suggests there would be cost reductions from concentrating traffic into fewer flights on any route. But this move would lower
flight frequency and reduce service quality, since passengers would have
to wait longer for a flight. The cost of this reduction in service quality
constrains the extent to which aircraft size can be increased (Forsyth,
1983). The presence of these economies has implications for service to
smaller communities.
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: Smaller communities

~r

One option for serving smaller communities is to offer direct flights to
: all destinations. The flight frequency on each route is low under this
I option in order to exploit the economies in aircraft size. Another option is
. greater use of networking . Smaller communities are served by more
frequent flights to a local hub where passengers change planes , join
, others from their region, and fly to another hub on a larger aircraft.
Elizabeth Bailey , during her recent visit to Australia, emphasised the
increased use of hubbing in the deregulated US market.
The local community would probably prefer direct service , since the
total trip time will be shorter. On the other hand , flight frequency may
increase with hubbing , so the net effect is uncertain .
Some communities may not justify commercially any air transport
service . Passengers in that case will be forced to use other modes of
transport . If the broader community believes it is valuable to have high
quality air transport within close reach of all consumers, then it could
demand that regulated carriers cross-subsidise routes. But the more
efficient approach is to subsidise the service directly so that a relatively
small burden is borne by all taxpayers rather than taxing a smaller group
of consumers at a higher rate.

Range of service on each flight
The economies in aircraft size explain why air transport is provided in
lumpy units at discrete intervals . When each flight provides just one type
of service, and when the market is small, it implies long waits by
consumers for a particular type of travel. Thus there are economies from
combining various types of service on one flight. These include the
opportunity for passengers to buy a seat on the flight at very short notice .
This service can be made available by reserving a block of seats that
normally has a low load factor at a relatively high fare. There are also
economies from combining freight and passenger service.
In the markets where passengers regard intervals between flights as
significant , each flight will provide a range of types of service. Some
types of service may not be available. If the broader community believes
such service should be available, the efficient approach is to subsidise
those services directly rather than tax some consumers of air transport and
subsidise others.
In summary, there are economies from combining various types of
traffic on the same flight, either passengers from different locations in a
region or passengers who prefer different degrees of service quality.

5
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Number of firms on a route
These characteristics of air transport mean that on some routes there :
are few flights per week. What is the implication for the number of fi rms; I n;D!
][el
operating on those routes?
J.le~rr
There may be significant fixed costs of entry to a route so that as more ~
flights are added the costs per unit fall. This characteristic suggests that I TIllS ~i
routes with few flights will tend to be served by only one firm . These ~ ,, 1K
economies are likely to be exhausted after a couple of flights per day so G :'~ud
that denser routes can support a larger number of operators. White ~ Iff.lI)re
concluded that scale economies would by important only on city pairs at I .~)IT4II'
h'm
'low' output (1979:571).
I

/

'ilJl, '~
:.:HSf
flITJ[

Number of firms in a network

lO\~

tlrero
Even if scale economies are quickly exhausted on city-pair routes,
.~CD\l
there could be economies over the whole network. The number of firms, l'e 111nif
in the network will depend on economies in firm size.
~eam
Reviewers of the literature on scale economies generally report that · I ~ld I
there are no significant economies in firm size (Bailey and Panzar, 198 1;
Grenning and Coat, 1970; Kirby, 1981; White, 1979). Kirby estimates , nr,~
that the minimum efficient scale of operation involves five aircraft · tn:ern
(1981:34). These results support the view that economies on an indi· .
:ellll
vidual route will be exhausted on dense routes, and suggest that more . lnIJ11r.
than one firm could survive in a network.
1o,n
The popular view is that scale economies at the firm level are signifiitkl,
cant. Kirby reports that many participants in the airline regulation debate 1e ]U,t
claim the existence of significant scale economies (1981: ch . 2). Brogden tJinOC(
(1980) argues that open competition would lead to a single airline,
:.(O~"
implying that scale economies are significant. The statistical evidence '
·!~o~er
does not support these views.
,~tlilo

.~tt;

~tnirarJ
;j~1li(

Summary

'lfree
,~:~

There may be single firms operating on some routes owing to economies in aircraft size and in increased output at low levels of output. On the : )edom
denser routes , and over a whole network, a number of carriers can I i1(t1 1O
continue to survive. In that case, operators will be disciplined - in the : I~:au~
absence of regulation - by their competitors . How can the single ' , ;ilj[~cou
..~,~: ·n
operator on a route be disciplined ?
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CONTESTABLE MARKETS

jjeally, a single finn should be continually vulnerable to competitive
mces. If the incumbent is inefficient or charges excessive prices , then
,- JUccessful entry by new firms should be possible and profitable (Bailey ,
;981). This will happen if the market is contestable (Bailey and Fried. lender, 1982; Baumol, 1982) . Other firms should be able to enter the
~, }Jute on equal terms to the incumbent and have freedom over pricing .
•:ase of entry requires that durable goods that account for high fixed costs
;e readily transferable to other markets - for example, by second-hand
lale or alternative deployment - so that their cost is recouped. Similarly,
I uman skills specific to the industry should not be specific to a particular
:>ute but transferable from market to market. These conditions mean that
rotential entrants can 'hit and run' at little cost.
Sunk costs - that is, costs that must be incurred to enter a market but
I annot be recovered on exit will deter entry. There will always be
.ome sunk costs so few markets will be perfectly contestable . When sunk
:rc':' 10stS are significant, the entrant must estimate more carefully the profit
hat can be earned before the incumbent responds and the probability that
he entry bid will not succeed. Size of sunk costs remains a critical
ariable.
Air transport involves substantial capital costs but these are not sunk.
;or example, the major item of capital is the aircraft, which can be flown
In any route making entry easy to particular routes. The major sunk costs
n air transport are airports . Access to these facilities, whether privately
)r publicly owned, should be arranged to avoid exploitation of monopoly
- lower (Bailey, 1981).
There must be a pool of potential entrants for incumbents to be
'ulnerable to competition. This is the case in Australia. There are only
I wo trunk operators but many regional operators and commuter firms.
rhere are other firms in the economy - particularly freight carriers ,,,ho currently operate aircraft and could enter these markets. Finally , a
arge number of international carriers who fly to Australia could be
lotential entrants to the trunk routes.
There is some pricing freedom under the current regulatory system but
here is not free entry. Behaviour under this system should not be used to
lredict the type of behaviour that would be observed with free entry and
lricing freedom. Under the current system, incumbents have incentives
:0 cut prices to drive out other firms (perhaps entrants on substitute
mutes) because the restriction on entry makes future profits likely and
bhose profits could compensate for losses during the fare war.
Behaviour in deregulated markets in the US can be used to predict
ehaviour under deregulation in Australia . The total market in the US is
7
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much greater than in Australia. Critics sometimes claim this negates the
value of any comparisons. But there are thin routes in the US where'
conditions are similar to those in Australia and the experience of deregu-I
lation relevant. Bailey and Panzar observe, for example, that the threat of. .. HI
entry by trunk carriers imposed an effective competitive check on single, t)'j,
local service carriers operating on long haul routes. The lesson fon .),HI
Australia is that even if routes are served by one carrier, potential!
1\,H
competition can discipline the natural monopolist.
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IV. CONCLUSION
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The Australian market is relatively small. The large continent and smalll :hPJI
population mean that many routes are thin . The nature of air transport· ~TN[
technology means that, ideally , some routes will be served by only one. "n;,~"
operator. But this need not be a problem. The characteristics of air t,~t4fl
transport - in particular, the flexibility of its major fixed cost, thef (oo:moc/
aircraft - mean that such markets are contestable . The threat of potential ,.lUll
entry disciplines the behaviour of the single operator. Service by a singler ~Indc~~
operator is not likely to be observed on the denser trunk routes. On those! , LJ II
1il11ii1e
routes, actual competition will discipline the operators.
The question posed was: what is the correct number of operators on
Australian routes ? My conclusion presumes that action is taken to permit
entry of new finns on equal tenns, which depends especially on access to~
terminals and airports. The answer depends on the density of each route:
one operator could be appropriate but one finn will not dominate the
whole system . The least cost number on a route will emerge in competition and even if the outcome is one , the threat of potential entry can
di scipline the incumbent.
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The US Airline Deregulation
Experience and Its Implications
for Australia
Michael G. Kirby

r. INTRODUCTION
n Australia, as elsewhere, the issue of the most appropriate economic
)ol icy for the airline industry provokes a lively debate. Participants in
his debate cannot afford to ignore the experience in the US industry over
'ecent years, particularly the government ' s revolutionary deregulation
)olicy. This experience provides an important source of empirical infornati on about airline economics and policy . However, in many Australian
;ircles knowledge of the US deregulatory experience is often only
;ketchy and anecdotal in nature. This paper surveys the extensive literaure on US airline deregulation, presenting a brief summary description
)f recent events and developments in the US industry and comments on
he relevance of this experience to the Australian situation.

[I. THE US AIRLINE INDUSTRY BEFORE DEREGULATION
fhe regulatory framework
The US airline industry has a tradition of extensive regulation dating
,~n! from 1938 (more detailed descriptions of the regulatory framework in the

lm,e

US airline industry are available in Douglas and Miller, 1974; Kennedy,
e<': 1975 ; and Keeler, 1978) . Policy was oriented towards government proA~,r llIotion of the air transport system and protection of the industry and was
\~ - :Jursued through public utility style regulation. In particular, airline
\~:J1.- ":Jolicy was often interpreted by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB), the
- rincipal US regulatory authority, as allowing or requiring anti~l1o,. --ompetitive policies .
~,

.

HI j wfu ch of the research for this paper was undertaken while the author was employed
lit the Australian National University. The views expressed do not necessarily
ceflect those of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

~'/,
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The CAB controlled the number of airline carriers in the industry and!
the routes on which each could fly . This control was typically exercised!
in a highly restrictive manner. For instance, no new trunk carriers werel
certificated from 1938 to 1976. In addition, entry was controlled into!
every individual airline market by means of route authority cases, whichI
effectively limited most routes to two or three carriers. Under a route,
moratorium no new route authorities were granted from 1970 onwards.
Fares were set according to a formula that related standard fares to(
distance travelled. The formula was supposedly based on average indus-,
try costs, assuming a 55 per cent load factor and 12 per cent return am
capital. However, the chosen formula resulted in fares less than cost for·
distances under 400 miles and greater than cost for those over 400 miles
(Kahn. 1983). While some discounts were allowed at times, airlines werel
not generally permitted to set prices below the standard fares.
Subsidies were available to trunk and local service airlines to providel
minimal adequate service to smaller communities. This often consisted:
of one flight per week.
It is also important to note the areas of airline activity that were noll
subject to detailed regulatory controls. These included aircraft type and.
capacity, inflight services, and timetable schedules.
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Economic assessment

This system of airline regulation was sharply criticised by many
economists as being inefficient and contrary to general community in-· ",
"'.
terests (Levine, 1965; Douglas and Miller, 1974; Keeler, 1978). Fares!
were alleged to be set too high in that the allowed rate of return on capita1
was in excess of that required to earn a normal rate of profits. In respons
to these administered prices and the supernormal profits implicit in them, ~~' I r
a tendency towards competition developed. This mainly took the form o~
nonprice competition, e.g., improved scheduling, aircraft type and size, e~1)
and inflight services. It resulted in low load factors , large aircraft, --,,_
frequent flights , and average or normal financial returns to the carriers.
While this nonprice competition yielded some benefits to passengers it
was generally thought that the price/quality combination of service ~
provided was higher than desired. Empirical evidence to support thi ~
analysis was found in the behaviour of intrastate carriers in California and:
Texas , which were outside CAB control and charged fares up to 50 perl
cent lower than the trunk airlines.
The lack of new entry into the industry and into individual market ~
inhibited innovation and the provision of alternative price/quality option ~
for air travellers . In addition, airline networks were poorly integrated_
with suboptimal route structures owing to the difficulty of acquiring ne~
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:;, ,routes. The CAB awarded routes with little thought for selecting the
Iminimum cost carriers. Instead, the main criterion for selection was route
.strengthening aimed at improving the financial viability of carriers. The
ro,,, result was an industry characterised by geographic specialisation and
~.
~ s h arp boundaries between carriers (trunks, local service and commuters)
k', - characteristics largely unrelated to economic and market realities.
t,
Finally, the lack of competition meant that airline managements had
rdlr; ueduced incentives to resist union demands, which led to so-called
'it! ' regulation exploitation' by employees. The resultant high labour costs
tree: ttook the form of not only higher wages and salaries but also restrictive
crt work rules.
Itl.

$1:

III. US AIRLINE DEREGULATION

Two phases of deregulation can be identified: first, de/acto deregulation
where bureaucratic decisions gave the industry increased freedoms; and
second, de jure deregulation with the introduction of new legislation
governing the US airline industry.
From the mid-1970s onwards the CAB began to adopt a less restrictive
regulatory stance (CAB, 1982a). The route moratorium ended in 1975. In
October 1976 the CAB relaxed the group affiliation rules for charter
fl ights, thus providing a competitive alternative to existing scheduled
services. In April 1977 restricted deep discount fares, e .g . , the American
Airlines' Supersaver fare, were allowed so that scheduled carriers could
Ii
match the charter operators. By March 1978 these had spread throughout
the networks. In September 1978 the CAB introduced its ' zone of
reasonableness' approach to air fares under which carriers could readily
vary their fares from the standard formula rates within the range minus 50
,per cent to plus IO per cent. In addition , route award procedures were
streamlined. Fare proposals were considered in making route awards
from early 1977, while proceedings awarding routes to several carriers
were
introduced in 1978. By January 1979 the CAB had essentially
('
removed most entry barriers.
The Airlines Deregulation Act of 1978 signalled the de jure phase (for
~~;:'
.a detailed summary of the Act , see Dubuc, '1979). This Act provided , on
)i ~~
.a phased basis, for extensive deregulation of the airline industry . In
f'Il,~
or:
IParticular, it introduced virtually unrestricted entry and fare adjustment.
lie(;
The Act provided a timetable for reform. The CAB would lose its route
010"
iauthority in December 1981 and its rate authority in January 1983, while
lthe CAB itself would be terminated in January 1985. However, the
,effects of the Act were almost immediate . In ordinary route award cases
' willing entrants were usually admitted and the burden of proof was
~~~, ' shifted so that opponents to entry were required to show that the proposed
~'.
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entry was against public convenience and necessity. The Act also provided a statutory zone of reasonableness for air fares.
The importance of the Act was twofold . It ratified the earlier de facto
deregulatory actions of the CAB, thus protecting the CAB from possible
court cases. But, more importantly, it provided a permanent liberalisation of the industry. Thus the new approach to airline regulation would no
longer rely so heavily on bureaucratic whim or interpretation, would
perhaps be more difficult to reverse, and would encourage and enable a
longer-term response by the industry.
The overriding theme of the deregulation policy is competition. Maximum reliance is placed on the competitive market process to detennine
industry efficiency , air fares, price/quality options , network structure,
and the financial fortunes of the airlines . However, while the policy is
procompetitive overall, it is cautious in certain areas .
First, air safety maintains its high priority . The Act is specifically
designed to guard against any deterioration of established safety standards . Concern was felt that expanded operations by commuters and
newly certificated carriers might lower air safety. However, provisions
were made for new safety standards for commuters as close as feasib le to
those of the certificated operators. Second, to allay fears that services to
small communities would be terminated, the Essential Air Service Program guarantees essential air transportation to eligible small communities for a period of ten years. This program replaces the former local
service airline subsidies scheme and is designed to provide small communities with access to the national system or to cities with close ties.
Eligible communities include all those receiving air services in October
1978 and some of those whose services were terminated in the previous
decade . Finally , the Airlines Deregulation Act has the explicit goal of
preventing predatory and anticompetitive practices . It seeks to avoid
unreasonable industry concentration , excessive market domination, and
monopoly power.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS SINCE DEREGULATION
Exogenous influences
Economic analysis of policy proposals often utilises comparative static
analysis. In such an approach the ceteris paribus assumption, i.e. , that all
other factors or parameters in the economic system remain unchanged, is
important in order to isolate the effects of the policy proposal itself fro m
other possible changes within the system.
16
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In reality, however, it is unlikely that the ceteris paribus assumption
'ill hold. This has certainly been the case in the US airline industry since
eeregulation. In particular, the industry has faced changes in input prices ,
uctuations in the business cycle, and strikes and other stoppages. For
' l(ample, the airline input prices index rose 105 per cent from the fourth
lUarter 1976 to 1981, compared with a consumer prices index rise of 62
(er cent (Kahn, 1983: 142). Fuel prices rose 230 per cent over the same
(eriod while interest rates doubled from 9 per cent in 1978 to 18 per cent
' 1 1981. There were boom conditions and rapid growth in GNP in the US
(conomy during the period 1977-1979, whereas 1979-1982 was charac~!ri sed by recession conditions. Demand for airline services is closely
e lated to general economic conditions. The air traffic controllers ' strike
11 mid-1981 had an uneven impact on regions, airports, and carriers as it
. ~d to decreased landings and flight diversions to relatively unaffected
, irports. A lengthy strike at United Airlines and the grounding of the
)C-IO aircraft also occurred in early 1979.
Thus circumstances within the airline industry have not been static and
Ihe effects of these changes are confounded with the impact of deregulaion, While this makes it difficult to isolate precisely the effects of the
IOlicy changes, information is nevertheless available on the workings of
L deregulated airline system under a variety of conditions. It also highights the fact that any valid comparison between deregulation and
::ontinued regulation must be made under identical circumstances reating to exogenous influences.

t~

,

,.

~,

f~ares

and costs

,.

There have been fundamental changes in the structure of air fares in the
.]S since deregulation. In particular, the number of discount air fares and
ben
. he sizes of discounts have significantly increased . Whereas around 20
":>er cent of air travellers flew with discount fares before deregulation ,
Ipproximately 80 per cent were on discount fares in 1982 with an average
·;avings of about 50 per cent (Time, 1983) . While this may be consistent
Iwith increased price discrimination, it is generally believed that the more
.:orrect explanation is that air fares are now more closely related to costs
,Jf production.
Several observations give support to this explanation. First, shortIhaul, thin routes have become relatively more expensive than long-haul,
(dense routes. This reflects cost economies of longer stage lengths and
! m" iincreased market density allowing the use of larger aircraft. In addition,
1I0ng, dense routes often tend to have a greater proportion of discretionary
, ttravellers. This tends to have an impact on relative route costs since it is
rmore expensive to provide a regular, frequent , low load factor service
'I
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often required to cater for nondiscretionary travellers. Second, fares havel
been affected by an oversupply of wide-bodied jets, resulting from fallingj
demand and increased fuel prices. This has especially affected longj
routes from which it is difficult to redeploy these aircraft . Price competition in the deregulated environment has resulted in fares below full~
distributed costs. While such fares are unlikely to be sustained in the long!
run, they do reflect the decreased economic or opportunity cost o£
providing such services. This reduced opportunity cost is illustrated bY)
the fall in resale value of wide-bodied aircraft relative to smaller jets,
which occurred around 1980. Finally, the industry has seen the introduction of increased use of peak pricing . In any discussion of the relation
between fares and costs a basic point to note is, as illustrated by the
observations, that distance flown is not the sole factor determining
costs of airline service.
While both standard and average fares have increased in the years SlTIce~)l mneO
the introduction of deregulation, there are grounds for suspecting tha~
these rises were less than they would have been without deregulation.
Price competition and the freedom to enter markets has encouraged
existing carriers to increase efficiency by containing costs and increas'
productivity. For example, airlines have increased the seating density
their aircraft, operated with higher load factors, and achieved gn:at(:rr.~t
aircraft utilisation . Kahn repOrts that the trunk airlines increased
seating density by over 10 per cent between 1976 and 1981 (1983 : (43)"
and that the average load factor of all certificated carriers was 60 per
during the period 1977-1982 compared with 53 per cent during 197 1-1976 (1983: 144) . The CAB reports average aircraft utilisation by
trunk airlines was 9.5 hours per day during 1977-1980 compared with 8. 91 .I rna'll!(
hours per day during 1973-1976 (CAB, 1982a). This was aided by lmli';1
network changes enabling more effective summer/winter use of equip-- !dlell
ment and increased average stage lengths (up 5 per cent between the : 1%')
above time periods). Carriers have also sought to lower costs by negotia- · j) ~eR1t1
ting concessions on wage levels and work rules .
:'ea,edcll
New entrants into the airline industry have stimulated increased cost: tl meei)O
efficiency. Cost differences of the order of 25-30 per cent have been I " IJl~:!
observed between new entrants and established carriers (Kahn, ~~ledQr(
1983: 140) . These differences have been attributed to a less unionised l '"\I)~ ~11
workforce with lower wages and conditions and fewer senior staff (i .e., al p.:l (
ect
breaking down of regulation exploitation by employees), and increased
aircraft utilisation achieved by a variety of means including higher
seating densities , the use of less congested airports, specialised 'no-frills'
services , and the operation of single aircraft types and single flig ht.
segments rather than extended route patterns.
Changes in the quality of service (e.g, seating density and load factors)
complicate attempts to measure the extent of any cost reduction achieved
18
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after deregulation. However, one econometric study that allows for the
changes in these aspects of airline service suggests that the costs of
existing trunk and local service carriers were on average around 5 per cent
lower in 1977 and 1978 than they would have been without deregulation
(Kirby, 1984).

Profits
In recent years the US airline industry has experienced severe financial
hardship. Earnings have fallen markedly, in some cases to the point of
bankruptcy (e.g., Braniff). However, it should be remembered that other
industries and airlines in other countries have experienced similar results
in this period. In addition, financial performance in the airline industry
has varied greatly among airlines and over time. The average return on
investment for trunk and local service operators was 8.8 per cent during
the years 1977-1980 compared with 5.5 per cent during 1970-1976
(General Accounting Office, 1981).
The financial difficulties facing the airline industry can be traced to
several factors:
a) the economic recession during 1979-82, which rivalled the worst
since the depression. While demand fell overall, the recession had its
greatest effects in leisure markets.
b) a rapid increase in fuel prices, which rendered many older aircraft
virtually obsolete and increased the difficulty of redeploying larger
aircraft.
c) management errors, e.g., the expansion plans of Braniff and Pan
Am. It appears that carriers worrying about market shares performed
relatively worse than those concentrating on profitability (Cohen,
1981 ).
d) deregulation, under which inefficient, high-cost airlines had increased difficulty competing.
e) the equipment legacy of the old regulatory system. For example,
the trunk airlines, with around 35 per cent of their capacity in widebodied aircraft in 1978 (Graham and Kaplan, 1982:27), were less able
to cope with deregulation and the exogenous pressures in the industry,
as reflected in their relatively poorer financial performance.

Network developments
Substantial changes have occurred in the US domestic airline network
structure since deregulation (although statistical results relating to
changes in network structure and services are very sensitive to the chosen
19
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time period and therefore must be interpreted with considerable care) . .
Many of these changes reflect a continuation of previous trends andi
responses to changes in the economy, e.g., changing business cycles and i ,unon
fuel prices . However, changes have probably been occurring faster than 1 \JOOIt1
they would have under the old CAB regulatory system. This has been) lor
welcomed by many including the industry itself, which now has the scope ~ 'n.l~
to be more responsive and flexible in the face of exogenous shocks.
There has been a marked realignment of networks by carriers. Airlines ;
are generally moving towards longer routes than those they have been I
operating. For example, in 1979 when trunk airlines operated with an I
average stage length of 659 miles , the average stage length of routes,
added to their networks in that year was 797 miles. The average stage :
length of routes deleted was 366 miles. For local service carriers the:
figures were 268 miles, 428 miles, and 181 miles, respectively (Lauriac,
1980). Such changes are closely related to the equipment legacy of the .
lilr.il~C
previous regulatory system.
While overall service seems to have improved, the changes have been
uneven between states and between hub types . Large cities generally
appear to have more service while smaller ones have less. For example,
between June 1978 and June 1981 departures at various hub types
changed thus: + II per cent at 24 large hubs, +6 per cent at 37 medium
hubs , -0.4 per cent at 70 small hubs, and - 2 per cent at 480 nonhubs.
Departures were up overall (CAB, 1982b). However, these quantitative
measures tend to mask qualitative changes.
The consensus seems to be that the airline network is now better
integrated and more closely matches desired traffic flows. There has been
an increased use of major hubs and a de-emphasis on the use of secondary
hubs. For example, in 1978 three out of 16 trunk and local service airlines
operated more than 20 per cent of their departures from their leading city.
In 1981 the figure was 10 out of 16 (CAB, 1983) . Local service airlines
have extended their networks to retain the traffic they previously fed into
the trunk system. In 1981, I I per cent of the local service airlines' flights
were nonstop and longer than 1000 miles. In 1978 there were no such
services (Graham and Kaplan, 1982:29). Thus, while roughly the same
proportion of travellers made connections in 1981 as in 1978, the proportion travelling on the same airline increased 25 per cent. Better integration of the network is also reflected in an increased emphasis on direct
flights. While the number of departures from non-hubs decreased between 1978 and 1981, the number of departures from these to large and
medium airports increased in the same period by 3 percent and I percent,
respectively (CAB, 1982b) . This reflects increased access to major cities
and fewer multi-stop, 'milk-run' services.
Looking specifically at small community service, there has been little
evidence of wholesale abandonment of service or of a collapse of the
20
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network . Commuter airlines have often been quick to replace any terminated services, although there was some initial resistance to certain
jisadvantages of commuter operations, e .g., lower altitude flying in
5maJl, unpressurised cabins. The 72 small communities abandoned by
trun k and local service airlines between 1978 and 1981 enjoyed a 30 per
:ent increase in the number of flights available to them (Graham and
Kapl an, 1982:30) . Furthermore, subsidy arrangements under the Airlines Deregulation Act appear to be a more cost effective means of
maintaining minimal service levels than the former local service airlines
subsidy scheme. From deregulation until 1982 local service carriers
dropped 56 destinations eligible for subsidy. However, only about half of
these needed a subsidy under the Essential Air Service Program and the
subsidy costs per airport were less than 50 per cent of those necessary
under the former scheme (CAB, 1982a).
Cohen emphasises that the network restructuring to date has a significant transitional element to it. ft largely reflects the equipment legacy of
the old regulatory system (i .e., a glut of large and shortage of small
aircraft) and an increased rate of aircraft obsolescence due to higher fuel
prices. At any given point in time there is a finite supply of aircraft
services determined by maximum fleet utilisation. Efficient use of the
community 's resources is made when this supply is allocated to its most
profitable uses, although it implies that some profitable demand for
services may, at that point in time, remain unsatisfied. This is the strategy
under deregulation subject to the Essential Air Service provisions . However, in the longer run , when carriers have had the opportunity to adjust
their fleet size and composition, all markets can be expected to receive
service commensurate with demand.

Industry structure
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Indu stry structure has changed considerably since deregulation. The
former intrastate carriers have expanded their operations and new entrants such as Midway, People's Express and New York Air have
.emerged . These low cost carriers have been able to find sources of capital
to finance their operations , which are often specialised, point to point,
'no-frills' services. The local service airlines have extended their activities by concentrating on holding their originating traffic. Their fleets have
I proved adaptable in the competitive environment , enabling them to move
J into trunk markets and retain control of feeder routes. The trunk airlines
1have tried to extend downwards since they can no longer rely on other
iairlines to feed their services. This has proved difficult for them given
1their fleet mix. Commuter airlines have increased their operations to
: smaller cities where they are replacing trunk and local service carriers.
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Charter operators have generally performed poorly since their operations
were mainly long-haul where there has been a glut of capacity, and they ,.ur~:ro
:0':(1 I
have a lower relative cost advantage compared with new entrants.
lC3ll
IXTilil
There is less concentration in the industry as a whole and in almost all
market categories. Smaller carriers have been growing more rapidly. ~rcstroc:wi
Between 1978 and 1980 trunk airlines' traffic grew 15 per cent compared
with 33 per cent for the local service airlines and 42 per cent for other
carriers. As a result the trunk airlines' market share of revenue mi les IlWLiCAI
performed declined from 88 per cent in 1976 to 79 per cent in 1982, while
that of local service carriers grew from 8 per cent to 12 per cent over the w~rence
hHe'
same period (CAB, 1982a, 1983).
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Air safety
Air safety can be a very potent issue in terms of public impact.
However, statistics regarding air safety must be interpreted with care
since results can be altered dramatically by a single, tragic accident.
Fortunately, in the years since deregulation, the industry has enjoyed
some of its best safety results on record.
In 1980 the total accident rate for certificated carriers was 0.22 1
accidents per 100,000 hours, the best result on record . In 1982 the rate
was only 5 per cent higher and the second best result of the last decade . In
terms of fatalities per 100 million passenger miles flown, the average fo r
the period 1977 to 1982 was less than half the average for the period 1971
to 1976 . Similarly, in 1982 the commuter industry recorded the lowest
total and fatal accident rates in the eight years for which statistics have
been available (data from North, 1983).
The available evidence strongly refutes the exaggerated claims of
some commentators that deregulation will necessarily result in a loweri ng
of air safety standards.

Summary
As with all regulatory changes there are both winners and losers.
Groups tending to be worse off under airline deregulation include travellers and airport operators at some small townships , some high conven ience travellers , employees of certain existing airlines, and poor airline
managers. However, there are offsetting groups of winners including
discretionary travellers, new employees, and efficient carriers.
Probably the most outstanding feature arising from the policy reform
has been the dynamic nature of the industry when unimpeded by regulatory constraints. This is revealed by industry responsiveness to exog22
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ous changes in its operating environment and its active pursuit of
nsumer patronage via cost reductions, innovative services, and diver[y of choice. Deregulation has led to fundamental improvements in the
~ domestic airline industry through increasingly cost-based fares , net)rk restructuring, and greater efficiency overall.
~

.. IMPUCA TIONS FOR AUSTRALIA
-1e experience of the US airline industry with both regulation under the
1l\8 and the recent deregulation is highly relevant for Australia and
'fers several lessons to us. It provides important empirical evidence

garding the economics of airline markets .
Opponents of deregulation in the US put forward many arguments to
. stify their position, e.g., claims relating to wasteful competition ,
onopoly, destruction of airline networks , and reduced safety standards .
h'i 11e experience to date seems to refute their fears and gives credence to
e procompetitive stance of many economic researchers of the industry .
milar arguments have been used in the debate over Australian airline
en
gulation (for a discussion of this debate , see Kirby, 1981), In light of
e US experience, supporters of our existing regulatory policies must
)w argue that a competitive market approach is not applicable in
ustralia , rather than that it is fundamentally deficient.
The Australian Two-Airline Policy is more restrictive than the former
S regulatory framework . In particular, it exerts greater control on
mprice competition , especially with respect to capacity, which has
ubably resulted in a more desirable trade-off between flight frequency
ld load factors. However, its cost-plus pricing system in a market with
strictions on entry reduces incentives to be cost efficient. The Aus,alian regulatory system can be criticised for its lack of competition ,
inimal innovation, poor consumer choice, and high costs and fares
\lbon and Kirby, 1983; Kirby, 1979; Forsyth and Hocking, 1980) .
(ertainly there appears ample scope for an improved economic perforance in the industry.
In the US the legislative approach of deregulation was preferred to
nlightened regulation ' as the way to stimulate increased efficiency in
Ie industry. A similar conclusion is likely for Australia. It is better not to
lyon the whim or arbitrary interpretation of politicians and bureaucrats.
egislated deregulation reduces policy uncertainty, thus providing perlanence and conditions more suitable for long-term planning . It also
!ssens the possibility for losers to regain dominance over policy . In
dition , the major potential gain in Australia is likely to be increased
)st efficiency, which is not so readily attainable through simple options
lailable to regulators such as raising load factors .
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The US experience indicates that bureaucratic direction is not all! ,~L~I
institution well adapted to coping with the dynamics of this industry. Thisi '!!W.1
is also the case in Australia and is well illustrated by the Australianl ~OI.~
bureaucracy's preoccupation with the concept of 'the national network'( 1'[DIOO
and by its desire to neatly categorise carriers and their tasks (KirbY+' iUr.ll
1982).
.~
It is important to appreciate that the direct relevance of the US experi·;
ence to the Australian situation comes from the information it provides 001
the market process and the broad, qualitative nature of the likely res ulttt
from a move to a competitive airline market environment - not from th~1
precise details of the US market outcome. The US deregulation experi·;
ence indicates that competition can work in airline markets. Howeverii'
since conditions of both demand and supply differ between the US anGi
Australia, it is unlikely that market outcomes will be identical in an)l:
precise, quantitative sense. Thus in a deregulated Australian airlinH'
market one should expect to observe levels of fares and costs, aircrafJ
types and numbers, network route structures, and other features differenn
to those occurring in the deregulated US system. In particular, it i ~i
important to note that the smaller absolute size of the total Australial(
market compared with the total US market does not necessarily invalidat<t
the procompetitive approach in Australia nor the relevance of the US:
deregulation experience.
Events in the US also suggest several potential problem areas associ i
ated with deregulation in Australia. First, it is necessary to ensure thaz
management of airport infrastructures, e .g., access to departure slots an ,
terminal facilities, supports a competitive policy. Second, regulation ot)
intrastate services should be compatible with Federal policy. Finally¥
labour union influence on new airlines is a possible stumbling block t\t'
effective policy reform. New and potential entrants provide an importanr
source of stimulus to the deregulated industry. This may be frustrated i i
unions achieve dominance similar to that obtained under existi n~
policies.
Finally , it must be remarked that the outlook for significant polic ~
reform in the shape of deregulation does not seem favourable for A u s~
tralia. There are several factors not so present in Australia that wen
important at the time leading up to deregulation in the US. These incluct:!
greater scope for political entrepreneurs in the US political system (e.gl ·
Senator E . Kennedy; see Weingast, 1981) and widespread dissatisfactio)
with government regulation in general and CAB activities in particulatl
When the Two-Airline Policy was last renewed in 1981 it appeared t h a~
the time may have then been appropriate for policy refonn. There werr
several recent academic studies criticising the industry, critical publii
reports, unusually active agitation within government circles, and widtie
spread coverage of the issues in the popular press (Kirby, 1979, 198 I
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• i)fsyth and Hocking, 1980; Department of Transport, 1979; Report of
Ie Independent Public Inquiry into Domestic Air Fares , 1981) . HowIler, the outcome was in many ways an even more restrictive policy .
. lthough the recent change of Federal Government adds a further ele]lent of uncertainty , it seems unlikely that the Australian industry will see
!gnificant policy reforms in the near future .
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Q: The development of hubs was one of the results of deregulation in the

<u

~!iI

United States. The way that they were described this morning seemed to
indicate that they would be quite a significant part of the whole process
within a deregulated Australian market. Where do you see the increased
development of the these hubs , given the distribution of significant
centres of population by Australian standards?

Christopher Findlay: It is enormously difficult to predict where hubs
will develop. What I am trying to get is a structure for thinking about how
the market is going to develop. Small communities are clearly concerned
about what is going to happen to their service. We can say that in the US
1r.lilj many small communities developed into hubs when more traffic was fed
through. Through hubs we can see the economies of consolidating people
on large aircraft and we can also see the effects on service from the small
l1r
communities to the hubs. So some of their concerns may not be justified .
~ur,~
In a very sparsely populated region the hubs will be very difficult to
predict and may take a long time to develop. Then perhaps the strategy to
adopt if you are concerned about service to those communities is a direct
subsidy to the airlines. You could do that if you had enough resources .
Or if you had enough research resources you could set up an experiment and design the least-cost network for Australia, but I'd say that was
not necessary to do in advance because the least-cost network would
emerge from the competition anyway.
Michael Kirby: Like Chris , I would not want to predict where hubs
would develop. I'm not in the airline management business . In terms of
smallness, there are some pretty small communities in the US too and it
seems that all but the very smallest of them have received or are capable
of receiving unsubsidised airline services . The CAB used to think that
something like 40 passengers a day would support unsubsidised air
services. So I think that for a lot of the small communities in Australia the
prospect is there for the continuation or even extention of airline services
under a more competitive environment.

Q: Michael, have you ever heard the reports I've heard that some of the
entrant airlines in the States have been able to reduce their operating and
labour costs by up to 50 per cent with new kinds of contractual arrangements with staff? What sorts of implications does this have for the likely
fall in the average costs of airline services in Australia in a deregulated
enviroment?
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Kirby: In the US new entrants have been a very important source of :
competition and stimulus to the industry, and they have indeed enjoyed I
noticeably lower cost structures. One particular fear I might have in the :
Australian industry is that we would not necessarily get as much of a ,
stimulus from new entrants here because the union movement in Aus- .
tralia might be more strongly organised and able to prevent new entrants ,
from enjoying the salary reductions and less restrictive work practices ,
that have occurred in the States.
I mentioned before some of the econometric work I've done . The '
figures are for the period 1971-78 and suggest that after allowances are .
made for things like number of airports serviced , load factors, average
aircraft size , number of departures , proportion of freight to passenger '
services, proportion of scheduled verses unscheduled flights, fuel prices,
and labour costs , the Australian industry has costs something like 55 per '
cent higher than the cost of equivalent operations in the US . So that is one
reason why I feel that cost efficiency in the Australian industry is
potentially one of the biggest areas of gain from a deregulated .
environment .
Ray Ball: Before I close this first morning session off I want to take
Chairman's prerogative and make an observation myself in relation to the
issue of hubs . I am not speaking as an aviation expert - I know very little
about the industry at all - but as a person who spends a little time looking
at markets and how companies and managers operate within markets. I'd
have thought that Chris 's illustration of the hubs could be treated as just '
one illustration of what has occurred in one geographic context as a result
of allowing the creativity of market solutions to get running , of allowing ,
entrepreneurs the scope to profit by serving people through entrepreneurship . I would not see it as necessarily saying that the same geographic '
structure would dictate the same solution in Australia , but simply as an I
example of what can happen when you allow people to be innovative with I
sol utions . I think the answer to your question would be that in general we
don ' t have to plan these things in advance . When market forces are
operating we do not need to specifically say what the outcome will be in
order to say that there will be gains from allowing innovation and I
creati vity.
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Frank Gallagher is an economist who held a senior position with thet
Commonwealth Bureau of Transport Economics for four years fro
1971 to 1975. Since 1975, he has been with the Co-ordinator General ot
Transport (fonnerly Director General of Transport) in Western Australia ..
Mr Gallagher's present role is to develop policy and provide polic}')
advice for the State Minister for Transport on air and sea transport . Oven
the past two or three years, Mr Gallagher has been particularly concerned:
with interstate airline policy and international liner shipping policy. Het
has been involved in shaping and presenting a variety of State Govern-'
ment campaigns aimed at improving the welfare of users of those inter-"
state and international airline services that operate to and from Perth. lIT
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Australia 's new internal (intra-state) air transport policy .
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Integrating Domestic and
International Aviation
Frank Gallagher

I. INTRODUCTION
The argument presented in this paper is not erudite, nor is it supported by
a mass of skillfully manipulated quantitative evidence. It is based on a
single idea - not a new idea , and at present a seemingly unfashionable
one . Nevertheless, it introduces another dimension to the discussion of
domestic aviation policy in Australia.
Basically , the idea is that we are discussing' domestic aviation' and the
Two-Airline Policy not because there is any natural or functional distinction between domestic and international aviation, but because there has
been for many years in Australia an artificial and institutionalised dichotomy between them.

II. THE ATTITUDE IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA
At this stage the reader may be apprehensive about being exposed to
another boring litany on the ' unique problems' of Western Australia.
That is not really what this paper is about; the issue has much wider
implications. Nevertheless , the dichotomy between domestic and international airline services is discussed in the context of the nation 's major
transcontinental air route - that linking Perth with Melbourne and
Sydney (and Ade laide) - and of the lesser transcontinental air route
linking Darwin to the populated southeast comer of the continent.
It cannot be denied that some changes in air transport policy , particularly at the national level, have favoured transcontinental air travellers.
However, in Perth most of the changes would be regarded as progress
towards redressing a bias against the captive transcontinental air passenger - a bias that has been inherent in the evolution of the nation 's air
transport system.
The formation of the Independent Air Fares Committee (lAFC) did
allow the States and others to present their cases regarding the domestic
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airline system. And, in its August 1982 cost allocation review, the IAFC '
did respond favourably to the case put by Western Australia. It can no '
longer be claimed that there is a cost-based bias against long distance
travellers inherent in the formulae used to derive standard economy air'
fares; nor can it be claimed that there is a cost-based bias against short
distance travellers.
It cannot be inferred from this improved set of circumstances that the
Government of Western Australia should have a long-term commitment
to either the IAFC or an air fare formulae approach to setting air fares. Its
policy attitude must spring from a concern for the lot of transcontinental
air travellers. Now as in the past , commitment to institutionalised and
cost-based air fare formulae rather than market-determined air fares rests
on the following tenet: while Ansett and T AA are shielded from competition, the Federal Government has a responsibility to ensure that air fares
reflect operating costs .

III. CABOT AGE AND THE TWO-AIRLINE POLICY
What shields Ansett and TAA from competition is , of course, the Federal
Government's Two-Airline Policy.
Within Australia, nearly all of the long distance passenger air transport
is undertaken by regular and scheduled airline services operating on what
are known as major domestic routes : that is , routes connecting the
nation's major cities and towns . For 30 years the Two-Airline Policy has
guaranteed Ansett and T AA exclusive access to these routes.
Many observers have pointed out that the Two-Airline Policy has
continued unchallenged only because of the power of the Commonwealth
to control the importation of aircraft under the trade and commerce power
in the Constitution. It is suggested here that the unwritten (until 1981)
Federal policy of segregating international from domestic carriers was
also necessary for the maintenance and survival of the Two-Airline
Policy. This policy of segregation was formally recognised in the tighter
package of Two-Airline Policy legislation , which was ratified by the
Federal Parliament in 1981. Domestic and international segregation was
enshrined in the 1981 Airlines Agreement (Section 15 of the Schedule to
the Act). Australia's international operator, Qantas, was not a signatory
to the Agreement.
We are so used to this situation that questioning the segregation of '
internal and international airline routes may seem like questioning an
article of faith. The dogma of airline cabotage in Australia prevents not :
only foreign international airlines but also our own international airli ne :
from operating on Australia's major domestic routes. We tend to forget .
that this situation is uniquely Australian. Within Europe a good deal of'
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ng distance air transport is carried out by charter operators . In the
mited States domestic airlines operate on some international routes and
ce versa. In Indonesia Garuda serves both domestic and international
lIutes. In Canada the situation is similar, and so on.

~{.

DEREGULATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR WESTERN
lUSTRALIA

;areful observers will have noticed that, despite the mood of dissension,
lie Government of Western Australia has never called for complete
")andonment of the Commonwealth's Two-Airline Policy. There are
ractical difficulties associated with immediately dismantling the protecon of the two airline system. Not the least of these is the present Two
jrline Agreement Act, which has the force of law until at least 1986.
[owever, these difficulties apart, the State has had good reason for a
autious approach to completely deregulating domestic airlines.
This caution in Western Australia has been caused by uncertainty
bout what the concept of deregulation really means in the Australian
ontext, and what sort of system of transcontinental air services would
merge from total or partial deregulation of Australia's domestic airline
ystem. There are dozens of possible scenarios for deregulation, but
~~c~

roadly they fall into two groups:
Scenario A: deregulation of domestic aVlatlon, without allowing
domestic and international traffic to mix; or
Scenario B: deregulation of domestic aviation, side by side with a
policy that does away with domestic and international airline
segregation .

If we look into the future to try to envisage what sort of system would
lmerge under each of these scenarios, Scenario A gives cause for much
~ reater concern than Scenario B.
Under 'total' domestic deregulation that maintains cabotage, in other
words Scenario A, we could end up with a monopoly airline or be stuck
,. with the same old collusive duopoly, acting much as they do now but
~: I\lithout the protection and blessing of government.
In this scenario many Western Australian travellers , businesspeople in
Ilarticular, would be in the same situation they are in today. Their price
'~ Iasticity of demand is low and they would continue to be captives in the
~\C"
Ilirline market. The airline(s) would quite sensibly indulge in price
Iiiscrimination. The mark-up on costs would be higher on the trans:.;ontinental routes than on short-haul east coast routes .
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Transcontinental air fares would probably be set just low enough ttl ~clft!1
discourage competition on this profitable route. Whether these faree IUJment~
would be lower than existing air fares is a moot point. In fact it is quit(l aJIiif(
likely that they would be, but this is not a prediction that can be made witl! ~iliel
confidence.
;li.lJ:oo
Under total deregulation under Scenario 8, transcontinental airlin61
services would operate in an entirely different environment. The tra ns~ ~~~~
continental route would become part of the international route networlti I~oo~~
that hubs mainly on Singapore and on Sydney/Melbourne. The numbee '( k!ilian
of flights betwen Perth and Australia's east coast would fall significantly{ i'~IC!'
simply because the route would be served by larger aircraft. There would! '~\l~e
still be a mix of aircraft types on the route, ranging from 8747s to 8737s5 t;J11ilr't
However, the accent would shift from 8727s to larger aircraft like th(t( ~llc~
B747 and the A300 Airbus. The frequency of service between Perth an(! mlsuc\
Adelaide would probably fall significantly.
'~\\o1Il
Under Scenario 8, some interesting new route structures emerge. FOD "I:ima!
instance , it is conceivable that there could be an Ansett 8727-20()( or~lo~
operating twice a week in each direction on the Perth-Jakarta-Singapore~ :OOI)!I
Darwin-Alice Springs-Adelaide-Perth triangular route pattern .
Under Scenario B, there would undoubtedly be a greater range 0)
lower air fares available for travel between Perth and the east coast OD
Australia. For first class and business class travel, fares would remain
high . But, most importantly , consumers would encounter a greater rang~(
of fares and travel choices.

V. IS THIS AN ISSUE NOW?
The cynics, particularly among the airline operating fraternity , might
why bother about this issue now. Qantas, who was apparently quite
to get into domestic aviation two years ago, particularly on the
transcontinental route, now seems to have gone cold on the idea. 8es
the present series of Acts and Agreements effectively enshrines the
airline system until 1986, if not 1989. The present Federal
does not appear to have a policy commitment to altering that legislation ..
One possible reason why Qantas is no longer interested in domestic
routes is that both Qantas and the two major domestic operators now fine
themselves with excess aircraft capacity . Amalgamating the two marke t~
could only exacerbate that situation.
(There are two interesting reasons for this excess capacity situation . ( I
It reflects a worldwide downturn in demand for air travel - which is, irr
tum, an effect of severe economic recession. (2) It is also a consequence
of airline investment decisions made three or four years ago - the
decisions by Ansett and TAA to get into wide-bodied jets. Thus they were
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:tIe to dangle those ' shiny new toys ' in front of the then Federal
.\ lovernment as an irresistible incentive to ensure continued protection of
Ie two airline system.)
Now is the time for the people in Canberra to start thinking seriously
;;ain about domestic airline deregulation. As Western Australians know
bm bitter experience, it can take years for acceptable ideas to become
lality through policy implementation.
It should also be noted that when the present package of domestic
.rline legislation was unveiled in early 1981 , an extensive public review
( domestic aviation policy was promised. This review was to be comIeted by the end of 1985. Whether the present Federal Government has
ay commitment to carrying out that review is unknown . There have been
l:'::Jl:
)) publ ic pronouncements to suggest that it does. However, if it does
.•,Pr: hve any such commitment the Federal Government must get the review
Ilderway some time in the next 12 months if its review findings are to be
prtinent to a decision to either extend the present Two-Airline Agreelent or allow it to lapse. The Western Australian Government will
lldoubtedly suggest in the strongest terms that such a review should
I'riously consider the impact of segregating domestic and international
.rlines on the two air transport corridors that link Perth and Darwin to the
:1J: ppulated southeast comer of Australia .
. r,
If such a review is not imminent, then perhaps this issue is one to which
I~r' :,me relatively erudite organisation , such as the Bureau of Transport
~on omics, could focus its considerable research resources over the next
IvO or three years.
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irline Costs, Revenues and Profit
During a Recession
P.J. Forsyth

INTRODUCTION
lomestic airlines in Australia are recovering from a difficult period .
rans Australia Airlines (TAA) made a loss in 1981-82 and 1982-83's
:sult was much worse. Ansett also recorded a worse financial perforlance for 1982-83 than for 1981-82. Traffic not only slowed but actually
:11, and airlines normally plan for growth even in poor years . Regional as
lell as trunk airlines were affected, and commuter airlines were possibly
Ie worst affected of all , although little financial information is available
xcept for the trunk lines (Qantas, the international carrier, is also
ffected but is not considered here).
In this paper the nature of airline costs , revenues and profits are
xamined in general terms. This provides the basis for a discussion of
rofitability and pricing under deregulated and regulated environments.
'he final section assesses the significance of airline losses and policy
:!sponses to them. This is particularly relevant for the industry ' s closest
:!gulator, the Independent Air Fares Committee (IAFC).

I. THE VARIABILITY OF AIRLINE COSTS, REVENUES
,-NO PROFITS

=osts

lm'l~i~
S)c.~)

~Cij'~~.
~J,(I)11k
I "~
.)"J1

There is very little information available on how airline costs vary in
esponse to short term traffic changes. This reflects the fact that demand
;rowth is the norm, and that it is usually easier to adjust to reductions in
he rate of growth than to actual falls in traffic . It is sometimes tritely
lsserted that the short run marginal costs of airlines are low because load
;actors (the percentage of seats or capacity filled) are rarely 100 per cent.
In fact, for an efficiently priced airline short run marginal costs will equal
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the price that covers costs and yields a 'nonnal' profit (that is, there iu ~~:Il11
little evidence of economies of scale). The question is: what happens tel :rF~
marginal cost when output varies from the levels for which long run ileoclJ
decisions were made (i.e., planned output levels)?
Economists have said little on this question because the data needed to
resolve it are not usually available outside the finn (recent US experiencel
provides some observations, unreliable though they may be) . Moss Ifnue5
discussions of airline profitability concentrate on the demand side am!
assume that costs are flexible (Miller, 1977). This may be approximatel}: !be reien
true for different levels of growth, but it is unlikely to be true for falls il l 'jtletnr
output. We cannot get round the problem by classifying costs into 'fixedl ileoceflll
and 'variable' and assuming that the fixed costs must be incurred. Th~J )1M: I
distinction between fixed and variable costs depends on the period bein!l 'JIle~~i
planned for (Alchian, 1959). Thus an airline's response to a five per cem (\f3ll1C~
drop in traffic for six months depends on whether it expects the drop t«( .\JSlrJl
continue for the next six months, the next year, two years, or howevet
long. Obviously it will adjust more for changes that are expected to bo~
long lasting .
By and large , airlines are likely to believe that downturns in demance
will be shortlived. If traffic growth is expected to be high in the future: ~ ~
airlines will not wish to reduce their capacity to serve it by very mucht t~jU
Costs will thus be relatively insensitive to current traffic but will depe ncc ,]: rt
on planned traffic levels, and they may be difficult to reduce on
em;u
notice. It is not easy to alter capacity, especially if it means buy
nl
aircraft in a boom or selling in a slump. (This, of course, need not be
case with Australian airlines, because Australian traffic cycles need
correspond to US or world cycles.) Many nonaircraft costs are related
available aircraft capacity, not capacity in use . The number of trai
flight crew and the size of maintenance and serving facilities will
on capacity . Costs are likely to be relatively invariant to traffic when
brief changes are anticipated.
While capacity may be fairly fixed, the rate at which it is used need
be . Fewer flights may be scheduled, fuel may be saved (20-25 per cent
total airline costs), and other materials need not be purchased . However
the presence of fixed costs and marginal costs that fall below average COS)
when traffic is below forecast levels will mean that load factors fall in
recession. This will happen in regulated and unregulated markets . ~t;I"t;~· ... ",,,.
sions viewed as temporary introduce another complicating factor. Ai
lines may be unwilling to reduce their use of capacity as much as wou
be economically warranted because they fear losing a long tenn
tive advantage to a rival, especially on thin routes. This also reduces
flexibility of costs.
The foregoing arguments suggest that in the short tenn airline costs
Australia may be fairly fixed. Short run marginal costs may vary wi
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'ith economic conditions, but in practice airlines do have some scope for
jjusting capacity possessed or operated. Recessions are spurs to greater
Ifficiency, so adjustments are likely to occur then.

The revenue side is straightforward . Demand for airlines is quite
ensitive to overall income changes and responds quickly to them. Most
vidence points to an income elasticity in excess of unity, and this means
hat downturns in the economy will lead to magnified downturns in
lirline demand. This will be true of both business and leisure demand .
fhe traffic downturn in 1982-83 was a predictable result of the recession
n Australia.

Some industries have low profit margins, but total costs vary widely
md demand is fairly stable (for example, the retail food industry). Others
lave inflexible costs but high margins (for example, retail fashion
:lothes). In the airline industry demand is highly variable, or at least
;ensitive to economic conditions, costs are relatively inflexible , and
)rofit margins are low - on average around two per cent. All of this
;uggests that profits would be quite volatile . To examine this question we
leed to look at pricing. Regulated and deregulated markets will differ in
. respect because of different pricing arrangements .

. PRICES AND PROFITS UNDER DEREGULATION
fn a deregulated market there is little to stop profits from being volatile .
.
will tend to be set at short run marginal cost; thus they will fall
uring recessions and rise during booms. What this means for profits
Uh"iC QeIPellQS on demand elasticity. If demand elasticity is around unity (which
may be in the short run; see Trans Australia Airlines , 1982) or less, the
.
fall will add nothing to revenue, though it will increase costs
ause traffic will be higher than if prices had remained constant). It is
J,,""~.I Il\J~~ ·,ule , however, that if demand is highly elastic (in the short run) lower
may moderate losses.
Thus, in a deregulated environment, profits will tend to be more
volatile than if prices were kept constant or manipulated to preserve
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profitability. Traffic, on the other hand, will be less variable, as its fall l .'mreJ
will be moderated by the fall in price. From an allocative efficiency point t ~~L1e~
of view, this is a good result. When capacity is underutilised, there will i ~. rlt)'
be pressures to use it. Likewise , when capacity is in short supply it will be ~ ~Mo~~a
rationed efficiently. But airline profit volatility does have a cost. It t ThtCOC
increases the risk associated with the firm, which in turn increases the ~lcaOOk
firm's cost of capital. The cost increase need not be great since the ! ~cil)a\~u
volatility is predictable and quite systematic. (For this reason, lenders are! [~Iinae
willing to lend money to US airlines that have been making big losses.) ,effect. ~
Airline deregulation in America happened during a boom in the US; t;aOOll~O
economy, and then the most severe recession since the Second World i :~,: ~i~
War. For a time profits reached record levels, and they were followed by ' ~es~
record losses. Neither, as such, was the product of deregulation (what-- :ecaW
ever its supporters or opponents may claim). Deregulation probably I R~u:alXl
increased the volatility of profits, but not the average level of profits; " te IJ I
(Forsyth, 1981). The recovery is providing a test of this. Already airli ne ~ i,tk R~
profits are increasing sharply. Traffic has been higher than it would have ~ o[~oln;
been if Civil Aeronautics Board regulation of fares had been maintained.
~leoc)T
Commuter airlines are less regulated in Australia than trunk airlines as i eaOOl/l
to entry and, effectively, prices. They may have more variable costs than. iliOOt~
trunks (they can sell aircraft and layoff employees more easily), though. leefii1
demand is probably just as sensitive to economic conditions and profitt ik~[ t
margins are low. The commuter airline industry has been having a
difficult period, and individual operators have been forced to leave .

IV. PRICES AND PROFITS UNDER REGULATION
It is possible under regulation for prices to be raised in a recession to
protect profitability and held down during a boom to restrict high profits.
Regulation of prices, especially when backed up by regulation of capacity, makes it possible for the regulator, possibly jointly with the
industry, to choose any price, Hence price regulation essentially creates a l
monopoly. This monopoly power need not be used , but there will be
strong pressure from the industry for countercyclical prices to even out ,
profits. Often regulators will see their job as ensuring that prices are set at '
(average) costs for each individual year or period. This implies raising
prices in the recession.
The Australian airlines have had a remarkably even history of profitability, especially since 1960, which cannot be explained solely in terms
of consistent growth in the economy (Holcroft, (981) , A pattern seems tol
have developed . When demand growth falters, as it did in 1975, prices;
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ise in real terms (or relative to airline input costs), and as demand
xpands they fall. If the allowable prices are set according to average
ost, they will rise during recessions. Average cost appears to be what
egulators have used as a guide.
The consequences of this policy are magnification of the swings in
raffic and lower allocative efficiency. Just at a time when capacity is
eadily available, its utilisation is further lowered . This may not matter if
he fall in demand is slight, but for moderate or large falls it will have a
,ig effect. Suppose demand falls by 5 per cent and the elasticity of
lemand is unity. Suppose further that 50 per cent of an airline 's costs are
'ariable within the period being considered . If costs are to be covered,
eal prices will have to rise by 5 per cent and output fall by 10 per cent.
'rotecting profits has doubled the downturn in traffic.
Regulation need not lead to completely stable profits. Indeed , costs
nay be so inflexible and demand so elastic that total stability is not
Jossible. Regulation can be used to reduce the volatility of profits , but the
'ost of doing this is increased volatility of demand and lower allocative
:fficiency . These costs could be significant. To measure them we need to
ake a base situation. Suppose we assume constant prices. (Of course,
his is not an ideal policy since prices ought to vary with demand to
Ichieve efficiency . See section III .) As a rough indication, the allocative
osses from a 5 per cent reduction in traffic due to higher prices , with
mitary elasticity of demand, could be around 0 .25 per cent of industry
revenues . In Australia, these are currently well over $IOOOm per year.
lut slightly differently, to avoid a loss of $25m being incurred by the
ndustry the regulator would have to impose a loss of $27 .5m on con;umers. Larger traffic falls would imply more than proportionately larger
Illocative losses if regulation serves to keep profits even . Would the
lirline industry be prepared to pay the government upwards of $2.5m to
(eep its profits even (but no higher)?
If profits are to be protected during a recession, the most efficient way
)f doing so is through discriminatory pricing, or cross-subsidisation of
ne group of passengers by another. This is another example of the
Ramsey-Boiteux solution to the pricing problem when costs must be
_overed (Baumol and Bradford, 1970). it is a second-best solution to be
Jsed when the best solution is not available . In the airline context it would
::>e fairly simple to implement. Prices for price sensitive (probably low
fare, leisure) travellers would be set at short run marginal cost, and prices
for price insensitive groups (e.g., business travellers on full fares) would
De raised to cover costs. There would be only a minimal reduction in
Dverall traffic. To a degree, by introducing no-frills fares and simultaneously pushing economy fares up the Australian airlines are adopting
this second best policy .
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V. AIRLINE LOSSES: CONSEQUENCES AND POLICIES
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Airline losses are to be expected for some periods. Individual airlinesl o)rela0D1
may be able to avoid losses by good management and good fortune, or to: r:\):~Jocen
disguise them by use of creative accounting techniques. It is important to: 11:e~rrlr
see the probable losses for what they are - the response of a sensitive: ;dhe~
industry to a recession . Any proposed policies to deal with such problems~ ~C~ ~[
should take account of this.
]urteen
Losses are not necessarily a sign of inefficiency or poor management t :~oii"-~
(though both could be present). Since airlines rely to a degree on different 1m. Thi 1
markets (business, leisure) and operate different types of fleets, they maYr ' ~SJr
be differentially sensitive to the recession. Thus, a better financial per-- f'O!lmec
fonnance by one airline need not indicate greater efficiency (though this5 if [le:lS
could be present). Losses are not the result of re-equipment programs" oorrn~~ro
though they may have been made worse by the timing of the arrival of1 Onreocei
new capacity.
oonna;:
It is possible that airline accounting techniques will make losses seem1 ' mllUltillO
g reater. Airlines depreciate their aircraft in the books more rapidly tham .;re'lm1l1
their market value falls. Thus , when they sell aircraft they make anh ;' rule I
'abnonnal ', though entirely predictable , profit. Soon after a rN :ma,U:\Ii
equipment program depreciation provisions increase sharply, by rather 'n ofre!u!1
more than the true economic depreciation. Profits are thus understated .. ~lfii;ul1.
Later, when the aircraft are older (as was the case in the late 19705)" UI!n!U
profits are be overstated as depreciation expense falls (because the! Ir).il~l\
aircraft have already been written off), As both major airlines, andj :I!enu~~'i
especially Ansett, have been purchasing new aircraft recently, profit5s
over the next few years will tend to be understated (and losses overstated))
if current accounting practices are maintained .
Periods of losses often induce industries to strive to cut costs anill
increase efficiency. If their profits are protected they have less incenti
to do this. There are probably gains to be made if the Australian
seek to improve their production efficiency. A good example is B .
Airways. This airline made very large losses owing mainly to
factors , such as the high value of the pound (and not to US deregulation
Thi s prompted a cost reduction exercise that is significantly improv'
efficiency and competitiveness.
From the policy point of view, the Independent Air Fares
has a difficult task . If it tries to ensure that fares are set at average costs
may appear to be conforming to its terms of reference . Yet this wou
hardly ensure that air services were being operated on an 'efficient
economic basis ', as it would increase the variability of demand
encourage allocative inefficiency . Alternatively the IAFC might seek
achieve efficient pricing, which wou ld induce greater losses for
airlines in some years and greater profits in others. But it is far
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bvious how the IAFC would obtain the data needed for efficient pricing.
might seek to steer a middle course by trying to keep real fares constant,
r by relating fares to an input price index . It would then be putting some
f the burden of fluctuations on to the airline.
The other policy problem the IAFC must face is the structure of air
.ares. The best way to preserve airline profitability during a recession is
1) allow some price discrimination. Given its terms of reference , the
':ommittee may find it unpalatable to approve of a situation where one
oup of passengers is required to pay more so that others can have lower
.ues. This group would be paying more than its costs, in that service
ould be supplied to them more cheaply if other passengers were not
eing served at a lower price . (In boom periods , on the other hand , the
rice insensitive group would have to be charged less than cost if
bnormal profits were to be avoided .)
Once one inefficient rule has been adopted , it no longer follows that
ther normally inefficient practices are undesirable . For example , price
iscrimination and cross subsidisation may be the best available ways of
offecting the problems caused by rigidly adopting a 'revenues cover
osts' rule. Devising and implementing an efficient fare structure in
ormal times is difficult. When boom and recession alternate , the prob~m of regulating an efficient fare structure becomes even more complex
nd difficult. If the main purpose of price regulation is to prevent airlines
rom using the monopoly power created for them by the Two-Airline
'olicy, it may be preferable to replace it with rate of return regulation , as
,often used in the US .

):1
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What is your reaction to the suggestion that perhaps IAFC doesn't so

Cl:- IUch seek to even out profits as to reduce the volatility of profits? As we
nderstand it their approach is in fact not to allow the same rate of profit in
recession as in a boom, but to apply varying rates of return depending on
ow they see the current economic circumstances.

'eter Forsyth: What I suggest is that it is not so much that they try to
ilake it perfectly even, but I do suggest that they lop off profits in the
ood years and shore up the airlines in the bad years . I am really not quite
ure what the exact trade-off is, because they do draw the line some{here. But my impression of previous regulators in the Department of
'ransport and my impression of the IAFC at the moment is that they are
ertainly to an extent trying to lower the volatility of profits and it would
Ie interesting to know just exactly how far they would go on that.
}: Frank, has the new government had occasion to prepare its position on
he particular policy issue that you addressed?

"rank Gallagher: I think you can take it that the new government 's view
s very much the same as the old government ' s view. They have certainly
nade noises about it, but without being as specific as the previous
;overnment was. I am sure they will become more vocal over the next
'ew months. I think they are sitting patiently waiting to see how the new
~5 per cent discounts pan out, how available those discounts will be , and
Nhat effect they will have on traffic.

Q: A question for Peter Forsyth about the IAFC. As I understand , what
yOU said is that the best step would be to move from an average cost
:lricing system to a more market-based pricing system, and the second
:lest would be to some form of fare discrimination. Could you explain
how you see the IAFC has the scope to indulge in market-based pricing or
fare discrimination when it has direct control only over economy fares . It
seems to me that you have got to have control over discount fares to
ach ieve those things.

IF orsyth: It's difficult because it's all a bit vague what actual power the
J AFC has. For example, there are things written in about how in approving discount fares it should check to see that other passengers are not
_disadvantaged . If you argue it strictly, some passengers will always be
Hess well off with one set of structures as compared to another set, under
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which other people will be worse off. The real question is how
freedom the IAFC has in interpreting its terms of reference, and that
only come out with time.
I think part of the problem is that quite often, especially given its
of reference, the IAFC has to square the circle. There are references
costs being covered, and there are references to efficient and econom
fares, but the two don ' t necessarily come together. Over the long
they might but particularly during economic swings like a recession or
boom there might be times when marginal costs, say, are well UCIUW1"' .
average costs. That ' s probably the situation at the moment.
fares should equal marginal costs - in other words, the airlines would
allowed to make a loss . Of course there might be a constraint irnr'I"\c,orl"
that the airlines cannot make a loss , or at least that any loss will
moderated .
If that is the aim, what I suggested is that rather than just raise all
proportionally , it might be preferable to minimise the overall impact
traffic. To do that you would try to find the categories least sensitive
price and load them , and find the categories most sensitive and give
prices approximately equal to marginal cost. In other words there is a
being made but business traffic perhaps pays for that loss . Likewise, in
boom period it might well be that business fares tend to come down .
I am not suggesting that as being the best of all possible policies. But·
you do want to moderate swings in profitablity that might be a better
of doing it even though it seems to be discriminatory or involve crL'SS-"'~"'l\mll
subsidisation of one group by another. In terms of allocative
that might be better because it minimises, for example , the extent
which capacity utilisation is cut down by insuring that airlines
costs.

Colin Gannon: I'd like to follow that up a bit. Under the
regulatory arrangement and the legislation that is in place (which
IAFC is somehow obliged to find its way through without a terribly
legislative broker) some very complex questions are raised with regard
fare structure and fare level. As with many pieces of legislation in thi
area, there are all sorts of potential and natural conflicts . There is in
IAFC Act an obligation on the part of the Committee to have regard to
cost base. In approving discount fares the Committee should ensure
have forgotten the exact language) that they do not lead to increases i
economy or core fares.
Two quick points on that . First of all there is nothing sacrosanct about!
the existing levels of core fares . There is perhaps the psychologicaU
aspect, which Kevin Cairns [member of IAFC] has raised, that people
would regard any change, particularly if it was an injurious one , as bad!
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'·'F ews. But there is a bit of a way out and that is that we have got an
~j:)dl ldustry where there is a fairly extensive network of joint costs. The
'\FC is obliged under the cost allocation review to somehow deal with
enl31e lOse under the heading of residuals. A potential way out on economic
,.i'lX~ rounds with regard to the legislative provisions would be to address
Ihether the existing economy core fares are 'cost-based' or 'efficient'.

'orsyth : Just following up on Colin's comments , I agree that this is an
rea of doubt that can be taken advantage of. The only query might be that
IOU can't have one rule one year and then the next year change comlete ly the bases of allocation because there is a recession . So the
reed om to manoeuvre, particularly over time, isn't that great.
But the question arises, what exactly is an economic fare? We can
ketch certain aspects of it, but there are all sorts of problems in actually
neasuring incremental or marginal cost and so forth that are quite
omplex and become more complex during booms and slumps. Econonists can paint a broad picture of what the position is or what the structure
vould be, but often they can ' t go much further than a broad picture
lecause it becomes fairly difficult when somebody says what about this
ort of fare or that sort of fare - is it too high or too low? That is a really
li ffic ult question to answer given the information available .
m ): I have a question for Peter Forsyth, about your conclusion that perhaps
he IAFC should be looking more at rate-of-return-based pricing, as they
lfe in the US. As you are probably aware, there are a lot of drawbacks
.' .vith that approach. There is the well-known result that firms have the
ncentive to change the base at which the rate of return is worked out by
ncreasing their degree of capital intensity . When the rate of return
onr, rA"""<>< the compet itive cost of capital then incentives for cost mininisation almost entirely disappear. It is possible to achieve a given rate of
'eturn with efficient costs or twice those costs or ten times those costs .
vi ng in that direction will not necessarily improve the present situa:ion, and it may make it worse than it already is. And it seems to me that it
't really change things but just continues the present policy. If the
were to insist on a uniform rate of return instead of averaging it over
business cycle, it might introduce even greater instability in other
.. t",~ t Ar< while stabilising prices. Moving to that sort of solution would
' 1<1,,\1 mean looki ng at some long-term average rate of return rather than at the
~",
-term rate of return, and it is not clear to me that the committee
Id do that.
What we reall y have to address are market-based measures that will get
of some of the present incentives for cost padding , and it is not clear
the rate of return is the way to go about doing it.
.~rt·CI'.
'11el1
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Forsyth: I take your point and I'm not advocating rate of return regulal
tion. We have a sort of implicit rate of return regulation at the mornen.
(
with price regulation trying to do the job of rate of return regulation. Thit
was what happened with the Civil Aeronautics Board in the US in ye3!: I~ut~
gone by. In general in cases in the US some rate of return is set as being a ~
allowable rate of return. And indeed we ' ve got one example of this i
Sydney in the Australian Gas Light Corporation. They are told that the.! Davia
may earn no more than a given rate of return , and there are all sorts c
problems with AGL.

I

/

Q: What essentially is your policy on intrastate air licensing with the USI
of your new scenarios?
Gallagher: As you probably know, the previous government in W A ha .
set in motion a progressive deregulation of intrastate aviation and thl
present government is continuing that. So I don't foresee any objection t
having intrastate flights that also operate internationally - for instance ~
flight from Perth to Port Headland to Bali . I think the Government woul!
actually welcome them.
James Kimpton (Ansett Transport Industries): It might be wort:
making the observation from ATI and Airlines of Western Australia tha
we would like to get into regional overseas services from Wester
Australia by means of Airlines of Northern Australia out of Norther~
Territory. And we pursue wherever we can the opportunity to do than
either by making appropriate arrangements with Qantas or whateve-.
opportunities arise .
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mNTRODUCTION
1 e airline market in South Australia experienced a substantial relaxation
a regulation in 1979 as a result of a Commonwealth Government
:ision not to hinder the orderly development of competition in regional
a transport (Bureau of Transport Economics, 1981). The change of
pticy was manifest in a greater willingness to sanction regular public
Unsport (RPT) services by small aircraft operators holding charter
t ences and to approve applications from operators proposing to compe with established airlines on regional routes. I
In the majority of States this development has been of little consec ence . Tn Western Australia, Queensland, New South Wales, and
1 smania, separate State power to regulate intrastate aviation exists and
t s been used to this end; only South Australia and Victoria do not have
s:h regulation . With the new approach at the Commonwealth level ,
t th States prese nt an opportunity to analyse how airline markets work in
environment of minimal regulation and how incumbent firms react to
t ! change of policy. In both cases the operating environment provides a
'od basis for testing theory. The overall size of each market is limited
d there are a number of low demand or 'thin' routes. In addition, in the
,uth Australian network there is a considerable range of stage lengths.
!

would like to thank Ian Unsworth of the Independent Air Fares Committee;

trry Roberts and John Streeter of the Department of Aviation ; Derek Scrafton of

: Department of Transport South Australia; and Helen Wickens, Bronco
ilfagich, Kerry Clift, and Ian McLean of the Department of Economics, Univery of Adelaide for help in compiling , processing and commenting on material.
~ remain , of course , solely responsible for the views expressed herein.
Operators are sti ll required to submit proposals for reasons of air safety. A
benign approach also appears to have been adopted thus far by the IAFC,
which has had explicit powers of approval with respect to fares since late
1981 .
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This paper analyses what has happened in South Australia since 1979,1 aOi~
emphasising how firms are reacting in .the more competitive. environ-I -~~ml
ment. Although the thrust of the paper IS empmcal and descnptlve, In .' '",
. II we set out the new theory 0 f market behaViour.
.
' .thlSI
. .':IJ.~W'"
section
We believe
theory is pertinent to an explanation of what has happened. In section UO ,ru1eq
. broad terms the current South A ustra I'Ian position.
..
SectlOn,
.
we anaI yse an
.'mlefXff
IV focuses on developments during the last four years. Finally, in section, ~'1100~el
V we consider the general performance of the South Australian industry: m~:
in light of the theory.
. f~,~ U
,JllUm: u
_:I'ntoen

II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THEORY

'l~kn
.~dlfl

The major contribution of the 'new' theory of contestability has been te nkr
show that the structure of an industry - the number of competing finn~ AJoie J
- may have no bearing on the degree to which production will 00 ~ueDj~.
efficient and welfare maximised. Traditional theory has assumed othm Jleml~
wise. As Baumol points out, the received theory of market behavioull ,I;~nlD
tends to view efficiency in resource allocation as a monotonically in· ~(Jd)COi
creasing function of the number of firms in an industry, with unregulatec II an)/\
monopoly and perfect competition representing polar cases (Baumol] oll\l\~
1982). Conversely, the need to regulate to achieve an efficient price an - 01101
output combination is seen by received theory to vary inversely with thtl tr~(O'I'
number of firms: in an industry inclined towards pure monopoly (becaus IfGecc\
of a limited market and substantial fixed costs leading to economies 0
• C~~
scale) regulation is considered essential.
I:oc!:')]
In contrast to this conventional viewpoint, the new theory of industria
10 lill
structures revolves around the idea that the competitive pressures re _ '~"l\Inlll
quired for an efficient solution can come equally well from outside an 'lliorre~t
industry. The key is an ability to contest for a market rather than ttt ~lealoc~1
compete within it. This ability to contest depends upon how costly it is fo !!en~iili
a firm to enter and exit a market, which in tum depends upon whether thtl I 8mi~.
capital required is mobile or irretrievably committed to producing; 1OOu'le.a
particular product.
It is now recognised that the power of a firm to extract monopoly rent~
depends upon the extent to which production stems from immobild
capital, that is, the extent to which the fixed costs of production are alsG
'sunk ' costs . Sunk costs are one-time costs facing a potential entrant; the~ lt~.'~q,
do not have to be paid again by the incumbent. To the potential entraru: Illijge ,1
they constitute a barrier to entry. On the other hand , if all capital i,1 ~"ieCi!i~i
saleab le and reusable in altemati ve markets without loss (other than tha~ )1 CU~ ill;
corresponding to normal depreciation in use) a potential entrant to aa ~I\ii
industry can then replicate, without penalty, the cost and output vectorr r'loe;:e:'~
of the incumbent firm(s). Consequently an industry without sunk costs - :~~u\lli~
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,len a natural monopoly industry - is said to be perfectly contestable
the possibility of entry by rival firms is a constant threat.
The ability to contest a market in these circumstances has a number of
mportant consequences in terms of welfare . First, a contestable market
II long-run equilibrium never offers more than a normal rate of profit.
he existence of (temporary) supernormal profits will attract rival finns
"illing to offer the same output at lower prices. Consequently, monopo.sts in perfectly contestable markets will earn zero economic rent.
(econd , production inefficiencies also will be totally absent in long-run
,quilibrium ; unnecessary costs (like abnormal returns) constitute an
lVitation to entry. Third, in long-run equilibrium no product produced in
contestable market can be sold at a price less than its marginal cost. A
rice less than marginal cost will allow a rival firm to enter the market and
ffer a smaller output at a slightly lower price and yet, by eliminating the
nprofitable marginal unit, earn at least as much as the incumbent.
:onsequently , cross-subsidies and predatory pricing practices are ineasible in the long run . And fourth, if a market contains two or more
irms, again in the long run, prices cannot exceed marginal costs.
The only contrary note in terms of conditions required for maximising
vel fare arises in the case of a monopolist. It may be possible for a
nonopolist' s price to exceed marginal cost. The reason for this is that an
tttempt by an entrant to sell a greater output at a (lower) price equal to
narginal cost may be thwarted by a low elasticity of demand so that there
s no price covering marginal cost at which the market will absorb the
tdditi onal output. Nevertheless , even though price may exceed marginal
:ost , a monopolist when strongly threatened by a potential entrant will be
nc1ined to adopt prices that reflect what the market will bear (i .e .,
{amsey-optimal prices) . Therefore, as Baumol remarks , a contestable
narket offers us some presumption (but no guarantee) that a monopolist,
'equired to cover total costs from revenues , will behave in a manner
:onsistent with a second best optimum - that is , that inefficiencies will
Je minimised.
Of course, a problem may arise if it is not possible for the monopolist to
price in excess of marginal cost. In these circumstances, a natural
monopoly that is contestable may no longer be sustainable - meaning
that there is no price and output vector such that entry by a rival finn is
unattracti ve while all demand is satisfied and revenues cover total costs of
production. A necessary but not sufficient condition for sustainability is
that average costs of production fall as output expands . However , if
,average costs first fall and then rise with output , such that the demand
curve cuts the average cost curve in its rising section , then natural
rmonopoly is , unequivocally , not sustainable; it will be possible for a rival
ffirm to enter the market and produce a more limited output at a lower cost
((we are using Panzar and Willig ' s 1977 definition of a natural monopoly
,~cause

.
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as a finn that is the sole seller of a set of goods whose technology makes, ,W)[PEf
single finn production cheaper than any alternative) . As a consequence, •
either total costs of production will be raised (if total market demand is to ) iii lj!).l
be satisfied by more than one firm) or consumer welfare will be reduced i . lilmo
by restricting output to a suboptimal level. In circumstances where the! '\ aI'~
monopolist is also a multi-product finn (for example, selling its output in 0 lC(trnlelu
different spatial or temporal markets), the issue becomes more complex .. '~~oi!lie~
A multi-product monopolist may be able to sustai n prices in all its ; ~~lalrrral
submarkets or only in a few or them. Thus, although the theory of f I ula:.l
contestability has reduced considerably the case for price and entry' lKencr
regulation in decreasing cost industries with few sunk costs, it has not, on I ~~I\I~~
the other hand, eliminated the case for intervention. 2
1\lf,IO~JI
The case for abolishing price and entry regulation in the airline indus-· CjSIE)le
try appears to rest on two propositions. First, the airline industry is ; U!he~l
contestable: sunk costs are small and are not a serious barrier to entry or' OOmle11l!f
exit. Second, if conditions in a particular airline market favour a natural I ,'IIll,Ik:' ~
monopoly, then the monopoly (besides being contestable) will be sus· . iII~Hrn
tainable at prices that cover the finns' average costs and at output levels; llm:lesil
that fully satisfy the demand for air travel. The first of these two proposi·· ,Aillald
tions has received considerable support in the writings of Elizabeth t'll:oo
Bailey, Vice-Chairman of the US Civil Aeronautics Board (Bailey, 198 I;
Bailey and Panzar, 1981). Her case is that there is no reason, a priori, to •
expect economies of scale with respect to size of aircraft to lead to I
substantial barriers to entry because airline capital costs, while substan·
tial, are not sunk costs. The chief sunk costs in aviation - runways, ,~~!or~ 1
ground facilities, and air navigational aids - are incurred as a rule by ilHllJjh
governments and not by airlines (nevertheless , governments can and do
HJ1fl/r
try to recover such costs from ' rental' fees). The second proposition,
however, appears to have received less attention in the specific context of .
ne~lel'J
airline (de)regulation .
Next we examine this theory by referring to the South Australian ~lujt\
airline market. Specifically, we consider the case advanced by a former ' ~:!i):t\S o
executive director of aviation at Ansett Transport Industries that the costs . :rllw~
of developing routes could constitute an entry barrier and that fares will ~~[t.
differ according to the degree of competition in the market (Pascoe, 'inlR
1983) . We also consider how the structure of the South Australian ~i' O\sijr
industry has changed since entry policy was revised in 1979 and how a , 'i!r.~~'L
route monopolist has reacted to entry by competitors.
'irl(~~ \n~
I

fPJit, ~~

2. There is also the issue of increasing returns to users from enhanced service : '~(ilirJT'K
frequency with the result that an efficient solution may require subsidies even I ~I'tto~ilel
'~'IN
if the airline industry is subject to constant returns to scale (see Forsyth and f;':;~GuIt
Hocking , 1978; Findlay , 1983). We do not consider this issue in this paper.
ef~1
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. COMPETITION AND THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MARKET
II May 1983, II South Australian based operators were operating RPT
svices within the State. Among them was Airlines of South Australia
CSA), an operating division of Ansett Transport Industries Limited.
~, : A operates under an airline licence (the only one to do so)3 using F27s.
'ce rest of the South Australian aircraft fleet is made up of different types
small aircraft, with the eight-seat Cessna 402s being the most commnly used. The largest aircraft operated under the Supplementary
rline Licence is the 15- to 18-seat Bandeirante used on selected ser':es by two operators (Commodore and Trans Regional). The majority
operators use a mix of two aircraft types as shown in Table I. Five
'" c erators (Eyre Charter, Albatross, Emu, Opal and Sky tours) fly a single
11 Jte ; in the case of Albatross and Sky tours it is a simple end-to-end route
~ th no intermediate stops . The largest number of SA routes operated by
ce ' airline ' is six (Commodore); ASA and O'Connor's fly four and
FIssair and Trans Regional Airlines three each. 4
The route structure is strongly focused upon Adelaide with all routes
" ~ ving Adelaide as the hub. In other respects , the network defies easy
~ neralisation. It is complex and subject to change. In the middle of 1983
t ~re were 32 ports on the commercial network ,S These are shown in
~ Ible 2, which also lists the number of flights per week from Adelaide to
f ch port, Th i rteen of these were served by more than one operator. The
,rts served by the largest number were Kingscote and Port Lincoln with
Ie operators each , Whyalla with four operators, and then Ceduna ,
J 'oken Hill, Mount Gambier and Port Pirie with three different operators
ch. However, once the agreement between ASA , O ' Connor's and

I. The alternatives are Supplementary Airline Licences , introduced I February
1983, and exemptions under Air Navigation Order 203( I). The former is in
the process of replacing the latter and by February 1984 all RPT Services not
operated under a full airline licence will operate under a supplementary
licence.
Both Rossair and O 'Connor's have agreements with ASA. Rossair appears in
ASA 's timetables and its Cessnas are hired by ASA on a charter basis to
operate these services. O 'Connor's main business is a freight contract flying
bank computer tapes into Adelaide on a daily basis; passengers are embarked
at 'ports ' serviced by ASA only by agreement with the latter.
The commercial network excludes one route operated by Drennan Aviation
between Adelaide and station properties in the far north-east of the State and
in south-west Queensland . The route is subsidised by the State Governments ,
Federal Government and Australia Post, and is not considered in the rest of
the paper.
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Rossair is taken into account, the number of ports served by competing I lEl:n~
operators is ten: Kingscote with five; Broken Hill , Port Pirie and Pon.
Lincoln with three each; and Cleve, Leigh Creek, Port Pirie, Pon
Augusta and Whyalla, Renmark, and Mildura with two each . (Mountr .,'l,
Gambier also receives competing services from Victorian-based: l'\1lJ
operators. )

TABLE 1: South Australia Based Operators

/

Operator

Aircraft Type
Utilised *
Fokker F27 (4)

Airlines of South Australia
Albatross Air Charter

Piper PA 23 (2)
Beech 65 (I)

Commodore Aviation

Bandeirante ( I )
Cessna 402 (4)

Drennan Aviation

Partenavia P68B ( I)

Emu Airways

Cessna 402 (2)
Piper PA34 ( I)
Cessna 402 (I )

Eyre Charter

O ' Connor's Air Service

Cessna 402 (3)
Partenavia ( I )

Opal Air

Cessna 421 (3)

Rossair

Cessna 402 (4)

Sky tours

Aero Commander 680
Beech 65( I)

Trans Regional Airlines

Piper PA31 (2)
Bandeirante ( I)

* Indicative only, subject to frequent change.
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If,B LE 2: Flights per Week from Adelaide, mid·1983

ill

Igscote
Lincoln
Vllyalla
P leshaw
P Pirie
.. Gambier
E )ken Hill (NSW)
Midura (Victoria)
R[Jmark
]I lerican Ri ver
P lldana
L 19h Creek
F Augusta
(:ve
Cduna
1 mby Bay
Cmmi ns
CoberPedy
S eaky Bay
(ympic Darn
I ck
\ Jdinna
f lwker

Direct

Indirect

Total

61
50
15
21
17

7
2
19

II
II

5
5
14

68
52
34
21
17
16
16
15
14
14
14
13
12

14
14
8
2
6

14
5
10

5
10

10
10

9
3
I

5
5
5
5
5

5

~ml aton

5
5

( ,well
I mba
I ngston
Ilracoorte
I illicent
100mera
I aria
lers Rock (NT)

5

II
10
10
10

9
8
6

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5

5
5

2
2

5
2
2

5

durce: analysis of timetables.
In a number of cases, ports served by a single operator are within close
i Ving distance of other ports and , in this respect, each may be condered to be serving a similar submarket. Kangaroo Island, for example,
liS four different ports on the RPT network and the southern tip of the
yre Peninsula has three (Port Lincoln, Cummins , and Tumby Bay) .
to nsideration of submarkets does not, in the case of Kangaroo Island ,
Her the competitive balance (the total number of competitors is five , the
Ime number that serve Kingscote) but in the the Eyre Peninsula case it
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/

does have the effect of increasing the number of competing operators I ~leUUI
from three to four.6
111110
The fact that a port is served by more than one operator gives only a ,'I~lelCe
limited insight into the extent of competition until schedules and fares arel i~mA
taken into account. Daily schedu les out of Adelaide (valid during the ~eillU:tQ
second quarter of 1983) have been analysed for the ten ports served by) ~1,rIOC
competing operators. Directly competing schedules occur for early] ,1.I[iOl
weekday morning departures to about half the ports. Although there arel ~ee\anu~
competing schedules at other times, such occurrences are restricted~ ;~00ll:1
largely to Kingscote; midday, evening and weekend schedules by am de:Cild
operator generally remain unopposed. In addition, competition on somel prr. oilie
early morning schedules is tempered by the indirectness of alternative, ~ninlen
flights . For example, this factor reduces the attractiveness of flights byl dfo:d
Commodore to Broken Hill; the fact that Trans Regional Airlines and1 )1~~!fl(
ASA operate to Broken Hill on different days means that actual competi-: ~~aem
tion on this route is limited.
. .xoi~
In contrast to competition with respect to routes and schedules, price: ':tIlt
competition is rather more constrained. The constraint in this case derives; t\llI~roole
from the Independent Air Fares Committee Act , 1981. The'Independentl d!c~1
Air Fares Committee (IAFC) is responsible for determining air fares om :n
RPT services, including intrastate services, by incorporated bodies (this !:~i01ee
reflects the fact that the Act is based on the Commonwealth constitutional. r~lado1(
powers covering corporate affairs). Since it was established late in 1981,1 - :Joolm
the Committee has been preoccupied with fare determinations on theJ "~~(~I~
major trunk airline routes and its involvement in local markets has beere "Ia:~)ur
more limited _ Nevertheless, its chief concern with the small 'airl ines': ~l~a!~,
remains the same as that for the major operators - to see that fare:;;: lla~fi~
charged have regard to costs of operation. Its enabling legislation re-f ~l1a.ltor
quires the IAFC 'to ensure that the level of air fares is related as closely as: COS~ae~
practicable to the cost of providing the services for which those air fare~ 1'~)'a,e\
are charged' (The IAFC Act, 1981 , part III). In practice, they havo. lelK
examined fare applications and compared the proposed fare with thr 'I:!nl~
distances involved, drawing attention to major depart~res fro~ industry~ ~\:rflle\~
Wide standards. Naturally, a certaIn degree of ' reInIng-In IS to be ' .I',3TKI·~a

"i:ler
\,ir

6. The close proximity of ports in these two sub markets nullities the effect 0
both Cummins and Penneshaw being privately owned ports with the powert'
restrict entry to the market. In the case of Penneshaw this barrier was effect~·t
when the owner recently refused access to Trans Regional in favo ur c
Commodore . Cummins is another interesting case, the strip being owned bl
the local operator, Eyre Charter. Consequently, in this vertically integrate:(
structure , part of the chief sunk costs in aviation - the cost of airport pIant - is incurred by the ' airline' .
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'<pected, but the Committee does allow a degree of latitude when
lIatching its own judgment against that of the operator. Consequently, it
possible to examine whether the contestability propositions are a reality
II the South Australian market; specifically, whether there is a difference
II fare structures (albeit small in view of the IAFC's influence) between
ngle operator and multi-operator routes. If such a difference does
Tevail , it would suggest the existence of barriers to entry.
We examined this case by regressing the basic one-way economy fare
·gainst both great circle distances and a dummy variable. The dummy
ariable took the value I if the fare was on a route flown by more than one
perator; otherwise it was zero . All fares, including those for travel
etween intermediate ports en route, were examined in this way . Just
nder half of the 62 fares included in the regression were for sectors flown
y more than one operator; the mean distance was 305 kilometres (with a
tandard deviation of 211) and the mean fare $61.65 (with a standard
eviation of $42). The dummy variable was insignificant indicating no
ifference in the basic fare structure between single operator and multiperator routes. The 'flag-fall' component was $4.14 and the distance
ate l8.8 ¢ per kilometre, with distance ' explaining ' 90 per cent of the fare
ariation .
We also need to take into account promotional fares. These exist only
n half a dozen routes. The crucial factor here is the extent to which
lromotions are a genuine attempt to adjust fares in line with the lower
arginal costs of some products . Apart from two stand-by fares , the
argest discounts are offered by ASA in relation to its F27 services . The
;27 has a larger seating capacity than aircraft operated by other South
I.ustralian firms, and normally its available seat mile cost would be much
ower than for the small twin-engined competing aircraft. (Actual seat
nile costs. depend, of course, on load factors .) The ASA promotions ,
urrently a seven-day advanced purchase fare and a concession fare for
esidents of Kingscote , Port Lincoln , and Whyalla, could be interpreted
n this light. The fact that promotions are not available on supplementary
~ossair flights shown in the ASA timetable (these are flown by Cessna
~02 s), and that the residents' concession (introduced in May 1983) is
ntended for winter (off-peak) months only , tends to support this view .
rfowever, the residents' concession fare is not available from Broken
-fill, where actual competition on the route is limited , nor from Mt.
Jambier or Ceduna. The last two centres are served only by ASA/Rossair
md by noncompeting flights by O 'Connor' s, although other operators
lave competed in these markets in the past. Both are relatively 'thin '
mutes with comparatively poor load factors . Consequently, in the case of
fhese products, ASA might be operating on a sharply falling segment of
the average cost curve so that prices in excess of marginal costs are more
::asily sustainable .
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I x:v:O

IV. CHANGES SINCE 1979

,liff!

We have concentrated thus far on the current situation in the South
,,:w~
Australian industry. Now we consider the degree of change that has taken J -:tofl~
place since the adoption in 1979 of a more liberal attitude to entry at I ~:iOOreOjX
Federal level. Table 3 compares the number of weekly flights and ports . ,~Md,li
served on scheduled services by South Australian based operators in 1 1~'~nnOl'sl
September 1979 and May 1983, There has been a net increase of three in 1 rnenSlld
,1::J1m~ar

/

j"rrtJl'S1I1
~~!\1'~

TABLE 3: South Australia Scheduled Services, 1979 and 1983
September 1979

Operator

Ports Weekly
Sened Flights

May 1983

F~~.l\t

f"'ll
111

·~o

Ports Weekly' Jf±eojj
Sened Flights :'~:M!~~:

ASA

7

141*

7

Commodore Aviation

2

24

10

130

&kr ,rn:1

;l'iaf~rj\s

168

·tlO~le s:nJi

~e~~e]

Emu Airways

3

56

3

28

~iffi[rnu

Opal Air (SA)

5

41

5

26

~:o: OCHI

Pagas/Trans Regional

8

98

7

52

Rossair

2

6

6

22

Williams Aviation

7

68

.~:ed co~
·,~of

ell.lld

iC_
j The ce

Drennan

~~~\OOi1

~~eenle~
**

Albatross

**

2

24

Eyre Charter

3

20

O 'Connor's

18

40

\ tnlo aoo

l·fuad, \~Ije

Itee\rU
IOCl\~me:1
"1J;fti,t~

i Th;~

~

Sky tours

2

12

10.
.

,~

,~~fultll:

TOTAL FLIGHTS

434

522

'eo'ale,~

-o:Ojlm

Source: BTE , Basic Characteristics a/General Aviation in Australia, Occasional u rttliJon~
Paper 33, Canberra: AGPS, 1980; and analysis of timetables .
I·

'~~~e-

~~IC~J1
/1'11:, ~,

* Average over the whole year.
** Not Relevant.

iItI'
'·:01 i1.t
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tl number of operators providing RPT services: four firms are offering
srvices for the first time since September 1979 and one, Williams
iation, has passed into receivership .7
f hree of the new entrants (Albatross , Eyre Charter and Sky tours) are
s gle route operators. The exception is O'Connor's which, in terms of
p:1S served, is now the largest operator. However the 'milk-run ' nature
orO'Connor's services means that, in terms of weekly flights, it is much
I~ s extensive than the longer-established Commodore. During the last
t': o years in particular Commodore has added significantly to its network
I; aj in the past few months has developed two routes totally outside South
Alstralia (Mildura-Melbourne and Mildura-Broken Hill) . Commodore ' s
elpansion has been the result of picking up some of the pieces after the
Clmise of Williams Aviation and taking over some of the assets and
r ltes of the old Pagas company. Pagas ' s remaining assets and routes are
(erated now by Trans Regional Airlines .
Other operators extant in September 1979 have on the whole maint ned a fairly stable level of operation . ASA , for example, operates the
~ me route structure although at a slightly lower frequency. 8 Rossair has
~ panded the most, and in terms of its network of services is now similar
i size to Emu and Opal. On the other hand, both Emu and Opal have
(Intracted considerably their numbers of weekly flights although the
limber of ports served by each has remained constant. Taking this
I mtraction of flights into account, the fact that the single route new
(Itrants have thus far shown little inclination to expand suggests that, in
i lite of Commodore's behaviour to the contrary, economies of scope are
' n ited . The co-existence of large and small 'commuter' operators I rident also on a national scale appears to support this view.
Between September 1979 and May 1983 the total number of weekly
ights into and out of Adelaide by 'commuter' operators expanded by
1e-third , while the total number of scheduled flights increased by 20 per
!nt. The expansion of available seats was less ; we ignore this aspect.
he consumer's preference function will include fares, the number and
ming of flights, and in-flight quality ; these are the aspects we take into
:count. The data available for September 1979 (Bureau of Transport
7. Williams passed into receivership in February 1981 . Informed opinion sug-

gests that the demise of the company was a consequence of ownership passing
interstate, the introduction of inexperienced management, and a big expansion of operations incorporating up-market turbo engined Metro II 's and
Citation jets.
l{'

\3. This consistency of ASA' s operations is important because it allows us to
interpret changes in 'commuter' services as net changes . It avoids , for
example, the need to take into account quality trade-offs between nonpressured aircraft and pressurised F27s .
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/

Economics, I 980:Figure 4.4) classify ports by ranges of flights per week:
so that a precise comparison with the 1983 situation, port by port, is nor.:
possible. But much of the increase in weekly flights appears to derive'
from the development of new routes rather than from competition in a
particular market. Notable in this context are the new O'Connor's ser-[
vices , Eyre Charter's Services to and from Cummins and Tumby Bay,y .\.IOC~ ~
and Opal's Services to and from Marla and Olympic Dam. None of the 13 ~Iili\e
centres thus served were on the network in September 1979. Extrar F~el n
services have also been introduced on single firm routes to places such aSl :'5o~n
Coober Pedy, Woomera, and Penneshaw. Within the State , there are:. l.res~
only three ports evidently worse off in May 1983 compared with fo ull
years previously: Andamooka and Oodnadatta, which now have nOli 'lilH
flights, and Mt. Gambier. In the last few years, road services between:1lbi~ebl
Mt. Gambier and Adelaide have improved considerably and new aili
services eastwards into Victoria have developed also. These factors!
possibly explain why this port now has fewer weekly flights to and from] "
Adelaide and why ASA now has an effective monopoly , albeit contest·t
able , on this route .
A crude comparison of changes in the number of flights per commutee '; .
operator and per port gives an insight into the adaptive behaviour of fi rmS!
and the extent to which services have improved or deteriorated for eachI
port . Changing schedules and fare structures need to be taken intC:1
account also. This is particularly the case in those ports where competi·i
tion in the market is more prevalent than it was in 1979 . We need t I
consider, for example, whether competition has led to a bunching ob
departure and arrival times and a matching of fares. Consequently w
have examined developments in the comparatively large Port Lincoln.l
Adelaide submarket in some detai I. In May 1983 there were four operaa
tors (ASA, Commodore, O'Connor's and Rossair) flying RPT service~
between Adelaide and Port Lincoln. In addition , Eyre Charter offereel ~,
services from Cummings, about 50 km north of Port Lincoln (withl .Mj\
Tumby Bay as an optional port of call) while Trans Regional Airlines was '"
,:~~~
about to commence twice weekly flights to Port Lincoln (via Kingscote)~
However, O ' Connor ' s picks up passengers only at the request of ASAl ''''
and Rossair is chartered by ASA to supplement its F27 services. Consee I ~'illtl
quently there were three operators competing in the market in May, .. )-rod
rather different situation from mid-1979 when ASA was the saM, ,.:' lilt
,,;a~.
operator.
" .
We have analysed timetables for the route at eight points in time tde I'i~jore
obtain some indication of the changes in service levels that have occurrec( . aJ:i ~11
in the more competitive environment (Table 4). rn September 1978, fO) ~
example, prior to Commodore entry to the market, ASA provided 4~( ".
flights per week between Adelaide and Port Lincoln , 20 in each directiom ~:, ~
Day return trips from Port Lincoln to Adelaide were possible on threel "J
I

I

,:~.
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,eekdays (Monday, Tuesday and Friday) . Since September 1978 the
umber of flights per week has increased from 40 to 108 in March 1983 ,
iith a peak of 138 in February 1982 , just after Eyre Charter entered the
narket. Since that time both Commodore and Rossair have reduced the
lumber of flights they operate. ASA has maintained its weekly flight
requency at 38 since 1980; this compares with 40 prior to the more
'ompetitive environment. The relative constancy of ASA ' s schedule
'liminates the need to interpret trade-offs between high quality F27
lights operating at a lower frequency and lower quality commuter
,ervices operating with increased frequency .

To examine the possibility of parallel scheduling we have taken a
Tuesday and analysed departure times for services to Adelaide, again at
various times over a four-year period (Table 5).9 Commodore commenced operation by scheduling flights around ASA ' s. For example,
Commodore scheduled 7.30 am and 9.00 am flights as opposed to one
8.25 am flight by ASA. The early departure from Port Lincoln was
obviously popular as Rossair then provided a flight at 7 .20 am , although
9. Monday, Tuesday and Thursday all have similar timetables; Sunday and
Friday have extra flights for weekend trips; Wednesday appears to be the least
active day.
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this was later dropped. ASA dropped its lunch-time departure and this
time slot was taken up by Commodore (December 1980). By May 1981
Commodore had introduced a light aircraft in the 4.00 to 5.oo-pm slot
after ASA had moved there approximately six months earlier. In September 1982 Commodore brought forward that flight by an hour but then
dropped it from the timetable . Eyre Charter offers only one flight on
Tuesday , between 8.00-9 .00 am in the same slot as ASA but from
near-by Cummins rather than Port Lincoln.

, n:~
I t1 '
l

lIIal

_ )~~:
] 1 ~etn,e
1 e\e~;:
I

.

TABLE 5: Port Lincoln/Cummins - Tuesday Flights to Adelaide
/

TIME

DATE
9/78

11/79

12/80

5/81

2/82

9/82

10/82

3/83

C

C

C

RC

C

C

c

A

A

A

AE

AE

AE

AE

C

C

C

C

0700-0759
0800-0859

A

0900-0959

MIt

1000-1059
1100-1159
1200-1259

A

A

C

C

C

C

C

c

1300-1359
1400-1459

c

1500-1559
1600-1659
1700- 1759
1800- 1859

AC

AC

A

A

A

C

C

C

C

C

C

c

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

6

7

8

10

8

7

7

A

1900-1959
TOTAL

A

3

Source: analysis of timetables
Notes: C - Commodore
A-

ASA

R - Rossair
E - Eyre Charter
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There appears, therefore, to be little evidence of parallel scheduling. In
eptember 1978 services were offered between 8.25 am and 6.55 pm
'ith an average interval between flights of over five hours ; by March
983 services were offered between 7 .30 am and 7. 10 pm with an
verage interval between flights of one hour forty minutes. There were ,
owever, intervals in the middle of the day of three and a half and four
ours , Based on the changes in the timetables this seems to be simply
ecause of little demand at these times.
In summary, the last few years have seen a marked increase in freuency on the route. There has been a better coverage of departure times
lfoughout the day, and the number of return trips to Adelaide possible
lithin the day has increased considerably . Based on a minimum period of
tay in Adelaide of five hours , residents of Port Lincoln and the surround19 district now have 20 flights to choose from in contrast to three only at
le time of ASA 's monopoly (see Table 6).

~

if

I

'ABLE 6: Day Return Trips Per Week: Port Lincoln/Cummins to
ldelaide (Weekdays Only)
OPERATOR

lATE

ASA

Commodore

Eyre

Total

3

9/78

3

1/79

3

5*

2/80

3

10

13

5/81

3

10

13

2/82

7(4)* *

10

5

22

9/82

5

10

5

20

,0/82

5

5*

5

15

3/83

5

5

5

15

8

* Two departure times possible 7 am and 9 am
~*

Four by Rossair.

The changes in fares between Port Lincoln/Cummins and Adelaide are
mmmari sed in Figure I . Commodore was the first to introduce promo:ional fares on the Port Lincoln route. In November 1979 a same day
return of $60 (a 10 per cent discount) was available and in December that
fare was extended to all return flights , ASA responded in March 1980 by
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designating ten flights per week as off-peak and offering a return fare at a a \iAIX
15 per cent discount. In September 1980 Commodore offered an 'Excom' , !lIIlfaJ
fare at 22 per cent discount on return flights. The Excom was an advance e IL1I
purchase fare with a seven day pre-paid time limit. In 1982 Commodore e :~M[
dropped its Excom fare and introduced a discount of II per cent (in- _1'.~hJtri
creased to 17 per cent in February 1983) restricted to Port Lincoln n .J~ Dun
residents. The return discount , which applied to all passengers, was S ~!\Ieai~
discontinued in February 1983 .
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FIGURE 1: Changes in Fares between Port Lincoln/Cummins amid
Adelaide.
I

ASA did not respond to Commodore's Excom until March 1982 , whenn it introduced an APEX fare with 30-day booking and 14-day payme n ~1
periods and a 30 per cent discount. In the interim ASA continued offeringg
off-peak return fares and increased the number of desig nated off-pe
flights to 14 per week. In May 1983 ASA matched Commodore's sing
and return fares for Port Lincoln residents, offering a discount on its
fare of over 30 per cent with no advance booking or payment requi
ment. The base fares on ASA and Rossair flights are the same;
promotional fares are available on Rossa ir flights. The ASA base fare
continued to be higher than those of all other operators, and has i
in real terms over the period . But the discounts offered by ASA
s ubstantial ; persons who can avail themselves of ASA 's promoI'
fares would pay the same or only slightly more than if they flew with
smaller operators.
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ASA's reactions to the fares offered by the commuter operators must
seen against a background of falling passenger loadings and signifidnt decline in ASA's share of the market since 1979 . The number of
ssengers embarking on ASA's Port Lincoln services fell by 17 percent ,
a hough during 1982 the position had stabilised and numbers increased
ghtly . During 1980 commuters held 15 per cent of the market, a share
dat increased to 31 per cent in 1982 . ASA's experience on the Port
I ncoln route is typical of its general experience in South Australia. Until
1179, it had operated for the most part as an uncontested monopolist and
t ~refore had most to lose from the advent of a contestable market.
The adjustment on the part of ASA has been interesting . ASA operates
a, all-F27 fleet in fixed 44-seat configuration. Consequently it does not
hve the in-house flexibility to adjust the type of aircraft used on a
~Lrticular service to anticipated loadings. Its reaction to this problem has
ten threefold. First, it has chartered small Cessna aircraft from Rossair
t supplement its own schedules. Second , it has shaved schedules
oerated by F27s. And third, it has transferred capacity to charter work,
icluding a large contract ferrying workers in and out of the Moomba gas
f~ l ds in the far north of the State. This entry and exit behaviour within
ad between markets has had the effect of maintaining load factors (see
'able 7) and maintaining if not slightly improving total revenue hours per
lrc raft, even though a fourth F27 aircraft was added to the fleet.

'ABLE 7: Performance Indicators: ASA
Revenue
Passenger
Load Factor

Total Hours
Weight Load Annual Revenue
Factor
Hours Per Aircraft on Scheduled
(Total) (RPT Services)
Services

64.7

58.2

2,332

1,620

5,703

981

63.8

57.5

2,306

1,938

5,989

980

63.8

58.3

2,129

2,004

6,333

979

66.2

59.8

2,178

2,067

6,200

978

68.2

60.0

2,315

**

**

977

67 .8

62 .8

2,114

**

**

11:

;ource: Department of Transport Annual Reports and Department of Aviation

* 1982 figures provisional.
*Not available.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

/

Since 1979 the number of services offered in the South Australian ail son: il
passenger market has increased significantly. New single-firm routexl'iXr. fJ
have been developed (and sustained against entry), providing a numbe < '~af[ln
of centres with services for the first time and increasing the frequency O(
service to other centres. On multi-firm routes emphasis has been placee
on differentiation of the product by scheduling departure and ani va',
times to fill empty slots and by offering promotional fares in the mOfi:
competitive markets. We do not know, of course, the extent to whicl::
these developments would have happened if more restricti ve controls 00
entry to the market had been maintained , but we believe that the nel"
freedom of entry has acted as a catalyst.
The current market appears to be efficient because it is contestable{
Base fares on 'thin' routes with monopoly suppliers are in line with thos~
on multi-firm routes . Multi-firm routes are mostly operated by two Q(
three firms, with the major exceptions of the Adelaide-Kingscote am
Adelaide-Port Lincoln/Cummins routes. These are subject to a mor,)
pronounced seasonal pattern of demand. Bailey and Panzar (1981) ha v~
argued that competition in the market will be more evident in tou ri~
centres because the greater flexibility of the discretionary traveller, whh
is less concerned about schedules and the availability of a seat at the lail
minute, creates an opportunity to cover joint costs by price discrimin',
tion. Load factors can then be made high enough to support the entry c(
several firms. The Adelaide-Kingscote and Adelaide-Port Lincoln maIl
kets appear to conform to this pattern.
Flexibility is important in a contestable market. To achieve this it
likely that airlines will increasingly tum to aircraft leasing instead «
outright purchase , aircraft chartering , and the subcontracting of speciff
services. This development is apparent in South Australia with ASA'f
charter of Rossair's Cessna 402s and Commodore's recent lease of '
Bandeirante. It is assisted by what we discern to be limited economies «
scope, which allow for the long-run co-existence of many firms ({
different sizes and thus a pool of operators available for subcontract. J
this respect a close parallel can be drawn with the existing road freig~
industry .
These latter developments might ease the problem of how and wii
what to replace ASA's ageing F27 aircraft. It has been suggested that tt
consumer will be worse off as a result of freedom of entry in SOUl
Australia, because the current rates of return on capital do not justii
replacing the F27s with more modem and superior aircraft. (By implic;
tion the returns to a regulated monopolist would have allowed for thiss ~
The new operating environment may well mean that a pressurised aircr
I~
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sialler than the F27, operating at consistently higher load factors, is a

htler proposition. If so, we are not convinced that the consumer will be
nrse off; it is unlikely that aircraft size per se is in the consumer 's
~ eference function . But whatever size of aircraft is thought appropriate,

rIsing arrangements would appear to reduce the risks involved. lO

O. Another option would be to retrofit the F27s with up-rated Mark 551 Dart
engines, once they are available and certified for Australian operations.
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Airport Runway Capacity in the
Sydney Region: The Problems of
Allocation and Expansion
P.J. Forsyth

ITHE PROBLEMS

~, ..A

l lere are three main economic problems associated with airport capacity
i Sydney: ( I) allocation of traffic between available airports; (2) the
etent to which Kingsford Smith Airport (KSA) should be allowed to
e pand; and (3) the related though distinct problem of the noise generated
t, operations at KSA .
Locating a second airport is not a major economic problem . True,
f onomic aspects do arise no matter where the airport is located , but these
,e secondary . The main problem is choosing among a range of very
iconvenient sites with different environmental aspects. The choice
<nong sites is politically difficult , involving a balance among very
(fferent environmental choices (for example, wombats vs traffic noi se in
!lburbs vs trees). However, the economic aspects of different sites are
datively straightforward and measurable .
The timing of airport capacity expansion is more difficult and depends
(] the answers given to the three main questions . Ideally timing should be
l:termined by following the pattern of policies that yields the highest net
Imefit. Most of the noneconomic aspects of a second airport are negaI.e , so from this point of view postponement is probably desirable. But a
IPssible noneconomic benefit is that a second airport may reduce the
ise nuisance to Sydney residents . It is also desirable to make efficient
I e of existing capacity before new capacity is made available. There is
I) guarantee that this will happen ; the experience of most other second
'rport developments suggests that it will not.

or I!;'

;~o¥ : . SOME GENERAL ISSUES

" J.~:~
',j

H~i -econd airports are usually disasters. Before they are built there is often
luch argument, litigation and even warfare about the site . When they are
()mpleted, neither passengers nor airlines want to use them. They are

"'\l~
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usually far from the centre of the city and from the other airport, and the l(
offer only a restricted range of flights. It often takes 20 years or more fof
them to come of age and become popular. No matter how congested th:1
original airport becomes airlines will not move to the new one. Dipldl
. wrang Ies are not uncommon: British Airways was banned froo
matlc
flying to Turkey when Turkish Airlines was banished from Heathrow t
London's second airport, Gatwick. Many second airports, such as Dullcl
and Narita, remain problems long after they open. In fact Gatwick is Oil!
of the more successful second airports, owing in part to the (relativel)1
efficient pricing/allocation policies adopted by the British Airport!
Authority (Amos and Bullock, 1979; Little and McLeod, 1972).
Second airports usually raise a variety of environmental issues. Thetl
may alleviate some problems - such as aircraft noise in the city - blJ
they create new problems or merely shift the old ones to new areas. TI"
face of the countryside is changed along with the ecology of neighbou,
hoods. Roads to the airport must go through urban areas, creating noiii
and pollution (though sometimes relieving access routes to the old ail
port). The Foulness/Maplin site was originally adopted as an enviroD
mentally 'good' site for a third London airport . Only after its adoption de
the problems (previously pointed out by the Roskill Commission, whici
was overruled in the site choice) become clear.
The second Sydney airport (SSA) has been subjected to more ecr
nomic and environmental analysis than perhaps any other project
Australia. There is a bewildering variety of reports on the subject (s
Mills , 1982, for a survey and critique of the most recent group of stud ie~
The result, unfortunately, is that the main alternatives do not emerge Vet
clearly.
The purpose of this paper is not to review the reports nor to put forwa~
views about which specific alternative is best. Most of the options haa
been analysed; our purpose here is to distil the trade-offs. Some genee
background on the economics of airports and the airport system
Sydney will set the stage for a discussion of the three main problems.

III. AIRPORTS AND THE SYDNEY REGION
Second airports are always 'required' in ten years' time . In fact, mw
cities delay investment in new airports for considerable periods withQ(
serious problems. What usually happens is that airports ' capacities a
pand gradually through technical progress , and changes in methodss
operation make it possible for priority users to be catered for. Low val~
users are diverted. Airports are often subject to sharp peaks in demau.
meaning that capacity may be pressed hard during part of the day yett:
underused at other times. In these respects KSA Sydney is fairly typi<e-
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emand for its facilities is growing rapidly and there are no alternatives
Ir much of the traffic. It is subject to peaks in demand during which
days may develop. The main users are international, interstate and
trastate airlines; these accounted for 58.7 per cent of the traffic in 1980
lviills, 1982: 178). The remaining 41 .3 per cent of the traffic was general
liation, including commuter airlines.
The urgency of the need for extra capacity is usually justified in terms
~G~~
,f the rapid growth rate of air transport . On the other hand, a rough idea of
te scope for postponing a major new airport can be gained from noting
tat the forecast demand by airlines in year 2000 is less than the actual
Ital demand including general aviation in 1980. However airlines ' use of
eak period capacity may be greater than this indicates , and it should not
e assumed that general aviation will be entirely removed from KSA.
General aviation includes commuter airlines, business jets , small
3.fgo and charter operators , and other small aircraft users. For many of
lem KSA is a convenient airport and is distinctly more desirable than the
Iternatives. Currently, most general aviation operators pay nothing to
se the facilities. The value they put on using KSA would vary widely,
lith those carrying a high proportion of feeder traffic (i .e ., commuter
irlines) putting a higher value on it than others.
The attractiveness of KSA vis-a-vis its alternatives lies partly in its
"'. roximity to the centre of Sydney . An SSA would have to be constructed
n the urban fringe , involving high financial and time costs to gain
ccess . This will be the case whether or not specialised access routes are
eveJoped. For general aviation the airport at Bankstown is not as remote
~I"':!' s an SSA site , but there are difficulties in gaining access to the City or
~SA. It too is becoming crowded, but other general aviation airports
xist on the urban fringe .
There are substantial economies of scale in airports , not so much in
inancial cost as in user convenience. On most flights , a proportion of
assengers wish to travel farther on other flights . At a big airport connecions will be easy; at a small airport they may not exist or may involve
onsiderable waiting time . Otherthings being equal , passengers prefer to
ravel through busy rather than less busy airports. Cargo interchange is
Iso easier at busy airports, and airlines like to have servicing facilities all
lone airport. Thus , airlines strongly prefer to operate out of the major
city airport .
Int.
These two factors, access and convenience for interlining , explain why
oew airports are unpopular . They will make the SSA a distinctly less
ttractive alternative to KSA for both passengers and airlines . Thu s the
livision of traffic between the two airports will be critical. The short term
~ueslion is whether general aviation should continue to be able to use
,(SA freely , and the longer term question will be what traffic will have to
nove 10 the SSA.
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IV. THE THREE MAIN QUESTIONS

I~ra~
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ll\llil~1

The allocation problem

/'

i,~ir~ (

The fundamental question, in both the short and the long term, is whoa l~in
is going to use what aiiport in the system . Efficient all ocation of traffic () If.Dro~e
between the airports is desirable but is definitely not automatic. Conges- ;- ,\lIr.emOi
tion may develop, traffic may be arbitrarily diverted to inappropriatee ~~.))~
airports, or expensive investments may be made in an attempt to avoid thee lYfu:el)
allocation problem. But the problem cannot be avoided, and it must bee \liii~
solved somehow . The reason for providing additional capacity, such as s ~o
an SSA , is that it is not possible to supply enough capacity at the most;t 10JJaiX
desired location. When additional capacity is provided, some traffic must;t (lell:l
necessarily be diverted there .
. xrn
The usual criterion of efficiency is that the users who put the highest.t Ikm
value on access to a facility should be able to use it. Other users who puttt ~~ojl
less value on the facility are then forced to use alternatives or nothing. M ,fl·Th:1
system of charging based on the opportunity costs associated with thee IDil~OCII
facility will achieve this . An airport has a fairly well defined capacity" C11131~
demand for which will sometimes exceed the maximum avai lable . Somee j\1IllDl
rationing device must be used - economists usually prefer price. Arbi- - "~I
trarily denying access to certain users, such as general aviation users, is s . ttl
an inefficient way to ration capacity.
Il'Jrn
The allocation problem involves determining not only who should usee \.U1SUI
the preferred airport, but also at what times they should use it. Demand alit ] :onal
peaks may exceed capacity. The inefficient way to ration is throughh rnOlte
congestion : traffic builds up and must face a predictable but costly delay.. 'lihIO~
The throughput of the airport is only slightly increased, but costs increasee Illtf\~
substantially. In addition, the opportunity cost of using the airport differs s iIt!.Ga~
at different times of the day .
e'\u:et
The price solution to the problem is to charge higher prices for peald< :~ceor,
times and for the preferred airport until demand no longer exceeds s .'arj.),
capacity . Few airports use a pure price system , partly because demand is s 't«d E
subject to variation from day to day and week to week , yet capacity is s ft'tiall!'c
fixed . A common practice is to declare a capacity of the aiiport for eaclil -oor.a]
time period. Rights to use (or slots) can be auctioned or arbitrarily givem I;~~,
to the potential users . If these users can , and are willing , to trade amongg ~j:or '
them selves, those willing to pay most for the slots will obtain theml. I;~!e::
Arbitrary allocation of slots conveys considerable benefits on airlines thaat '~Ioavo
obtain them since (like import quotas) they can be sold . An aiTTlort
carn ,I.~CJ\:II
't'
obtain most of the revenue from a price system and yet maintain th~e :hilj'
precision of a slot system by charging a little less than market cleari n~E "'i~
prices , and ensuring that the slots it gives away are not very valuable , 1ft Q
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(In keep a little capacity for sale at a given (high) price for any users who
o not obtain slots through trade, but who are willing to pay a high price .
An allocation system of approximately this type would probably be
(ost suited to KSA . Airlines would be able to trade slots through airport
s:heduling committees. The initial allocation of slots is not important
(,cept in that they are valuable. General aviation users would probably
b keen to sell or trade their slots as demand grew because the slots would
kome more valuable. No users need be arbitrarily excluded from the
~ rport . Systems like this operate at London and in the United States .
The likely effect of a pricing-slot scheme would be that the price of
l:ak slots and the price of using the preferred airport would be higher
tan those of off-hours and other airports. General aviation would be
scouraged from operating at the peak and, over time, from using KSA.
,)me general aviation users, such as those with connecting flights,
lould be prepared to pay the price, but they would be relatively few.
When a second airport is available, the price of using it would be less
han that of using the preferred airport . This would induce some users to
[",itch . The price premium for KSA might be large, because the SSA will
~: a distinctly inferior airport . While there may be some justification for
I)ncentrating either domestic or international flights at the SSA, it is
!lite possible that this will be an inefficient solution. An obvious reason
. that people will wish to transfer between domestic and international
lights , and separating them will impose large costs.
If airlines are allowed to choose which flights they operate out of the
;SA , it is unlikely that they would end up operating only domestic or
ntemational flights out of it. This rarely happens when airlines have
)me choice. Rather, the second airport is likely to attract users who do
t wish to transfer (or interline) and who wish to travel to the airport by
ar. The experience of London airports is instructive. The two ' second '
.irports, Gatwick and Luton, concentrated on charter traffic, i.e., low"Ost leisure traffic, for years . This traffic did not mind inconvenience as
he price of saving, and did not wish to interline. As Gatwick became
:trger and offered a range of flights, its role as an interlining airport
~creased. This may be the most effective role for an SSA. The existence
If specialist charter airlines is not necessary to achieve this result; rather ,
t is important to identify certain flights as being mainly leisure-oriented .
Reliance on price-based allocation systems may not lower overall
lemand for capacity by much nor reduce the peak demand substantially.
t will however ensure that the available capacity is efficiently used . An
ttempt to avoid the allocation problem by building an SSA early will not
Inly be costly, but will fail. As soon as it is complete the allocation
lroblem will need to be solved, and if this is done inefficiently major
Iroblems will remain and the new investment will be perceived as a white
lephant.
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The Kingsford Smith expansion problem

/

The question of whether to expand KSA can readily be put to the test ob r¥J13
cost-benefit analysis. Construction costs of an extra runway and othe~ ~_
facilities are relatively high because it is a constricted site. The altema-a ,:'"ive(
tives are to advance the date of the SSA or to increase general aviationlJ \ ~ t
airport capacity, the former being the more costly . There is the possiblell jJ .~~
C?st of additi~nal ~oise n~isance, though this ~ay be ze:o.if the use of thell :~ffiCII
aIrport by nOIsy aIrcraft IS restncted. The major benefit IS that the extrar 1As\~
capacity will be at the most preferred airport, where interlining is easiest. ' ~:e;;1
Several levels of development are possible at KSA. The cheapest is totl ~b;;
build a short take-off runway. A close-spaced parallel runway would adell
\ID;\
about 40 per cent to capacity; a wide-spaced runway would add close totl :mtl
100 per cent and would cost a little more than the close-spaced runway . _
" ' ]1f~

!t~~e
uOOeffi

The noise level at Kingsford Smith

:.~in1
::ion ~I

The decision about permissible noise created by operations at KSA i1i !h
distinct from the question of total capacity. Jets are the only significanr- ·ti~ in
creators of noise , and they are operated mainly by the major airlines fu1~
Thus the mix of traffic affects the noisiness of an airport.
'1 emt[
The noise nuisance to a given area is often measured by the noisiness ob !., :1)
each flight in that area and by the number of flights. (Indexes of noisines 'lif~~ftl
and number of flights can be developed , though they are not precise.) lfi i ':[1 It
were decided to keep noise nuisance at current levels, a gradual increasLS ;1"U.\
in jet operations could be permitted because over time the noise generatec. h'lnou
by jet aircraft can be expected to decline - already quieter types anr I~asi
coming into operation. An increase in runway capacity at KSA would. ",al.1lt
involve mainly low noise aircraft. If KSA capacity is not increased thO . u
'TIlenlll
noise nuisance may increase because there will be more jet flights~
although each flight will be quieter. An SSA need not reduce noise a~ I.::,~
KSA since the noiser aircraft may still tend to use it.
~.U,f,
In the near future , the policy that is best by other criteria will be to USIi ! lb:s
KSA more for jets - and this necessarily increases at least one compoo '\'(1
nent of the noise nuisance index . Reduction or limitation of noise createe '~~k
at KSA will not be consistent with policies that are otherwise efficiennl :c1jloi
The trade-offs must be specified and an explicit policy on permissibhl
noise levels established , or a price for noise creation set; otherwise nois5 'i·,t!Oiu
:~n~~.
generation at KSA may be greater than the efficient level. CompensatioD L
1~'nn"l
of residents who lose by noise may well enable an efficient allocation 00
'"I
traffic between airports to become politically acceptable .
'l~n~1
I

~iji,x
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'. CURRENT ALTERNATIVES
is important that a policy be developed to meet the problem of increas19 demand at KSA. The alternative of doing nothing is, in this case, an
xpensive one. If no more capacity is provided and allocation rules
!main as they are, congestion will soon develop and probably quite
uickly become intolerable. The real alternatives are between efficient
nd inefficient allocation rules, and between expansion at KSA or the
SA . A system of arbitrary traffic allocation elsewhere would be ineffiient at least in some degree.
Unless some airports have excess capacity, the allocation system is
'ecessarily linked to the question of where to expand capacity. The
lVestment options for constructing more general aviation capacity are
xpanding KSA (with short take-off, c!ose- or wide-spaced runways) and
', uilding the SSA. As demand expands more than one of these may have
) be undertaken, and timing becomes the important question.
Building more capacity at KSA is an expensive way to avoid the
Jlocation problem. If it is intended to allow general aviation to continue
.", .Ising the major airport it is very likely to be socially wasteful. There are
lIT
)enefits in general aviation being able to use KSA, but the cost of
.. :,roviding those benefits is likely to prove high relative to the costs of
Iising existing airports such as Bankstown . The cheapest way of providing for general aviation at KSA may be adding a short runway. The
benefits of this could conceivably outweigh the extra cost though it seems
unlikely. The only way to test the idea is to raise prices at KSA and see
whether this traffic is prepared to pay the extra cost.
If it is doubtful whether general aviation would be prepared to pay the
costs of a short runway at KSA, it certainly would not pay for a full
runway . Thus a full runway, c!ose- or wide-spaced, would be a wasteful
:f.. nvestment in the short term, but it could be an efficient solution in the
.ong term. That is, it is not worthwhile now .
:11
An early opening of the SSA could also enable general aviation to stay
at KSA, if, for example, international traffic were to be reallocated to the
SSA. This would be highly inefficient, however. [t would mean that
aircraft with 400 passengers were being diverted to beyond Liverpool in
order to allow aircraft with ten or fewer passengers to avoid being
diverted to Bankstown. It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the
efficient solution is almost certain to involve the diversion of general
,.1< aviation from KSA - probably to Bankstown - though there is a chance
of a short runway at KSA being worthwhile. It is also clear that any major
investments in capacity for airline traffic should come after the general
aviation allocation problem has been solved.

~,
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Considering the two options for KSA expansion, it is also clear that the
close-spaced parallel solution, as favoured by the previous federal government, is wasteful. It looks very much like a high-cost way of avoiding
the allocation problem and attempting to please everyone - except the
residents affected by noise. If it is worth developing KSA, it is worth
investing in a wide-spaced runway and achieving a much greater capacity
at little extra cost (unless demand grows slowly, and the real interest rate
is very high) . Compared to schemes involving diversion of general I
aviation, development at KSA will not create more noise nuisance in the
short term as the number of jets using the airport will be no greater. In the
long term , however, more jets will operate out of KSA , though they will
be quieter. It is difficult to predict the net change in noise nuisance.
The long term alternative is between KSA with wide-spaced parallel ,
runways and the SSA. This amounts to a problem of evaluating the extra
cost of the KSA developments, plus the additional noise cost, and
possible additional congestion costs imposed on the region , as against the
extra travel and inconvenience costs of the SSA . Would users be prepared
to pay the higher cost of KSA, including perhaps a levy to compensate
those adversely affected by noise? The only real test is to adopt pricingl
auctioning policies as discussed in the previous section and find out.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The complexities of the second Sydney airport question owe mainly to
the wide range of inefficient allocation possibilities, and to politicah
attempts to avoid allocation decisions by adopting high cost options thatl
please everyone (except those who pay for them). There are subjective
issues such as the cost of noise nuisance , the extent to which residents
near KSA should be forced to tolerate it, and the value of KSA's
convenience to airlines and passengers. Recent research has helped
answer some of these questions, but from now on major advances in our,
knowledge will probably come only from the results of actual market:
experiments .
The most efficient approach to the airport problem in Sydney iss
straightforward . The first step is to establish efficient capacity allocationn
devices (which need not be solely prices) . These will probably discour--age general aviation use of KSA as traffic grows. If the prices that achievee
di version of traffic are low, there is no urgency for an SSA becausee
capacity will be adequate. If the prices need to be high , there is again noo
urgency for the SSA as it will be judged a poor alternative to KSA •.
Additional capacity may be needed for diverted traffic; it will be relative~!
ly cheap to provide . Clearly these steps should be undertaken beforre
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najor investments in capacity for high value (mainly airline) traffic are
Lndertaken . Observing the prices that users are prepared (and not prerared) to pay will help to quantify the value of KSA 's convenience. The
choice between an SSA and wide-spaced runways at KSA will become
dearer, even though some questions (such as permissible noise levels)
\Iill still be disputable. Even granted the lags associated with major
ilVestments, the growth of traffic is not so rapid that decisions are needed
inmediately. If efficient traffic allocation methods are adopted , we still
~ ave a few years in which to consider the alternatives.
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':-

C: I have a question for Peter Forsyth about the pricing of buying a slot at
te airport. It seemed to me that you were saying that there would be little
,I,L' (fference between prices set in advance, and an auction system . I would
IreI
Ive gone for the auctions straight away since bidding for the slots is
~)ing to reveal information about the congestion of the airport. Planners
\ill get a signal about increasing capacity and can see the effect it will
hve on the cost recovery program. Why did you appear indifferent
t:tween the two plans?

"i

)ilrsyth: I didn ' t mean to give the idea that I was indifferent. I would
refer the auction plan myself. [ would think that as you say constructing
c:Jrice system would be fairly difficult given that you don ' t know a lot of
te required information .

c: Two questions for Peter Forsyth.

You said that if the price you get is
Iw or if it is high, then perhaps that indicates that there is no need for
clditional airport capacity . Is there a middle ground where there is a
I~ed? And second, would you assume that Bankstown is ready to take up
Ie excess demand, or perhaps that it may not be able to handle the
dditional operational problems?

][)rsyth: I don't see that there is a middle ground. No matter which way

:)U

look at it there is no urgency for a second Sydney airport or for
ommitting ourselves to major investments before working out who is
ping to go where or at least trying to find out who is willing to go where.
On the question of Banks town , sure there may be operational problems
, Bankstown . What would then be needed would be more general
uiation capacity - not necessarily at Bankstown but at some of the other
(jtskirt aerodromes like Fairfield, Camden , and so on. The point here is
tat a ranking of airports will develop . Perhaps Bankstown will be used
lore and more for passenger charter and commuter aircraft, and the aero
wbs and so forth will tend to go further out - presuming of course that
tey are not prepared to pay the same price for the convenience as the
ommuter airlines would be . I recognise that there are problems with
lankstown , but building extra general aviation capacity out at Badgery 's
treek , let 's say, is going to be a hell of lot cheaper than building a major
ttemational airport.
~ : I am wondering how you start the process of a slot system as you
I~scribe it? Do you toss everyone out first and then start off fresh? For
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example, international airlines schedule several months in advance aT<
Australia is at the end of the line on a lot of long routes . There is a smm
window they must get into. If they don't know two or three months s
advance that they can have that spot in Sydney, they will start getting tl
next spot in Hong Kong and the next one in London and Perth.
Say for example you ran a sample on computer and got the ten prim
slots from the international point of view. Negotiations could go (
indefinitly for the right price. It could be the last day before the schedul
is due to start before the international airline gets its slot. How is tit
more efficient than the present congestion where you leave it to the us('s
to sort it out for themselves?

Forsyth: Airline congestion is just pure wasted fuel, wasted time,
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wasted everything else . I agree that it is sometimes fairly difficult to wo'( -;00/5
out a slot system where everyone gets what they want in time. But m(1 .• Men:e
major US airports, London, and I think some other European airports u ocl&~
slot systems . What happens is that you get allocated slots a fairly lo(
time in advance . If you are worried about stability you can always rese~
a certain number of slots - say 90 per cent allocated in advance a,
another 10 per cent that you are prepared to allocate , at a price , on shon)
notice .

Q: When a new operator comes on the scene how does he fit into I
system that has already allocated the slots?
Forsyth: It depends on the slot system in operation . In some US airj>O(
they can trade off slots with other airlines. For example one airline mili
have a bit of spare capacity in Chicago and might make a deal W-J.
another airline to trade the two o ' clock slot in Chicago for an extra slOb
New York - something along those lines . How does a new airline g~1
slot ? In a straight auction system it could bid; sometimes in the US tltl
retain certain slots for just random allocation or just new airlines, and(
forth . There are a range of possibilities, but my preference would be ((
where trading slots would be encouraged and where it would becoc
profitable to buy a certain proportion of them at a price .
Q: Can you imagine the IAFC taking into account what the airline PP'
for that s lot as part of its fare structure?

Forsyth: Well, presumably more of the air navigational charges wocl
be loaded onto airport use as an airport use charge , and the busy airp()li
would be charging higher fees . So users would have to scramble less , J
pay fewer navigational charges . This would help to avoid the situatl~
where three or four 20-seater aircraft hold up several jumbos .
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- ( Peter Forsyth, I think you said in your paper that where a second
a port is located is not a great economic problem . Would you elaborate
:cr 0 that?

}Jrsyth: Perhaps I should say it a little more precisely. I don ' t mean that
ilis not a major problem . But from an analytical point of view we can
" f r/y easi ly point out what is involved . We can say for example that
f ldgery's Creek would be a more convenient site than Goulburn . That is
firly straightforward . Then we can look between Badgery's Creek and
(alston or anywhere else and calculate the different costs and benefits of
arports in different locations. It is not always an easy job but it is not as
to ugh it is a really confused issue because we know what to look for. Of
ourse many of the costs and benefits are not going to be straight
f:onomic ones with dollar signs on them . More houses will be affected
l:re, a wilderness area will be affected there, and so a politician will have
t work out that sort of balance. But it is a straightfoward tradeoff.
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Three R's of Domestic Aviation
Policy in Australia:
Regulation, Redistribution
and Risk
Colin A. Gannon
I INTRODUCTION
(ven the nature of this occasion, I thought it would be appropriate to
nake a few speculative and probably provocative remarks about domest aviation policy in Australia . An underlying theme of my remarks is the
etent to which aviation policy itself is shaped by speculation regarding
te outcomes of alternative policies . Therefore I may be somewhat
\t1 nerable to the charge of inconsistency, but I have not let this circumsri be my remarks.
I would like to indulge in a very brief review of Australia's domestic
piation policy under three headings: regulation, redistribution and risk .
,Ithough these three R's may be somewhat contrived, I hope to illustrate
bw they provide a useful, if not particularly novel basis for understandig the origins, current status and probable future of domestic aviation
plicy in Australia. At the same time I should confess to another rather
.tificial construction: I intend to relate these three R's to three broad
isues - inefficiency, inequity and instability - and to three elements of
plicy - principles, presumptions and performance . This contrived
::heme for reviewing the core of Australia's domestic aviation policy ,
e., the 'Two-Airline Policy ', is set out in Figure I. I will refer to the
~adings on the right of the figure a little later.

[. REGULATION: THE TWO-AIRLINE POLICY
n appreciation for the historical importance of regulation, redistribution
I!ld risk can be readily gained by examining the origin and development
'f the Two-Airline Policy . In the late 1940s and early 1950s the airline
ldustry underwent considerable organisational restructuring, as we
~ o u ld expect of a relatively new and expanding industry. Such restrucIri ng was seen in many quarters as reflecting an inherent instability
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FIGURE 1: One view of the Two-Airline Policy from thre4
perspectives

unacceptable in such an industry. When it appeared that this restructurino
would lead to one major airline (which happened to be the govemmen~
owned airline) , an 'ideological compromise ' in the form of a two-airl inr
policy (one publicly owned and one privately owned) was established-
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the attendant regulations, Thus , exposure to major perceived risks
removed, financial security of the airlines was provided for, and the
Irtability of the industry was resolved, While there have been significant
r axations at the periphery (for example, air freight, specialised services
ad discount fares) , the essential core of the Two-Airline Policy remains
i act after more than three decades - a period over which the aviation
irJustry has matured considerably.
The Two-Airline Policy has been described as prohibitive, protectionil, and paternalistic - features of industry policy that are hardly unkown in Australia. However, while other industries may be subject to
a nsiderable government intervention , domestic aviation stands out in
tlm s of the directness and comprehensiveness of its economic regulatj,n. Quantity and quality of inputs and outputs are controlled by the
[:partment of Aviation, and prices are subject to approval by the
Idependent Air Fares Committee. Substantive business decisions able to
b taken by the airlines are limited - although a little less si nce the 1981
lj~ i slation. For some decisions, such as scheduling, airline discretion is
c'cumscribed.
At the same time, the agreement between the airlines and the Govemno:nt provided considerable scope for dealing with alleged inequities
asociated with the provision of air services, especially concerning
rutes, levels of service and fares. Eventually, a fare formula was
itroduced so that fares differed essentially only by distance flown (and
i deed, until recently, the difference in fares was proportional to the
cfference in distance flown) . Thus, through economic regulation, fares
Cluld be moulded to reflect perceived equity, even though such fares
\ere in many cases demonstrably inefficient.
~s

Iq

[~

\

-

r'

'I'

~

11. REDISTRIBUTION
(overnments have used the regulation of industry, in this case the
piation industry, as an instrument for redistribution to serve particular
~Ic ial and political ends. There is nothing new in that. Numerous studies
ientify industry regulation as a device outside the explicit budget apropriation process that can effect particular forms of redistribution.
'Ihile the provision of subsidies to specific groups is a proper function of
pvernment, it seems desirable in our political system that such subsidies
b explicit and visible, and serve their intended purposes in the most
ost-effective way.
A key question to be answered here is who are the gainers and who are
'I.e losers under the Two-Airline Policy compared to some alternative
n licy. Groups with a vested interest in the Two-Airline Policy and who
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have asserted varying degrees of influence in shaping and preserving 5 ::IIIJ((I
include: (I) the airlines' owners, shareholders and employees (staff an ,..tll
management); (2) certain consumers of airline services (particular typeJ .:...1:1,1
of travellers and destinations); (3) suppliers of airline inputs; (4) othm ,In
business interests involved with complementary activities, such as tOUl1 ~1e\1
ism operators, or close substitutes, such as international carriers anll ]OIIihe
surface mode operators; and (5) regulators, bureaucrats, politicians, allli jlo~
possibly even academics, who are affected by and respond to the degree ~IK! Ii
of regulation of the industry.
_blel
Identifying rent-seeking in the Australian civil aviation industry alii .,toilel
estimating its forms and size would be a fruitful area for policy-orientet "> 110re0
research. So too would further investigation of cross-subsidisation in tit i fonk
provision of air services. This issue is pertinent to an appreciation of tit \le~an
operation of the Two-Airline Policy itself and to likely origins of resi~ l'!Cdr
tance to changes in it. On this issue of redistribution, let me note tht ::10k. lIb
provisions of the IAPC Act (1981) call for the deve lopment of a workabl iocllnle
and appropriate definition of cross-subsidisation in the context of tit ';m"rj,
trunk route network - where joint costs are substantial.
(IOTHER
~t\1

IV. TWO KINDS OF RISK
\,'OCI,

Now let me tum to the question of risk in the context of domestic aviatiQ(
policy . I actually have in mind two different matters in relation to tht
heading . The first concerns the actual exposure to risk of an acc idee
associated with travel by air. There are some important research que
tions here associated with the proper characterisation of very 10'C
probability events such as airline accidents and incidents. Clearly, a f
travellers and the public at large perceive the risk of an air accident quill
differently from the risk of a road accident. It is worth noting that tit
safety record of the airline industry in Australia over the last 25 years (
so is superb, and among the top in the world. The high technic(
performance and reliability of the airlines and the strong regulation
governing airworthiness , flight standards and air operations illustrate tlt
importance placed on minimising exposure of passengers and others
risk .
The second matter I want to raise in connection with risk is the aversiQI
to risk that tends to be a part of bureaucratic and political behavioUt
Understandably, this is most evident with respect to attitudes toward am
approaches to air safety , Air safety cannot really be divorced froc
economic considerations - it costs money to maintain, The selected Cc(
effective strategy may be the one that achieves maximum tolerable lew(
of risk - despite a strong reluctance on the part of politicians aa
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re ul ators to concede publicly the necessity to deal with such difficult
" ql!stions and the trade-offs they involve.
ureaucratic risk aversion is a significant factor in the policy making
. pI cess. In particular, I want to focus on its relevance to the Two-Airline
PI icy . Quite simply, I suggest that there tends to be an inherent con.' Sfvatism on the part of politicians, bureaucrats , and regulators in their
aproach to both large and small changes to an ongoing policy, especially
[f hat policy is working well from a technical standpoint. This is quite
U1derstandable when we think of the rapidly diminishing marginal gains
- ('ti lity') to the politician or regulator personally from successful policy
" chnges . Moreover, there are constraints on how fast policies can be
"" chnged. For the bureaucrat, the best policy tends to be the one that works
terably well and involves the least downside risk in terms of its potential
elects, including career consequences for those who might be held
-I n ponsible. Whether such an approach leads to a combination of resist~ce to change and inertia, or to a combination of responsibility to
plsengers and carefully measured reform , is open to debate.

' ANOTHER THREE R'S: REVIEW, RESEARCH AND
~~FORM

y focus on regulation , redistribution and risk is designed to illustrate
aother aspect of domestic aviation policy, namely the policy review
PJcess. I want to briefly raise the question of the pertinence of research
i this context and also comment on some characteristics of political and
- h eaucratic behaviour.
~ Over the past six years or so (since the Domestic Air Transport Policy
~ F:view) considerable research has been undertaken in Australia on the
omestic airline industry. The main focus of this research has been the
asessment of the Two-Airline Policy , with particular reference to the
{onomic performance of the two airlines (factor productivity, profitabilii, scheduling and costs) and the structure and level of fares. These are
(lite complex research areas and results have been subject to certain
Clalifications. Claims of incompleteness and inaccuracy have been ad11nced, some of them legitimate but others merely to rationalise a
onservative policy posture - a point to which I will return later.
Jowever, a substantial body of research is now available that suggests,
(] the basis of several indicators, that the economic performance of the
1,0 major airlines in Australia does not compare favourably with that of
her airlines, typically those in less regulated environments. Yet this
~ search has had only a minor influence in the policy area.
Of course, it is not unusual for such research to have little impact. I
,lggest that this is especially true in the Australian context. Change and
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improvements in airline perfonnance and efficiency are most likely lo b
achieved by experimentation in the market place. This can occur whel
the incumbents introduce new services and new fares (which have bee
modest until recently) or when new entrants provide effective compel! J~!I!fiC{L
tion (which has been essentially non-existent until recently and is sti t ~nAU5!lli1
very limited). The latter is more likely to put pressure on incumbents t 1~i\:re1u!1
improve their cost perfonnance. Without these 'experiments', it is stit Of3~K
possible for pressure to be exerted from outside, albeit bluntly. Fl~ 1iio~trul
example, if comparable air services are provided successfully elsewhea: ofr
at much lower prices, the demonstration effect can cause passengers all "wiJce
potential passengers to exert political pressure for change (cf. Laker: l~nat& 1
However, unless the perfonnance of incumbent airlines is grossly ii i rea SOC]
ferior, merely identifying airline inefficiency and its causes (forexampl~i lSinreluia
attributing it to a regulatory environment such as the Two-Airline Po lic~: ~. ,eff~~
is unlikely to initiate policy review and refonn.
I am not saying that more analytical work on the economic efficienci
of the airline industry is not valuable - on the contrary [ finnly believef
is. Rather, I suggest that research also needs to be directed to areas otht .(leU
than economic efficiency, and this may mean some reallocation I .; rnvoivel
research priorities - at least as [ see them. Specifically, in the context e N!ld'll\
review and assessment of the Two-Airline Policy, I submit that the issulJ )aJ:dei
of redistribution and risk are at least as important as the issue of economr '(13Iilfacra
efficiency in aviation policy deliberations. More research into these aree '~)j JJ
may not lead to a change in policy, but it will clarify and improve genem foremn
understanding of the policy objectives of the Two-Airline Policy and hoc 1'1 marle3
they are being served.
'~rlor:t
A final matter in respect of my heading of policy review, research all billion f
refonn concerns the size and path of change, Changes embodied in tit '~I~~~'
new Two-Airline Policy legislation are marginal- for example, greatli ~Jed"
entry is allowed to provide 'specialised services', A fundamental poli~ lm~m:
question is whether small changes to a policy provide an adequate bas: :tt' '3
for commercially viable experimentation, and also feedback on the likeE \
net benefits of further change. The ' toe-in-the-water ' approach is consii
tent with risk aversion - small changes can usually be modified
withdrawn if the effects are judged unsatisfactory. Moreover, mal
believe that the effects of small changes are more predictable than the ft
consequences of large ' structural ' changes.
,
It may be worth assessing carefully the conclusion reached by Alfr :;l~UC\
Kahn , Chairman of the US Civil Aeronautics Board during the introdw ' 'I ~tel
tory phase of the recent deregulation of the US domestic airline industrr
Kahn came to the view that the change from a more regulated to a let
regulated or deregulated regime should be implemented quickly and
in a piecemeal fashion, Gradual relaxation of the rules or mere 'tinkeri
with the institutional framework can prevent adequate scope for airl i
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t xplore markets, develop new services, route structures and fares, and

lertake organisational rationalisation, mergers and so on.
Vhether Kahn's conclusion and the logic behind it are applicable in
;tralia is not immediately apparent. There are substantial differences
ween Australia's Two-Airline Policy and the US regulatory regime
\!r' p )r to deregulation . Moreover, the Australian trunk route network
, C Isists of a wide mix of route densities and stage lengths (including
I ~ s eral long thin routes) and, overall, a relatively small market. The
~!e~ O come of partial relaxation of entry, and in particular its commercial
"': i'libility, will depend on the specific routes and pricing conditions that
Jo.t
nominated. There is considerable scope for policy-relevant research
his area. Such research could examine not only the likely outcome of
mges in regulatory arrangements but also the likely path of adjustment
luding effects on services offered, passenger groups and others affectand the retaliation prospects of the existing airlines . Such research
y help to reduce the risk of change as perceived by regulators and
iticians - and hence assist in the adoption of policy reforms .
i owever, it should be recognised that business activity by its very
ure involves uncertainty and commercial risk. This risk may be
.uced and/or spread by economic regulations , particularly the control
~ ntry and exit. A degree of financial stability may be achieved and this
y be satisfactory to the airlines and even reassuring to government.
t the opportunity costs may be high . By suppressing or removing the
.1 1\1, il.entive for entrepreneurial effort, the search for profitable innovations
new markets, products and procedures - is discouraged and ecomic performance can suffer.
Regulation of economic activity, including airlines, is typically
Jpted to meet a number of objectives . Often these objectives are not
:11 defined and invariably they are in conflict. A proper starting point
. debate in this area is explicit and rational consideration of the extent to
lich the various objectives are met under existing policy and the
.t~l anges that would happen (i.e., the various 'opportunity costs') under
;~:,. aernative policies. Given the inherent uncertainties involved in such a
Ix ,i 1)cess, it is difficult to avoid appeal at some point to personal judgment.
~\e' 1 important task for research is to improve predictability and the
f;~;n ::ormation base so that there is reduced need for judgments about
Irlividual policy outcomes and an improved basis for maiUng choices
'd:· alOng policy alternatives themselves.
. "' U

nt

\

.

I .;.

I. CONCLUSION
l:aring in mind the current state of knowledge and judgment, let me

(\.~ c nclude by expounding three different views of domestic aviation policy

Ire
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in Australia. These views capture many of the points I have touchere
upon .
From one point of view there is resistance , inertia and procrastination!
A second view sees responsibility, inquiry and perspicacity. The !hirer .
view is one of reform , innovation and progress . I leave it to you to judgeg l.;ilCairru
which perspective may best characterise domestic aviation policy de .;ii1relat
velopment in Australia.
!mllfl1l
Imttol
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say that pricing policies on airfares to and within Tasmania should b t
regarded as marginal or incremental to the rest of the Australia. The faG'
that I have left out Brisbane and Melbourne merely means that they werel
too slothful to think of something new. But everybody has a view with
respect to airfares and all of them must be taken into account. So you g~ j):Mrl
misunderstandings.
:,llll a
I want to deal with a few of the misunderstandings that have occurrefl: 'Ioo~a
and been referred to in the press recently. I saw an article the other da\2 '~mill
written by John Stackhouse. He said the Independent Air Fares Commibi ;l1tli
tee acts as a barrier between people and the pricing policies. He alsl.! ;IOUII
misunderstands discount fares. There are cost-based discount fares amI' Ja~a).
demand-based discount fares . The second type occurs much more fref! :'/,I~
quently within the total system than the fust. It would be fair to say thal ::)ID110~
discounting and competition have been pushed into the system more OWl '\e~ao:e
the last 18 months than ever before . In fact we have dealt with about 161( ltal/lc
discount fares and discount fare applications since we have been i :iIlei [~
existence.
Ihe~
We do have some problems with discount fares. Under the discOUB .aoo~
procedures of the Act itself, there are three criteria to be borne in mine)1 .~or))\
the effects of discounts on other fares; that they are to be applied withOl)' : Il/em
discrimination (I'm not going to go through this section of the Act i UIIl~V
detail); and that they are to add to profitability. But one thing the discoun ~:j~OOhl
fares procedures as we interpret it doesn't enable us to do is make vem 'lItl~ewi
complete judgments about cross-subsidisation within the system. In faCt' lclin/1n
there can be significant discount fares on one part of the system, a third o( ""II;eOII
those operating on one part of the same airline system, and yet cros"
s ubsidisation , which some might say could occur under such circurrn
stances, is not allowed to be contemplated within the discount fare-c II!:WIie
procedure .
:aaJ,n
There are three important points to consider when making decisions oc '1)0i:!~
discount fares: discount fares should be aimed at generating new trave Im;l
lers , at topping up aircraft usage, and at ensuring that the basic fares paiti ;:nAtil
by the majority of Australians don't have to be increased . That senteno( ".~ol[a
acknowledges the limitations of the discount fare procedure in determim t<0D0j1
ing cross-subsidisation. Where discount fare traffic becomes predomn ilUlOm
nant on a route , there is a danger that discount passengers may bt . ~en'i
cross-subsidised by that airline ' s normal fare-paying passengers . So WJ. a~j
do have to concern ourselves with these issues and we do have to matl 1 ~ailial
judgments in relation to them.
,.frlr
One final comment. We do have to make choices, sometimes vecr "i:;1c
difficult ones. It is not a matter of making recommendations or givi ng ~ ~arjtli
bit of advice and sitting somewhere letting someone else make tl:t ':(i:ttfi~
decisions . We have to make the choices and sometimes those choices aru ~~(,b
difficult. But J can assure you that they are always just.
. tct:"~~
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General Discussion
, ] , findlay: Mr Cairns' comments about percei ved fairness prompt me to try
t articulate another view of how we should allocate resources. He said it
~asn't

·~t~
lflI'

Uc'~;

on that we didn't know in advance what the outcome was going to
k. It seems to me that's an enormous and formidable task and it raises the
lndamental question about what criteria and what institutions we are
~) ing to use to allocate resources. Our resources are too scarce to be
trown away; they don't fall like manna from heaven . If we use them
~fjci ently then we can pursue more social goals. The question is how are
Ie going to do it.
If we wanted to know in advance what the outcome was going to be, we
lould have to have a very highly planned economy . The alternative is to
it market forces make those allocative decisions . I agree in principle
lith the view that that creates an enormous amount of uncertainy in the
,ortd , and people are unsure about whether they are going to be em].oyed or not or what prices they are going to pay for the goods.
But it seems to me that the market is more likely to be accepted as an
"Iocati ve device if we can create an environment where people have faith
J redistributive devices. In other words , we compensate people after the
'lent if we want to. And I'd rather hear a view that it's better to build up
:tat feeling in the community than to go the other route and say that we
.ways need to know in advance exactly what is going happen .

.:airns: When I say that people ought to know in advance, I'm not being
measonable and saying that they ought to know everything in advance,
lOt they ought to know the range of likely outcomes that would affect
hem. I think you have touched upon one of the understandings that
le ople in Australia always want. They do want to see that there is a sense
If equity or fairness about what is to happen, who are going to be the
'ainers and the losers, who will be in the plus situation and who in the
1inus situation as far as it is reasonable to be able to see . It is not going to
Ie sufficient just to withdraw from that kind of judgment and say let' s
gnore it and go on, because it is not going to work. I am always
mpressed that that sense of equity, or like with like , seems stronger in
\ustralia than in almost any other country in the world.
In respect of the air pricing system we must be acutely aware of the
~~. lational and the local cross-subsidies that would apply so that the policy
"'('U!~ ;an be accepted by people in general. I think that there is a strain of that
,..e~ ,ype running around Australia and it will apply to the acceptance of any
IlUblic economic policy.
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Q: In our discussion of risk aversion we really only mentioned thdJ kJb1t
bureaucracy and the politicians, and I'm just wondering how much thtb /\t'K
regulatory structure itself has affected the airlines and other people in thdl ~Ja~',
business wanting to take risks in getting into the new areas. I'm im.r htae
pressed with what East-West has been doing recently and would like tet ' :5~rOC
hear your observations on the effects of the regulatory structure on thdl . .tlUiIX
likelihood of businesses taking risks.
~Ixon~l
I~ fiell~

/

Cairns: You are right in picking me up on that with respect to this airline~
case. Clearly Peter was discussing a policy position that goes back quite e
long time and that, while it doesn't guarantee a rate of return, provides ,
fair mechanism by which normal risks - systematic risks in particularto which business is exposed can be predicted. Consequently the rate ot:
return is more stable and the variations are lower, and that is a conse·e
q uence of the regulatory position. So to the airlines, if you like, the COSl
~
of capital or degree of risk is lower.
But you might, I think, be fair in saying we should 'speculate' (and I'm
not playing with words) that there should be a bit of quidpro quo whee
there is regulation. At least there should be a partnership and diversifiec.
. I'mes Wit
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capacity , and quality. Then the discretion and hence the responsibilit)t,
control nexus is broken. But this is speculation on principle. It presu mee
that under such a climate there is less demand for management to exercisE;
the kinds of normal management skills, discretion, entrepreneurship, an()'
judgment than would be called for in a risky enviroment.

Kimpton: I want to make two comments because I think there are sarno
assumptions being incorporated in people's approaches to this topic, an<!
perhaps a slightly different view of those might be of some benefit.
First of all, I want to talk about what people refer to as the 'two airlino
system'. I t has been suggested a number of times today that this systenr
got tighter rather than looser when it was renegotiated in 1981. In ffill
view that is not quite the correct assessment of the situation. There wecr
three major changes made to the airlines agreement when it was renewe~
in 1981 . Incidentally, these are my views rather than the views of m1
employer. First, access to trunk routes was opened up to regional operaa
tors whose prescribed routes connected trunk route centres. But let"
avoid talking in the legal terms and talk in terms of examples. What th~
agreement really does is to allow East-West, for instance , who servicee
Sydney to Albury and then a connecting service from Albury to Me!:1
bourne, to carry passengers all the way through rather than just betweee
Sydney and Albury, get them all off, then Albury to Melbourne, and vic
versa. The number of passengers they are able to transport in that way i i
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c ntrolled by the agreement, and it is limited to, and this is not the exact
I ~al expression, a minority of passengers. But it is a step forward in
ms of allowing regional operators access to trunk routes, so to me that
I the first area where the opportunities for competition were increased . I
nk it is probably common knowledge that East-West was seeking to
eploit this increased level of competition allowed.
The second area where competition was enhanced in quite a broad way
1S that freight was completely taken out of the scope of the agreement.
r freight is no longer subject to the arrangements contained in the
a'lines agreement. And that has had all sorts of impact on all types of
a erators in terms of enhancing the degree to which they can suit business
tltheir areas and offer competitive pricing strategies to obtain business .
The third area where competition was enhanced was in the degree of
cmpetitiveness between ourselves and TAA as trunk route operators.
llder the old system, there was a requirement that at virtually all times
de fares charged by Ansett and T AA be the same . So we moved as one
v th respect to core fares and discount fares . But the 1981 agreement
dies in fact allow and encourage Ansett and TAA to be innovative in the
a~a of discounting. And I like to think in fact that we are. Quite
f:quently one or the other of the trunk route operators is first into the
narketplace with a new fare. Subsequently that fare may be matched by
t~ other trunk route operator. Or one or the other of the trunk route
oerators may in fact offer a discount that isn't matched by the other trunk
rute operator.
It seems to me worth drawing attention to those changes because they
ae often overlooked, and when talking about a two-airline system I think
\e are not doing justice to the legislative arrangements. In fact I think we
ae talking about perhaps a two-and-a-third or a two-and-a-quarter airline
sstem. And if you look at that in terms of historical continuum it is a
rove towards deregulation.
I also want to say that I found today very useful. I think I probably
rflect the opinion of other people from the airlines industry who are here
tday because those of us who work in the industry don't perhaps have as
rany opportunities as we should to hear our industry talked about by
~I alysts from outside. Having said that though, I believe that we need to
10k for opportunities to explain ourselves better to those of you who
c:ri ve your livings as economists in universities and other places , to give
)JU a better understanding of the operational constraints within which we
hve to work.
Let me just give two examples that showed up today. One was the area
t!at Rob Elder of the DOA talked about in relation to Peter Forsyth's
9-per on the Sydney airport: the sheer operational difficulties of auction~g and allocating slots, given the logistical difficulties facing the inter!ttional airline operators. Those difficulties are of course a function not
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only of their route structures and wherever their journeys start or fi nish ~!eILl\(
but also of the curfew that operates at Kingsford Smith Airport . So in faca ·1~.~~1I(
you must compress a lot of activity into a relatively small space of tima ., ()."il
and these things need to be understood in looking at how space or tim] .),~,
slots at Sydney ' s Kingsford Smith Airport ought to be made available. ;~'!l'
The other area where I feel that the sharing of experience or view~ 1 C
between the industry and the economists would be helpful is in thil ~~:c~el
question of cost. Peter Forsyth's first paper started from the assumptio;( IOU ;:
that a very high proportion of airline costs are fixed. We wouldn'n u~o~
necessarily share that opinion. In our experience there is a very comple f :!II)~, ~e
interaction among variables such as capacity and aircraft type, routet ~, . '.:
demand at a certain time of day, or even for that matter not flyi ng ; i u~
particular route, and this interaction means a much larger variability 0 ·~~.e
costs than is generally perceived .
So the assumption that a very high proportion of costs in the airlinl :TheL
industry is fixed is not borne out by our experience, and it is not borne Oll ~nln.n1i
by the way we approach the discount fare question in our operations. W1t. rtwllireli
avoid for instance discount fares that could cause us to expand capacity i l~mllo~a
a situation where we can otherwise reduce it and reduce the costs that gj ~ of w((
with it - unless of course the fares cover the costs of that additionn 1~!lal.Ll
capacity .
~I~OO(
That is probably as much as I ought to say but I am one of the last tw~ h~ultl!
remaining airline respresentatives here, and I think we ought to thank ttrl l "
CIS for putting this conference on. It ha~ been a useful exercise and I hOPI t[q.
that It leads to further exchanges of vIews over the months and yeau Ii .. ~r~
ahead .
~tii:o"
~!lItel;

Rob Elder (DOA): I want to make a plea on behalf of the policy advisef r~1IeIi
among us. We don ' t have the lUXUry of going to our political masters aru I~nsili;
asking them to take all their clothes off and jump into Lake Burley GriffiJ 'iu~~iili!
in the middle of winter , safe in the knowledge that the market forces ww :,1ilie el
sort out their problems . Without that alternative we have to look " In iii: nc'
developing a framework of where we are going from our 0\\\ \~il~
experiences.
I was somewhat disappointed this morning. You developed a lot
~,~~,
thoughts on American deregulation practice and experience , and tho :~, 1he~
took it one step towards what might happen in Australia, But then who ltl t~,
Kevin Cairns raised the question of hubs and so forth the discussi<i 'ltrelo~n
virtually stopped and ended with a suggestion that that was the airlindf t;J;l~ I~l
problem . And then it wasn ' t the airlines' problem but somebody elsef
problem . The policy adviser is stuck in the middle of all that. What I 31 ~:W,
really making is a plea for is some more work to be done by t t '~ito
economists on these issues to give us some more gUIdance, so that t t ," ~ Itll;l
debate on deregulation becomes more rational and more open and mQ{
a~:
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Jple get involved in it. I think that way we are less likely to make
stakes, whatever moves are made in the next few years.
ndsa y: Others here are a little bit more familiar with the American
.Jerience, but would an American policy adviser of about 15 years ago
Ie asked the same questions about hubs? And if so what would have
!n the answer? I don't know that it would have been predictable what
~s would develop, and certainly what hubs have developed recently by
!n some of the very small airlines. I just noticed in the press very
I\i:, - (ently that Piedmont, which operates in South Carolina, has developed
... ~ a lery small hubbing/spoke system of its own networking into Delta.
':,. king up what Chris has said, such hubbing would be fairly
oredictable.

Ildlay: The US experience is an obvious source of data on what general
ection things will take. Now whether to aim for a full scale analysis of
tat it will be like with deregulation seems to be an investment decision .
J1JCJ I it going to payoff, or how much is it going to contribute to reform?
at sort of work is part of the strategy for reform. What I was trying to
I was that, in the longer run, we could move to an environment where
don't need comprehensive planning services but could simply recogIe the equity goals that Kevin Cairns rightly stressed .
,-

IU: I wish to respond in part to what Kevin Cairns said, which I interpret
a request to talk about specifics rather than about principles or about
t : way markets or deregulated enviroments work. I don ' t think this is a
rltlistic request to make. It is like a request to give us the sort of
~~J.. s !cifications that an entrepreneur would show to his bank manager in
J~... ming up with specific proposals. One of the features of the unregulated
~BU:li,' Lrket is the extent to which individuals engage in trial and error or
jlI(IX,
gage in the nonplanning sorts of solutions that Chris was referring to.
'),e'. ld it's just not possible to specify in advance what the end result of all
. ~.' t It will be. People try something, they don ' t make money, in other
lrds consumers don't support them, they abandon it, they try some.~., ng else. There is a lot of uncertainty at the outset in an unregulated
"{r,tt ev ironment that just cannot realistically be prespecified. So to ask
B~I> ople here to write down what would happen in an unregulated market is
. ~i~' nt realistic . I think it is a totally unfair question.
~

:

der: We are not looking for details, but also we can't really work
thin the framework of just continuity of the status quo and the introction of a deregulated environment. There must be something in
tween.
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Ball: Let me say something about the Australian political structure thm

/

makes it even harder to speak about changes in the system. It wa'i
mentioned this morning - the fact that we have no political entreprer
neurs , or at best very few. The only way a new issue, a specific issue ca l
emerge without widespread support in our political agenda is for '
splinter party to arise, as did the Australian Democrats. Our politicianu
almost always vote on party lines. In the US you can get politicians I
cross the floor. When they are involved with a particular issue, whee
there is a sufficient constituency, a politician or set of politicians can bl
entrepreneurs in representing that constituency and the issue will arise i
the Congress. That has happened around deregulation of VariOl)1
industries.
I understand that you are in a very uncomfortable position because itt
very difficult to see a widespread political constituency for deregulation.l

:lu:Kle
llIL1lIIl'

uee:,
'nll~n
ill) J
~xriOfT

Margaret Starrs: I would have thought from what we have heard he!! b~anIJ
today that if evidence were needed to convince the Minister that deregl~
lation was the way to go it could be found in what we have presente:1
today here . We had Michael Kirby telling us that Australian airline COS'f
are 55 per cent higher than American airline costs, and that in tltl
American situation that there are a lot of promotional fares - I mean,.
don ' t see that the evidence isn ' t there if you want to make a case.
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Forsyth: Following on from this , if you look at the debate in the US fif
deregulation, you'll find that there were various people saying that tht
would happen or that would happen. But if you look at the range of fairl.
serious economic studies on the likely impact, sure they got some th in!1
wrong but the broad picture was very much as they predicted . Admitted~
some things they didn't predict so well , one of these was the pressure (I
pilots' salaries. But more broadly speaking the analysts did pick tit
effects pretty well.
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Starrs: I think one of the interesting results of the American deregulatia
experience, and it was a function of the regulatory framework
America, was that there was an increase in load factors, although the lop
factors in America are still lower than Australian load factors. And 1M
always worries me when I think about deregulation. Will that be ,
outcome of Australian deregulation? That would therefore be a COl
increase really , wouldn't it?
. Ie.
,.

.

1t~~1

Forsyth: We often hear from people who don t thtnk deregulatIon . I (,:~\
Australia and the US are comparable, and certainly you can't camp'"
. IJr,
everything. In fact I think in terms of load factors they are not compo·
able. The main reason is that in Australia we have a fairly flexihl
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""-- soeduling system , making it easier to put extra flights on or drop some
~hts out , and that means it is possible to have higher load factors . In
lerica they tend more to just schedule three flights and that ' s that. Thi s
.kes it more difficult to get high load factors .

., Etter: I have found the last twenty minutes or so fascinating. We haven't
IT
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ntioned the consumer once in that time. I thought the whole thrust of
'egulation was aimed at the ultimate interest of the consumer.

(hunon: I understand and I think Rob Elder is right in characterising the
plblems from where he sits as a policy advisor. One way to repeat the
pint he made is to ask, when he goes back to Canberra what useful piece
o information does he take out of this kind of discussion ? I don ' t
n~essarily mean deregulation or not deregulation but information that
pints to performance or changes or how to change the current situation.
There is an inherent conflict, which I tried to bring out , in the politician
\\10 wants to know within reasonable bounds what happens if I do
s!rnething? Why should I do it? And I guess just observing the discussion
oe would have to conclude that so far the information that is around is
nt adequate, as perceived by policy advisors and/or policy makers, to
gllerate change. I know that's a generalisation but [ think that if a
p)blem persists it presumably means it is not sufficiently documented as
sen by those in power. Either that or the consequences are reasonably
\\'11 perceived and we are back to that gainers and losers and redistributi n question. So is it inadequate information and risk aversion , or is it
Idistribution - or is it that the performance as perceived by the people
oAustralia is not that far out of kilter. I have tried to make the point that it
i~:he initiatives and evaluations in the long term th~t. the East-Wests and
s· .on make
that do arouse and call for some deCISion on whether any
.
atIOn IS needed or not. [ just wonder whether out of this any useful
ll 'ormati on will go back to Canberra on this issue about how the industry
l~:lealt with in the future .

;(: lndsay: The CIS is trying here today to provide neutral ground where
\I; can all get together. When we set this particular forum up we invited
a the people we perceived as interested in the aviation area to participate
)1:" . ad if possible to give papers or comments. The people who gave papers
II'
tday are those who accepted our invitation . I would like to have had
~~'( O1ers as well.
lIn the future we will be looking at other policy areas and again
viding this sort of forum where ideas can be exchanged .
,
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Aviation policy in Australia has been closely regulated by the
government. Recent reviews of the Two-Airline Policy have resulted in some relaxation of government control but the industry
still suffers from inefficiencies and relatively high costs. The
papers in this volume examine various aspects of domestic aviation in Australia in light of economic research and attempt to
suggest directions for improvement, in terms of both internal
airline efficiency and passenger comfort and convenience.
Christopher Findlay uses the innovative economic concept of
'contestability' to show that there is little danger of one airline
assuming a monopoly position in Australia if aviation were deregulated. Michael Kirby describes the experience of US airlines
and passengers with deregulation. Frank Gallagher discusses
the possibility of integrating domestic and international aviation.
The effects of recession on airline costs, revenues and profit are
discussed by Peter Forsyth . David Starkie and Margaret Starrs
use the South Australian airline market to illustrate what can
happen under deregulation and free competition . Peter Forsyth's
second paper examines whether there is a need for a second
international airport in Sydney. And Colin Gannon looks at the
results of regulation and the likelihood of change .
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Cost-Padding in Profit-Regulated Firms*
ROBERT P. ALBON
and
MICHA EL G. KIRBY
Australian National University,
Canberra, ACT 2600

When entry into an industry is restricted, economic regulation of
that industry is ojien directed at preventing existing firms from
monopoly pricing behaviour. One form of such regulation is to set
prices so as to cOl1lrol the level of profits earned by these firms . This
paper briefly reviews th e relevant economic literature and presents a
model of the regulated fi rm in which such price-setting procedures
provide an incentive to inflate costs above minimum levels . The
welfare cost of this form of regulation can then exceed that occurring
at the unconstrained monopoly outcome. The setting of air fares
under the T wo-Airline Policy and the regulation of natural gas in
NSW are discussed in the context of this analysis.

I Introduction

This paper is primarily related to the second of
the above options. It examines the effects of profit
regulation on private firms in closed markets. In
particular, we are interested in assess ing whether
such regulation is ca pable of reducing or
elim inating the social (efficiency) costs of
monopoly. We emphasize the incentives offirms to
incur 'unnecessary' costs as a substitute for
disallowed profits.
Our approach is related to a number of a reas of
study which are briefly reviewed . We then outline a
simple model in which the profit-regul a ted
monopoly will tend to operate above its minimum
costs of production and consider alternative means
to attack thi s cost-padding problem. The case for
some form of cost control seems not as strong as is
someti mes thought. Indeed, our discussion rai ses
considerable doubts on the effectiveness of profit
regula tion to deal wi th alleged monopol y
problems. Finally, we consider two cases of profit
reg ulation in Australia wi thin the context of our
model. The first of these is the case of the domestic
civil aviation industry in which trunk route air
services are la rgely reserved for the two major
operators, the priva tely owned Ansett Airlines of
Australia (AAA) and the government-owned
Trans-Australi a Airlines (T AA). Second , we

Public justification of government regulatory
actions appears frequently to be based on a fear of
private monopolization of an area of economic
activity. In the face of such fears several regulatory
options are available. One approach, very
commonly used in Australia, is to create a
government-owned monopoly which is supposed
to act in the public interest. A seco nd a ltern a tive,
more popular in the United States, is to create a
private monopoly which is then subjected to
further regulatory controls, e.g. price selling, in an
attempt to make it behave in the public interest. In
addition, there are mixed alternatives. One of
particular interest is the operation of a
government-owned firm with a private firm or
firms in a closed and regulated market. Finall y, the
government could adopt a more market-oriented
a pproach which is designed to foster conditions
conducive to competition among firms .
• This is a revised version of a paper presented at the
Tenth Conference of Economists, Canberra, Augu st
1981. We wi sh to acknowledge the helpful comments of
Ray Ball , Christopher Findlay, J. Stephen Henderson,
Warren Hogan, Ted Sieper, John Butters and Garry
O'Meally (both of AGL) and two anonymous referees.
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examine the supply of natural gas in Sydney where
the Australian Gas Light Company (AGL) acts as
th e sole supplier in a regulated market. The
available evidence, while certainly not definitive, is
consisent with the thrust of our analysis.

11 Profit Regulation and Cost Efficiency
(i) A Brief Review of the Literature
The literature on the regulation of monopolies
has a number of strands, each with substantial
origins in the 1960s. Since we are mainly concerned
with a particular form of regulation (profit control)
and with a particular aspect of the regulatory effect
(incentives to engage in 'cost-padding'), we avoid
to some extent several of the issues which have been
raised previously.
Much of the United States literature on
regulation of monopolies has been inspired by the
form of regulation which has generally been
utilized in that country. The regulated firm is
allowed a 'fair' rate of return on its ' rate base' (a
measure of the value of the firm's capital assets). In
a seminal a rticle on rate of return regulation,
A verch and Johnson (1962) present a model which
predicts that profit-maximizing firms regulated in
way will have an incentive to adopt
mically inefficient production techniques
ving an excessive use of capital equipment
tive to labour. This arises because the firm can
incrcase its total profits by expanding its rate base
on which a proportionate return is allowed, as long
as the allowed rate of return exceeds the cost of
to the firm. Averch and Johnson's original
was responsible for the inspiration of many
ies which elaborated on different aspects of
of return regulation, including the 'fair' rate of
the rate base, the effects of different
epreciation rules and empirical tests.
The Averch-lohnson over-capitalization effect is
ot directly relevant to the type of control discussed
this paper where regulation is aimed at limiting
tal profits. Under this form of regulation a firm
t gain additional profits by 'artificially'
.
its employment of capital. However,
iley and Malone (1970) analyze the imposition
a profit ceiling (as well as other forms of
on, e.g. rate of return) on monopoly firms
nder differing managerial objectives such as
ximizing profits , sales, output or rate of return.
alia, they note that a sales maximizer facing a
xed profit constraint has an incentive to increase
whcnever demand is inelastic. However, they
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do not consider a utility maxlmlzll1g firm nor
develop the notions of cost-padding which are
discussed below.
Another area of analysis which can be related to
the regulation of monopolies is the 'managerial
discretion' literature which received a major
impetus through the work of Williamson (1963).
The notion of 'expense preference' is related to
what we refer to as cost-padding or cost
inefficiency. Williamson defines 'expense
preference' along the following lines (p. 1034):
.. . management does not ha ve a neutral attitude
towards costs. Directly or indirectly, certain
classes of expenditure have positive values
associated with them. In particular, staff
expense, expenditures for emoluments, and
funds available for discretionary investment
have value additional to that which derives from
their productivity.
In his formal model, management is constrained to
the extent that stockholders require somc
minimum profit to be earned. Over and above this
level, 'the management is largely free to exercise the
monopoly power that the firm possesses at its own
discretion' (p. 1054). I
Another relevant paper is Alchian and Kessel
(1962). Their central argument can be rcpresented
by the following (p. 163):
Public regulation of monopolies is oriented
about fixing final prices in order to enable
monopolists to earn something like the going
rate of return enjoyed by competitive firms ...
If regulated monopolists are able to earn more
than the permissible rate of return, then
'inefficiency' is a free good ... More properly, it
is not inefficiency at all but efficient utility
maximising through nonpecuniary gains.
This quotation leads to further considerations
pertinent to our approach in the next sub-section.
Alchian and Kessel discuss a situation where
firms will take out profits if they can but will incur
unnecessary costs if the amount of potential profit
exceeds the allowed profit. 2 The wishes of

1 Crew and Kleindorfer (1979) have integrated the
managerial discretion literature with the Averch-Johnson
effect and have suggested that the over-capitalization
effect, depending as it docs on profit maximization, is
inconsistent with the expense preference approach.
2 Alchian and Kessel have two senses of 'allowed '
profit-the directly regulated level and that amount
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management domin a te only after the shareholders
are satisfied as best they can be in the regulatory
environment. T here is, thus, a difference between
Williamson a nd A lchian and Kessel as, in the
former case, managerial discretion occurs when
some minimum p rofit necessary to appease
shareholders is earncd.
A second consideration pertains to whether there
IS any inefficiency associated with non-pecuniary
gains. The literature on tied versus lump-sum
tra nsfers (see the review by Browning, 1975)
concludes that a dollar which is untied will be
worth more than a constrained dollar. Several
empirical studics suggest that the consumption
inefficiency associa ted with tying in welfare
schcmes can be considerable. For example,
Clarkson (1976) estimates that the deadweight
welfare costs of the food stamps programme in the
United States are in the order of 25 cents in the
dollar. Similarly, Kraft and Olsen (1976) find an
inefficiency of about 27 cents in the dollar in their
a nalysis of a US public-housing project. By
analogy with th is literature, it might be expected
that if firms have to settle for non-pecuniary gains
rather than pecuniary gains they will receive less
satIsfaction per dollar, i.e. there will be an efficiency
cost. Alchian and Kessel seem to agree with this
a pproach when they claim that the 'man who
spends a dollar with restrictions will need less than
a dollar to get an equivalent satisfaction if he can
spe nd it witho ut the restriction' (p. 164).
Williamson also notes that restrictions on
emoluments will normally prevail, thus reducing
thClr va lue (p. 1035).
Of po~si ble relevance here is yet another
,L cceS'!Un of writings also with its origins in the
1';60,. The literature on 'X-inefficiency' (see
LeI ben. \; Ill, 1966; the critique by Parish and Ng,
1.172. dl,d a recent review by Grenning, 1981)
~ugg"st< that the costs of a firm with a protected
'narkt't posi tion will rise because of management
t "loJm:~ greater leisure than would be possible
_.' del' compctitio n . However, we are mainly
i ' ·~r"stt'U III the impact that profit regulation itself
I" on eo:,,( levels rather than the impact of the
fl. we from an open to a closed market

environment. Nonetheless, Parish and Ng's
critique is of some interest because they argue that
managerial slackness (the ' quiet life') involves
benefits to management such that excess costs
cannot be regarded as a deadweight loss. However,
managerial slackness of this kind, which essentially
involves an unconstrained choice by the firm
between profits and excess costs, is not what we
have in mind in this paper.
Finally, the litera ture on the economics of public
bureaucracy is relevant to the problem of
regulatory control of a private monopoly. As
analyzed by McKenzie and Tullock (1978, p. 411),
the public bureaucracy is likely to be a wasteful
institution with excessive costs and/ or size. To the
extent that it incurs unnecessary costs , the
bureaucracy pursues the same behaviour as might
the regulated private monopolist. In addition, the
public bureaucracy is the institution that will be
charged with surveillance of the regulated
monopolist. Thus an understanding of the
inc.:nti"es of public bureaucrats is considerably
important.

.ibn 'f: wh ~h an unregulated monopoly 'will fear that
PU 1)!ic poky or sta te action may be directed against it '
(p. 162). All monopo lists may be expected to behave in a
manner consistent with the pursuit of non-pecuniary
gains once maximum ' allowable' profits are earned.

3 In tackling the problem in the way we do , we note t
Davies (1971) has drawn similar conclusion s from
earlier writings of Williamson and Alchian a nd
Davies employs total revenue and cost curves
analysis which has similarities with our own.
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(ii) A Model of Cost-Padding

Consider a firm operating in an industry where
entry is effectively prohibited by the State. Assume
that, in the absence of further intervention on the
part of the authorities, the firm would seek to
maximize profits, 7t, by equating marginal revenue
and marginal costs and operating at the usual
monopoly outcome (Pm, Qm), whcre tt mis earned as
profits. The regulatory authorities will typically
seek to prevent the firm earning such 'excessive'
profits through some form of price control. This
paper is concerned with the case of profit
regulation , i.e., where prices are set so that the
regulated firm earns some chosen level of profits,
7t r, where 0 :=::; 7t r < 7t m . 3
When profits are limited in this fashion, the - l _
regulated firm has an incentive to capture the
remaining potential rents, 7t m - 7t r , through
inflaling or padding costs of production with
'unnecessary' expenses. These additional costs are'
unnecessary in the sense that they would not be:
incurred if the firm faced no price controls and
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was allowed to extract its monopoly rent as
profits.4 While such expenses are of some benefit to
the firms, they will typically yield less utility than
the equivalent dissipated profits since, by
definition, they are incurred only when the profits
are disallowed. The 'second-best' nature of costpadding compared with direct profit-taking is
reflected in our specification of thc firm's utility
function in equation (1) below. The incentive for
the profit-regulated firm to be cost inefficient can be
accommodated if the regulatory authorities do not
possess complete knowledge of the cost conditions
facing the industry. This will almost certainly be the
case.
Consider the following model of this regulatory
process. Assume that the regulatory authorities
merely verify that costs have been incurred when
determining prices necessary to achieve the chosen
profit target. Assume further that the firm faces the
following utility function with profits and cost
inefficiency as arguments,
V = V(n, Cl)
(I)
where Vn > VC/ > Ofora lin, CI; n = R - CC/, and R( Q), C(Q) and CI(Q) are total revenue,
total costs (with market entry prohibited but in the
absence of price controls) and cost inefficiency
respectively .
The firm will then optimize its position by
choosing the level of output, Q, and the degree of
cost inefficiency, CI, such that utility is maximized
subject to the profit target constraint, i.e.,
Max
V (n , Cl)
{Q, CI}
s. t.
n = n r.

+

VC/

+J=

Thus undcr this simple form of regulation

Qr

=

Q", and P r

so that CI = n", -

= Pm
IT r.

(6)
(7)

The firm's response to profit regulation can be
illustrated using iso-profit curves as in Figure 1.6

AR

MR

a;

a

FIG U RE

Vn(RQ - CQ - CIQ) + VC/ CIQ
- J(RQ - CQ - CIQ) = 0
Vn

RQ = CQ,
(5)
i.e., the usual monopoly optimizing condition.

(2)

The relevant first-order conditions become

-

where J is the Lagrangean multiplier.
Solving these equations yiclds the familiar rcsult

0

(3)
(4)

4 Note that we are not here explicitly concerned with
any managerial slackness which might still exist in thi s
situation, which seems to be the chief concern of the Xinefficiency literature.
S We take a fairly broad interpretation of ' the firm'.
for example, factor inputs might capture some of
the potential monopoly rents through, say, the existence
of non-competitive elements in factor markets, e.g.
_,· '!lUIlIOll>. We do not explicitly consider the process by
the potential rents are allocated to the various
parties in the firm (e.g. workers , management
owners) or their rent-seeking activities.

For simplicity assume that the firm faces
constant costs, AC. Then the regulatory authorities
are aiming a t point (P: , Q:), where ITr is the allowed
level of profits. 7 However, the firm optimizes its
position by incurring and revealing costs A C r, so
that the actual regulatory outcome is (P r, Qr). Thus
the difference between the potential monopoly
profit and the allowed level of profit is capturcd
through cost inefficiency (the hatched area).
This regulatory strategy and result has
important efficicncy implications. In addition to
the usual triangle (the Marshallian measure of thc

6 The iso-profit curves take the general form P =
(ii+C) / Q.
7 Assume that the regulatory authority selects the
largest output consistent with Ihe chosen profit target.
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deadweight loss) associated with monopoly pricing
behaviour, abc. the welfare loss will very likely
include some deadweight loss due to the cost
inefficiency incurred. Cost incfficiency will be a
wa ste . not a transfer, to the cxtent that the increasc
in costs exceeds the firm's subjective valuation of it.
The welfa re loss associated with cost inefficiency is
rcvealed in Figure 2 which shows the firm's
regulatory profit constraint , its possible trade-off
between profits and padded costs and its
prefcrences between these two items. Subject to the
profit constraint, the utility maximizing firm
chooses to operate at point B where its costs are
padded by D dollars. At B the firm is worse off by
AE than it is at its unconstraincd optimum, point
A . In addition , thc community suffers further
deadweight losses from the cost of the bureaucracy
nece ss ary to administer the price-setting
procedures a nd from any rent-seeking activities
which arc not measured in the cost inefficiency, e.g.,
those of la bour unions.

"m ""A

"

~__________~B~_______

C

D

CI

position to cnjoy direct gains from the extra costs
incuucd. Thi s might occur through various means,
e.g., from a convivial working relationship with the
regulated firm and expanded career opportunities
through to the extreme case of bribery. Whatever
the reason, cost control frequently gets little
emphasis relative to profit control.
However, increased attention to cost control
may not be an appropriate solution to the
inefficienccs of the rcgulated monopoly . The
surveillance of cost levels is a costly exercise in
itself, so that additional regulatory costs must be
incurrcd in an effort to reduce the waste. Only if the
extra regulatory costs are less than the resultant
reductions in waste will they be worthwhilc. Some
perverse results might also be possible . A
heightencd degree of monitoring may change the
nature of the unnecessary costs incurred so that
cost-padding becomes more devious and thus
perhaps involvcs lower subjective valuations to the
firm . Irrespective of regulatory costs, there could be
a phenomenon where the amount of unnecessary
costs is reduccd but the social cost is increased .
In summary, this model suggests that under
profit regulation the community will still face the
usual monopoly pricc/quantity outcome but,
almost certainly , with increased dcadweight costs.
In these circumstances social welfare could be
improved by the regulatory authorities ceasing to
control prices. In addition, there is the need for the
State to reconsider the rationale for its initial
decision to prohibit market entry and to re-assess
any perceived benefits from this action in the light
of its inefficiency consequences.

/11 Applications
(i) Air Fare Regulation Under the Two-

FIGURE

2

Bu rea ucr a ts often seem unaware of the
consequences of the type of regulation which we
havc considered . However, even if the regulatory
au tho rities a re aware of the likelihood of cost
inefficiency, they seldom have strong inccntives to
res pond. Thcy may even face disincentives to be
vigi la nt wi th respect to costs. For example, those
who are involved with regulating private firms
might be embarrassed by the possible repercussions
o f drawing attention to cost-padding of the type
which , as noted earlier, may very wcll exist in their
own bureaucracies. Regulators may also be in a

Airline Policy
Air fares have been controlled through Air
Navigation Regulation 106 which requires the
operator of charter or scheduled air serviccs using
Commonwealth air facilities to submit proposed
fares to the Minister for Transport who approves .
fares that he considers to be 'fair and reasonable',s
There has been a notable lack of public discussion"
especially by the rcgulatory authoritics, on how this;

8 Government policy initiatives in lune 198 1 led to
establishment of an Independent Air Fares Committee
set domestic air fares,
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'fair and rea so nable' criterion might be
interpreted 9
In addition to this general framework provided
by the Air Navigation Regulation s, the particular
details of the Two-Airline Policy also have a
significant impact on the setting of air fares charged
by T AA and AAA. The most popular rationale for
this policy has been to prevent the development of a
monopoly in the domestic industry.'o This is
reflected in the fundamental objective of the TwoAirline Policy which has been to ensure the
continued existence and financial viability of the
two major operators. In particular, the
rationalization provisions of the policy aimed to
'bring earnings into a proper rela tion to overall
costs' . These provisions required T AA and AAA to
consult and resolve differences on a wide range of
matters, including air fares. I I When the airlines
agreed on the need to increase fares they each made
separate submissions to the Mini ster for Transport
providing supporting dat a. These a pplications
formed the basis of the assessment of approved air
fare changes. '2
Forsyth and Hocking (1980, p. 5) argue that
fares are regulated so that, given a determined level
of aircraft capacity, a 'reasonable ' level of profit is
earned. A slightly different viewpoint is taken by
Kirby (\ 979) who argues that fares are set so as to
avoid a politically damaging level of profits. There
is a political incentive to escapc the visibility of
supernormal profits, which perhaps suggests that
the authorities will often choose ii, to be close to
zero. However, an alternative strategy can be to
restrict public access to data and other information

9 While such a state of affairs undoubtedly provides
scope for bureaucratic and mini steria l flexibility or
di scretion , it can also lead to somewhat controversial
results, a notorious recent exa mple being the predatory
pricing in relation to the Bizjets commuter operation. See
Kirby (1981, pp.80-1) for further discussion of this
incident.
10 Kirby (1981 , eh. 2) disputes the validity of this
rationale.
II
Under the recently revi sed 'co nsult ative'
arrangements the operators are required to consult on
" only 'core' fares such as economy and first class.
12 The Report of the Independent Public inquiry into
. J..Jum·~."": Air Fares (Holcroft Report, 1981 ) considered it
one of the curiosities of the Two-Ai rline Policy that
TAA and AAA, despite differing accounting
I pl'ocedllf
operations and cost assumptions , would
tably apply for the same increases in air fares.
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on the financial and economic performance of the
regulated firm and on regulatory procedures and
actions generally. For exa mple, in the case of the
airlines, the Holcroft Report (1981 , p. 3) notes
'serious impediments to the prompt and
comprehensive collection of the quantitative data it
considered necessary for its a nalysis'. It suggests
that a possible interpretation of the inadequacy of
avai lable information might be that 'the regulator
and the regulated have a mutual interest in
minimisin g public ana lysis and discussion of their
performance' (p. 27) and it advocates 'as a general
principle of public interest, a requirement for as full
and frank a public disclosure and scrutiny as
practicable' (p. 5).
While a considerable amo unt of data and
information still remains unavailable to the public,
the previous vagueness surround ing the mechanics
of setting airline fares has fortunately been reduced
by th e recent Holeroft Inquiry.13
Fares charged by the two major domestic ai rlines
(and other air operators) are set so th a t changes in
revenue will a ll ow the recovery of proven changes
in costs. Adjustments are made to allow for the
und er- or over-recovery of costs resulting from
previ o us fare determinations. Thus, if revenue in a
period is higher than expected, the airlines are
required to abso rb a larger proportion of the next
round of cost increases. Using Department of
Transport (DOT , 1980) terminology, air fares are
calculated on an 'annualised aggregate bas is'.'4
The regulatory procedures seek to merely verify
th at costs have been incurred. There is no process

13 The Holcroft Inquiry wa s a lso concerned with the
structure of air fares, in particular, the manner in which
the existing air fare formula related fares charged to
distance travelled. The Holcroft Report (1981, p. 89) was
highly critical of this method of setti ng fares, arguing th a t
'since the formula's inception, any relationship between it
and the behaviour of cost with respect to di stance is
rough , accidental , and partial'. We, however , are here
mainl y concerned with the overall leve l of fares rather
than the cross-subsidization issue.
14 Thus, it is quite evident that the industry is nOI
subject to rate of return regulation. The authorities have
shown no evidence of concerning themselves with the rate
base, a permissible rate of return or other issues which
characterize this form of regulation. The Holcroft Report
recommend s, infer alia, the introduction of rate of return
regulation of prices where the allowed rate of return is
based on the average rate of return in the Australian
capital market and the degree of risk in the industry.
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IS For example, air fares were reduced by 0.5 per ce nt in
Novembe r 1974 to penalize the airlines for 'sweetheart '
wage increases for pilot s which were above the rates
determined by the Flight Crew Officers Tribunal (T AA ,
1980, p. 2.8).
16There were 12 adjustments to the fa re formula from
its Ii1troduction in August 1974 to the end o f June 1980
(Holcroft Report, 1981 , p. 165).
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perception of 'allowable' costs. The only costs
which are questioned and disallowed are la bour
payments which are in excess of those determined
B
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The levels of profit implicit in the current fa resetting procedures apparently were established
when the air fare approach was first introduced in
August 1974.17 Presumably the underlying
profitability of these arrangements would have M'k
been considered to be 'fair and reasonable' since ~al aJI!I'
the revenue implicit in that initial chosen level of' ;:~:~I 0
fares was agreed to by the airlines and subsequently
a pprovcd by the authorities. Yet the Holcroft

17 Pri or to that date fares on individual routes
develo ped on a n ind ependent ' hi storical' basis and were!
each generally increased by a flat percentage rate, agaim
with the aim of increasing total revenues so as to equall
changes in a n operator's costs .
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Report (1981, p. 173) finds little evidence that
profitability was subject to scrutiny by the
regulatory authorities either then, or since, or that
any attempt has been made to interpret the 'fair
and reasonable' criterion.
It now seems to be recognized by many in the
industry that the approach of adjusting air fares to
equate movements in revenues and costs can permit
cost increases which are higher than necessary and
the development and / or maintenance of
inefficiency. For instance, TAA (1980, p. 9.13)
boldly admits that it
is always a possibility in any industry with a
potential for monopoly profits to disguise these
profits either as excessive wages, salaries and
other benefits for staff or as excessive staffing.
Other more subtle means for disguising
monopoly profits exist.
However, less emphasis has been given to the
strong and positive incentive to increase costs so as
to capture the potential monopoly rents which is
stressed in our analysis.
Several studies of the cost efficiency of the major
Australian airlines have suggested that costs are
higher than minimum achievable levels. Mackay
(1979) and Hocking (1979), two reports which were
prepared for the Domestic Air Transport Policy
Review of 1978, conclude that the Australian
domestic airlines are inefficient and attribute this
inefficiency to the system of regulation . The Report
of that Review, DOT (1979a), while unable to draw
firm conclusions on this issue 1s , admits that there
may be scope for TAA and AAA to achieve greater
efficiency and recommends increased monitoring of
their performance. The Holcroft Report also
briefly considers the performance of the two major
airlines; its findings regarding cost efficiency are
consistent with those noted in previous studies. The
possible extent of cost inefficiency is indicated in
Kirby (1979, p. 114) who, using the results of
Mackay (1979), estimates it to be of the order of 35
per cent of gross industry revenue or $175m in
1976--77.
As suggested above, the need for price regulation
in an industry where entry is restricted is generally
perceived on the basis of avoiding excessive profits.
To alleviate the resulting problems of cost
inefficiency, the Holcroft Report urges increased
surveillance of the performance of the airlines to
ensure that air services are provided at as Iowa cost

18

See Kirby (1982) for a critique of this Report.
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as possible. It argues that this requires regulators to
do more than merely verify that costs were
incurred; they need to examine the real purpose of
expenditures and not allow costs beyond a basic or
reasonable level. When the regulatory authorities
examine costs they should substitute ' reasonable'
costs for any which in their opinion are wasteful or
not in the interests of the public. 19
However, the practical problems associated with
such an approach appear overwhelming. In order
to have the ability to determine ' reasonable' costs
the regulatory authorities must virtually duplicate
the managerial functions of the firm. Clearly such
detailed oversight of airline operations is a costly
strategy. Regulatory authorities are also likely to
be lacking incentives to closely monitor costs.
Airline regulators should not be considered as an
independent public interest oriented group; they
too have a personal stake in the industry (e.g.,
career prospects). Their self-interests will not
necessarily coincide with the interests of the
community to minimize costs of production. A lack
of incentive on the part of DOT to scrutinize
airlines' costs is evidenced by the findings of the
Holcroft Report (1981, p. 175) that DOT was not
asserting its right to be fully informed regarding
these matters. 20
The application of our model of profit regulation
to Australia's Two-Airline Policy has so far
ignored the very basis of this policy, i.e. , that there

19 With respect to the following comments, it should be
noted that the Holcroft Report (1981, p. 6), since it had to
take the continuation of the existing regulatory
framework as a basic premise, considers that it was very
much constrained to a 'second best' approach. It suggests
that, if the option were open, it might prefer to see a
greater operation of market force s in air fare pricing.
20 The Holcroft Report attempts to alleviate this
incentive deficiency by recommending increa sed public
disclosure of the technical and financial performance of
the airlines and greater publie accountability of
regulatory decisions. However, one must remain a little
pessimistic of the prospects of significant improvements
in cost efficiency within the existing Two-Airline Policy
framework under which calls for increased monitoring
and improvement in airline performance have always in
the past amounted to little more than 'jawboning'. It
would seem very difficult to devi se a set of incentives
facing the regulatory authorities and the airlines to
encourage cost efficiency which would match the
effectiveness of those provided by competitive market
forces.
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are two firms operating within an industry with
entry barriers, one being privately owned and the
other government owned, and each enjoying
roughly half of the available market. While our
model of the regulated monopoly is developed
within the context of a private firm it can be
extended easily to the public-firm case. Assume
that the public firm has similar preferences
regarding profits and padded expenses to its private
counterpart. Assume further that the managers of
a government-owned firm are unable to share
directly in the profits earned by it and that
ownership of this firm, being so diverse, results in
no effective direct control by owners on
management. 21 Under these assumptions the
public firm, like the private firm, has an incentive to
maximize potential profits by operating at the
usual monopoly price/quantity combination; but,
unlike the private firm, it has an incentive to extract
these resultant rents in the form of cost-padding.
Thus, in an industry with both types of firms
operating as, for example, under the Two-Airline
Policy, the fundamental thrust of our model is
maintained. The industry will tend to operate at the
monopoly outcome and cost-padding will exist to
the extent that the price control frustrates the
private firm's dominant profit-taking incentive and
accommodates the public firm 's dominant costpadding incentive.
Tn summary, there is evidence that the control of
profits through air fare pricing under the TwoAirline Policy has led to cost inefl'iciency in the
Australian industry. Almost certainly this has
increased the deadweight losse s from the
government's entry restrictions. Clearly, if there is
little justification for having these entry restrictions
in the first place, the adverse welfare implications of
the resultant system of air fare regulation offer
further good reason to remove them. 22

In particular, there is no direct mechanism to require
these managers to provide owners with profits. This might
be interpreted as an extreme case of the managerial
di scretion hypothesis of Willi amson (1963). See Davies
(1971) for an elaboration of the properlY rights theory of
the firm. Note that it is this institutional structure, rather
than an y di(ferences in tastes and preferences, which
provides the essentia l difference between the public and
private firm .
22See Kirby (\981) for a discussion and rebuttal of
many of the common a rgument s supporting t he economic
regul ation of airlines.
21
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( iO Regulation a/Gas Supply in Sydney
The Australian Gas Light Company (AGL) was
established by an Act of Council in New South
Wales (NSW) in 1837. It supplies gas in Sydney and
other areas in NSW (in some cases through a
subsidiary company). Since 1977 AGL has
supplied natural gas purchased from a consortium
of producers in the Cooper Basin region of South
Australia. The gas is transported to Sydney in a
pipeline owned by the Pipeline Authority, a
Federal government statutory authority.
AGL is unusual in Australia in that it is a rare
case of a public utility being operated by a private
company. In Australia, public utilities are usually
government owned , e.g. the Gas and Fuel
Corporation of Victoria (GFC) and the Electricity
Commission of NSW (E\com). AGL can be
regarded as a classic case of a privately owned,
regulated, public utility monopoly23, a form of
organization common in the United States.
AGL is regulated by the Energy Authority of
NSW under powers set out in the Gas and
Electricity Act, 1935 as amended. A complex set of
regulations on prices, dividend rates and
accumulation of funds in company accounts has
the effect of controlling the absolute level of profits.
Gas prices are set by a Board of I nquiry and have
not been increased since 1975. Standard rates of
dividend are specified in the Act with different rates
for ordinary and preference shares. The allowable
rate for ordinary shares will normally exceed that
for preference shares (which is a fixed 5.5 per cent)
as it equals the long-term Commonwealth bond
rate plus 2 per cent (e.g. 15.1 per cent in 1980). A
firm's profits might also be distributed either by
capitalization in share values and/or by the free
issue of additional shares. Both possibilities seem
to be precluded in the case of AGL by restrictions
on the size and usage of accounts which the
company may accumulate. 24
23 Because it competes with other energy sources,
especially electr icity and fuel oil, AG L does not regard
itse lf as a ' monopoly' (T. G. O'M ea ll y, personal
communication). D espite this objection we continue to
u sc this term since AGL has so le rights to the supply of
gas in particular market s.
24 For exa mple, AGL is allowed to carry forward
amounts in a 'profit and loss account' which may not
exceed 12 months' dividend at the sta ndard rates and may
be used to pay dividends in any year when profits are
insufficient to meet payments at sta ndard rates . AGL has
drawn on its Profit and Loss Account in three years si nce
1968 (in 1970, 1973 and 1975).
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As a result of these restrictions we would ex pect
observe AGL's ordinary shares appreciate at
most at the general rate of inflation and tha t paidup capital would remain roughly constant. AGL's
share prices actually fell in real terms during the
1970s and paid-up capital remained constant until
1979 when share prices also began to rise. In 1979
there was a one-for-eight free issue and an
associated one-for-five cash issue. The free issue
was accommodated by an accumulation in the
Property Realization Account, presumably a
fortuitou s eve nt 25 Share prices which had
fluctuated around $1.00 to Sl.lO throughout the
1970s stood at $1.85 at the end of 1979 and $3.80
one year later. The free share issue in 1979 may
have heralded greater optimism about the
company' s profit potential which was perhaps
bolstered by reference in the 1980 Annual Repo rt , to
'the support of the Government in responding to its
requests for the lifting of a restriction which has
placed unnecessary constraints on the Company's
ability to rai se fund s for working capital and
development' (p. 2).
Particularly since the mid-1970s AGL seems to
have easily reached the allowable level of
profitability so that it is reasonable to assume that
potential profits exceed actual profits. The
maximum possible dividend payment has been
made every year since 1968. Wi th only the three
exceptions in the early 1970s, these payments have
been made from profits in the particular year. It is
also instructive to compare AGL's profit
performance with that of GFC. In 1980-8 1 GFC
made a profit of $23.4m (including its compulsory
contribution to the Victorian government of
$17.7m) or about 18.50 cents per gigajoule of gas
sold. AGL's net profit in 1980 was $4.3m or about
7.74 cents per gigajoule. z6
The likelihood that AGL has a greater profit
potential than it is able to realize does not
necessarily mean that it incurs unnecessary costs as
our hypothesis would suggest. It may sustain lower
to

Paid-up capital also increased as a result of merger
with the Newcast le Gas Company in 1979 a nd the
acquisition of the balance of sha res in North Shore G as
Company in 1980.
26 The figures we re calculated from data provided in the
Annual Report 1981 of GFC and the Annual Report 1980
of AGL. This comparison is only suggestive of AGL' s
profit potential as there are many factors which could
explain this difrerential , e.g. , GFC is able to purchase
natural gas from Bass Strait at a considerably lower price
than c~n AGL from the Cooper Basin.
25
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prices to consumers such that the regulation s are, in
fact , successful in their aim of reducing AGL's
exercise of monopoly power. To test our hypothesis
an investigation of thc actual responsc of AGL to
the regulations is required.
In attempting to make an assessment of AGL's
response to the regulations we have been unable to
gather essential cost data . Even if this numerical
information were available, it may still be difficult
to make meaningful comparisons with other
Australian companies as they too will often be
operating within a regulatory environment leading
to excessive costs 2 7
Nevertheless, some information on AGL's
advertising is avai lab le. AGL advertises heavily
with ' the biggest advertisi ng a nd promotional
campaign in the history of gas in Australia' (A nnual
Report 1979, p. 10). The usual rationale for
advertising is to en hance profitability. Tn view of
the restrictions on AGL to distribute further
profits, it is difficult to understand why AGL would
want to engage in extensive advertising, unless it
can gain some benefit from increased potential
profits through cost-padding. In 1979, the year the
major promotion was launched , AGL paid the
maximum allowable dividend and added to its
Profit and Loss Account which was then near its
maximum at 10.06 months' dividend. Advertising
expenditures had already increased fivefold since
1974 (see O'Mea lly, 1979, p. 7) and , given the profit
restrictions and the fact that sa les had also
recovered so dramatically in this period, it would
seem difficult to rationalize a further major
campaign. 28
Our examination of natural gas supply in Sydney
confirms that AGL is subject to regulation which
does not allow it to gain directly the potential rents
arising from its protected market position and
suggests, albeit tentativel y, some evidence for the
cost-padding hypothesis. Thus an investigation of
the desirability of removing the regul atory
27 For example, many firms produce in industries
subject to tariff protection. Cord en (1974) has noted that
such firms may be led to cost inefficiency if tariffs are se t so
as to allow non-monopoly levels of profits. In the banking
industry regulation seems to have led to the ovcrprovi sion of many services and excessive staffing (see
Swan and Harper, 198 1).

2 8 Sales have increased dramatically since the midI 970s from approximately 10000 terajoules of gas in 1976
to about 55000 in 1980, a growth rate of over 50 per cent
per annum. O'Meally (1979) describes thi s remarkable
corporate recovery as 'Operation Lazarus '.
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constra ints o n AGL's profits and of encouraging
entry into this protec ted market seems warranted .
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I V Conclusions
This paper ana lyzes the impact of profit
regulation on a firm in a closed market. Our model
suggests that such a firm , when unable to gain
directl y all of its potential monopoly profits, has a n
incentive to capture these disa llowed profits
through cost-paddi ng. The industry still operates
at the usual monopoly price/quantity outcome but
the restricti ons on choice, forced by the profit
regulation, a lm ost certainly imply increased
welfare costs to the community. Because of the
intrinsic difficulty of the task and the incentives
facing th e regulatory authorities, it is unlikely that
increased attention by the regulators to cost
control will elimina te this problem.
Our model of the profit-regulated protected
monopoly is simple in many respects. For example,
little atten tion is devoted to issues such as: the
d istribution of the firm's rents among owners,
ma nagement and staff; the possibility that the
regulatory a uthorities do more than merely verify
production costs; and the operation of other
constraints o n the firm, e.g., distortion s resulting
from different tax provisions regarding income and
perquisites. Nevertheless, the abstraction enables
us to emp hasize the cost-padding incentives
provided by common regulatory procedures which
contro l entry and the level of profits.
In our app lications, the Two-Airline Policy an d
the supply of gas in Sydney, we have been troubled
by a lack of information about the way the
regulatory process is expedited and by the difficult
problem of getti ng sufficient evidence on costpadding. Nevert heless, we do have eno ugh
information to establish that the conditions for
cost-padding do exist in each case a nd th a t there is
some evidence, o f varying strengths, to support the
predictions of our analysis.
The basic approach of our model seems to have
other potential applications. For example, the
standard analysis of the effects ofa rent tax requires
modification when viewed in the light of the costpadding hypothesis. It a lso may be relevant to the
study of the behaviour of ' non-profit '
organizations. Further, we no te th at the concept of
the ' made-to-measure' tariff can be ana lyzed with
cost-padding bchaviour in mind (see Corden,
1974).
Finally, we wis h to end on a more po lemical
note. Where private monopol y is feared, policy

makers should endeavour to make certain th a l
such [ears a re, in fact , well grounded and to place
increased reliance on market-oriented policies to
prevent the emergence of monopoly pricing
behaviour. The alternative response of blocking
market entry and controlling prices often seems
more likely to ensure that the fe ars of monopoly are
realized.
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'TWo papers are presented here relating to costs in the airline industry

and darestic air transport policy in Australia.
In Paper 1 a rrodel of airline total operating costs is developed and
estimated.

The estimates reveal substantial econanies of operation wi th

respect to load factors, aircraft size and stage length, but diseconanies

/

associated with serving lIDre ports and in=eased departures from a given port.
The model is also utilised to simulate various policy alternatives for
Australia and to assess their cost irrplications.

The simulation results

indicate the existence of substantial potential cost savings in the Australian
dorrestic airline industry.

Notable results include: costs in Australia for

a particular airline operation appear over 50 per cent higher than the
€qUi valent operation in the USA; there is a small but statistically significant

difference in cost efficiency between TAA and Ansett; and parllel scheduling
irrposes a large burden on industry operating costs .
Paper 2 contributes to the long standing debate on the relative efficiency
of public and private finTS.

I t presents an explict t rrodel on firm behaviour

under the 1Wo-Airline Policy, which suggests that the governrrent-o,.med firm
will tend to be less cost efficient than its private counterpart .

E=naretric

evidence, based on the cost rrodel reported in Paper I, indicates that TAA' s
operating costs are around 5 per cent higher than its private counterpart .
HcMever, this difference, while statistically Significant, is small coopared
to the inefficiencies of both operators caused by current policies of
econanic regulation.
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PAPER 1:
AIRLINE EXXlNCMIES OF "SCALE" AND AUS"rnALIAN
r:x::MESTIC AIR 'IRANSPORT POLICY

Michael G. Kirby*
Bureau of Agricultural Eccnomics
and
Australian National University

*

This paper is a revised version of a paper presented at the Research
Workshop in Industrial Organisation, Australian Graduate School of
Mmagerrent, University of Ne.I South Wales, 26 May 1982 . M:Jst of the
rese arch reported in this paper was undertaken while the author was
errployed at the Australian Naticnal Uni versi ty . 'Ille opinions expressed
in this paper do not necessarily reflect those of the author's current
errployer.
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monopoly development appears to be a popular
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2
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of
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their
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2. TilE CONCEPT OF "SCALE" I!< ATRLHr; ~
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output.
(e.g.

For example, an airline

freight

transports different cargoes

and passenger services,

over different

routes

perhaps of varying qualities)

(e.g. over different distances with varying

numbers of stops) in different aircraft. Thus the same aggregate
output,

/

as measured by TMP,

perhaps,

can be produced in many ways with,

quite different cost implications.

PIeri

Several previous empirical studies of airline costs attempt
to allow for
functions,
be

this dif ficulty by including in their estimated cost

in addition to TMP ,

important

influences, e.g.

other variables which are though t
average stage length (ASL),

'::./"

to

average

4

aircraft size (AAS)

and average load factor

are often desc ri bed as environmental factors
Studies adopting this approach often find
structure and

(ALF).

Such variables

or output modif iers.

that, while network

technology are statistically significant determinants

of unit operating costs,
output itself, TMP.

s: cr

~'! n

',1:1/1
• air::,
'cji:

there is little effect through the level off

Crude observations of a link between scale and

unit operating costs are then explained in terms of

the

collinearity between size of output and the various network and
technology variables, e.g.

large airlines

stage lengths with large aircraft,

tend to fly over long

rather than a direct causal

relationship.
Studies adopting this approach can be criticised for
somew hat
failure

their

ad hoc selection of explanatory variables and for their
to appreciate that

the output modifiers are not merely
'1"
r,

corTl'l~ted

rather are linked directly to it vi" the
5
following identity relationship:

!I

with TNP but

TMP = PORTS x ASL x ALf x AAS x An??

( I )

where porTS is the number of airports served and ADPP is the average
I!:h,

number of departures per port.

nsport
Previous empirical cost studies do not

take the information

contained in this identity to its logical conclusion hy failinR to

a.

t S:

in clude all of

the variables which influence the total level of

t o.;.

output.

"!!I,!

interpreted then as the effect of

uiabJ;1
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Their findings on tl,e im p act of TNP can probably be better

dim ens ion s.

For e x amp 1 e,

the omitted variables or output

sue hem p i ric a 1 s t

1I

die s 0 f ten fin d t h a t

T ~1 P

:iiw,

has little impact on averar,e custs when stage length, market density

,;rl

and air c r aft s i z ear e he I d con s tan t. T his a p pea r s the n to be a

!~Ihl~~
·,te":

pee i a l i n t e r pre tat ion

0

fee 0 nom i e

g e 0 g rap h i c d u p 1 i cat ion

0

f

S

other hand,

5

0

f

lIse ale II,

e xis tin g net w0 r k san d

ref err i n g
0

t o t he

per a t ion s.

0 nth e

the economies of "scale" discussed by many industry

repres enta tives probably of t en refer to the quite different case
~w

where the r outes operated

u:~

the industry leads to changes in a firm"s market density and perhaps

'l.lll

c hoi ceo f

air era ft.

In order to account
:~~H

air 1 i n e

5

remain the same but entry or exit from

e r vic eSt

an

0

for

u t put

the multiproduct characteristi c s of
in de x ,

Q,

is uti 1 i sed

w her c

the

0

u t put

r1imensions, QD , which are inclucied in its construction are selected
i

through a systematic hreakdown of

Q - Q(QD )

i

the aggrenate output measure . Thus

= 1, ••• 7

( 2)

j

where,

In addition to the five output dimensions obtalnpcl

rieht-hand sj~e of equation (I),

the index also allows

for

from the
the

4

proportion of total output that is passenger traffic (PASS) and that
6

,/tilled

is operated with scheduled services (SCH).

1"1'°,1

The highly general and flexible translog functional form is

,Imele

s pecified for the output index. Thus

/

7
7
7
lnQD lnQD
lnQ - 1: a lnQD + 1:
1: a
ij
i
j
i-1 j-1
i-1 i
i

h;QC·

(3)

3 . A MODEL OF AIRLINE COSTS
3. 1 Specification

::n&

This paper estimates an airline total cost function which, based l
on the usual economic theory of the firm,

is a

relationS ~iP

~

between

total costs and output and factor prices. Especially in t e
context of estimating economies of "scale" it is

desirab ~ e
/

7

is used. Thus
2

(lnQ)

+ b lnQ + b

b

QQ

Q

0

+ 1:' 1: b
k 1

kl

+ 1: b inFP
k

k

k

lnQlnFP
lnFP lnFP + 1: b
k
k
Qk
1
k

( 4)

where TOC is the total operating cost of the airline and FP are pri ~
of factors of production.

111m I

h!Stlcc:

to have •

general and flexible functional form. Again the translog specif1cat1~

lnTOC -

'tere,
8

:;tdIQ;

:',r5(:

5
)~:

~ubstitution

of the output ind~x given by equation (]) into this

npec ification and,
al!

for simplicity, deletion of terms of highp.r order

t: han t"o, yields the following estimating equation after relabelling
:)f parameters:

I))

InTDC - a

o

+ l: a InQO + l:
iii
i

E a
j

InQD InQO
i j

i

+ l: a InFP
j

k

k

nsport

k

+ l: l: a
InFP InFP + l: E a
InQO InFP
k 1 kl
k
1
i k
i k
i
1~

( 5)
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3.2 Data

1,11111

There are 145 annual observations of Australia's two major
8
9
10
:arriers and of eight local service
and ten trunk
airlines
(domestic operations only) from the USA over the eight year

e :0 ~I"

period 1971 to J978. The US data were obtained from various issues
of the US Civil Aeronaut ics Board Handbook of Airline Statistics,
Airline Operating Cost and Performance Report, and Annual Report .
The Australian data were ohtained from Department of Transport
Domestic Air Transport Statistics, Airline Aircraft Utilisation
Statistics, and Annual Report; TAA Annual Report and personal
communication; ATI Annual Report, and Annual Financial Report
on Airline Activities; and lATA
Several points can be noted

~orld

Air Transport Statistics.

r~gardinr.

the assemhly of this data

hase. The Australian financial data, which is av~ilable only on a
financial year basis (I July to 30 June), was converted to a calendar
wea r basis hy takinR a two-period movine average. All CDst and factor
have been converted to ~s 1976 prices. Due to data

6
unava ilability,
the

fuel

price

~djus ted

for

to

[o r

de let ed

(1).

data

tbe m t o a

tend
In

to

used

ran k

contrast,

are

much

ca rri e r s .

i t

is

in

large

l ow for

the

by

be

equal

1976 have

residual

to

been

hasis.

The

from

observations hnve

US

the

number

an

Australian and

study

the

to g ive

been

t he

data

trunk s

price

of

and

th e

and

the

ai rports

Aus tralian carriers
service operators .

average

USA.

the

carriers

th e

For most

load

As well ,

factors

ATl serves

compared with most

indicate that

Aus tra l ian

US carriers .

l oca l

fuel

than in

of

for

impression o f

price of

US

labour

compared with in

is

the

(5)

was

estimated with o rdin a ry

then de leted

stace mos t
time

of

the

using

(White

app ropri a t e

hipher o rd e r

and

USA .

tecl,n olop, ie a l

squares using

(1978)).
f-tcst

Irrelevant

procedures.

c r oss -pr od uct

dum~y vari ahles which were

possibility of

le as t

intro duced

change over

ter ms ,
to

t he sa mp l e

"e(elet

I.:C

d ata

Resul ts

variables were

t oge ther with

to

circle distance

Shazam econometric program package

this

p rior

airlin es

interesting

this

howeve r,

Equation

da ta

t o

sample .

betw ee n

3 .3 Empi ric a l

for

all

ATI "as assumli'd

strike-affected

The data also

relatively

At

great

higher in Australia

r elat ively

the

for

comparison between t he

variahles

for

Aust ralian

Finally,

f r om the

price

TAA.

c onve rt

In addition,

a

fuel

AD PP were obtained

equation

/

the

al low
pe ri od ,

7
~pre

deleted. The following preferred equatio n was ohtained:
InTOC

a

.I,

2.Q('l5 + 0.444 ,AVST + 0 . 05 1 TAA (4.30)
(10.50)
(1.75)

0 . 035 US77
(-2.39)
2

-

0 . 0 0 0 FS78 + 1. 04 1 InP ORTS + 0.0 77 (lnASL)
(-3.5S)
(7£>.11)
(42.15)

nsport
+ 0 .314 l nALF + 0 .4 95 InAAS + 1.0R4 InADPP
( 4 • '? 4)
(12.15)
«,5 . 04)
·'Il

+ 0 .517 InP A~ S + 0 .2 8 6 I nSCH + 0 . 242 lnFPL

(4 .72)
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(3.9 0 )

2

."

I' '

(2. 68 )

+ 0 .133 lnFPF

R = 0 . 998

SER

(6.56)
where,

( 6)

0 . 0 48

in addition to previously defined variables, AUST is a

dummy variable for
variable for TAA;

the two Australian airlines;

TAA is a dummy

CS77 and US7R are dummy variables t o capture the

effects of airline dere gula tion in th e USA du rin g 1977 and
regp ec tiv ely ;
pr ice of fuel;

FPL is t h e factor p rice of labour;
",

1978,

FPF is the factor

SER is t h~ st andard error of residuals of t he

e stima t ed equation;

and t-ratios are in brackets.

This pquation performs well from an econometric viewpoi n t . All
t he variables are of correct sig ns and plausible ma g n itudes, and
sta tis ticall y very sign ific a nt. The equation explains a l ar g e
proportion of the total sample va r iation of t he depend e n t

varianl!'.

I n a dditi o n, asymto ti c LH tpsts p e rfo r~ cd by the economet ric program
S"!;gest that the assumptions of n ormali t y and homoscedasticity of
th e r eslduals cannot he rej ec t~d. The s t a ndar d error of residuals
gives an indic ation of t he mod e l's p r edic tive abili t y hy suggesting

a

tuo-standard

error

range

for

an air li ne's ac tu al

~osts

of

pap e r

is par tic u 1 a r 1 yin t ere s t e rl

est i "' ate s,
their

ex c

actual

ou t sid e

1971

period

for

the Australian

I. 0 c a I

test

0

bee a use

The model

to

arc

s e r vic e

sam pIe

test

sho,;n

per at

which
ttle

with respect
Clearly,

once

additional

ability

E qua t ion

(5)

was

for

the

I .

AI I e f, hen y

is

a

next

as well

as

(A L)

I

pi fEd

f

"a s

0

:',,,·c

ve r

operating costs
The

results

observation on t he US

del e ted

fro m the cst i mat i

QJ!

w hie h ,; a s s u b seq u e n t l y e 0 r r e c ted.

outside

All

the

the

factors,

flight

is

cost

costs

tal(t'o ff,

'ICing ,

~"

sample

elasticities with respect .

these elasticities are

'.
AS L has

length

prevalent

aircraft

size and

heing undertaken,

js vp ry Sfflall .

ratio of

Fconomies of

:rsl,,,

star,e

cljmhing

'11'1

significan t .' "'::1:

bee n e val u ate d a t
in Australia.

::'11 I

As

substantial economies of operation

Sllggests

passengers

of

The e I a s tic i t y 0 f

around

load

a hiGher

total

1."

::.a!lu

the estimates

(196Y)) .

of

0

to forecast

r e est i mat e d

three years .

1971

The

forecasting

dimensions .

model
to

at

fo r ecast

payload

stage

length .

the marginal cost of

Economies of aircraft

frn~ aerodyna~ic arlvantagcs and

rpsll1t

the 1. ,.Jel'

All

t est .

fro m u nit y .

expecterl,

its

0 fda t a d e fie i en c y

output

370 mi les,

is

to

in Table

r

0

2 contains

d iff ere n t

This

are u i t h i n f i ve per c e n t

the model

carriC'rs

o b s e r vat ion s i n t h is

to various

of

1970 and lIsed

performs well

Table

operatinn
value .

A11 S t r ali a n car r i e r s .

I 97 4 ),

sam r l e o b s .. r vat ion s .

the

this

total

the C'stimated

sareple ohservations .

the

of

i nth e

T A A (1 q 7 Jan d

pt

P

A more demandine

/

10 per cent around

plus or minus

:, Ie

.. '

size

lower proportionate drag,

to

total

length arise as
to cruise lind

wei&ht

the

(Strazheirn

relatively

fixed

lrtnrl1nr, are sprertd over

::ta:i

"';::..

lonr,<'r flir.ht distances. Jlowev<:r,

,.. e, -oi!

d P.

;,\,;1

payload must decrease (Douglas and Niller (1974)). This effect is

"'II'

S

i en

r;:) n g e

0

this effpct occurs only up to the

the air era f t i n up era t ion.

f

c,' P t u r e cl bye ~ u a t ion «(,),

Aft era c crt a i n dis tan c e

in" h i r. h the est i '" ate d cos t e l a s tic i t y

with respect to ASL increases as ASL increases.
'wst

In contrast,

nsport

the estimated model suggests that there are

diseconomies associated with serving more ports and operatine more
flights

from

II

given port. This last finding is quite strong and
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exerts a significant influence on the simulation results of the
t~n

following section. This diseconomy most likely arises from increased

,;t:,,:1

airside

'l"t,l,

t II xii n g lind a" a i tin g I and i n g. T h us whi 1 e AD P Pis

con~estion

at busier airports,

density (which can be defined as

i.e.

the extra time spent
/I

com p 0 n e n t

0

f mar k .. t

the product of the last three

variables on the right-hand side of equation (1)), it seems clear
that the cost advantages of dense markets result from the scope they
provide to operate large aircraft at relatively
high load factors,
..,
I l: e: a~

rather than merely the opportunity to make nore flights.
Of interest to many is the question of the impact on costs of
changing the composition of an nirline's output, while keepinr, total
output constant and operating over the same network structure.
example, a firm could produce the same output by operating
flights at a higher averane load factor.

For

few~r

Clearly, an infinite

nUII'her of possibilities exist. 1!owever, three casE'S arc sho"n for
illustration in Tahle J. Thus,

,,,

il

ALF were to rise and its rise

offs(>t by a fall in ADPP so that total output renained uncl,anged,
then total operatinf costs would fall

hy 77.0 per cent of the initiol

percentage c!.anr,e in AtF. The ,"odel clearly sllcr-ests that op.:ratinr,

10

costs Rre

lowered by

flyin~

rei ~ t i vel yin f r e que n t 1 y .

lare. aircraft,

relatively full and

1 n add i t ion, Tab 1 e 1 rev e a 1 s

t h 11 t

p.1 sse n IT, e r

traffic and sch<'duled servicps are more expensive to provide than

"Hi"

":d

their alternatives.
'%It.

4.

/

SIMULATION OF SOME AUSTRALIAK POLICY ALTERNATIVES
The appropriate policy for Australia's airline industry has been

the sub j e c t

of can sid era b 1 e deb ate i n r e c e n t

yea r s. T his sec t ion use s'

111<0,

the framework and estimated model from above to sim ulate some of the " {":,,
policy alternatives and

to assess t hei r cost

implications.
Io:t Ie

4.1 US System Cost Incentives
utlr,!

The Australian system of setting air fares
adjusted

60

in which prices are

changes in revenue offset any changes i n

tbat

regulation of the level of profit,

\
clo s t s.

i .e~

(1983)) .

cos t i n e f f i c i e n c y (s e e Alb a nan d Ki r bb

Such opportunities are not as readily availahle in the US

incustry. Prior to deregulation fares "'ere determined hy rate of
ret urn reg u I a t ion, wher e cos t s

for

non-price competition, e.g.

frequency of service and aircraft
en ga ge

through

type, which lessens the ability t«

in cost-panning practices. The larger numher of carriers and

the greater diversity of networks also rendered mOre difficult
cnl] Ilsi on
~onopoly

(t ;tel t

rpnts

or ot}rerwisc)

It,,: I"
!:!II:.:!

"",',

reg u I a tor y pur pas e 6 we r e t a ken t a: 'ilantl'l

he an industry-wide average . The US regulatory framework at that tinn
provided much greater scope for

i!:~!l, '

appears to provide strong
I

inc e n t i ve san dam pie s cop e for

Ilee',:

necCS~;l r 'l

through cost-paddinR.

In

to (txt rAct
~ddition,

the

potential

takinR averar es

11
of

industry

incentive

cosls

pro\'inC'c\ each

to perform better

Rirline

than average and

Stl~0csts

This diSCtlSsion

individual

then thrtt

with

r:rc ..1ter

so reap cxtrR profits.

the AustrAlian

system of

in n greater de!~ree of cost

airlin" regulRtion is likel y t o reslIlt

inefficiency than its us counterpart . The estimated parameter of
dummy variahlc

for Australian carriers

implies

that

costs

in

for a particular airline operation are 55 . 9 per cent highe r

t q

the

Australia

nsport

than the

11
e~uivalent

u::."
~i'

ope ration in the USA .

Part of this observed d iffer ence

miRht be explained by omitted variahlps or differences in measurment
of included variables. for example,

Some relevant output dimensions

may not be included in the Olltput index, e.g.
operating standards or in-flight service ,

.'!'"''
,:'

safety and othe r

and the cost of capital

has been omitted from the estimated model (for data avail"bility
reasons).

In addition, another often quoted explanAtion for

the

existence of Some difference is the distance in loc"tion of the
Australian carriers from the m8nufacturer~ of their aircraft,
nec essitating the holding of lar ger inventories of spare parts.
Houever ,

it is felt unlikely that these considerations would

suh s tantiall y reduce the order of magnitude of the estimated
cost differenc"" he tween the Australian and US airlines.
Equation (Ii) also sheds some

light on the impact of
12

dere gulation in the US airline industry.

,..

dummy variables indicate that
r~rriers

I pre \' i

0 II

~

total operating costs of ~xistin~

were ].4 ppr cent nnd 5 . ~ per cent

)a7P r espec tively,
'f';

The US-specific time

ye R r s.

the

T his

first

st r

\l

ct

II

two years
r a]

h rea k

lo we r

in 1977 and

of derCflulation,
H a s

not

cl pte c t e c1

in

tl1an

wit h

r

<? S

P (. c t
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to the AU5tr~lian airlines and indicates the likelihood of even
further

i~prove~ent
13

:1

in co~t rfficiency from more open mRrket

r: "

conditions .

:Isass

4 . 2 Privatise TAA
It can be .rgue~ on theoretical erounds

/

ent~rp rises aTe

.:/'.'i:es

that govcrnment-ownpd

likely to be less pffic ient than their privately-

owned counterparts. The Australian Two - Airline Policy is a w,ll
known case study (spe Davies (1971) and Kirby and Alban (1984)).
Hence calls are so~etimes made to return TAA to the private sector.
An estimate of

the impact of government ownership on airline cosO

• I~!nt

IOas obtained by the incilision of a dummy variahle for TAA. The
estimated coefficient of
that T AA- s cost s are

the TAA dummy variable is 0.051 which impliEl

5. 2 per cent higher

counterpart, ATI . Furthermore,

significant in a one-tailed t est a t
confidence,
tha t

so that

1m
:!:llti

1.75 which is

a 95 per cent level of

there is only 5 pe r

the actual cost

tho n those of its private

t he t-ratio is

P::cr

cent

level of confidence

hut

diffe ren ce is zero. This estimote, while

pro v i din r; sam e fur the r

e TI' p i r ic a I sup p 0 r t f a r

"Upports the vie.' that

the differt'nce in cos t

Da vie s - h Ypot he sis,
efficiency between

a 1 s;

I"tll

TA~\ :luc'l

and ATI is relatively small in magnitufe compared with the cost
in e f fie i e n c i e s of l ot hop era tor sin d u c e d by the Au s t r ali a n r e [U 1 a to

',,:,

polici('s.
In,

4 .3 0np - Airline Policy
Some
C il

Pt

1I

re

commentators

e con 0 rn i e s

commllnj ty

of

the

interpr('tation of

0

f

~rr.uf' that a 1"lonopol yair] ine would more full
sea 1 e

pro\,] sian

A.

n d h p nee

ot

airline

lower

the

services .

tot () 1

C0

~t

t o t he

A IIcrudc"

the 0ne - Airlinp Policy is to merge the operatinnffi

:lorl~1
::j t:'St

13

of ATI and TAA. This policy would result in nIl of Australia's
domestic airline operations, except those of the independ ent

re g ional

rarrier East-West Airlines, beine undertaken by a single company.
It is assumed that this company will operate the S8me aircraft and
services over the current

networks.

For

ttle

simulation exercise

nsport

its total output is taken to be the sum of the outputs of the
separate ATI and TAA operations. All output dimensions, except
AD?P , and factor prices of the Simulated operation are taken as
the total output weighted averages of their ATI and TAA counterparts.

" .-~ .

AD?? for the si~ulated operation is calculated as a residual from
t he identity given by equation (1).
Over the three year period 1974-1976 the total costs of this
policy are estimated to be SlR34m (Item 7, Tahle 4), compared with
the model's estimate of SlR04m under the existing Two-Airline Policy
(Item 6),

,-,

i.e. costs would be

1.7 per cent or $10m per annum

14
higher under this interpretation of the One-Airline Po.1icy.

The TWO-Airline Policy relates more directly to Ansett Airlines
of Australia (AAA) than to the total operations of ATI, which also
includes the activities of its regional carriers. Using dara for
AAA's operations its total op~ratinr, costs can he estimated (Item A)
end hen .. e the total inrlllstry costs as the Sum of thos .. of AAA And
TAA

(Ttem

10).

An "exact" inter p retati on of a One-Airline Policy then involves
the merginp; of AAA's and TAA-s activities, a[:ain assuminr, the same
nptworks, aircraft and services.

Item II

shows that the three year

total cost of such a policy ,'ould be $1~47m, which is 2.1 per cent

i09-320.

14
or $12m per annum higher than costs under the current policy
(Item 10).
Particular concern is often shown for

the major trunk routes

over which both AAA and TAA operate and where the Two Airline
Policy has its most obvious effects. By adjusting the data for
the regional or "non competitive" activities of AAA and TAA,

/

the

model can estimate their cost of operations on the "competitive"
route network (Items

13 and

14), and hence the total industry cost

of airline services on these trunk routes (Item IS).
Then an even "more exact" interpretation of the One Airline

11m

I

Policy would involve the merging of the competitive route activities
of AAA and TAA. The estimate of total costs of such a policy over
1011 ill
1974 1976 is $1670m (Item 16), i.e.

3.2 per cent or $17m per annum
In Ihe

I

higher than the current policy (Item IS).
Ilhl1ll

4.4 Three Airline Policy
hrllit

A Three Airline Policy is sometimes advocated as a means of
:'Cilr

increasing competition within the Australian airline industry.
This policy can be interpreted as the introduction of a third
airline over the trunk network of AAA and TAA. Assume that there is
an equal division of the total industry output and that the output
dimensions of

the new entrant are output weighted averages of the

existing two,

i.e. in particular,

it will operate similar sized

hllhe

IIllbe

aircraft. Total industry costs under this policy are estimated
to be $1523m over the three years to 1976 (Item 17), which i.
5.9 per cent or $32m per annum lower than corresponding costs
15
under the Two Airline Policy (Item IS).

: Is 10

IS

4.S

"E~eamskimmer

Airlines (CSA)"

Consider the impact of the introduction of a creamskimming
,!

airline operation on the networks of AAA and TAA. Assume that

the

new entrant operates on the following major routes: Melbourne to
Adelaide,

nsport

Sydney and Brisbane, and Sydney to Adelaide and Brisbane.

Assume that after its introduction current traffic is shared equally
by the three airlines on these major routes and that the output
dimensions and factor prices of CSA are output weighted averages
;.lH

of those of AAA and TAA on these routes. Then over the three years
1974 1976 the total cost of serving the AAA and TAA networks i8

(Ji,er

$1601. (Item 12), i.e. 0.7 per cent or $4m per annum lower than
under the current policy (Item 10).
4.6 Abolition of Parallel Schedules
Parallel departures of flights by AAA and TAA are a cost of
the Two Airline Policy. We can use the model to estimate the cost

1::/

savings which might occur when these services are deparallelled.
Assume that each operator can, for currently parallel flights,

ttl/re ll
leeu:p,r

halve the number of departures and double the size of the aircraft.
16
Then, given data on the proportion of flights in parallel,
we can
adjust the data to obtain simulated airlines with less ADPP and
larger AAS (Items 18 and 19). It is estiaated that the total cost
of serving the competitive network in this manner 18 $1293m (Item 20) •

• 11
"i!

which is 20.1 per cent or $108m per annum lower than the cost of
17
doing 10 under the Two Airline Policy (Item 15).

:09-320.
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The coordination necessary to achieve these si ~n ificant cost
savings

it could
me rged.

has

not

been

prcsu~ably

forthcoming under Two-Airline

become possible if

Policy.

However,

('j~W

the two operators were

So consider the merging of AAA's and TAA's competitive

services where the new company deparallels existing parallel

l!emDlit

flights hy doubling aircraft size and halving the number of

/

departu r es . This probably represents many industry representativ es '
interpretation of

the One -Airline Policy.

In this case the total

costs of operation are estimated to be $J336m (Item 21) over the
three ye ar period,

i.e.

17.4 per cent or S94m per annum lower than

currently (Item 15)
4.7 Concluding Remarks
11'ld"

All

the policy simulat i ons assume that total industry output

remains unchanged,

in output dimensions of

the si~ulated system, and that cost efficiemy '!!al,'c

incentives are unaltered. Thus the findings should be used with
caution as a guide

:0,'101

that cost changes arise merely because of change u

.:1:/::1

to policy recnmnendations.

For example, a more relaxed approach to market entry which
permits the establishment of a "Creamskimmer Airlines " may decrease
the scope for cost inefficiency , so that some of the difference
hetween US Rnd Australian carriers may be re ga ined. Thus the cost
sav i ngs
hy

from such a policy ~ay be much ~reater than those suggested

the prPRent simulation results alone . On the oth"r hand, other

llo licies which

in(licRte relatively large reductions

in costs,

c.g_

depa rallellinr, schedules l~i.thin a nne -Alrli,," Policy, appear to

"!:I,

I7

I :,,:

0

f fer lit tie add e din c e n t i "e t

such incentivps.

0

cos t

e f f i c i en c y an rt "'" Y "\' end i min ish

The apparent existcnce of such large potenti a l

cost savings can be taken as evidence of substantial regulatory
failure at

the present and perhaps argues against further

intervention and for

re g ul n tory

the greater adopt10n of market-oriented

nsport

policies.
5. COKCLUSIOK
·;a.
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This paper presents a further econometric study of airline costs.

,utT

However,

jt

contains

Firstly,

it utilises all

severAl

studie~.

advances over many previous

the avail a ble information regarding

the multiproduct nature of an airline"s aggregate nutput, as given
by the identity relationship of equation (1). Secondly,

it

takes

,:"t

account of this information hy the construction of an output

:';,j';'

Thirdly,

• d:::!!

g c n era I

the use of

this index "'ithin the

an cl fie x i b l e t ran s log cos t

framework of the highly

fun c t ion s pc c if i cat ion ens u res a

weil specified and less ad hoc estimating equation.

ii"

inrtex.

Finally, a

lnrge and high quality data hase is available for estimation.
The empirical results are satisfactory from an econometric

j

,,,,,,I'
!,,' r'
.~n

1",1:"
Ed

v1.ewpo1. n t. The est 1 rna t ed mod .. l

has hi g h exp 1a na tory po we r,

tog e the r wit h s tat is tic a 11 y s 1 g n i fie ant an cl pIa u sib 1 e

CO"

f fie i en t

estimates. These estimates reveal substantial economies of
operation with resp<'ct to load factors,
length,

aircraft si ze and

stage

hut diseconomies associated with serving more ports and

increased departures from a given port.
r,t C

The model cnn nlso he used for simulation purposes to examin e
ti,e cost

implications of various policy alternatives.

r('~u]ts,

\o.'hilp

tt-.cy nust

h E: us e d ""'ith

of s\tbstanti a l

potential

cost

airline in d ustr y .

savin ~ R

cHution,

in

the

TtlC

ind1cnte

si~lJlati() n

the e xistence

Au stralinn d o mr s t i c
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TAl>LE
forecasting ability of estimated cost model
C(stt

Observation

Actual

(A)

Forecas t

(F)

F /A
1.111

AL

( 1971 )

239 . 37

247 . 39

1 . 03

ATl ( 1 977)

311. 1 (I

321.68

1.03

TAA ( 1977)

253 . 03

263 . 19

1 . 04

ATl (197R)

339.95

357.21

1 . 05

TAA ( 1978)

2112 . 62

21\9 . 05

I . 02

ATl ( ] 979)

347 . 46

371.6 ]

] . 07

TAA (]979)

294 . 46

305 . 60

] . 04

!If

n'
Hi

ISS

TAB LE 2
Cost elasticity with respect to se l ected output dimensions

(a)

0utput dimensions

El as t ici t y

PORTS

] . 04]

ASL(a)

() . q 1 I

ALf

0 . 3] 4

AAS

() . 49 5

AIl?P

] • OR 4

Evaluated at

370 niles .

'l
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TARLE 3
Cost

e l astici t y

Output

with

res pec t

dimension

to

changed

composition of output

Elasticity

Initial

Offsetting

ALF

AI~ rp

- 0 .77 0

A1.F

M.S

- 0 . J H1

AAS

AL' PP

- 0 . SE9

PASS

n . a.

0 . 517

SCH

n. a .

0 . 2R6

.n sport

109-320.
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TARLE 4
Sir,lu l a t jon

of va r iOl lS Aus t ra lian po lic y a] ternativcs
1 974

Ohserv~tion/Policy

/

1 9 75

1 9 76

Perio d Tota l

,

11>

I.

AT} (A)

333 . 96

32 R • () 5

323 .55

9R5 . S6

:PSfi'

2.

ATI (F.)

327.0R

343.61

3 11. 28

91)1.9 7

:C"CC

3. TAA(A)

280. I 7

273 .1 8

265 . 0 5

R l f\ . 40

~ost

4.

TfIA(F.)

274.7n

2P. 7 .7 5

25 9. 0 7

H2 1.5 P.

:h:il

5.

ATI(A) + TAA(A)

014 . I 3

60 I . 23

5RR . oO

IR03.o6

. ~:

0.

AT l (E) + TAA(F.)

60 1. 8 4

031.3n

570 .3 5

1803.55

7.

One -Airline Policy:
r.rude(S)

hlO . 9 9

642 .76

579 .79

1 833 .5 4

AAA(S)

264.10

27 n . 1 2

249 .91

790. I 3

544 . 27

5 49 . 30

5 14.96

160M .53

538. Po n

563 . 8 7

50R .9R

In 11. 71

R.

I

be
'oe[

I"

r",

9 • AM(S)

+ TAA(A)

t ~at

10. AAA(S)

+ TAA(E)

OW',

One-Airline Policy:
Exact(S)

554.76

574.32

5 17. 5 I

1 646 . 59

12 .

"CreCl msk lmmer Air li nes "( S )

534.84

5 60 .4 0

505 .57

1600.81

,.

13 .

AAA: Trunk J:ou t es( S)

263 .71

2H .35

250 . 4 1

790.47

s, ~,'

278.73

291.1 I

25 7. 6 1

827 . 45

542 . 44

567 .4 6

508 . 02

1 n 1 7 . 92

»

Y . ')0

J ~ 4 . " Ij

525 . 64

1 boY . 1'8

5 1{1.24

533.14

479 . 39

1522.77

11.

I 4 • TAA:

Trunk ROlltes(S)

15. AAA: TR(S)
( I 3 + I I, )
11' .

+ TAA:

TR(S)

1:/ t

i'!n

:,,1,

One-Airline Policy:
Hore Exact( S)

1 7 • Three - Air l ine

'E~ :

Policy(S)

"rCj~

:ce

I R.

AAA: TR,Deparalle ll cd(S)

215 . 49

229.flS

1 Po n • 24

030 . 81

19.

TAA: TR , nepa rallelled(S)

22g .5 3

240 . 94

1 92 . 24

60 1. 7 1

20 .

AAA: TY,Dep.(S) + TAA: TI{ ,
Dcp .(S)

.:'
(tr;.

21 • On<, -/Ii r11ne

Policy :
Exact, f\pp . (S)

( i\) :

Ac t

II

n.1 ,

(1:) :

~'Io

"I. I, . 02

470 . 02

371; . 41l

12Y2.52

r c

Es tin1a te,

ali'i

I,

451l.01

485 . 74

39 I • (, 6

1 131> . f.J 1

'I'll,
(S) :

Sirn ul n t1 on .
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1,
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not
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I

2

the author's

See Kirby

(1979)

(19RI,

Ch . 2)

From a

survey

for

on

current

a discussion of

the monopoly

of

employer.

several

this

policy and Kirby

issue.

studies,

White(1979,

p.

564)

concludes

~ ,11

that

"economies of

overall

..,"

3

There

is

some
or

sometimes

.

\

ton-miles
argued

the amount

confounds a

prodllce.
forced

costs,

..

analyse

negligible

of

or non-existent

thp approach
airline ' s

to

ability

choice

of

split

ndopterl

in

factor.

to
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of

this
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at

the

to

be

provision of
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that

sell with

latter

of
be

to whether

this

preferred.

It

costs of

airline

T~'P

the use of

its

ability

firm's

to

activities,

preferred when
as

operations

capacity rather

allocating joint

(TOC),

is

involves a sonewhat

an airline

problems

operating costs

load

(TMA)

the

especially not

total

literature as

traffic carried,

associated

is

the

bulk of

related

or artificial

anrl

the

carrier's

the

in

available

that
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with all

"."

discussion

are more directly
than
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firm level".
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.,;,

scale

in

this

paper explicitly

an(1
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paper.
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account

of
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For eXRmple, Mu r phy (IQf,9) ,

(19~9),

St r Bzhe i m

Douelas and

~iller

(lq76) and MRckay (197Q) .
'i .

for~

This is a mod i fied
Stat ton (1

0

of an id en tity p resented in Sarndal and

7<;).

mrg'
6.

Spady and Fri edlaend cr (1<J7R) con s tr uc t

a s i", ilar index. 1I0wevex,
5truct

t hey do not ta ke adva ntage of the i de ntity relationship between
eml!

/

t o tal output

and

itg

va riolls

components and he nce their clloice of
I,

rer

e~

output dimensions r e mains ad hoc .
tom

7.

See Christensen and Greene

(1976)

fo r a useful summary of the

e.:"I
economic the ory of the f irm relating to the u s e of the translog
Ib'll

cost functi on an d an empirical application.

tb'ci

R.

Trans-Australia Airlines (TAA), a Rovernment - owned carrier,
curret

and Ansett Transport Industries (ATI), consisting of the major
coofoo

trunk operator Ansett Airlines of Australia (AAA) and several
!, !lcll~

regional operators.
Allegheny, Frontier, lIughes Airwest,

Nort h Cen tral, Ozark,

10:,

Piedmont, Southern and Texas International.
10 .

A11'e rican,

t'.raniff,

Ko rthwpst,
II .

Transworld,

Eastern , r, ational,

Vnited and Western.

The actual difference is likely to be less th a n 61.2 per cent
with only one

12 .

Continental , Delta,

See Kirby

p~ r

(l'? P ~)

cent

confidence.

for an overview of t he LS airline deregulation

experience .

,rOllm
Ir O

lpl

l1~lat

23
13. These data understate the impact on operating costs in the
industry since they take factor prices, notably that of labour,
as given. A feature of the deregulated US industry has been the
emergence of new operators with a much lower labour cost
structure. Further cost savings can be expected over time as

msport

carriers continue to rationalise their route networks.
14. For the simulation exercises here and below, where the purpose is
to assess the impact on costs of

regulatory policies which affect

t '"!

output dimensions within the industry, it is preferable to compare
the simulation results with the model's estimates of costs under
the current policy, not with the actual observed costs under the
current policy. A comparison with the latter data would seem to
confound policy effects with the model's prediction error.
IS. Mackay (1979) notes that his results imply that costs under
a One Airline Policy would fall by 4 per cent and increase

t,

by 2.5 per cent under a Three Airline Policy. However, it is
difficult to interpret and hence reconcile these results
as his specification fails

to fully account for all the

relevant output dimensions and data limitations necessitate
the use of proxy variables •

•;,IiD'

lb.

Gannon (1979) finds that the proportion of flightB on selected
competitive routes that were considered to be in parallel for
December of 1974,

1975 and 1976 was 57.7 per cent,

54.8 per cent

and 78.7 per cent respectively.

17. Forsyth (1981) estimates a cost penalty of 5 to 10 per cent
from parallel scheduling. However, his specification and
simulation method differ from this paper.

W9-320.
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PROPERTY RIGHTS, REGULATlOO AND EFFICIENCY: A FURTHER
COMMENT 00 AUSTRALIA'S TWO-AIRLINE POLICY
In troduc Hon
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The relative efficiency of public and private firms has been a
l ong-standing issue in the property rights literature and Australia's
Two-Airline Policy is one of the few applied case studies on the topic.

l

Davies (1971, 1977) uses labour productivity measures to argue that TAA is
less efficient than its private counterpart, thus supporting hi s general
thesis regarding the effects of property rights on economic performance.
However, his analysis has not gone unchallenged. The recently publi s hed
exchange between Forsyth and Hocking (1980) and Davies (1980) is typical
of the debate. In fact, the criticisms have been such that accepted
opinion, as represented in a recent survey on public and private
enterprise, is that 'the major conclusion that can be drawn from the case
of Australian airlines is .. • that • • , there is no signficant evidence
that productivity is lower in publ i c firms than private firms' (Millward
and Parker, 1982, p. 239).2
However, it is our contention that the debate on the relative
efficiency of public and private firms within Australia's Two-Airline
Policy presently suffers two serious deficiencies. Firstly, no explicit
model of firm behaviour

~nder

the Two-Airline policy has been developed .

Thus it is difficult to assess the claim, put forward by both Forsyth and
Hocking (1980) and Jordan (1981), that the regulatory environment
constrains the two operators to a similar economic performance. Secondly,
inadequate empirical techniques have been used to address the question of
rel ative efficiency. This note corrects these two deficiencies and, in
doing so, provides evidence to challenge the apparent conventional wisdom
regarding the case of Australia's domestic airlines.
2.

A Model of Firm Behaviour under the Two-Airline Policy
Alban and Kirby (1983) examine the case of a private firm operating in

In industry where entry is effectively prohibited by the State, giving
rise to potential monopoly profits, rrm' That model assumes that the

309-320.

regulatory authorities set prices so that the regulated firm earns a
chosen level of profits, TIr ; that the firm's costs are merely verified,
not justified, by the regulators; and that the firm's utility function,
~>
U
>
CI
O. In this regulatory environment the firm has an incentive to capture the

U(TI,CI), depends on profits and cost inefficiency such that

remaining potential monopoly profits, TIm -TI r' through padding its
costs of production. The result of this behaviour can be seen in Figure 1,

/

which shows the firm's regulatory profit constraint, its possible
trade-off between profits and cost inefficiency and its preferences
between these. The utility maximising firm chooses to operate at point B
where its costs are padded by 0 dollars. At B the firm (and society) is
worse off by AE than it is at the unconstrained monopoly optimum, point A.
With the aid of a simple characterisation of a government-owned firm
this analysis can be readily extended to the case of a regulated public
monopoly and then to that of the Two-Airline policy framework. Assume that
the public firm has an identical utility function to its private
counterpart. Assume further that the managers of the public firm are
unable to directly share in the profits earned by it and that there is no
effective direct control on management. Under these assumptions the public
firm, like the private firm, has an incentive to maximise potential
profits by operating at the usual monopoly outcome. However, unlike the
private firm, it has an incentive to extract all of the potential monopoly
profits, TIm' as cost-padding, with an associated deadweight loss of AF.
If the regulatory authorities set prices so as to achieve a target level
of profits, TIr' this public firm is constrained

to

point B, where

management suffers a loss of FG compared with its unconstrained behaviour
(point C). However, government revenue increases by TIr' so that
deadweight costs to society are reduced by (TIr-FG). These efficiency
gains are simply due to less profits being dissipated as cost-padding.
It can be noted that profit regulation of both the privately-owned and
government-owned monopoly firm leads each to the same point B on Figure 1
with identical costs (assuming an effective cost verification procedure).
However, at that position, they each face opposite incentives with respect
to cost inefficiency.

,~

I
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However, this divergence of incentives, combined with the requirement
that both firms charge the same prices, complicates profit regulation in

o;sa1el

an industry where both types of firm operate together, such as under the

~, ~',11

Two-Airline Policy. If prices are set on the basis of the private firm's
costs, the profit constraint binds it to point B on Figure 1. 3 The

/

government-owned firm, in the absence of further constraints (e.g. the
threat of a change in management if it performs noticeably worse than its
private competitor), would then choose to operate at point C with the

l:::ere'
::anaff

maximum possible degr ee of cost-padding. The efficiency costs of this
strategy include AE plus the costs of government ownership, AF (in

Me "I

additi on to the usual deadweight loss associated with the monopoly
price/quantity outcome). On the other hand, if the costs of the government
firm are used as the benchmark for setting prices, the profit constraint

fl:ts t

binds it to B. In contrast, the private firm, in the absence of further
constraints (e.g. the threat of abolition of entry restrictions if it
performs significantly better than its competitor), would have dn
incentive to minimise cost-padding and operate at point A, where it takes
I

out its share of the monopoly profits directly. The efficiency/ costs of
this strategy, compared to the unconstrained monopoly positiort, include AG
less n , which is (AE + nr - FG) less than under the previous pricing
r
strategy. This analysis then suggests the perhaps somewhat
counter-intuitive result that the deadweight losses to the community from
attempting to regulate profits in entry-restricted industries can be
4

lessened if the high-cost firm is used as the standard for costs.

~, al'!ra

However, for our present purpose, it can be noted that, in our model,
regardless of which firm is used as the cost benchmark for pricing
purposes, the government-owned firm will tend to be less cost efficient
than its private counterpart. The

extent to which this tendency is

realised is an empirical question and the subject of the following section.
3.

An Econometric Test of Relative Cost Efficiency
Davies (1971, 1977) utilises labour productivity ratios to assess the

relative efficiency of TAA and its private counterpart, ATI. While this
procedure has intuitive appeal and the advantage of simplicity, there are

l;,F\!tl(

1.54a:.",
,Cl", ~!

AI
...
\C.

::e
fi'S

everal reasons for caution in its use. Since each partial productivity
easure captures only a particular facet of a firm's operations, no single
atio is adequate and one really needs to consider a wide range of such
atios . Any particular ratio also ignores the impact of other production
nputs. Thus observed differences or changes in partial productivity may
~

due to factor substitution, technical progress or higher quality

ansport

nputs. Finally, firms often operate in quite different environments .g. different outputs, qualities, factor prices, climate and geography ,hich can affect the measurement of productivity ratios.
While Forsyth and Hocking (1980) are well aware of the difficulties
'ith the use of partial productivity ratios, the debate between themselves
["II!!t

md Davies (1980) still relies exclusively upon the use of such ratios. It

lit

:hus faces the danger of becoming little more than a succession of
:onflicting opinions as to the significance or otherwise of various
)roductivity differences after essentially subjective assessments of the
~pact

of other influencing factors. Clearly, it would be more desirable

utilise a technique which is capable of explicitly allowing for any

~w

~

i

lifferences in operating conditions and which provides statistical

*-11

lssessments of the impact of such conditions and of relative efficiency.
Kirby (1984) estimates an econometric model of airline costs. This

:~

.odel explains the total operating costs of the two major Australian
.irlines and 18 US local service and trunk airlines over the period 1971
:0

1978 in terms of their operating environment (e.g. number of ports

;erved, average stage length, load factors, aircraft size) and factor
?rices. Furthermore, assuming fixed effects, differences in performance by
:he Australian airlines and TAA can be estimated with the use of dummy
lariables. The preferred estimated equation is:

lnTOC -

2.905 + 0.444 AUST + 0.051 TAA - 0.035 US77
(4. 30)

(10.56)

(1.

75)

(-2.39)

-0.060 US78 + 1.041 InPORTS + 0.077 (lnASL)2
trJ!

.)is
,~

are

(-3.58)

(76.11)

(42.15)

+0 • 314 lnALF + 0.495 lnAAS + 1.084 lnADPP

(4.94)

(12.15)

(65.04)
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+0.517 lnPASS + 0.286 lnSCB + 0.242 lnFPL
(4.72)

+0.133 lnFPF

(2.68)
0.998

(3.90)
SER

0.048

(6.56)
/

!oonoaicr

where TOC is the total operating cost of each airline; AUST is a dummy
variable for the two Australian airlines; TAA is a dummy variable for TAA;
US77 and US78 are dummy variables to capture the effects of airline
deregulation in the US during 1977 and 1978, respectively; PORTS is the
number of airports served; ASL is average stage length; ALF is average
load factor; AAS is average aircraft size; ADPP is average number of
departures per port; PASS and SCB are the proportions of total output that
is passenger traffic and is with scheduled services, respectively; FPL is
the factor price of labour; and FPF is the factor price of fuel.
The estimated coefficient of the TAA dummy variable implies that TAA's
operating costs are 5.2 per cent higher than those of ATI. Furthermore,
this estimate is signficantly different from zero in a one-tailed test at
a 95 per cent level of confidence. Thus this econometric analysis suggests
that there is a signficant difference in cost efficiency between TAA and
AT!. 5

Note also that there is a very much larger difference in the cost
efficiency of the Australian operators compared with the US carriers Australian airline costs appear to be of the order of 55 per cent higher
than for equivalent operations in the US.
4.

Conclusions
In this note we use a model of profit regulation under the Two-Airline

Policy to show that there is a tendency for the government-owned firm

to

be less cost efficient than the private one. In addition, we present
econometric evidence that a significant difference in cost efficiency does
exist. Our analysis and evidence is contrary to what currently appears to
be a widely accepted view. However, this result, while in our view

35

I'portant, should be kept in perspective. The conclusion of Kirby (1981,
•. 45) appears to be still valid: 'while there appears to be sane
' leoretical and empirical evidence that the state firm is less efficient
lan the private one, this difference is likely to be small canpared with
' le inefficiencies of both operators which are due to the current policies
:: economic regulation'.
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(:JOTNOTES

· Other case studies include Canadian railroads (Caves and Christensen,
'980) and US municipal water utilities (Feigenbaum and Teeples, 1983).
• Jordan (1981) also argues that ownership appears to have had little

ansport

ffect on airline performance in Australia.
Assuming identical preferences and equal market shares we can continue
o use Figure 1, where A should now be interpreted as TI m/2, to show the
ehaviour of both firms.
• The data in Table 1 of Albon and Kirby (1983) suggest that past air
are adjustments have, in fact, been based on the costs of TAA.
'. An earlier, although relatively less sothisticated, econometr ic study

,y Mackay (1979) has implications for the relative efficiency of TAA and
~I.

His results, which have been neglected by both Davies and Forsyth

md Hocking, also suggest that TAA performed slightly worse than ATI.
'urther evidence to support the hypothesis that the public firm will be
.ess cost efficient is provided by the data in Table 1 of Albon and Kirby
:1983).

That data shows that over the period 1974-75 to 1979-80, despite

:he regulatory controls, ATI was able to increase its profits by $18.6m
~mpared

with only $l.Bm for TAA.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

On 3 July 1977 Peter Nixon, the Federal Minister for Transport (1975-79),
announced that a review was to be undertaken of Australia's domestic air transport
policy. The Minister noted that this review was one of a series in the transport field and
related its timing to the expiry of the Airlines Agreements Act 1973 in June 1978 and
the provision, contained in the previous Airlines Agreements, for termination with
five years' notice after December 1977. 1 The terms of reference were given as:
To review the principles and administration of Australia's domestic air
transport policy.
Having regard to
the public interest
existing government policy
the relationship of air transport with other forms of transport.
[termination conditions of the various Airlines Agreements]
other appropriate factors
report on desirable changes to policy, legislation and / or administration
designed to improve air transport within Australia, including commuter
transport but excluding other General Aviation facets .
The review was carried out by officers from the Department of Transport, assisted
by two academic consultants. The report of the Review Committee, Department of
Transport [I], consists of two parts. The first, completed in March 1978, deals with
trunk route services and the Two-Airline Policy, while the second part, which was
finalised in September 1978, considers regional and local / commuter air services. Very
broadly, the report contains a description of the industry's structure and regulatory
framework, an assessment of its economic performance and recommendations for
policy reform.
The Report of the Domestic Air Transport Policy Review has been given
considerable authority during public discussions of recent aviation policy initiatives 2
"This paper is a revised version of Kirby [6]. I wish to thank Peter Swan, Keith Mackay, Christopher
Hackett, Robert Albon and an anonymous referee for their helpful comments.
'See Kirby [7, 8] for brief descriptions of the legislative arrangements for regulating domestic air
transport in Australia.
2For example, see the Second Reading Speech by the Minister for Transport of the Australian National
Airlines Amendment Act , Commonwealth of Australia, Parliamentary Debates, House of
Representatives, 18 September 1980.
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and these initiatives have been consistent with the overall thrust of the Report. In view
of its apparent impact and the paucity of published economic analysis currently
available on it3, it would seem useful to carefully scrutinise this Report.
II. THE REVIEW' S ASSESSMENT OF INDUSTRY PERFORMANCE

Most of the Review's assessment efforts are directed towards the major trunk route
airlines since it concludes that there is insufficient statistical information available to
permit a comprehensive evaluation of the costs, performance and fares of the regional
and local ! commuter operators [I, p. 192]. In its study of the economic efficiency of the
two major operators the Review examines both technical and allocative efficiency.

/

Two reports prepared for the Review Committee conclude that the Australian
domestic airlines are technically inefficient and attribute this performance to the
system of regulation. 4 Both these studies utilise partial productivity analysis, while
Mackay [9] also adopts a multivariate approach. The Review is critical of the
application of these techniques for examining the technical efficiency of the airlines 5
and, rejecting the findings of its commissioned studies, considers that there is
insufficient information available in order to draw firm conclusions [I, p. 54].
However, this is too negative. It ignores the fact that most of the available empirical
evidence points in the one direction and does not appreciate the potential severity of
the problem (e.g. the analysis of Mackay [9] indicates that unit costs might be able to
fall by up to 35 per cent). The Review also fails to consider the theoretical arguments
which lead to the technical inefficiency hypothesis (i.e. that the regulatory system of
tightly restricted competition, profit control and cost-plus pricing may lessen the
incentive to minimise costs). With its final remark on the issue the Review introduces
an air safety "red herring" when it claims that Australia's safety record is an important
indicator of efficiency [I, p. 55]. It is not; it is a measure of the quality ofservice. 6 In
conclusion, the Review Committee seems deficient in its treatment of the issue
concerning the technical efficiency of the Australian domestic airlines.
The Review Committee fortunately is able to make more definite statements on the
allocative efficiency of the industry. Taken together, the studies of Mackay [9] and
Hocking [4] find also that the overall level of fare discounting offered in Australia is
very low, that this indicates that the preferences of Australian air transport consumers
are not adequately pursued by the major operators, and that significant efficiency
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-' The lack of attention proba bly reflects an anticipation that a re vision of aviation policy would have then
been imminent. Few might have expected that the Government's Two-Airline Policy initiatives would
not be finalised until over three years after the completion of the relevant part of the Review . Forsyth [3]
briefly discusses the Review and its major findi ngs.
"See Mackay [9] and Hocking [4].
;See Kirby [6] for a discussion of the use of these techniques and a rejection of the Review's major
criticisms of them .
'Thus a good safety record does not necessarily imply a favourable assessment of an airline's efficiency
performance. However. diffferent safety levels. as well as other quality aspects, will have implications for
empirical studies of technical efficiency which use an output measure unable to capture the quality
differences. Ceteris paribus. the results will be more unfavourable for those airlines providing the
relatively high quality services.
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gains would result from the availability of a wider variety of price / quality options. The
Review agrees with the "general conclusions" of these studies and recommends that
the airlines "be encouraged to provide more innovation in fare structures" [I, p. 56].

an

lie
lJe

The Committee softens this judgement by noting that innovative APEX fares had
been introduced subsequent to the commissioned studies. However, this observation
could as easily be interpreted as a reflection of the airlines' response to the Review's
findings and hence may be indicative of the impact of incentives on the innovative
ability of firms . The Committee also undertakes its own comparison of Australian
domestic economy air fares with those of other countries and concludes that the
Australian airlines perform favourably. Forsyth [3, p. 68] is critical of this exercise; he
argues that it does not allow sufficiently for quality variations in economy services or
for the availability of cheaper fare types and suggests that data selection can strongly
influence results.
The Review also examines a particularly visible example of allocative inefficiency,
parallel scheduling. It concludes that this practice is well documented, is higher than
desirable and should be reduced in order to provide a better service to the travelling
pUblic. It recognises that under the existing institutional arrangements of the TwoAirline Policy there is no simple solution to the problem. Hence it can only
recommend that "the Government draw the attention of the airlines to the difficulties
experienced by the public from the current high levels of parallel scheduling on the
competitive network and request their proposals for overcoming the problem" [I, p.
95).
III.

It:
In

THE REVIEW'S RE COMME N DATIONS FOR POLlCY REFORM

The recommendations of the Review cover two broad areas : the structure of the air
transport industry in terms of the roles of various categories of air operators and the
regulation of operators within each of these categories.
(a)

The Structure of the Air Transport Industry

The Committee's strategy is to distinguish the various categories of air services
required for the total aviation system , define the role of each category, and then
determine the combination of roles that would result in a more efficient system [I , p.
67). Three categories of domestic air services are identified: the national trunk service
linking major cities, regional services link ing centres within a limited geographical
area where there is a "community of interest" , and local / commuter services which
mainly cater for centres not otherwise served. Operators are broadly classified
according to the type of service which they predominantly offer.
The Review considers various options for the organisation of the industry to
provide these services and opts for a system with "sharply defined roles for each
category of operator and specialisation of functions" [I, p. 69]. Its chosen allocation of
roles is closely related to perceived market and route characteristics. The Committee
recommends:
(i) A small number of operators provide trunk route services on medium and long
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haul routes for all traffic densities and also short haul routes with high traffic
density.
(ii) Specialist regional operators provide services on intra-regional routes and
inter-regional routes (but only through intermediate stops) oflow and medium
traffic density.
(iii) Local j commuter operators utilise piston and small turbo-prop aircraft on
short haul routes and j or routes of low traffic density.

/

(iv) Tight control over the interaction between different categories of operators.
Trunk operators are discouraged from engaging in regional services "except
with defined regional organisations oriented primarily towards the needs of the
region". Regional operators are allowed to compete with trunk airlines over
some segments of the trunk network "where these segments are logically linked
with their regional network". Access to trunk airports by local j commuter
operators is to be limited "except where it can be shown that infrastructure and
congestion costs are not a problem".
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In making these recommendations the Committee states that it was "conscious of the
need to meet the public interest and to restrict operations by any class of operators to
those which would permit the most efficient use of equipment and infrastructure" [I,
p. 200].
The Review Committee's treatment of the issue of industry structure is seriously
lacking in economic analysis and amounts to little more than a description of some
basic airline economics plus a series of subjective value judgements. The list of
advantages which the Review attributes to its chosen industry structure merely relate
to the inherent advantages of different operators in serving different types of market.
The features mentioned (e.g. economies of scale, fleet optimisation, market
specialisation, market integration and responsiveness to consumer demands) would
also be taken into account if the determination of industry structure was left to
competitive market forces and would be reflected in the resultant market structure.
Thus the Review's catalogue of the merits and demerits of the various types of
operators, [I , p. 68], is largely a statement of simple airline economics, i.e. that
different market conditions mean that a different type of service will be most efficient.
The crucial question is what system of resource allocation - competitive market
forces or bureaucratic direction - is more likely to be able to capture these intrinsic
advantages of the various different types of air service operations and to thus achieve
the most efficient overall system. The Review presumes that the latter is superior (there
is no mention of the alternative), but no analysis or evidence is presented to support
this presumption.
However, the utilisation of competitive market forces appears to offer several
advantages over its alternative. Competition could be expected to ensure that the
alleged advantages are real, not imagined, and given a weighting reflecting their
relative strengths. For example, one might anticipate that the competitive process
could more accurately assess the trade-off between economies of scale and market
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specialisation. It also lessens the reliance on value judgements. Many of the concepts
on which the Review depends when forming its recommendations are sufficiently
vague and subject to flexibility in interpretation (e.g. community of interest,
inconvenience, consumer needs, etc.) that doubts must exist as to the ability of a
bureaucracy to conduct an objective assessment. The Review Committee's rejection of
the competitive market alternative also denies the community the advantages resulting
from inter-category competition. These relate to the policing of the market
performance of each type of operator, increased dynamic stimulus to the system as a
whole and an expected enhanced ability of the industry to respond to changing market
conditions by re-allocation of services and roles.
In support of a policy limiting the competition between different types of operators
the Review alleges several disadvantages of such competition which it presumably
feels outweigh the benefits mentioned above. The Review recommends that trunk
operators do not engage in regional services except with a defined regional
organisation and that regional operators take over services where this is not the case.
The basis for this recommendation lies in a perceived lack of responsiveness on the
part of trunk operators to provide optimum services in a region which is only a small
part of its total network . However, there are problems with this approach. Firstly,
since most of the present regional airlines are operated by Ansett Transport Industries
and since the existing trunk operators would most likely be given the first option to
establish any new regional organisation, it seems unlikely that a re-allocation of
services from trunk to regional operators would have a significant impact. Secondly,
the Review attributes perceived deficiencies with current regional services to a lack of a
regionally based organisation. However, the problem is likely to be more
fundamental, i.e. the lack of open market conditions at both the regional and trunk
levels. Open market competition could be expected to substantially overcome any
significant areas of unsatisfied demand. In contrast the Committee's approach carries
the danger of merely changing the identity of the unsatisfied group of air travellers.
The Review considers that one disadvantage of allowing local / commuter operators
to fly through a region to trunk airports is that this overlaps with regional operators.
Thus it appears that competition between different types of operators is, in itself,
harmful. The Review's attitude to such competition is further revealed when it
considers some of the effects of US deregulation [I, p. 63]. It notes "considerable
concern" when large airlines switch services from some of their routes to the more
lucrative routes of smaller airlines, resulting in financial difficulties for the latter. It
would seem that in the Committee's eyes resource allocation through the market
mechanism is, per se, undesirable.7
Finally, the Committee considers that allowing substantial inter-category
competition "carries the danger of operators attempting roles for which they are not
7The Committee may be fearful of the possibility of predatory competition. However, it should be
remembered that predatory competition is also possible under regulation. There is clear evidence that
such behaviour has been allowed in the past by the Minister for Transport and his Department. See
Kirby [8, p. 80].
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ideally equipped" [I, p. 69]. However, the opposite is also true: a regulatory system
which denies operators the ability to undertake certain activities carries the danger of
preventing them from performing roles for which they are ideally equipped. Thus
mistaken investments can occur wit h both regulation and competition, though the
mistakes of the former may perhaps be less easily detected .

/

The Review considers three other issues which have an influence on industry
structure. Firstly, it concludes that continued state ownership of Trans-Australia
Airlines is a necessary part of the econo mic regulation of the domestic air industry [I,
p. 61). However, no evidence is offered to show how state ownership aids economic
regulation or to justify its apparent necessity. State ownership would only appear
necessary if there were significant differences between government objectives and
normal commercial goals. This is not the case here since a consistent theme under the
Two-Airline Policy has been to ensure that T AA behaves as closely as possible to its
private competitor. Adequate influence can be exerted by the Government through its
licensing and other regulatory procedures. The potential ability to influence the
behaviour of a private company through the threat of preferential treatment of the
state firm is also not a conclusive argument in favour of state ownership, since such
ownership is clearly not necessary for preferential treatment (e.g. the position of
Ansett Airlines of Australia relative to other Australian private operators).
Secondly, the Review is only lukewarm to the possibility of cabotage, i.e. utilising
spare capacity on international flights for domestic air transport purposes. The
Committee is concerned that while consumers might enjoy some cost saving the net
effect would be a diversion of revenue away from Australian operators [I, p. 100].
However, this viewpoint ignores the resultant efficiency gains to the community, thus
degenerating into a dubious anti-trade argument and perhaps reducing largely to the
unsupported value judgement that wealth should be redistributed from Australian
consumers to Australian domestic air operators. The Committee also notes the "wider
implications" of cabotage, in particular the small likelihood of reciprocal
arrangements with other countries. Hence attention is restricted to the use of the spare
capacity of only Qantas, Australia's international carrier [I , p. 122]. However, the
inability to capture all the potential gains from trade hardly seems a sensible reason for
refusing to take advantage of those which are available. It is plainly inefficient not to
use empty international airline seats no matter who owns them. Finally, the
Committee argues that consumers should have access only to international flights
departing Australia, since the public "needs to be able to make plans for flights with
some degree of certainty and to be able to interline with other domestic flights" [I, p.
122]. However, the lower quality of service due to the more uncertain departure time
would be reflected in the price charged for such a ticket. Thus this recommendation
merely excludes the consumer from the possible choice of a lower price / quality option
and appears to have little merit. 8
Finally, the Review Committee devotes little attention to charter operators. While
this can be related to the terms of reference, the limited comments the Review makes
8Consumers have shown a willingness to accept similar uncertainty with respect to Standby fares on
domestic flights .
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on this issue cause concern. For example, it urges that strict enforcement of charter
operations is "important to protect scheduled air services from unauthorised charter
incursions" [I, p. 178]. These comments appear to reflect a value judgement on the
inherent worth or value of different types of airline operations and again the major
impact is to deny consumers the choice of a different price / quality product. Without
further economic analysis a hierarchical approach to regulating the airline industry
based on perceived quality of service appears inefficient. The real problem is the
provision of optimal combinations of price and quality, a much more difficult task for
regulators.
In summary, the Review Committee's consideration of the issue of industry
structure is fundamentally deficient. Its description of various factors affecting the
economics of airline markets leads to the obvious conclusion that some operators are
better suited to servicing certain markets than others. The Review merely presumes,
without analysis or consideration of alternatives, that maximum efficiency can be
achieved through bureaucratic direction and presents its blueprint for future
efficiency. Both the chosen method of resource allocation and the detailed plans can be
criticised.
(b)

The Regulation of Air Transport Operators

Many of the most important recommendations of the Review relate to the regulation
of activities within each category of air operators, in particular the Two-Airline
Policy. In general the Review recommends retention of the principles of two major
airlines operating trunk route services and of capacity control, but proposes increased
competition between these two operators.
ID

Ir
I

The Review Committee concludes that "the size of the Australian market would not
support a third carrier on the trunk network as a whole", and that the Government
should continue to maintain the general principle of the Two-Airline Policy by
controlling entry through import regulations [I, p. 74]. This recommendation seems
entirely based on an assessment of the degree of economies of scale in airline
operations; yet the Committee does not specify any evidence to support its assessment
which runs counter to conventional economic wisdom. 9
However, even if economies of scale are present, why close the market? A fear of not
enjoying these economies does not appear to be the reason, for the Review notes that
"it seems unlikely in any case that there would be more than a small number of
operators able to provide such services" [I, p. 72]. In addition, Kirby [8, Chapter 2]
argues that the ability to monopoly price ultimately comes from barriers to entry,
which may be caused by entry and exit costs, and that these are distinct from
economies of scale per se. This discussion rejects the theoretical validity of the simple
natural monopoly argument which seems to underlie many calls for regulatory
intervention. If it is thought that the market outcome will capture the available
economies of scale and will not result in substantial monopoly exploitation, it would
.See Keplinger [5, p. 196). Mackay [9] estimates that if a third airline were introduced and the market
shared equally average costs would rise by only 2.5 per cent.
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appear that a recommendation for market closure could only be based on a belief that
regulators are better able to select the most efficient operators than is the market
mechanism, or that the current two carriers (the co nsistent choice) are more deserving
than other potential entrants. In either case some explicit discussion would seem
wa rranted.

/

The Review Committee rejects the option of having a single operator on the trunk
network [I, p. 73]. It argues that savings from eco nomies of scale would be more than
out-weighed by "the lack of incentive of any mono poly to reduce costs and operate in
the public interest".l o But this statement also implicitly suggests that there are few
economies of scale, since it seems unrealistic to assume that the regulatory
effectiveness of the Department of Transport would su bstantially deteriorate if there
were only one operator rather than two (though, of course, one might be sceptical of its
absolute effectiveness in both cases). The Committee correctly recognises that a ThreeAirline Policy would not necessarily raise econo mic efficiency through increased
competition since there is no assurance t hat three operators would not act in the same
manner as two. Yet it fails to appreciate that in a tightly regulated en vironment exactly
the same reasoning applies to a Two-Airline Policy compared to a One-Airline Policy.
The basic principle which should not be overloo ked is that the degree of competition in
an industry depends more importantly on barriers to entry rather than on market
concentration; and there does not exist a mo re effective barrier than government
prohibition of the entry of new firms .
The Review also holds a restricted perceptio n of co mpetition on the tru nk network.
It presumes that any new entrant into these markets will be of the same size as the
present operators. Thus it recommends a small number of trunk airlines " because of
the need for large operators to provide the necessary nationwide organisations and to
operate the larger and more economic aircraft" [I , p. 69]. T his presumption of similar
size need not be the case. It appears quite feasible that a new entrant could start small
by specialising in a particular market and, if successful , grow over time.
The retention of the principle of capacity control is recom mended on the grounds
that any major relaxation would produce undesirable res ults si milar to those
experienced overseas, i.e overcapacity, low load fac tors and margin al profita bility [I ,
p. 59]. However, this popular fallacy I I fails to recognise that "excess" capacity is
caused by setting the regulated price "too high" and that a lower regulated price, by
lessening the scope for non-price competition thro ugh scheduling frequency, will
reduce the total capacity offered by regulated airlines. Recogniti on of the fallacy also
offers an alternative strategy: let market forces determi ne the price/ quality
combination purchased by consumers. The Review Co mmittee appears unaware of
the existence of this option.
While the Review recommends limiting the trunk netwo rk to two majo r airlines and
controlling the capacity of each, it also concludes that these operators " have reached a
IOThe disc uss ion refer red to in the previo us paragraph indicates that in a com peti tive envi ronment the
si ngle o perat o r does not necessarily suffer a similar lack of incentive.
" See Kirby [8] for a discuss ion of the fa llacious aspects of this and many oth er po pular publ ic interest
a rgum ents used to suppo rt th e re gu la ti on of Australia's domestic airlines.
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stage in their development where they could withstand competition on some routes
and that this would be to the benefit of the public" [I, p, 74]. To allow for the
opportunity of more innovation and greater competition between the airlines the
Committee recommends the repeal of rationalisation provisions of the Airlines
Agreements Act, This action would remove the formalised collusive arrangements
which are available, perhaps raising the costs of collusion and reducing the ability of
one operator to hinder the initiatives of the other through the rationalisation
procedures. However, while this action might increase the ability to innovate or
compete, the proposed reform has less impact on the incentive to do so (e.g. there is
still no threat of outside entry, while continued profit control through cost-plus
pricing inhibits more risky innovations and permits cost inefficiencies). Hence the
observed performance may still fall well short of its potential.
The Review Committee concludes that competition would also be encouraged by a
less rigid approach to fare approvals [I, p. 59]. It argues that this would allow room for
experimentation and innovation with lower fares to attract new business and to meet
the needs of a greater proportion of the potential travelling pUblic. Hence it
recommends approval of fares based on the demonstrable cost of and demand for the
service and allowing the fares actually charged to vary upwards or downwards by 10
per cent [I, p. 80]. Apart from the point that the perceived need forfare flexibility can
be taken as an admission of the regulatory failure of price setting procedures to ensure
efficiency, there are likely to be political difficulties with a regulatory system of costing
a service and then allowing a higher fare. Once again the Review fails to consider the
viability of the alternative strategy of allowing competitive market forces to determine
prices and qualities of service, to ensure that prices are related to costs and to minimise
the risk of predatory pricing.
The Review Committee's analysis of and recommendations for local / commuter
services contrast strongly with that of and for the trunk airlines. The Review concludes
that "facilitation of entry and exit by operators providing local / commuter air
services ... is desirable in the public interest, since it fosters economic efficiency,
through competition and flexibility in the supply of specific factors" [I, p. 192]. Hence
it recommends that the importation of aircraft suitable for commuter services should
not be restrained unless for operational reasons or where these aircraft are "capable of
competing with the major operators as a trunk network aircraft" [I, p. 179]. The
Committee also acknowledges the effective market policing ability of competitive
forces when it concludes that "although a service may already be provided by one
operator, the fact that entry is open to other operators minimises, if not removes, the
danger of monopoly power being exercised" [I, p. 192].
The difference in approach to trunk and local / commuter operators appears to be
based solely on cost conditions: "there was no evidence in support of the existence of
economies of scale [for the latter]" [I, p. 192]. Yet the notion that economies of scale
are the prime determinant of the feasibility and efficiency ofthe competitive process is,
as indicated above, incorrect. Economics of scale, per se, are not necessarily a barrier
to entry and hence a high degree of industry concentration need not preclude the
attainment of economic efficiency via market mechanisms.
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In a similar vein the Review's consideration of the air freight issue is also
inconsistent with its analysis of passenger trunk route services. The Committee
concludes that the Two-Airline Policy has restricted the development of specialist air
freight services and has slowed the growth of the total market. It recommends that air
freight be excluded from the terms of the Two-Airline Policy and that specialised air
freight operations be permitted [I, p. 118].12

/

However, the Committee again shows little concern for the problems which
supposedly plague a competitive passenger market. For instance, the risk of
overcapacity is considered small since "normal commercial forces would tend to
resolve that problem" [I, p. 117]. Why this difference in approach between freight and
passenger markets? The Committee stresses the different characteristics between the
two markets; the former is distinguished by such factors as an imbalance of traffic
flows and scarcity of backloading opportunities, limited economies of scale and direct
competition from road freight services. However, these factors would not appear to
seriously affect the relative feasibility of competition in the two markets.
The underlying reason appears to relate to the impact of any permitted competition
on the two major operators. The Committee remarks that it "concerned itself
primarily with the likely effects of additional freight services on the stability and
viability of the industry as a whole and the need to satisfy public demand" [I, p. 117]
and, noting that specialised freight operators offer a different sort of service to the
trunk airlines, considers that "any diversion of revenue away from the domestic
airlines is likely to be minimal". Thus it seems that the Review Committee has fewer
objections to the satisfaction of consumer demands via specialist freight services,
which mainly attract customers from the road haulage industry with little impact on
the major operators, compared to the provision of specialist passenger services such as
shuttle and charter operations, which might be more likely to divert traffic from the
major operators.

IV.

AN

OVERVIEW

An overview of the Domestic Air Transport Policy Review emphasises several
important issues. Firstly, the Review illustrates the inability of the existing regulatory
mechanisms to directly and positively influence the industry's economic efficiency.
Hence the regulators must rely on the circuitous approach of increased surveillance of
the industry (e.g. some of the most frequently occurring recommendations relate to
further study, evaluation and monitoring of airline performance) and jaWboning (e.g.
the Committee's desire to encourage fare innovations and the de-parallelling of
schedules). However, the Review is unable to provide the means to guarantee that its
exhortations will be acted upon.
Secondly, one should note the selective use of economic theory on the part of the
Review Committee. The textbook application of this theory to cases such as the effect
12The Review Committee's treatment of the air freight issue may be making a virtue out of necessity. The
Secretary of the Department of Transport had already issued in February 1977 import permits for
aircraft to be used in specialised freight operations.
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of subsidies on incentives, air freight overcapacity and competition and concentration
of commuter operators can be contrasted with its incorrect application to the issue of
economies of scale for trunk operations and its complete absence when considering the
questions of technical inefficiency under the existing regulatory framework and the
determination of the overall structure of the industry. The Review appears willing to
give a substantially increased role to competitive market forces only when the market
segment is small and insignificant or when it predicts that there will be little impact on
the major operators. I)
Finally, it should be noted that there
Committee. It remarks:

IS

a bias in the approach of the Review

The complexities of modern society place increasing demands upon

governments to allocate national resources in a number of different and
competing ways. In allocating these resources the Government must apply
a combination of skilled administration and sound technical expertise. [I,
p. 133].
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This bias results in a failure to give due consideration to the alternative method of
resource allocation - the competitive market - and leads to the submission of a
Report in which a large proportion of the recommendations coincide with increased
work opportunities for air transport bureaucrats .
The Government's new Two-Airline Policy arrangements were at last finalised in
June 1981. 14 These policy initiatives reflect the broad thrust of the Report. The new
Agreement for the first time contains precise definitions of the networks and functions
of the trunk, regional and international operators. The regulatory strategy of
developing distinct industry segments is clearly confirmed. In addition, the
fundamental nature of the Two-Airline Policy is maintained : trunk route passenger
operations are still to be largely restricted to the existing two major operators (air
freight is removed from the Agreement). Not only will the control of aircraft capacity
offered by these two airlines continue, but control will also be extended to other
operators wishing to import modern jet equipment. Finally, in the name of increased
competition, the rationalisation pro visi o ns are relaxed to the extent that the two
major airlines will no longer be compelled to confer on certain matters (though they
may do so if they wish) . 15
Recent economic analyses of Australia's domestic air transport industry have
generally been highly critical of the industry's performance and its regulatory

J(

eel

13Economic analysis offers little support for the overall thrust of the Review Committee's report. In view
of this apparent conflict it is surprising that the Review does not give any discussion of its perception of
the main criterion for selecting its policy recommendations , i.e. the "public interest". An explanation of
the chosen regulatory recommendations , which places less emphasis on bureaucratic mistakes or its
inability to secure economic efficiency, might be found in the "private interest" or "pressure group"
theory of regulation. A discussion on the likely applicability of this theory to the regulation of
Australia's domestic airlines is contained in Kirby [8, Chapter 7].
"A package of four Acts was passed by the Parliament : the Airlines Agreement Act 1981, the Airlines
Equipment Amendment Act 1981 , the Independent Air Fares Committee Act 1981 and the Australian
National Airlines Repeal Act 1981.
ISHowever, they are still compelled to consult on core fares , load factors and aircraft utilisation.
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framework. The Domestic Air Transport Policy Review is, in many ways, a notable
landmark in the development of the industry an d its regulatory policies. It has
undoubtedly provided considerable stimulus to research efforts in this field. However,
the fact that this Review, which is here j udged to be of du bious quality, has been used
by some as an a ut hority in the air regulation debate and has had the basic thrust of its
recommendations implemented under the new Two-Airline Policy arrangements can
only be a cause for further concern.
First version received November 1980.
First version accepted A ugust 1981.
(Editors)
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